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Introduction
____________________________________________________________________
1 Sentence comprehension
Sentences are heard of read only in a piecemeal fashion, roughly on a word-by-
word basis. In order to understand the sentence, the incoming words must be
combined into larger syntactic and semantic units. This is not a trivial task.
Consider, for instance, the following sentence fragment:
(1) Which poet...
This sentence can be completed in an infinite number of ways, with which poet
occupying various grammatical roles, e.g. subject, as in (2a), direct object (2b) or
object of a preposition (2c), to mention just a few.
(2) a. Which poet wrote The Canterbury Tales?
b. Which poet do you like?
c. Which poet did you dedicate a song to?
The syntactic role of which poet becomes clear only after an indefinite number of
words have been processed. For instance in (2c), the ambiguous phrase which
poet is separated from the preposition to it belongs to by five words. The distance
may be even longer, as in (3).
(3) Which poet did William and the actors he had been hiring to perform the
play dedicate the hilarious song they had written in just one midsummer
night to?
The syntactic function of phrases such as which poet is thus at least temporarily
ambiguous. It is unlikely that the analysis of the ambiguous phrase is delayed till
the end of the sentence: memory capacity is limited. Furthermore, some sentences
remain completely ambiguous. Hence, people must have a way to assign functions
to ambiguous phrases when sentences are heard or read on a word-by-word basis.
A great deal of sentence comprehension research has been aimed at
specifying how such ambiguities are resolved: Which reading is preferred? On the
basis of which information? And how do the preferences change over time?
Answers to these questions may tell us more about the processes and sources of
information involved in sentence processing in general.
12 2 Chapter 1
The present study is directed at specifying the relative contribution of
various sources of information to sentence comprehension, concentrating on the
processing of subject-object ambiguities in Dutch. This chapter serves as a brief
introduction to the field. In Section 2, I will first discuss three subtasks of
sentence processing and sources of information. Current approaches to sentence
processing differ with respect to the way in which the various sources of
information are used during ambiguity resolution. I will discuss this issue in
Section 3. I will specify the aim of the present study in more detail in Section 4.
An overview of the following chapters is given in Section 5.
2 The tasks of the sentence processor
Sentence comprehension research is concerned with what happens between word
recognition and the point at which the complete sentence is understood. The
complex of cognitive processes devoted to this task is generally referred to as the
sentence processing mechanism or sentence processor. Several subprocesses can
be distinguished. First, words must be combined into larger units as they are
recognized. A second task is to identify the semantic roles played by the noun
phrase referents in the event expressed by the verb. Third, a discourse model is
created or modified such that the noun phrases in the sentence refer to an entity in
this model. Many more processes can be distinguished, but these three are
relevant to the discussion in the next chapters. I will discuss them in more detail
below. The reader should bear in mind that the order in which they are presented
does not necessarily correspond to the order in which they actually occur.
2.1 Combining words to phrases
When a word is read or heard, a representation of the word is activated in the
mental lexicon. In the mental lexicon all kinds of information concerning the
word are stored: its orthography, pronunciation, aspects of its meaning, and its
syntactic category (whether it is a noun, a verb, or is of another category), among
other things. Word category information is used to combine words into larger
units. For instance, the determiner (D), adjective (A) and noun (N) in (4a) can be
combined to a noun phrase (NP), as represented by the labelled bracketing in (b).
(4) a. theD famousA poetsN
b. [NP theD famousA poetsN ]
There are various restrictions on how words combine to phrases. This information
is stated in the grammar of the language in question. Syntactic knowledge can be
stated either in terms of specific phrase structure rules (Chomsky, 1965), or in
terms of more general rules and restrictions (Chomsky, 1981, and later work).
This syntactic information is used to construct a representation of the incoming
sentence. For instance, in English, an article cannot follow the noun it is a3 Introduction 3
determiner of. Thus, in (5), the three words cannot be combined to form a
complete NP. Instead, the determiner signals that another NP is coming up, as e.g.
the king in (5b).
(5) a. famousA poetsN theD
b. Famous poets, the king will always invite.
Similarly, in (6a), the preposition (P) from cannot form a complete unit with the
preceding words, but combines with a following NP, yielding a prepositional
phrase (PP). Together with the noun poets, this PP forms a more complex NP, cf.
(6b):
(6) a. poetsN fromP
b. [NP poetsN [PP fromP [NP theD continentN ]]]
Complete NPs and PPs can combine with a verb (V) to form a clause. Syntactic
functions such as subject and object can be defined in terms of hierarchical
position of the NPs in the clause. The NP that combines with the verb to form a
VP is an object; the NP that combines with a VP is the subject of the clause. This
is illustrated in (7):
(7) a. The poets greeted the king.
b. [clause [NP-SUBJECT the poets] [VP greeted [NP-OBJECT the king ] ] ]
In (7), the king is the object. It combines with the verb to form a VP. The NP the
poets is the subject of the clause: together with the VP it forms a complete clause.
Again, certain syntactic restrictions apply. In simple English declaratives, the
subject NP precedes the verb, and the verb precedes the object NP. This
information is made use of while a structural representation of an incoming clause
is constructed.
This task of combining words into larger phrasal units and assigning
syntactic functions is thus for a great deal driven by syntactic information. This is
information that abstracts away from the specific semantic content of the words
and the discourse context in which the sentence is uttered.
2.2 Assigning thematic roles to NPs
A second task of the sentence processor is to assign thematic roles to the NPs in
the clause. Thematic information is provided by the (lexical) verb. A verb
describes an event (or state) and specifies the roles that the referents of the NPs
play in this event (state). For instance, a verb like to hit expresses an activity that
someone, the agent, does to someone or something, the patient or theme (cf.
Gruber, 1976). These thematic roles are usually assumed to be stated in the
lexical entry of the verb in the mental lexicon, and are activated when the verb is4 4 Chapter 1
recognized. One task of the sentence processor is to relate the thematic roles to
the NPs in the sentence. For instance, in (8), the poet fulfills the agent role of the
hitting event; the farmer the theme.
(8) The poet hit the farmer.
How the roles are assigned to the NPs is subject to grammatical restrictions. In
English, the sequence in (8) can only mean that the poet hit the farmer, and not
that the farmer hit the poet. In general, if a verb selects an agent and a theme
role, the agent role is assigned to the subject of the clause, the theme to the
object. The syntactic position of the NPs thus has consequences for the meaning
of the clause.
Although the assignment of thematic roles is restricted by the syntactic
position of the NPs, thematic role assignment cannot be reduced to the assignment
of syntactic functions or vice versa. This is exemplified in (9). The sentence-
initial NP, poets, is the subject of the clause. This becomes evident already at the
finite auxiliary (were), or even earlier. However, the thematic role of this NP
becomes clear only at the lexical verb provided later in the input. Note that the
subject NP does not always fulfill the agent role: the verb can assign a variety of
thematic roles. For instance, the first NP is the theme of the action in (9a),
experiencer in (b), and the cause in (c):
(9) Poets were...
a. hit.
b. surprised.
c. making the king laugh.
The assignment of a syntactic function must therefore take place independently of
the assignment of a thematic role. The reverse situation can also occur. There is
some evidence that the assignment of a thematic role can take place before the
syntactic position of the NP is realized in the input (e.g. Pickering and Barry,
1991; Boland, Tanenhaus, Garnsey and Carlson, 1995; Traxler and Pickering,
1996). In sum, during sentence processing, NPs must be assigned a thematic role
provided by the verb. This task is distinct from the task of constructing a syntactic
representation and assigning syntactic functions to the NPs.
2.3 Establishing NP referents
Another subtask of sentence processing is to establish the referents of the NPs in
a mental discourse model (e.g. Heim, 1982). A discourse model is a mental
representation of the entities that have been mentioned in the discourse. An NP
can either refer to something that has been mentioned before and, hence, is
already part of the discourse model, or introduce a new entity into the model.5 Introduction 5
Different types of NP impose different restrictions on their referents. Consider for
instance (10).
(10) A poet walked by.
The NP a poet refers to something that has not been mentioned before. This is
signalled by the use of an indefinite determiner a. A new entity is therefore set up
in the discourse model. Other NPs in subsequent sentences may refer to this
entity. Now consider (11).
(11) The poet was singing.
The use of the definite determiner the implies that there is one poet who can be
uniquely identified. This means that such an entity either is already present in the
discourse model, or can easily be inferred. If (11) is part of the discourse initiated
by (10), the NP can licitly refer to the poet already present in the model. If,
however, (11) is uttered out of the blue, the inference is made that there is a
unique poet which the sentence is a statement about. A corresponding entity will
be set up in the discourse model.
Briefly put, part of sentence processing is to identify the referents of the
NPs in the sentence. This is done either by linking them to already mentioned
entities, or by setting up new or inferring known entities in the discourse model.
Note that the syntactic process of creating an NP need not be completed before a
referent of this phrasal unit can be established. If the context is sufficiently
restricted, people identify an NP referent even before all words constituting this
NP have been encountered (Eberhart, Spivey-Knowlton, Sedivy and Tanenhaus,
1995).
2.4 Summary
In sum, at least three subtasks in sentence processing can be distinguished: first,
words must be combined to phrases, and phrases to clauses (which also includes
the assignment of syntactic functions as object and subject); second, thematic
roles provided by the lexical verb must be assigned to NPs and, third, the
referents of the NPs must be established. Correspondingly, different sources of
information can be distinguished: syntactic, thematic and discourse information. In
addition other types of information play a role in sentence processing (e.g.
prosody, world knowledge) but these are not dealt with here.
3 Ambiguity resolution
An important issue in sentence processing theory has been whether the process of
combining words into larger units is initially sensitive to syntactic information
only, or whether other information plays a role, as well. One way to investigate6 6 Chapter 1
this issue is by looking at how structural ambiguities are resolved. As has been
mentioned previously, natural language is abundantly ambiguous: when sentences
are read or heard on a word-by-word basis, the words can frequently be combined
into larger units in more than one way. Investigating which information (syntactic,
thematic, discourse, or other) affects the resolution of such ambiguities, and at
which point specific kinds of information are used, may tell us more about the
nature of the sentence processing mechanism. Below, two opposing views, syntax-
first and interactive approaches, will be discussed. However, as will become clear
from later discussion, the two approaches are hard to distinguish empirically.
3.1 Syntax-first approaches
According to syntax-first approaches (e.g. Frazier, 1979, 1987a, 1990a), the
sentence processor contains an initial syntactic stage of analysis. This stage is
sensitive to syntactic information only, that is, word category information and
grammatical knowledge. In such a model, structural ambiguity is initially resolved
on the basis of structural strategies. One such syntactic strategy is the principle of
Minimal Attachment. Frazier (1979:24) defines this principle as follows:
(12) Minimal Attachment
Attach incoming material into the phrase-marker being constructed using
the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness rules of the
language under analysis.
This implies that in cases of structural ambiguity the syntactic representation is
built that is the least complex in terms of the number of phrase markers (i.e.
labels such as NP and VP).
Let me illustrate the workings of this strategy with an example. A well-
studied English ambiguity is the reduced relative/main clause ambiguity (for an
overview, cf. MacDonald, Pearlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994). For instance, the
fragment in (13) can be continued in two ways, (a) and (b):
(13) The defendant examined....
a. the evidence.
b. by the judge turned out to be unreliable.
In (13a) the verb examined is the main clause verb. In (b), the verb is a passive
participle introducing a reduced relative clause which modifies the first NP. The
unambiguous equivalent of (13b) is given in (14):
(14) The defendant who was examined by the judge turned out to be
unreliable.7 Introduction 7
Generally, speakers of English prefer one reading of fragments like (13), namely
the one in which the first verb is interpreted as the main clause verb (13a). This
becomes clear when reading times for reduced (13b) and unreduced relatives (14)
are compared at the disambiguating by-phrase. Reading times at this position are
generally longer for the reduced version. This suggests that the verb examined in
(13) is initially interpreted as a main clause verb. This analysis is incompatible
with the by-phrase, leading to an increase in processing effort and hence, to an
increase in reading times at this position.
The principle of Minimal Attachment accounts for this main clause
preference in the following way. First, consider the syntactic structure
corresponding to the alternative readings. The representation in (15a) corresponds
to the interpretation in which examined in (13) is taken to be the main clause
verb; (15b) is a possible representation of a reduced relative (the relative clause is
labeled RC).
(15) a. [NP the defendant] [VP examined...
b. [NP [NP the defendant] [RC examined...] ] [VP ...
Clearly, a reduced relative interpretation involves more structure than a main
clause analysis: in the least, it requires an additional node within the NP: together,
the relative clause and the preceding NP form a larger NP. According to the
Minimal Attachment principle, the main clause analysis in (15a) is preferred, as
this analysis involves the least number of nodes. When other information comes
in that is not compatible with this analysis (e.g. the by-phrase in (13b)), an
increase in parsing difficulty is the result, as the preferred syntactic analysis has to
be revised.
The initial syntactic stage (structural building stage) is assumed to be
informationally encapsulated, that is, it can only make use of syntactic
information. This implies that the initial preference for a main clause
interpretation is not influenced by the specific thematic, semantic and other
properties of the NPs and Vs, even if this information is already available. Such
non-structural information may be used only at later stages: when non-syntactic
information is incompatible with the syntactic analysis, it may trigger a revision
of the structural representation.
3.2 Interactive approaches
According to interactive models, not only syntactic information but all other
information (lexically specific thematic information, discourse information, etc.)
can influence the resolution of structural ambiguities as soon as this information
becomes available (Taraban and McClelland, 1988; MacDonald, Pearlmutter and
Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell and Tanenhaus, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton and
Tanenhaus, 1994).8 8 Chapter 1
Some evidence in favor of an interactive model can be found in e.g.
Trueswell, Tanenhaus and Garnsey (1994). Trueswell et al. report effects of
thematic information on the way in which the reduced relative/main clause
ambiguities are resolved. Trueswell et al. compared the sentences in (16), among
other things. In contrast to the sentence in (13), the first NP in (16) is a suitable
theme of the verb examined.
(16) a. The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.
b. The evidence that was examined by the lawyer turned out to be
unreliable.
No differences in reading times were attested at the by-phrase for the ambiguous
and unambiguous versions in (16), in contrast to what was found for clauses in
which the first NP denoted an animate entity, as in (13b) versus (14). This
suggests that the thematic fit of the NPs with the verb affects ambiguity
resolution.
In an interactive approach, the thematic fit of the NP and the V is taken
into account as soon as an interpretation is assigned to the incoming sentence. The
fact that sentences like (16a) are easier to process than sentences like (13b) is thus
accounted for in a straightforward way. A number of other experimental results
support the view that non-syntactic information such as thematic and discourse
information very rapidly influence the resolution of various types of structural
ambiguity (e.g. Tanenhaus, Boland, Garnsey, and Carlson, 1989; Trueswell and
Tanenhaus, 1991; Stowe, Tanenhaus and Carlson, 1991; Britt, Perfetti, Garrod and
Rayner, 1992; Boland, Tanenhaus, Garnsey and Carlson, 1995; Altmann, Garnham
and Dennis, 1992; Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell and Tanenhaus, 1993; Ni,
Braze, Conway, Crain and Shankweiler, 1996; cf. also Chapter 2, Section 5.1).
3.3 Empirical evidence is not conclusive
Psycholinguistic research has for a long time been directed at obtaining evidence
in favor of or against either syntax-first or interactive models. Theoretically, the
two approaches differ with respect to the point at which non-syntactic information
is made use of in sentence processing. According to syntax-first models, the
influence of non-syntactic information should be delayed relative to syntactic
information, as non-syntactic information only has access to the output of the
syntactic stage. Interactive theories predict no such delay. It is however hard to
empirically distinguish syntax-first and interactive theories.
First, as has already been mentioned, there is some evidence that non-
syntactic information such as thematic and discourse information is made use of
very rapidly in the resolution of structural ambiguities. This has been claimed to
support interactive models. However, one cannot exclude a syntax-first model on
the basis of these data: after the initial syntactic stage, non-syntactic information
may lead to a quick, cost-free revision of the initial syntactic analysis. The current9 Introduction 9
experimental methods might just not be sensitive enough to track this very first
syntactic stage. The data cited above are therefore not incompatible with a syntax-
first approach.
Some studies, on the other hand, report a delay of non-syntactic
information on ambiguity resolution, or no effect at all (e.g. Ferreira and Clifton,
1986; Mitchell, 1987; Clifton and Ferreira, 1989; Mitchell, Corley, and Garnham,
1992; Rayner, Garrod and Perfetti, 1992; Murray and Liversedge, 1994). This
may be interpreted as counterevidence for interactive models: according to these
models all information should be used immediately. However, proponents of
interactive models do not claim that all sources of information have an equally
strong effect on ambiguity resolution. Some information, e.g. some syntactic
constraints, may introduce such a strong bias for a particular reading that other
information hardly has a noticeable effect, even if this information is made use of
immediately (MacDonald, Pearlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994). Furthermore,
quantitative models are currently being developed which show that apparently
delayed effects of non-syntactic information can be accounted for in an interactive
approach (cf. Spivey-Knowlton, Hanna and Tanenhaus, 1996). At present, syntax-
first and interactive models can therefore not easily be distinguished on the basis
of the temporal characteristics of syntactic versus non-syntactic resources.
3.4 Summarizing remarks
Previous research has shown that various kinds of information (e.g. syntactic,
thematic, discourse and others) influence processing preferences in the resolution
of structural ambiguities. An important question has been whether a first, strictly
syntactic stage of parsing can be distinguished, or whether all kinds of
information are made use of immediately. However, the experimental evidence
available to date is not decisive between syntax-first and interactive approaches.
What the apparently contradictory results do suggest is that some sources of
information have a stronger effect on ambiguity resolution than others, and that
the impact of a certain source of information is not fixed, but varies depending on
other factors. Rather than trying to distinguish syntax-first from interactive
approaches to sentence processing, research should first be directed at collecting
data on the relative impact of the various kinds of information involved in
ambiguity resolution.
4 The present study
The present study is primarily aimed at obtaining a clearer picture of the effect of
various kinds of information on ambiguity resolution. More specifically, this study
is directed at providing more insight into the interplay of syntactic and discourse-10 10 Chapter 1
related lexical information in sentence processing by looking at the resolution of
subject-object ambiguities in Dutch.
1
As will be explained in more detail in the next chapter, Dutch has a
number of clause types in which the syntactic function of the NPs is at least
temporarily ambiguous. For instance, (17) can be interpreted with the first NP
welke dichter as the subject and the second NP de boer as the object of the
clause, cf. the paraphrase in (18a); or with de boer as the subject, and welke
dichter as the object, cf. (18b).
(17) Welke dichter heeft de boer gegroet?
which poet has the farmer greeted
(18) a. Which poet greeted the farmer?
b. Which poet did the farmer greet?
As will be discussed in the next chapter, there is abundant evidence in the
literature that a subject-object order (cf. 18a) is favored on syntactic grounds. This
renders the Dutch word order ambiguity a suitable paradigm for investigating the
strength of syntactic biases relative to other sorts of non-syntactic information.
The experiments presented in this thesis show that this syntactically
based preference for the subject-object order is not as robust as previous
experiments seem to suggest. Word order preferences can easily be influenced by
discourse-related information, even if sentences are presented in isolation. In the
present study, discourse information is manipulated by using different types of NP
in the clause. First, order preferences are investigated as a function of the nature
of the first NP. From a discourse point of view, a sentence starting with a definite
NP triggers quite different inferences than a sentence starting with a wh-phrase
such as which poet. This has consequences for the strength of the word order
preference in declaratives versus wh-questions. Second, word order preferences
differ depending on the type of NP which appears in the second position. Previous
research has been mainly concerned with clauses containing a full definite NP as
the second NP. In this study order preferences are investigated also in clauses
containing a pronoun in second position. Pronouns and definite NPs differ with
respect to the discourse status of their referents, and are for that reason differently
biased to occupy the subject or object position of a clause. It will be shown that
this discourse-related information is made use of in resolving word order
ambiguities, leading to different order preferences depending on the type of
second NP. In addition, the results suggest that the manner and point of
disambiguation play a role in determining the strength of the order preferences.
1 Such ambiguities are also referred to as word order ambiguities, although, of
course, the ambiguity does not concern the order of words, but rather the order of
constituents.11 Introduction 11
It should be noted, however, that these conclusions are limited to the
comprehension of visually presented, isolated sentences. Furthermore, in the
experimental studies, only canonically transitive predicates are used: the verb
selects an agent and a theme role, which is assigned to the subject and object
position, respectively. Ditransitives, psych verb predicates and ergatives are not
taken into consideration. Depending on how strong a role verb information plays
in the processing of such constructions, a different pattern of results might be
found with these sets of verbs.
5 Overview of this book
In Chapter 2 I will show that Dutch has a number of clause types in which the
order of subject and object is (temporarily) ambiguous. I will discuss previous
experimental research reporting a preference for the subject-object order. Several
syntactic parsing strategies have been proposed to account for this preference.
However, there are reasons to expect that discourse-related information plays a
role, as well. I will argue that various type of NPs impose different requirements
on the discourse context, and that this might affect the preferred order of subject
and object, and the strength of this preference. Two hypotheses are formulated for
explanatory purposes: the Syntactic Hypothesis, representing the view that
syntactic information takes precedence and lexically induced, discourse-related
information is delayed; and the Discourse Hypothesis, according to which
lexically induced discourse-related information has a strong, immediate effect on
the resolution of word order ambiguities.
The Syntactic and the Discourse Hypotheses are experimentally tested in
the next chapters. In Chapter 3 the impact of the nature of the first NP is
investigated. A self-paced reading study is conducted, comparing subject- and
object-initial declarative main clauses and which-N questions (Experiment 1).
In Chapter 4 the impact of the second NP is investigated using embedded
wh-clauses. Six experiments will be described. First, Experiment 2 shows that
people have an off-line preference to interpret an embedded wh-phrase as the
subject of the embedded clause, at least, in absence of any following verb or NP.
Next, order preferences are investigated for wh-clauses containing a case-marked
pronoun in the second NP position. One off-line (Experiment 3) and two on-line
experiments (Experiments 4 and 5) are conducted, showing a preference for an
object-subject order. Experiment 6 investigates whether the same results can be
obtained when a case-ambiguous pronoun is used and the sentences are
disambiguated by number information. In addition, this experiment tests whether
the length of the ambiguous region has any effect. Experiment 7, finally,
explicitly compares wh-clauses containing a pronoun with wh-clauses containing a
definite NP.
In Chapter 5 some corpus data will be presented concerning the
frequency of occurrence of subject- versus object-initial wh-clauses in Dutch. The
data suggest that also in naturally produced texts the nature of the second NP has12 12 Chapter 1
some influence on the order of the subject and the object. Furthermore, the
frequency data will be compared with the experimental data obtained in the
previous chapters to obtain more insight in the way frequency of occurrence
corresponds to processing preferences.
In Chapter 6 an overview is given of the experimental and corpus data. I
will show that in addition to syntactic preferences and discourse-related properties
of the NPs, the manner and point of disambiguation play a role in the resolution
of word order ambiguities. I will discuss four current theories of sentence
processing, and sketch how each of these might account for the present data.
Some suggestions will be given for future research. A summary of the book is
given in Chapter 7.Chapter 2
Subject-object ambiguities
____________________________________________________________________
1 Introduction
This chapter will first show that Dutch has a number of constructions in which
the order of subject and object is at least temporarily ambiguous (Section 2).
Next, in Section 3, experimental evidence will be discussed showing that there is
a general preference for an interpretation in which the subject precedes the object.
This preference for a subject-object order is most likely to be driven by a
syntactic generalization that abstracts away from the properties of the specific
lexical items and the discourse context. In Section 4, several syntactic accounts
for the subject-object preference will be discussed. In Section 5, it will be argued
that in addition to this syntactic bias for the subject-object order, other factors
may affect word order preferences. It will be shown how the specific properties of
the NPs may support or counteract the syntactic bias. Which order is ultimately
preferred and the strength of this preference may therefore also depend on the
specific properties of the NPs used. Two hypotheses will be formulated that will
be tested in the next chapters.
2 Subject-object ambiguities
In a number of clause types in Dutch, the subject can either precede or follow the
object. Except for some pronouns, NPs in Dutch are not overtly case-marked.
This means that when such clauses are processed from left to right, the order of
the subject and object NP is temporarily or even fully ambiguous. For instance,
the main clause in (1) can be paraphrased as (2a) corresponding to a subject-
object (SO) reading, or as (2b), corresponding to the object-subject (OS) order.
1
(1) De dichter heeft de boer gegroet.
the poet has the farmer greeted
(2) a. The poet greeted the farmer. [SO]
b. The poet, the farmer greeted. [OS]
1 The object-subject interpretation is rather marked for declaratives. I will return to
this in Section 5.2.
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Main clause wh-questions, embedded wh-questions and relative clauses may be
ambiguous in the same manner. Wh-questions are questions starting with a wh-
phrase, such as ‘which’-N (Dutch: welke-N), ‘who’ (wie) or ‘what’ (wat). An
example of a main clause wh-question is given in (3).
(3) Welke dichter heeft de boer gegroet?
which poet has the farmer greeted
In (3), either the first NP welke dichter or the second NP de boer can be the
subject of the clause. Paraphrases are given in (4):
(4) a. Which poet greeted the farmer? [SO]
b. Which poet did the farmer greet? [OS]
Wh-questions can also be embedded, as shown in (5). In embedded clauses, the
finite verb appears after the two NPs in the final or penultimate position of the
clause. However, the order ambiguity remains, cf. (6).
(5) Ik vroeg me af welke dichter de boer heeft gegroet.
I asked me PART which poet the farmer has greeted
(6) a. I wondered which poet greeted the farmer. [SO]
b. I wondered which poet the farmer greeted. [OS]
Finally, relative clauses display the same ambiguity. The relative clause in (7) can
be interpreted as (8a), in which the head of the relative, die, is the subject of the
clause; or as (8b) in which the head is the object. Note that also here the verb
appears after the two NPs.
(7) De dichter die de boer heeft gegroet...
the poet that the farmer has greeted
(8) a. the poet who greeted the farmer... [SO]
b. the poet who the farmer greeted... [OS]
The declarative main clauses, wh-questions and relative clauses exemplified above
are all fully ambiguous. Clauses may, however, be syntactically disambiguated by
case marking on the NPs (pronominal NPs only, in Dutch), or by number
agreement between the finite verb and the subject. This disambiguating
information need not be present immediately at the first word of the clause, but
may come in only later. Thus, NP-V-NP or NP-NP-V clauses in Dutch may be at
least temporarily ambiguous between a subject-object and an object-subject
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3 A subject-object preference
In this section some experimental evidence will be discussed showing a general
preference for the reading in which the subject precedes the object, even though
both subject-object and object-subject orders are possible. There is also evidence
that this preference for a subject-first reading is established rather quickly during
on-line processing. In addition, a subject-first reading is preferred in the absence
of, or even despite, potentially biasing semantic or contextual information. This
suggests that the subject-object order is favored on syntactic grounds.
As only few experiments have been conducted in Dutch, I will also
discuss some data from German. German is structurally quite similar to Dutch,
and displays the same kind of order ambiguities as those outlined above. The
German data are therefore relevant to the present discussion. One difference
between Dutch and German is that in German, also non-pronominal NPs are case-
marked. Word order ambiguities are therefore somewhat less abundant, as case
information can be used to disambiguate the sentence. Another difference,
presumably related to the presence of case marking, is that word order in German
is even less rigid compared to Dutch. However, despite these differences, word
order preferences found for German resemble those found for Dutch.
I will first discuss experimental evidence on main clauses (declaratives
and wh-questions) in Section 3.1, and turn to verb-final embedded clauses
(relative clauses and wh-clauses) in Section 3.2. For each subtype, Dutch and
German data will be discussed separately.
3.1 Main clauses
3.1.1 Dutch data: declaratives
In general, temporarily ambiguous main clauses in Dutch are preferably assigned
a subject-object interpretation. Evidence for this preference has been found by
Frazier and Flores d’Arcais (1989), and by Lamers (1996). Frazier and Flores
d’Arcais conducted an end-of-sentence grammaticality judgment experiment, using
declarative main clauses like the ones in (9). For clarity, the point of
disambiguation in this and following examples is printed in bold.
(9) a. De patiënt heeft de dokters bezocht. [SO]
the patient has-SG the doctors visited
b. De patiënt hebben de dokters bezocht. [OS]
the patient have-PL the doctors visited
The sentences are disambiguated by number agreement between the verb and one
of the NPs. In (9), the first NP is singular; the second is plural. In (9a), the finite
verb, heeft, is singular, indicating that the first, singular NP is the subject; in (9b),16 16 Chapter 2
the finite verb is plural, hebben, which forces the second, plural NP to be the
subject of the clause.
Sentences were flashed on the screen, word by word, at a rate of 300 ms
per word. At the end of the sentence, subjects had to indicate whether the
sentence was grammatical or not. Frazier and Flores d’Arcais found that the
subject-object versions were responded to faster and more accurately than the
object-subject versions. Apparently, there is a preference for a subject-object
interpretation of the clause, leading to processing difficulties when this analysis is
not compatible with other information.
The Frazier and Flores d’Arcais experiment does not tell anything about
the point at which processing difficulties occur during reading, however, since
responses were only recorded at the end of the sentence. More information
concerning on-line processing of temporarily ambiguous main clauses is provided
by Lamers (1996) using Event-Related Potentials (ERPs). ERPs are obtained by
recording the ongoing electrical activity of the brain via scalp electrodes while
stimuli are presented. Next, the activity time-locked to the presentation of a
certain stimulus is averaged across trials. In the ERPs, several components
(positive or negative peaks or waves) can be distinguished. Previous research has
shown that sentences containing syntactic violations or syntactically less preferred
continuations elicit a positive going wave relative to grammatical or syntactically
preferred base-line conditions (Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992; Hagoort, Brown
and Groothusen, 1993; Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauer and Friederici, 1995). A
positivity with a comparable scalp distribution and latency can thus be interpreted
as a sign of syntactic processing difficulty.
Lamers compared subject-object and object-subject main clauses, using
case-marked pronouns to disambiguate the structures:
(10) a. De oude vrouw in de straat verzorgde hem elke dag. [SO]
the old woman in the street took-care-of him-ACC every day
b. De oude vrouw in de straat verzorgde hij elke dag. [OS]
the old woman in the street took-care-of he-NOM every day
In (10a), the pronoun following the verb bears accusative case which indicates
that the pronoun is the object and the sentence-initial NP is the subject of the
sentence.
2 In (10b), on the other hand, the pronoun is nominative and therefore
the subject; the sentence-initial NP is the object.
At the disambiguating pronoun, Lamers found a number of different
positive components for the object-subject relative to the subject-object condition.
Some of these components were comparable to the positivities related to
processing difficulty that are reported in the literature. The results therefore
2 In Dutch, the same pronominal form is used for accusative, dative and oblique cases.
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suggest that people have more trouble with object-subject than with subject-object
sentences. The difference between the two order conditions became apparent
already at the point of disambiguation. This suggests that the first NP is preferred
as the subject of the clause by the time the second NP is encountered.
3.1.2 German data: declaratives
Although word order ambiguities are less abundant in German because of case
marking, the same preference for a subject-object order has been found in this
language. Main clause NP-V-NP declaratives have been tested by Hemforth (1993)
and Bayer and Marslen-Wilson (1992). Hemforth (1993) conducted an off-line
acceptability rating, an on-line self-paced reading and an on-line grammaticality
judgment study on subject-object and object-subject main clauses in German.
Clauses were disambiguated by case information; the position of the
disambiguating information was varied. The conditions resembling the Lamers
stimuli are given in (11).
(11) a. Die kluge Tante besucht den kleinen Jungen. [SO]
the clever aunt visits the-ACC small boy.
b. Die kluge Tante besucht der kleine Junge. [OS]
the clever aunt visits the-NOM small boy.
Here, the first NP is ambiguous between a nominative and an accusative; the
sentence is disambiguated only at the determiner following the verb. As in the
Dutch studies, a preference for a subject-object order was seen: more judgment
errors were made on sentences like (11b) than on (a), and increased
grammaticality decision and reading times were seen at the determiner of the
second NP for (11b) relative to (11a). The effects did not reach significance in the
reading times, however, but this may be due to the fact that only two items were
used per condition.
Hemforth (1993) also provides some evidence that the difficulty of the
object-subject order does not result only from ambiguity resolution. In one
condition, the first NP was unambiguously marked nominative or accusative, e.g.
(12):
(12) a. Der kluge Onkel besucht den kleinen Jungen. [SO]
the-NOM clever uncle visits the-ACC small boy.
b. Den klugen Onkel besucht der kleine Junge. [OS]
the-ACC clever uncle visits the-NOM small boy.
Here, longer decision times were seen at the first noun in the object-subject
sentences (12b) compared to the subject-object sentences (12a). Reading times
showed effects in the same direction. This suggests that the subject-object order is
not only preferred in cases of ambiguity, but that this order is easier to process18 18 Chapter 2
per se. The results are interesting in another respect: the preference for the
subject-initial reading of main clauses was seen before the verb. This shows that
the order preference is not driven by semantic or thematic information provided
by the verb (cf. also Bader and Lasser, 1994; Section 4.1.4).
Results from Bayer and Marslen-Wilson (1992) suggest that order
preferences are not driven by contextual information either. Object-initial
declaratives are rather marked when presented in isolation, and one could claim
that this is what may have caused the preference for the subject-object order.
Bayer and Marslen-Wilson tested the processing of ambiguous and unambiguous
main and embedded clauses as a function of contextual bias. Sentences were
preceded either by a neutral or by a biasing context. The biasing contexts were
constructed such that the subject of the test sentence could easily receive a
contrastive interpretation and the object could refer to given information. Object-
initial clauses are quite natural under these conditions. An example of a biasing
context is given below.
(13) Neulich gab es einen Brand in der Innenstadt. In der Zeitung stand, dass
ein Mann von Feuerwehrmännern aus seiner brennenden Wohnung befreit
wurde. Später stellte sich aber das Folgende heraus:
‘Recently, there was a fire in the city. The newspaper reported that a
man was rescued from his burning house by some firemen. Later,
however, the following turned out:’
This context was followed by a test sentence. Examples of the unambiguous
subject-object and object-subject main clause conditions are given in (14a) and
(b), respectively:
(14) a. Der Hausmeister hat den Mann gerettet. [SO]
the-NOM janitor has the-ACC man saved.
b. Den Mann hat der Hausmeister gerettet. [OS]
the-ACC man has the-NOM janitor saved.
Thus, in the biasing context conditions, the object of the test sentence, den Mann
‘the man’, referred to an entity that had already been introduced. The subject NP
in the test sentence, der Hausmeister ‘the janitor’ in (14), was new to the
discourse, but could be interpreted contrastively with another entity in the
previous context, Feuerwehrmänner ‘firemen’ in (13). In the neutral conditions,
on the other hand, the test sentence did not express a contrast with the preceding
discourse. The context thus rendered the object-subject clauses pragmatically
rather odd.
The results of this self-paced reading experiment suggest that the
processing of the test sentences is hardly affected by the preceding discourse.
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nature of the context. Apparently, the preference for a subject-object order is not,
or at least not primarily, driven by contextual information.
3.1.3 Dutch data: wh-questions
Let us now turn to the processing of main clause wh-questions. Frazier and Flores
d’Arcais (1989) and Read, Kraak and Boves (1980) provide some evidence that
also these clauses show a subject-object preference.
Frazier and Flores d’Arcais (1989) tested order preferences for wh-
questions in the same grammaticality judgment study that was discussed
previously for declarative clauses. Together with the declaratives in (9), wh-
questions like the ones given in (15) were tested. As in the declarative conditions,
number information on the finite verb was used to disambiguate the sentence.
(15) a. Welke arbeiders hebben de voorman geprezen? [SO]
which workers have-PL the foreman praised
b. Welke arbeiders heeft de voorman geprezen? [OS]
which workers has-SG the foreman praised
End-of-sentence decision times for the wh-questions were similar to those for the
declaratives: subject-initial clauses were responded to faster than object-initial
questions. The size of the difference was comparable to that of the declarative
cases. Also with respect to decision accuracy, performance was worse for the
object-subject than the subject-object condition. The difference in accuracy
between the object-subject and subject-object conditions was smaller for the wh-
questions than for the declaratives, however. This suggests that the preference for
a subject-object order is somewhat weaker for wh-questions than for declaratives.
A subject-object preference for wh-questions was also found in a study
by Read et al. (1980). Results from this experiment suggest that the preference for
this order is not driven by prosodic cues, although intonation may modulate the
preference. Read et al. tested wie (‘who’)-questions that were structurally
completely ambiguous between a subject-object and an object-subject reading. An
example of the Read et al. materials is given in (16).
(16) Wie zoent de vrouw?
who kisses the woman?
Sentences were presented visually or auditorily. In the auditory conditions, main
stress was either on the verb or on the second noun phrase. Subjects read or
listened to the sentence, and had to indicate whether they preferred a statement
like (17a) or (17b) as the answer to the question.20 20 Chapter 2
(17) a. De man zoent de vrouw.
the man kisses the woman
b. De vrouw zoent de man.
the woman kisses the man
Note that these response items, too, are ambiguous. However, the data for
unambiguous filler questions suggest that the answers such as the ones in (17)
were read as subject-object clauses. The data for the ambiguous questions showed
an overall preference for a subject-object interpretation, that is, (17a) in response
to (16). This preference was strongest when the second NP was stressed (86%),
and weakest when the verb was stressed (72%). The visual condition scored in
between (78%). The differences between the conditions were statistically
significant. The Read et al. data therefore suggest that the subject preferably
precedes the object in wh-questions, although intonation appears to affect the
strength this preference.
3.1.4 German data: wh-questions
To date, no on-line studies have been carried out for wh-questions in Dutch. A
number of on-line experiments have been conducted wh-questions in German. For
main clause questions, a preference for a subject-object order has been found, but
the robustness of this effect appears to depend on whether case or number
information is used to disambiguate the clause.
First, Meng (1995) and Schlesewsky, Fanselow, Kliegl and Krems (to
appear) report a subject-object preference when clauses are disambiguated by
number information at the verb. Meng used materials like the ones given in (18):
(18) a. Welche Lehrerin der Stadtschule hat die Eltern neulich
which teacher of-the city school has-SG the parents recently
angerufen? [SO]
phoned?
b. Welche Lehrerin der Stadtschule haben die Eltern neulich
which teacher of-the city school have-PL the parents recently
angerufen? [OS]
phoned?
In (18), the first NP is singular, the second plural. In the subject-object version (a)
the verb agrees in number with the first NP; in the object-subject version (b) it
agrees with the second NP. Longer reading times were found for the object-
subject clauses compared to the subject-object ones at and after the
disambiguating auxiliary. This indicates that the subject-object order is preferred,
and that this preference is established at, or even before, the finite auxiliary. This
again shows that the order preference is not driven by semantic and thematic21 Subject-object ambiguities 21
information: such information is only provided by the lexical verb, angerufen,a t
the end of the clause. If order preferences of structurally ambiguous clauses were
primarily based on thematic information, no increase in reading times would have
been seen for the object-subject clauses before the lexical verb.
Facts are less clear when case information on the second NP is used to
disambiguate the wh-clause, cf. e.g. (19) from Schlesewsky et al. (to appear).
(19) a. Welche Frau sah den Mann am Freitag? [SO]
which woman saw the-ACC man on Friday
b. Welche Frau sah der Mann am Freitag? [OS]
which woman saw the-NOM man on Friday
Here, the second NP is unambiguously marked accusative in (19a), and
nominative in (19b), forcing a subject-object analysis in (a) and an object-subject
reading in (b). Schlesewsky et al. report no differences in self-paced reading times
at or immediately after the point of disambiguation. Reading times were longer
for the object-subject clauses only at the end of the sentence. Farke (1994), on the
other hand, reports shorter self-paced reading times for object-subject than
subject-object sentences (collapsed over all word positions) using materials quite
similar to (19). Finally, Meng (1995) reports no processing difficulty for object-
subject questions disambiguated by case marking at the second NP. Meng
compared sentences such as (20), among others:
(20) a. Welche Bewerberin hat der Chef heute früh gesagt, werde die Stelle
which applicant has the-NOM boss today early said will the job
bekommen? [OS]
get
‘Which applicant did the boss say early today, will get the job?
b. Offenbar hat der Chef heute früh gesagt, diese Bewerberin werde die
apparently has the-NOM boss today early said this
applicant will the
Stelle bekommen? [-S]
job get
‘Apparantly, the boss said early today, that this applicant will get this
job.’
The sentence in (20a) contains a sentence-initial wh-phrase, which is temporarily
ambiguous with respect to its syntactic function. The nominative case on the
second NP signals that this first NP cannot be the subject of the matrix clause.
The sentence in (b), on the other hand, does not contain such an ambiguous wh-
phrase. No effects of processing difficulty were seen at the nominative NP for the
ambiguous relative to the unambiguous condition. This suggests that there is no
preference to interpret the wh-phrase as the subject of the current clause, or, at22 22 Chapter 2
least, that a preference for such a reading can be easily overridden by nominative
case on the second NP.
3.1.5 Order preferences in main clauses: summary
To summarize the data on main clause declaratives and wh-questions: the
experimental data on off- and on-line processing show a general tendency to
assign a subject-object interpretation to an incoming main clause in both Dutch
and German. This preference is established early in the sentence, and is present
even if the clause is immediately disambiguated by case information at the first
NP. Furthermore, a subject-object order is preferred despite potentially biasing
contextual cues for an object-subject order. Prosodic cues and manner of
disambiguation (case, number) have been shown to weaken the subject-object
preference but, with the exception of Farke (1994), did not lead to a preference
for the reverse order.
3.2 Embedded clauses
In both Dutch and German, embedded clauses differ from main clauses in the
position of the finite verb. In main clauses, the finite verb immediately follows
the sentence-initial constituent; in embedded clauses, it appears in the final or
penultimate position of the clause, following the subject and object NPs. The data
to be discussed below show that the position of the verb does not have any
consequences for the preferred order. A subject-object interpretation is favored for
relative clauses in both Dutch and German, even despite potentially biasing
plausibility information. Dutch experiments on relative clauses will be discussed
first. In Section 3.2.2 some German data on relative clauses will be dealt with.
Embedded wh-questions have been investigated only for German and will be
discussed in Section 3.2.3.
3
3 As opposed to Dutch, German quite naturally allows an object-subject order in
embedded declaratives:
(i) weil den Dichter der Bauer gesehen hat... [OS]
because the-ACC poet the-NOM farmer seen has
‘because the farmer saw the poet...’
However, also for German embedded declaratives, a preference for a subject-object reading
has been found (cf. Bader, 1994, 1996; Bayer and Marslen-Wilson, 1992; Scheepers,
Hemforth and Konieczny, 1996; Friederici, Steinhauer and Mecklinger, 1995).23 Subject-object ambiguities 23
3.2.1 Dutch data: relative clauses
Order preferences for relative clauses in Dutch have been investigated by Frazier
(1987b) and Van Gompel (1995). Frazier (1987b) conducted a self-paced reading
study using sentences containing relative clauses that were either ambiguous or
unambiguous. In the unambiguous conditions, the order was disambiguated by
number agreement on the clause-final verb, cf. (21).
(21) a. Karl hielp de mijnwerkers die de boswachter vonden. [SO]
Karl helped the mineworkers who the forester found-PL
b. Karl hielp de mijnwerkers die de boswachter vond. [OS]
Karl helped the mineworkers who the forester found-SG
In (21) the relative pronoun die refers to the plural head of the relative clause, de
mijnwerkers; the second NP, de boswachter is singular. In (a), the verb in the
relative clause is plural, signaling that the relative pronoun is the subject of the
clause; in (b) the verb is singular, forcing an object-subject interpretation of the
relative clause. In the ambiguous conditions in the experiment, the head, the
second NP and the verb were all either singular or plural.
Frazier used a self-paced reading paradigm in which the full relative
clauses and their heads were displayed in one single frame. Subject relatives were
read faster than object relatives, but this effect just failed to reach significance.
Subjects were also requested to answer comprehension questions that indicated
how they had interpreted the sentence. The responses must be interpreted with
caution, as the comprehension questions themselves were ambiguous.
Nevertheless, the results are striking. The ambiguous relative clauses were
interpreted as subject-object clauses in 74% of the cases. In the unambiguous
conditions in which number information forced an object-subject reading, the first
NP was incorrectly interpreted as the subject of the clause in 31% of the cases (as
compared to 3.7% incorrect responses in the subject-object condition). So, there
seems to be a preference to interpret the relative pronoun as the subject of the
clause; this preference may even override morphological information that enforces
an object-subject order.
A subject-object preference for relative clauses is also found when
sentences are presented in a word-by-word fashion. Van Gompel (1995) describes
a number of self-paced reading experiments investigating word order preferences
in relative clauses. An example of the materials of one of the experiments is given
in (22).24 24 Chapter 2
(22) a. Halverwege het studiejaar besloot de professor, die de
In-the-middle-of the academic-year decided the professor, who the
studenten gesproken heeft, naar het buitenland te gaan. [SO]
students spoken has-SG, to the foreign-country to go
‘In the middle of the academic year, the professor, who spoke with
the students, decided to go abroad.’
b. Halverwege het studiejaar besloot de professor, die de
In-the-middle-of the academic-year decided the professor, who the
studenten gesproken hebben, naar het buitenland te gaan. [OS]
students spoken have-PL, to the foreign-country to go
‘In the middle of the academic year, the professor, who the students
spoke with, decided to go abroad.’
As in the Frazier materials, the relative clauses were disambiguated at the verb by
number information. Reading times were longer at the disambiguating verb and
the following position for the object-subject compared to the subject-object
conditions. This suggests that the relative clause had initially been read as a
subject-object clause.
The preference for this order could not have resulted from the semantic
information provided by the lexical verb. First, the predicates used in the
experiment cited were completely reversible as tested by off-line ratings. For
instance, a situation in which a professor is speaking to students was rated to be
as plausible as a situation in which students are speaking to a professor.
Furthermore, the experiment also included conditions in which the order of the
two NPs in the clause (professor and studenten in (22)) was reversed. The
subject-object preference therefore cannot be due to a plausibility bias for such an
interpretation.
Van Gompel presents additional evidence showing that a subject-object
order is preferred independently of plausibility information: a subject-object
preference was attested even if an object-subject reading was the most plausible.
For instance, in (23a), the participle uitgefloten is semantically incongruent with a
subject-object interpretation, but compatible with the object-subject order: a
professor is more likely to be catcalled by students than to catcall students. The
reverse situation holds for (23b): a professor is more likely to train students than
vice versa. The participle opgeleid therefore biases a subject-object interpretation
for (23b).25 Subject-object ambiguities 25
(23) a. Halverwege het studiejaar besloot de professor, die de
In-the-middle-of the academic-year decided the professor, who the
studenten uitgefloten hebben, naar het buitenland te gaan. [OS]
students catcalled have, to the foreign-country to go
‘In the middle of the academic-year, the professor, who the students
catcalled, decided to go abroad.’
b. Halverwege het studiejaar besloot de professor, die de
In-the-middle-of the academic-year decided the professor, who the
studenten opgeleid heeft, naar het buitenland te gaan. [SO]
students trained has, to the foreign-country to go
‘In the middle of the academic-year, the professor, who trained the
students, decided to go abroad.’
Word by word reading times showed the following pattern. An increase in reading
times was seen at the participle when it was incongruent with a subject-object
interpretation: reading times were longer at uitgefloten than at opgeleid in (23),
although this effect was only significant in the analysis by subjects. This suggests
that a subject-object interpretation is preferred even before the participle is
encountered: in (a) de professor is initially taken as the subject and is interpreted
as the agent of uitgefloten. At the participle the reading therefore becomes
pragmatically implausible, which leads to an increase in reading times at this
position. Plausibility information was not used to change the preference for a
subject-object interpretation, however: at the disambiguating auxiliary and
following word positions, subject-object clauses were read faster than object-
subject clauses, irrespective of the nature of the preceding participle. This shows
that a subject-object reading is preferred independently of, and even despite, the
presence of potentially biasing plausibility information.
3.2.2 German data: relative clauses
The same preference for a subject-object interpretation and insensitivity to
plausibility information has been found for relative clauses in German.
Experiments have been conducted using self-paced reading techniques (Schriefers,
Friederici and Kühn, 1995) and ERPs (Mecklinger, Schriefers, Steinhauer and
Friederici, 1995; Friederici, Mecklinger, Steinhauer and Meyer, 1996).
In the Schriefers et al. (1995) study, number agreement at the auxiliary
following the lexical verb was used to disambiguate the clause. An example of
their materials is given below. In (24a), the finite auxiliary agrees in number with
the first NP, enforcing a subject-object reading; in (b), it agrees with the second26 26 Chapter 2
NP, enforcing an object-subject interpretation. The auxiliary was either the
sentence-final word or was followed by a subordinate clause.
(24) a. Das ist die Managerin die die Arbeiterinnen gesehen hat... [SO]
that is the manager that the workers seen has-SG
b. Das ist die Managerin die die Arbeiterinnen gesehen haben... [OS]
that is the manager that the workers seen have-PL
In addition, plausibility was manipulated in the same way as in the Van Gompel
study: the verb could either be neutral (24) or introduce a plausibility bias for a
particular order (25). The plausibility bias could either be compatible (25a) or
incompatible (25b) with the ultimate syntactic resolution of the ambiguity.
(25) a. Das ist die Managerin die die Arbeiterinnen entlassen hat... [SO]
that is the manager that the workers fired has-SG
b. Das ist die Managerin die die Arbeiterinnen entlassen haben... [OS]
that is the manager that the workers fired have-PL
Results were comparable to those reported in the Van Gompel study on Dutch.
Reaction times at the point of disambiguation, and some following positions, were
longer for object-subject relatives than for subject-object relatives. The semantic
bias introduced by the participle did not significantly affect this preference for the
subject-object order.
Mecklinger et al. (1995) conducted an ERP experiment using similar
materials. The participle was either semantically neutral, or biased towards the
reading enforced by the number agreement. Significant effects of order were
obtained only for subjects with fast response times on the comprehension
questions following the test sentences. The data suggested, first, that these
subjects had a preference for a subject-object interpretation even before the lexical
verb was encountered; and second, that plausibility information was not used to
change this preference.
First, the N400 component at the participle biasing the subject-object
order was reduced relative to the neutral conditions and the object-subject bias
condition. The N400 is a negative component with a maximum amplitude at
approximately 400 ms after the onset of the word. The amplitude of this
component has been argued to reflect the ease with which a word can be
semantically integrated into the context (e.g. Kutas and Hillyard, 1984): the easier
the integration, the smaller the amplitude. The smaller amplitude found at the
subject-object biasing verb thus suggests that the subject-object reading is
preferred before the verb: if the first NP is favored as the subject of the clause, a
verb biasing a subject-object reading can be integrated into the context more
easily than a verb that is semantically neutral or biases an object-subject reading.27 Subject-object ambiguities 27
Second, the ERP data suggested that the plausibility information does not
affect the preference for an object-subject interpretation. At the disambiguating
auxiliary, the object-relative clauses elicited an early positive component (P345)
relative to the subject relatives. Mecklinger et al. claim that this positivity is
possibly related to the P600 that is often found to be reflecting parsing difficulty
(Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992; Hagoort et al. 1993). The semantic bias
introduced by the preceding verb did not have any effect on the amplitude or
latency of this component, however. Confirming the self-paced reading data
reported in Schriefers et al. and Van Gompel, the Mecklinger et al. data thus
show a preference for a subject-object interpretation of relative clauses, at least
for a subset of the participants in the experiment. This subject-object preference
appeared not to be affected by plausibility information, even though this
information was available and noted before the point of disambiguation.
Another study on relative clauses in German using ERPs is Friederici et
al. (1996). In this study the manner and point of disambiguation was varied.
Relative clauses were disambiguated either by number marking on the final
auxiliary as in (26), by case marking on the relative pronoun (27), or by case
marking on the determiner of the second NP (28).
(26) a. Das ist die Direktorin die die Sekretärinnen gesucht hat. [SO]
This is the director that the secretaries sought has-SG.
b. Das ist die Direktorin die die Sekretärinnen gesucht haben. [OS]
This is the director that the secretaries sought have-PL
(27) a. Das ist der Direktor der die Sekretäre gesucht hat. [SO]
This is the director that-NOM the secretaries sought has.
b. Das ist der Direktor den die Sekretäre gesucht haben. [OS]
This is the director that-ACC the secretaries sought have.
(28) a. Das sind die Sekretäre die den Direktor gesucht haben. [SO]
These are the secretaries that the-ACC director sought have.
b. Das sind die Sekretäre die der Direktor gesucht hat. [OS]
These are the secretaries that the-NOM director sought hat.
In all conditions, object-subject clauses showed signs of processing difficulties
relative to the subject-object clauses. However, the latency of the effects differed
depending on the manner of disambiguation. When the clause was disambiguated
by number information (26), subjects with a high working memory span showed
an early positivity at the disambiguating verb, replicating the early positivity
found by Mecklinger et al. (1995). In addition, a later positivity (P600) was
attested. Low span subjects showed no effects of processing effort for the object-
subject clauses in their ERPs. However, their performance on comprehension
questions following the test sentences was relatively poor for both subject-object
and object-subject conditions. This suggests that low span subjects had difficulties28 28 Chapter 2
with either order when sentences were disambiguated by number information at
the sentence-final verb.
When case marking was used to disambiguate the clause, both low and
high span subjects showed effects of processing difficulty for the object-subject
order. The fact that low spans now do show effects suggests that disambiguation
by case early in the sentence is somewhat easier than disambiguation by number
later in the clause. When the sentences were disambiguated immediately by case
marking on the relative pronoun as in (27), a late positivity (P600) was seen at
the disambiguating pronoun itself. This is in accordance with the findings by
Hemforth (1993) showing that a subject-object order is preferred even if the
clause is completely unambiguous. Finally, when sentences were disambiguated
by case information at the second NP, cf. (28), no effects were seen at the point
of disambiguation. Only at the end of the sentence an early positivity (P350) was
seen. This patterns with Schlesewsky et al.’s findings for main clause wh-
questions in German: when wh-questions were disambiguated by case information
on the second NP, effects were seen only at the end of the clause.
In sum, the Friederici et al. data confirm the previous findings that
object-subject clauses are harder to process than subject-object ones, even when
they are completely unambiguous. In addition, the manner of disambiguation
appears to affect the ease of ambiguity resolution: number disambiguation appears
to be more difficult than disambiguation by case, and effects appear to be
somewhat delayed when clauses are disambiguated by case at the second NP.
3.2.3 German data: embedded wh-questions
Order preferences in simple embedded wh-questions have not been investigated in
Dutch to date.
4 For German, Meng (in preparation) conducted a self-paced
reading study and an end-of-sentence grammaticality judgment experiment using
materials as given below. Clauses were disambiguated either by number
information at the sentence-final auxiliary (29), or by case information at the wh-
word (30).
(29) a. Alle waren neugierig zu erfahren welche Politikerin die Minister
all were anxious to get to know which female-politician the ministers
kritisiert hat. [SO]
criticized has-SG
4 There have been a number of studies on long-distance extraction, in which the
wh-phrase is the subject or object of an embedded clause but appears sentence-initially (for
Dutch: Frazier, 1990b; Jordens, 1991; German: Farke, 1994; Farke and Felix, 1994;
Schlesewsky et al., 1996; Italian: De Vincenzi, 1996). Since the present work is concerned
with simple extraction only, these data will not be discussed here.29 Subject-object ambiguities 29
b. Alle waren neugierig zu erfahren welche Politikerin die Minister
all were anxious to get to know which female-politician the ministers
kritisiert haben. [OS]
criticized have-PL
(30) a. Alle waren neugierig zu erfahren welcher Politiker die Minister
all were anxious to get to know which-NOM politician the ministers
kritisiert hat. [SO]
criticized has
b. Alle waren neugierig zu erfahren welchen Politiker die Minister
all were anxious to get to know which-ACC politician the ministers
kritisiert haben. [OS]
criticized have
At the disambiguating auxiliary in (29) reading times were faster for subject-
object compared to object-subject clauses. When, however, case information was
used to disambiguated the clause, as in (30), no difference was found at the
auxiliary. Reading times before the auxiliary were slightly longer for the object-
subject clauses when the clause was disambiguated at the wh-phrase (30) than
when it was not (29). The interaction of order and manner of disambiguation was
not significant, however. These effects were replicated in an end-of-sentence
grammaticality judgment task: response times were longer and more errors were
made for the object-subject than for subject-object clauses, but only if they were
disambiguated by number.
These findings suggest that the manner of disambiguation affects the
strength of the order preference: object-subject wh-clauses are harder to process
than subject-object clauses. The difference between the two orders is more robust
when the clauses are disambiguated by number information at the end of the
sentence than by case information earlier on.
3.2.4 Order preferences in embedded clauses: summary
In sum, word order preferences in embedded clauses pattern with order
preferences for main clauses: a subject-object interpretation is favored. This
preference appears to be unaffected by plausibility information. As in the German
main clause wh-questions discussed in Section 3.1.4, the manner of
disambiguation appears to have an effect: effects of processing difficulty for
object-subject conditions are smaller when case rather than number information is
used to disambiguate the clause.30 30 Chapter 2
3.3 A syntactic preference
The experimental evidence available to date shows that in both Dutch and
German, a subject-object order is preferred to an object-subject, although the
strength of this preference may vary. The data suggest furthermore that this
preference is syntactic in nature, that is, based on information that abstracts away
from the discourse context and the specific lexical items used. First, the
preference is found across a number of different clause types: declarative main
clauses, main and embedded wh-questions and relative clauses. These clause types
differ in the type of the first NP (a definite NP, wh-phrase, relative pronoun) and
the position of the verb. An account for the subject-object preference therefore
must generalize across these different NP types.
Second, the preference is not driven by plausibility information. A
subject-object preference is obtained even when reversibility of the predicate is
explicitly controlled for (Van Gompel, 1995), or when plausibility information
favors an object-subject reading (Van Gompel, 1995; Schriefers et al., 1995;
Mecklinger et al., 1995). A subject-object preference is even shown before
potentially biasing information becomes available: when the sentence is
disambiguated immediately at the first NP (Hemforth, 1993; Friederici et al.,
1996) object-subject clauses are harder to process than subject-object clauses. The
subject-object preference is therefore not driven by plausibility information or
other semantic-thematic information provided by the verb (cf. also Section 4.1.4).
Finally, the preference appears to be independent of contextual
information: a subject-object reading is preferred even if an object-subject clause
is a quite natural continuation of the preceding discourse (Bayer and Marslen-
Wilson, 1992).
These data suggest that the subject-object order is favored on syntactic
grounds. In the next section some syntactic approaches to word order preferences
will be discussed.
4 Syntactic accounts
Several syntax-based approaches have been proposed to account for the subject-
object preferences in Dutch and German. The common assumptions of all these
approaches is that the subject-object order is the most basic order in some sense,
and that an analysis corresponding to the base order is the most parsimonious in
terms of processing. If the sentence processing mechanism opts for the most
parsimonious solution, a subject-object interpretation is initially preferred. When
other information (e.g. morphological, semantic, discourse) is incompatible with
this interpretation, an increase in processing effort is the result. Theories differ
with respect to why a subject-object order is more basic, and why an
interpretation corresponding to this base order is the most parsimonious from a
processing point of view. I will discuss three different proposals. The first two,31 Subject-object ambiguities 31
gap-filling and structure building approaches, are non-probabilistic, rule-based
approaches. The third is a frequency-based approach.
4.1 Gap-filling approaches
Gap-filling approaches attribute word order preferences to the way in which NPs
are related to their syntactic base position. The first and most influential approach
has been the Active Filler Strategy (AFS). This principle was first applied to
Dutch word order ambiguities by Frazier (1987b). The AFS was originally
proposed to account for order preferences in English wh-questions (Crain and
Fodor 1985; Tanenhaus, Carlson and Seidenberg, 1985; Stowe, 1986). I will
therefore first discuss some cases of word order ambiguities in English, and show
how the AFS captures these facts. Next, I will discuss some underlying
assumptions concerning Dutch syntax, and show how the subject-object preference
in Dutch can be accounted for by the AFS. Finally, some problems with this
approach will be discussed.
There are a number of proposals which are related to the AFS in the
sense that they account for the subject-object preference in terms of an economy
requirement on the relation between the NPs and their functional or thematic base
positions; they differ from the AFS in either structural or processing assumptions
(e.g. De Vincenzi, 1991a; Gibson, Hickok and Schütze, 1994; Crocker, 1994;
Phillips, 1995). These proposals will not be discussed here.
4.1.1 Word order ambiguities in English
Wh-phrases in English are ambiguous in approximately the same manner as
sentence-initial NPs in Dutch and German. For instance, which poet in (31) is
temporarily ambiguous: it can either be the direct object of the verb as in (31a),
or the argument of the following preposition, as in (31b).
(31) I wondered which poet William...
a. brought to town.
b. brought a book for.
The syntactic function of the wh-phrase only becomes clear at or after the lexical
verb. Syntactically, the wh-phrase is said to have its base position immediately
after the verb brought in (31a) and after the preposition for in (b). This base
position is explicitly filled in declarative sentences. Consider for instance the
declarative equivalent of (31a), given in (32a). Here, the direct object immediately
follows the verb. Wh-questions are assumed to be syntactically derived from this
base order by moving the wh-phrase to a clause-initial position. This is illustrated
for (31a) in (32b). To indicate the relation of the fronted element to the verb, a
trace (t) is inserted in the base position. Via this trace, the wh-phrase can be32 32 Chapter 2
interpreted as the direct object of the verb, and receive a thematic role (the role of
theme in (32)).
(32) a. I know that William brought the poet to town.
b. I wondered which poet William brought t to town.
When a wh-question is processed, word by word from left to right, the wh-phrase
needs to be related to a trace in order to receive a syntactic function and thematic
role. A wh-phrase is also called a filler, which needs to fill a gap near a verb or
preposition. One strategy for relating a filler to its gap is the Active Filler
Strategy. Frazier and Flores d’Arcais (1989) give the following definition:
(33) Active Filler Strategy
Assign an identified filler as soon as possible; i.e. rank the option of a
gap above the option of a lexical NP within the domain of an identified
filler.
Briefly put, once a filler has been encountered, a gap is postulated in the first
position in which it is syntactically allowed. The parser does this immediately,
that is, without waiting to see whether another element is occupying the position
instead. The underlying motivation of this strategy is processing efficiency: a filler
that has not yet been assigned to a gap imposes a burden on working memory, as
it is not yet functionally integrated into the current clause (Miller 1951). The
faster a filler is assigned, the sooner the burden is cleared from memory.
Evidence in favor of the Active Filler Strategy comes from filled-gap
effects. For instance, Stowe (1986) conducted a self-paced reading experiment,
contrasting, among others, the following conditions:
(34) a. My brother wanted to know if Ruth would bring us home to Mom
for Christmas.
b. My brother wanted to know who Ruth would bring us home to t
for Christmas.
The difference between (34a) and (b) is that (b) contains the filler who, which is
absent in (a). An increase in reading times was seen at the pronoun us for (b),
relative to (a). This suggests that who is initially interpreted as the object of the
verb bring. At the next word position this analysis is disconfirmed by the object
NP, us. This results in an increase in processing difficulty. This is exactly what
would be expected if the parser acts according to the Active Filler Strategy.
4.1.2 Dutch syntax: some underlying assumptions
Now let us see how the Dutch order preferences can be accounted for. The main
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clause is a filler, and hence, subject to the AFS. The underlying syntactic
assumption is that the base word order of Dutch is subject-object-verb, and that
main clauses, relative clauses and wh-questions are derived from this base order
(cf. Koster, 1975; Den Besten, 1990; but see Zwart, 1993). This base order is the
order seen in embedded declarative clauses:
(35) a. Ik weet dat de dichter de boeren groet. [SO]
I know that the poet the farmers greets-SG
b. *Ik weet dat de dichter de boeren groeten. [OS]
I know that the poet the farmers greet-PL
In the embedded clause in (a) the subject de dichter precedes the object de
boeren; in (b) the object precedes the subject. The sentence in (b) is generally
perceived as ungrammatical (denoted by the star *).
The object-subject order in embedded declarative clauses is not totally
excluded, but requires special restrictions. First, the object-subject sentence in (b)
is rendered acceptable for at least some native speakers if the object is heavily
stressed. Furthermore, the subject can be preceded by another NP in passives, cf.
(36a), and, at least for some native speakers, in some psych verb predicates, cf.
(37a). In both cases, the embedded clause subject is not the agent of the action
expressed by the verb. Note, however that the subject-object order can always be
used, cf. (36b) and (37b).
(36) a. Ik weet dat de dichter de boeken zijn gegeven. [OS]
I know that the poet the books have-been given
b. Ik weet dat de boeken de dichter zijn gegeven. [SO]
I know that the books the poet have-been given
(37) a. Ik weet dat de dichter de boeken hebben vermaakt. [OS]
I know that the poet the books have amused
b. Ik weet dat de boeken de dichter hebben vermaakt. [SO]
I know that the books the poet have amused
The object-subject order is thus far more restrictive than the subject-object one.
This observation led to the assumption that the base order for Dutch is subject-
object. Dutch is not unique in this respect: Greenberg (1966) noted that the
number of languages in which the object-subject order is the most neutral is
extremely small compared with the number of languages in which the subject
precedes the object in a neutral clause. This, too, supports the idea that there is a
subject-object base order, which is perhaps universal.
All clauses are assumed to be syntactically derived from this base order.
In the previous section we have discussed how English wh-questions are assumed
to be derived from the order seen in declaratives. Similarly, Dutch relative
clauses, wh-questions and main clauses are taken to be derived from this subject-34 34 Chapter 2
object order in embedded declaratives. Let us first consider relative clauses. In
relative clauses the clause-initial NP (the relative pronoun) has been moved from
its base position to the clause-initial position, leaving a trace t in its original
position. The syntactic structure of the relative clause in (38) is given in (39).
(39a) corresponds to the subject relative interpretation; (39b) to the object relative.
(38) De dichter die de boer groet...
the poet who the farmer greets
(39) a. De dichter die t de boer groet [SO]
b. De dichter die de boer t groet [OS]
In (39a) the t is in the original subject position, cf. the declarative in (35); in
(39b), the trace of die is in the canonical object position.
Embedded wh-clauses are derived in the same way. The wh-phrase is
moved from its base position, leaving a trace in the original position. The
representation in (40a) corresponds to a reading in which the wh-phrase is the
subject of the clause; (40b) represents an object reading of the wh-phrase.
(40) I vroeg me af
I wondered
a. welke dichter t de boer groet. [SO]
b. welke dichter de boer t groeten. [OS]
Main clauses are also derived from the base order, although the derivation is a bit
more complex. In main clauses, the verb appears sentence initially (41a) or after
the first constituent (41b). If it appears in another position, the sentence is
ungrammatical (41c):
(41) a. Groet de dichter de boeren?
greets the poet the farmers
‘Does the poet greet the farmers?’
b. De dichter groet de boeren.
the poet greets the farmers
c. *De dichter de boeren groet.
the poet the farmers greets
This is in apparent contrast with the order seen in embedded clauses. Here, the
only order allowed is the one in which the verb follows the NPs, cf. (42):35 Subject-object ambiguities 35
(42) a. *Ik weet dat groet de dichter de boeren.
I know that greets the poet the farmers
b. *Ik weet dat de dichter groet de boeren.
I know that the poet greets the farmers
c. Ik weet dat de dichter de boeren groet.
I know that the poet the farmers greets
In (42) the dichter is the subject, the boeren the object. The examples in (42)
show that the verb must follow the NPs in embedded clauses, as in (c): any other
order yields an ungrammatical sentence. According to some syntactic approaches
(e.g. Koster, 1978; Den Besten, 1990), the main clause order is derived from the
verb-final order seen in embedded clauses. The verb is therefore assumed to move
to a higher position. The result of this movement is shown in (43). Again, a trace
t is inserted in the original position of the moved element. For convenience, the
trace and the moved element are annotated with a subscript to show that they are
related.
(43) groetV [ de dichter de boeren tV ]
This movement of the verb yields a yes/no question as in (41a). Subject-initial
declarative main clauses like the one in (41b), are obtained by moving the subject
to the sentence-initial position. This is illustrated in (44). The trace ti is in the
canonical subject position.
(44) De dichteri groetV [ ti de boeren tV ] [SO]
Alternatively, the object can be fronted, yielding an object-initial declarative, with
the trace in the canonical object position:
(45) De boereni groetV [ de dichter ti tV ] [OS]
Main clause wh-questions are derived in the same way, except that the fronted NP
is a wh-phrase.
5
4.1.3 Deriving the subject-object preference
Now let us see how the subject-object preference follows from the AFS assuming
these syntactic structures. The sentence processor uses syntactic knowledge to
5 This analysis of Dutch main clauses is somewhat controversial. According to
Travis (1986) and Zwart (1993), for example, sentence-initial (non-wh) subjects do not
occupy the same position as sentence-initial objects, cf. also Sections 4.2 and 5.2.3 for
alternative analyses.36 36 Chapter 2
combine the incoming words to phrases and larger units. According to the
syntactic analysis presented above, all clause-initial wh-phrases, relative pronouns
and main clause initial NPs in Dutch are fillers: all have been moved from their
base positions. This means that the AFS applies. When the sentence is analyzed
from left to right, the sentence-initial NP is recognized as a filler, and
immediately linked to the first possible gap position. Since the base order in
Dutch is subject-object, this first gap position corresponds to the subject position.
A subject-object analysis thus is initially preferred. When this analysis cannot be
correct, e.g. because the second NP is marked nominative or the verb agrees with
the second NP and not with the first, this analysis has to be revised. This leads to
an increase in reading times or positivity in the ERPs, as shown in the
experiments discussed previously.
The AFS is thus a purely structural strategy: a filler is identified as such
because of its (non-base) position in the structure, and which positions are
possible gap positions is determined on structural grounds only.
4.1.4 A problem for the AFS
The AFS is meant to be a universal strategy on gap-filling, based on the
assumption that gap-filling is primarily guided by syntactic structure
configuration. However, there is some experimental data in English that suggests
that gap-filling is mainly driven by the properties of the lexical verb. This is in
contrast with the Dutch and German data showing that the order preference is not
based on verbal information. This suggests that order preference in English wh-
questions and order preferences in Dutch and German are not driven by the same
strategy.
4.1.4.1 Gap-filling is driven by lexical information
First, gap-filling has been found to be sensitive to transitivity preferences of the
verb (cf. also Fodor, 1978; Stowe, Tanenhaus and Carlson, 1991; Clifton, Frazier
and Connine, 1984; but see Clifton and Frazier, 1988). For instance, Stowe et al.
compared sentences like the ones given in (46) and (47) below. In (46), the verb
in the embedded clause, read, is preferably transitive. The filler which book is a
plausible object of this verb, whereas which song is not.
(46) a. The teacher didn’t know which book the students read quietly about.
b. The teacher didn’t know which song the students read quietly about.
An increase in self-paced reading times was seen at the verb read in (46b)
compared to (a). This suggests that the filler was immediately interpreted as the
object of the verb, leading to a semantic anomaly at the verb read in (b).
However, results were different when the verb was preferably intransitive, such as
hurried in (47):37 Subject-object ambiguities 37
(47) a. The physical therapist didn’t know which doctor the orderly hurried
quickly toward.
b. The physical therapist didn’t know which bed the orderly hurried
quickly toward.
In (47b), the filler which doctor is a plausible object of this verb, whereas which
bed in (b) is not. According to the AFS, a gap has to be postulated immediately
following the verb, as this is the canonical position for a direct object. This
should lead to a semantic incongruency effect at the verb for (b) relative to (a).
However, Stowe et al. did not find any significant increase in reaction times at
the verb in (47b) versus (47a). This suggests that the subcategorization
preferences of the verb are taken into account during gap-filling.
Second, there is some evidence that gap-filling can be delayed depending
on the properties of the verb and the filler. Boland, Tanenhaus, Garnsey and
Carlson (1995) investigated filled-gap effects using a continuous acceptability
judgment task. In this task, people have to indicate at each word position whether
or not the sentence still is acceptable. In one of their experiments they used
materials like the ones in (48).
(48) a. Which child did Mark remind them to watch?
b. Which movie did Mark remind them to watch?
c. Samuel asked whether Mark reminded them to watch the child.
The verb remind selects both an object NP (them in the example) and an
infinitival complement (to watch). In (48a) the wh-phrase which child is a
semantically plausible filler of the object role of remind, whereas which movie (b)
is not. However, which movie is plausible as the object of the infinitival verb. The
item in (c) is a control condition which does not contain any filler element.
According to the AFS the wh-phrase is initially interpreted as the object of the
verb remind, as this is structurally the first possible gap position. This will lead to
an increase in the number of rejections at the verb remind for sentences
containing a semantically implausible filler (b), relative to sentences containing a
semantically plausible filler (a) or no filler at all (c). In addition, both (a) and (b)
are expected to show an increase in the number of rejections relative to (c) at the
pronoun them. At this position it becomes clear that the filler cannot be the object
of remind, since this position is already filled.
However, Boland et al. report a different pattern of results. First, no
effects of plausibility were seen at the verb at all. Second, clauses such as (48a)
were generally judged unacceptable at the pronoun, whereas the (b) and (c)
versions showed no such increase in the number of rejections at this position. This
suggests that gap-filling can be suspended if the verb subcategorizes for an
infinitival complement: rather than interpreting which movie as an implausible
direct object of remind, gap-filling is delayed in the knowledge that an infinitival
complement is coming up, which perhaps contains a more suitable gap-position.38 38 Chapter 2
This is in opposition to what is predicted by the AFS: according to the AFS, the
filler should have been immediately related to the first possible gap position,
which is the direct object position of remind.
These data therefore suggest that gap-filling in English is not completely
driven by structural information and the AFS, but at least as much by the
properties of the lexical verb and the nature of the filler.
4.1.4.2 Gap-filling is not driven by lexical information
The AFS however remains a possible explanation for the Dutch and German data.
In contrast to the English order preferences, order preferences in Dutch and
German are not driven by the properties of the verb: a preference for a subject-
object order has been shown before the lexical verb (Hemforth, 1993; Friederici et
al., 1996). In addition, thematic information at the lexical verb may even be
ignored, as is shown by Bader and Lasser (1994). Bader and Lasser compared the
following German sentences in a self-paced reading paradigm.
(49) a. daß sie/er nach dem Ergebnis zu fragen tatsächlich erlaubt hat.
that she-AMB/he-NOM for the result to ask indeed permitted has
‘that she/he indeed has given permission to ask for the result.’
b. daß sie/ihn nach dem Ergebnis zu fragen tatsächlich erlaubt worden
ist.
that she-AMB/him-ACC for the result to ask indeed permitted been is
‘that permission indeed has been given to ask her/him for the result.’
The clause-initial pronominal form was either the subject of the highest clause (a),
or the object of the verb in the more embedded clause, fragen (b); the pronoun
was either ambiguous between a nominative and an accusative form (sie), or
unambiguous (er / ihn). In the ambiguous conditions, the correct interpretation
became syntactically disambiguated only at the sentence-final auxiliaries. Note
that the first lexical verb encountered from left to right is fragen, which can
assign a thematic role to the first NP. If word order preferences are indeed driven
by thematic or other information provided by the lexical verb, the first NP should
be interpreted as object of the verb in the embedded clause as in (b) rather than as
the subject of the highest clause as in (a). However, the results showed otherwise:
in the ambiguous conditions, the clause-final auxiliary ist in (b) was read more
slowly than hat in (a). In the unambiguous control conditions, no difference in
reading times was seen between the auxiliaries. This suggests that an ambiguous
clause-initial NP is preferably read as the subject of the highest clause possible,
and that this preference is not driven by thematic information provided by the first
lexical verb.
As opposed to English, then, word order preferences in Dutch and
German may be based on syntactic structure configuration. The AFS appears not
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word order ambiguities in Dutch and German, but does not, or at least not in a
straightforward way, to the processing of wh-phrases in English.
4.1.5 Summary
Gap-filling approaches such as the AFS attribute the subject-object preference in
Dutch and German to the efficiency with which the NPs can be related to their
base position. The base order is the one in which the subject precedes the object.
In subject-object clauses, the NPs can be more quickly related to their base
position and thus be functionally integrated than in object-subject clauses. In cases
of structural ambiguity, then, a subject-object interpretation is preferred.
4.2 A phrase structure approach
An alternative syntactic approach is proposed by Gorrell (1996; to appear).
According to Gorrell, a subject-object ordering is not motivated in terms of the
relation between the NP and its base position, but rather in terms of structural
simplicity. Following Travis (1986), and partly, Zwart (1993), Gorrell assumes
that the structural representation of subject-object clauses is in some ways a
substructure of object-subject clauses. The syntactic representation of a subject-
initial relative clause is given in (50a); (50b) represents the structure of an object-
initial relative:
(50) a. De dichter [ die de boer groet ] [SO]
b. De dichter [ die [ de boer t groet ]] [OS]
In the subject-object clause no constituent has been moved. In the object-subject
clause, the object has been moved to a position in front of the subject. The
subject itself occupies the same position as in the subject-initial clause. Subject-
initial clauses are therefore structurally simpler than object-initial ones. The
processing preference for a subject-object order now falls out of a parsimony
condition on structure building. Assuming that the sentence processing mechanism
always opts for the most parsimonious solution, the simplest structure is preferred.
Subject-initial clauses involve the least structure. A clause-initial NP is therefore
preferably assigned the function of subject. If case or number information signals
that this structure is not the correct one, a more complex structure has to be built.
Because of this revision and addition of structure, more processing difficulty is
predicted for object-subject than for subject-object ordered clauses.
In this account, the subject-object preference does not result from a
parsimony strategy relating an NP to its base position, but rather from a
parsimony principle with regard to the number of phrase markers to be built (cf.
the principle of Minimal Attachment mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 3.1). In this
approach, subject-object ambiguities in Dutch and the ambiguities in English wh-
questions need not be instances of the same phenomenon (cf. Section 4.1.4).40 40 Chapter 2
Whereas under the syntactic analysis assumed, subject-object ambiguities in Dutch
always involve a difference in structural complexity between the alternative
readings, this need not be the case for ambiguous wh-questions in English. If
there is no difference in structural complexity, the structural parsimony principles
do not apply. Interpretation preferences in English wh-questions therefore need not
result from the same structural principles that account for the subject-object
preferences, but may instead be driven by lexically specific information and other
principles.
4.3 A frequency-based approach
In the accounts discussed above, the subject-object preference is derived from
gap-filling or structure building principles operating on non-probabilistic syntactic
knowledge. However, probabilistic accounts of the subject-object preference can
be conceived of. According to frequency-based models of parsing the processing
mechanism is sensitive to the frequency with which certain constructions occur in
the language (cf. e.g. Mitchell, 1994). When confronted with an ambiguity, the
parser opts for the solution that is the most frequently occurring.
Although at present no extensive frequency studies have been conducted
in Dutch, it is very likely that subject-initial clauses are indeed more frequent than
object-initial clauses. Some frequency data for subject- and object-initial main
clauses can be found in Nieuwborg (1968). Nieuwborg used a corpus of 5,000
sentences drawn from ten Flemish and ten Dutch novels. The corpus contained
5,215 main clause declaratives; 3,124 (60%) started with a subject NP, whereas
only 101 (2%) started with an object NP. When the counts were restricted to
subject- and object-initial clauses only, 97% is subject-initial versus 3% object-
initial. Although these counts concern main clause declaratives only, there are
reasons to assume that the order in which the subject precedes the object is the
most frequent in general. First, in embedded declaratives, the subject almost
always precedes the object. Exceptions are the (rare) cases of psych verb
predicates, passives and special stress, cf. Section 4.1.2. Second, wh-questions and
relative clauses, which easily allow an object-subject order, are less frequent than
main clause declaratives: main clause wh-questions occur less often than main
clause declaratives (3,225 NP-initial declarative main clauses versus 33 NP-initial
wh-questions in the Nieuwborg study); and embedded wh- and relative clauses
generally occur within a main clause, and, hence, cannot be more frequent than
main clauses. It is therefore unlikely that the number of object-initial wh- and
relative clauses exceeds the number of subject-initial declaratives. Collapsing over
clause types, then, the subject-initial order is likely to be the most frequent in
Dutch (cf. also Chapter 5 of this book).
If the sentence processing mechanism is sensitive to frequencies of
structures, a subject-object interpretation will be therefore preferred to an object-
subject reading. This frequency-based subject-object bias can be implemented in
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structures while analyzing the incoming sentences. This corresponds to Fodor,
Bever and Garrett’s (1974) idea of a canonical sentoid structure. These structures
may be ranked in terms of frequency, with the most frequent one being the most
accessible. Equivalently, rules for generating these structures can be annotated
with frequency information (Jurafsky, 1996). The most rules which are used the
most frequently will then be applied first.
In a frequency-based approach, then, the subject-object order in Dutch is
the more basic as it is the most frequent. This order is the most parsimonious in
terms of processing either because a frequently occurring representation is easiest
to access or construct, or because such an analysis has a higher chance of yielding
the correct interpretation of an incoming clause than analyses that correspond to
less frequent structures. A subject-object analysis will therefore be initially
preferred for the Dutch ambiguities. When morphological or other information in
the sentence is incompatible with this interpretation, this frequent structure is
discarded and a more infrequent structure activated. This leads to an increase in
processing difficulty.
4.4 Summary
Several syntactic accounts have been proposed to explain the preference for the
subject-object order in Dutch and German. All accounts share the assumption that
the subject-object order is the more basic one. Gap-filling and structure building
approaches are motivated by the linguistic assumption that the subject-object order
is the base order, and that all other orders are derived from this order. A subject-
object interpretation is more efficient from a processing point of view, either
because the NPs can be quickly related to their base position (gap-filling
approaches), or because subject-object clauses are structurally less complex
(structure building approaches). Instead of, or in addition to, these rule-based
accounts, frequency can play a role. In Dutch, subject-object clauses are more
frequent than object-subject clauses. Hence, if the processing mechanism is
sensitive to this frequency information, a subject-object analysis is preferred to an
object-subject reading.
Whatever the exact details of the various approaches, the general
preference for a subject-object order can be accounted for in syntactic terms, that
is, in terms of principles or generalizations that abstract away from the specific
properties of the lexical items involved.
5 Other factors influencing word order preferences
Although a subject-object order is favored on syntactic grounds, the ultimate
outcome of the ambiguity resolution process may be also determined by other
factors. In the overview in Section 3, we have already seen that intonation and the
manner of disambiguation (case or number information) may affect the strength of42 42 Chapter 2
the preference. This suggests that other information may play a role in addition to
the syntactic bias.
In the present work, one such additional source of information will be
investigated, namely the discourse-related information triggered by the type of
NPs involved. This information can either support or counteract the syntactic bias
for the subject-object order. Investigating word order preferences as a function of
the type of NPs will help clarify the relative contribution of syntactic and other
sources of information used in ambiguity resolution. Below I will first discuss
some evidence from English showing that discourse inferences triggered by the
nature of the NP can indeed affect ambiguity resolution, even when sentences are
presented in isolation. Next, I will show how the nature of the NPs may affect
word order preferences in Dutch.
5.1 Discourse inferences in isolated sentences
There is some evidence from English and other languages that ambiguity
resolution is influenced by the discourse-related properties of particular lexical
items, even if the experimental sentences are presented in isolation. One example
is the influence of the focus operator only on the resolution of reduced
relative/main clause ambiguities in English (e.g. Crain, Ni and Conway, 1994; and
Ni, Braze, Conway, Crain and Shankweiler, 1996). Examples of the reduced
relative/ main clause ambiguity have been discussed in Chapter 1, Section 3.1.
Another, well-known example of a reduced relative/main clause ambiguity is
given in (51); the continuations in (a) and (b) are from Ni et al. (1996):
(51) The horses raced past the barn....
a. but were unable to clear the jump.
b. were unable to clear the jump.
The verb raced can either be interpreted as the main clause verb, as in (a), or as a
passive participle introducing a reduced relative clause as in (b). There is a strong
preference to take a verb like raced as the main clause verb. When a second verb
appears in the sentence, such as were in (51b), an increase in processing difficulty
is seen. For instance, Ni et al. (1996) reported a large increase in first pass
reading times for were compared to but in sentences like (51). Numerous other
studies have reported comparable effects (for an overview cf. e.g. MacDonald and
Seidenberg, 1994).
Crain et al. and Ni et al. investigated to what extent this strong
preference for main clause interpretation could be changed as a function of
discourse presuppositions. They investigated this by inserting the focus operator
only before the subject NP. The reasoning runs as follows. When used as a
modifier of a subject NP, only introduces a contrast between the set denoted by
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sentences with only are used in isolation, this contrast set must be inferred. For
instance in (52a), a set of horses is contrasted with a set of entities that are not
horses. The identity of the latter set (the contrast set) is assumed to be known or
inferable. A modifier directly following the N in the scope of only facilitates the
identification of the contrast set. For instance in (52b), the contrast is between
horses that were raced past the barn versus horses that were not.
(52) a. Only horses were able to clear the jump.
b. Only horses that were raced past the barn were able to clear the
jump.
If sentences with only are presented in isolated contexts, sentences with an NP
modifier should be preferred to sentences without, as the contrast set can be more
easily inferred if a modifier is present. The use of only should then favor the
reduced relative interpretation in the case of a reduced relative/main clause
ambiguity: this interpretation is the easiest in terms of discourse requirements. For
instance in (53), the continuation in (b) should be preferred to (a).
(53) Only horses raced past the barn....
a. but were unable to clear the jump.
b. were unable to clear the jump.
This is indeed what Ni et al. found: significantly longer reading times were
obtained for but in (a) than for were in (b). This is the opposite of what was
found for clauses starting with a definite determiner (51). Thus, these results show
that the parser is sensitive to discourse-related, lexical information (the difference
between the and only) and that the discourse inferences are drawn immediately,
even if the sentences are presented out of context. Furthermore, the results show
that a strong preference for a particular reading can be radically changed as a
function of discourse information triggered by a particular lexical item.
There is some other evidence that the parsing mechanism is sensitive to
specific properties of NPs and that these properties are made use of during
ambiguity resolution. For instance, Crain and Steedman (1985) show that a
reduced relative reading can be facilitated by using indefinite and generic first
NPs rather than definite NPs. Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy (1995) show that the
definiteness of an NP may affect PP-attachment preferences; and De Vincenzi
(1991a, 1991b, 1996) shows that which-N phrases and who phrases, which differ
in terms of their discourse properties, are treated differently during the resolution
of word order ambiguities in Italian. In all studies mentioned, effects were found
when experimental sentences were presented in isolation. The results of these
experiments therefore show that discourse information introduced by the use of
specific lexical items may influence ambiguity resolution, even in the absence of a
preceding context.44 44 Chapter 2
On the basis of the evidence cited above, it is likely that the resolution of
word order ambiguities in Dutch, too, may be affected by discourse-related
properties of the NPs in the clause. In this section I will discuss how the
properties of the clause-initial NP may effect the order preference. The potential
influence of the type of second NP will be discussed in Section 5.3.
5.2 The nature of the first NP
There are some reasons to expect that the preference for a subject-object order is
stronger when the clause-initial NP is a definite NP than when it is a wh-phrase.
Below I will show that subject-object and object-subject declarative main clauses
differ not only in word order but also with respect to the restrictions they impose
on the context. This may lead to additional processing difficulties for object-
subject declaratives. In wh-questions, on the other hand, subject- and object-initial
clauses do not differ with respect to discourse requirements. These differences
between declaratives and wh-questions may also be reflected in their structural
representations. The preference for a subject-object interpretation will therefore be
stronger for main clause declaratives than for wh-questions.
5.2.1 Restrictions on object-initial declaratives
Object-subject declarative main clauses are much more restricted in their use than
subject-object declaratives. A subject-object sentence such as (54a) is quite natural
when used in isolation. The object-subject sentence in (b), however is not.
(54) a. De dichter heeft de boeren gegroet. [SO]
the poet has-SG the farmers greeted
‘The poet greeted the farmers.’
b. De dichter hebben de boeren gegroet. [OS]
the poet have-PL the farmers greeted
In general, object-initial declaratives are only used (i) when the fronted element
refers to an element that has just been mentioned; or (ii) when the fronted element
expresses a contrast (cf. Kooij, 1978).
First, objects can be fronted when the referent has just been mentioned
and is very salient in the discourse context. This is shown in (55). The question
introduces the poet as a salient entity. This is the referent of the sentence-initial
object in (55a-d). The object either is not expressed at all (55a), is a
demonstrative pronoun (b), or an epithet with a demonstrative determiner (c) (see
also Jansen, 1978). Repetition of the definite NP (d) is possible, but not often
used in natural discourse (cf. Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom, 1993; Grosz, Joshi and
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(55) Waar is de dichter?
where is the poet
a. ø heb ik niet gezien.
have I not seen
‘I haven’t seen him.’
b. die heb ik niet gezien.
that have I not seen
c. die idioot heb ik niet gezien
that idiot have I not seen
d. de dichter heb ik niet gezien
the poet have I not seen
The referent of the fronted object can also be introduced by a definite NP in left-
peripheral position, as in (56). In this case, the real object of the clause is the ‘d’-
word die rather than the sentence-initial NP (e.g. Koster, 1978):
(56) De dichter, die heb ik niet gezien.
the poet, that have I not seen
An object can thus quite naturally appear main clause initially if it refers to an
entity that already has just been mentioned, either in the preceding context, or by
a left-peripheral NP.
Second, an object can appear sentence initially to express a contrast. For
instance, (57) can be uttered in a situation in which the poet was greeted by the
farmers, but the knight was not. To indicate this contrast, the first NP receives
special stress, represented by the capital letters.
(57) De DICHTER hebben de boeren gegroet, maar de ridder niet.
the poet have the farmers greeted but the knight not
‘The farmers did greet the poet, but the knight, they didn’t.’
Such contrastive expressions are usually not uttered out of the blue, but in a
context in which the referent of the stressed NP (de dichter in the example) and
the entity it is in contrast with (de ridder) have been mentioned before or are
inferable.
Object-subject declarative main clauses thus only occur in restricted
contexts. When an object-subject sentence is presented in isolation, inferences
have to be drawn to render the object-subject sentence pragmatically felicitous:
either that the referent of the first NP has just been mentioned and is what the
current discourse is about, or that the object NP expresses a contrast. In sentences
like (54b) these inferences are hard to make, as deictic and contrastive cues on the
first NP are lacking.
In contrast, subject-initial declarative main clauses as e.g. (54a) are not
much restricted in their occurrence. The referent of a sentence-initial subject may,46 46 Chapter 2
but need not be mentioned before, and may, but need not be used contrastively.
Subject- and object-initial main clauses therefore differ in more respects than just
word order when they are presented in isolation and the first NP is a non-deictic
definite NP. This may have consequences for the strength of the order
preferences: a subject-object reading for declaratives will not only be preferred on
the basis of the syntactic principles addressed in Section 4, but will also be
favored for discourse reasons.
5.2.2 Wh-questions
No such discourse bias for the subject-initial order is expected when the first NP
is a wh-phrase, as in (58).
(58) a. Welke dichter heeft de boeren gegroet? [SO]
Which poet has-SG the farmers greeted
b. Welke dichter hebben de boeren gegroet? [OS]
Which poet have-PL the farmers greeted
Both subject-object (58a) and object-subject (58b) wh-questions trigger some
discourse inferences. In both cases, the use of a which-N phrase presupposes that
a set of N’s, poets in the example, has been mentioned before, or has been
introduced into the context in a different way. When the utterance is presented in
isolation, the presence of such a set is inferred. Whether the first NP is the object
or subject of the clause does not make a difference for the restrictions imposed on
the context.
Object- and subject-initial wh-questions therefore do not differ from each
other in the way their declarative equivalents do. Both orders impose the same
restrictions on the context, and these inferences can easily be drawn. Thus, in a
temporarily ambiguous wh-clause, the only basis for a subject-object preference is
the syntactic bias discussed in Section 4.
5.2.3 Syntactic differences
The discourse-related differences between subject-object and object-subject
declarative main clauses may also be reflected in their syntactic representations.
Under some syntactic approaches (e.g. Koster, 1978; Zwart 1993), object-initial
declaratives such as (54b) are syntactically more complex than subject-initial
declaratives as (54a). In (59) the difference is shown between an object-initial
main clause declarative (b) and a neutral subject-initial declarative (a), according
to the analysis proposed by Zwart (1993).
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6 In (59) and (60), the finite verb (V) has been moved from its base position. The
details of this movement are not relevant to the present discussion, however.47 Subject-object ambiguities 47
(59) a. [ subject V object ] [SO]
b. [ objecti [ øi V [ subject ti ]]] [OS]
According to this analysis, sentence-initial object NP, cf. (59b), is not part of the
clause proper, but is in a left-peripheral position. It is related to the clause by
means of an empty element ø. The function of this element is equivalent to the
die-word in (56). Not the overt NP, but this empty element is the real object of
the clause, and has been moved from the object base position. Neutral subject-
initial declaratives, on the other hand, do not involve any peripheral NPs or empty
elements, cf. (59a). In addition, the sentence-initial subject NP remains in its
functional position in Zwart’s analysis, whereas the empty object NP moves to a
higher position. Neutral subject-initial declarative main clauses may therefore be
syntactically less complex than object-initial declaratives.
Subject- and object-initial wh-questions such as e.g. (58a) and (58b), do
not differ to such a large extent. In Zwart’s account both subject and object wh-
phrases are in the same structural position. The analysis for subject- and object-
initial wh-questions is given in (60a) and (b), respectively.
(60) a. [ wh-subjecti V[t i object ]] [SO]
b. [ wh-objecti V [ subject ti ]] [OS]
Both wh-phrases have been moved from their functional base position, represented
by the trace t, to a position that is comparable to the one occupied by the empty
element in (59b).
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Under this syntactic account, then, object-subject and neutral subject-
object declarative main clauses differ structurally in more respects than their wh-
clause equivalents do. This reflects the discourse-related differences discussed
above.
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5.2.4 Predictions
Object-subject declarative main clauses require special discourse contexts and are
possibly structurally more complex than subject-object declaratives. Subject- and
object-initial wh-questions do not differ in these respects. The nature of the first
NP may therefore affect the way in which temporarily ambiguous main clauses
are processed. When the first NP is a definite NP, the subject-object order is the
7 Note that in this account, the subject-object preference for wh-questions must be
derived from gap-filling rather than structural complexity.
8 In fact, the additional phrase structural difference between subject- and object-
initial declaratives may even be motivated by discourse considerations: under certain
linguistic assumptions (e.g. Chomsky, 1995), this difference can be claimed to disappear
when the sentence-initial NP is contrastively stressed or referred to by a die word.48 48 Chapter 2
most parsimonious for several reasons: (i) a subject-object order corresponds to
the base order and is therefore less costly for reasons discussed in Section 4; (ii) a
subject-first interpretation involves fewer discourse inferences; and (iii), object-
initial declaratives may involve the creation of additional structure, at least, under
some syntactic accounts. When the first NP is a wh-phrase, a subject-first
interpretation is preferred only on the basis of the structural preference for a
subject-object order; the other two factors are not applicable. The subject-object
bias may therefore be stronger when the first NP is a neutral definite NP than
when it is a wh-phrase.
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There is some evidence that supports this view. First, Frazier and Flores
d’Arcais (1989) report that in their end-of-sentence grammaticality judgment task,
object-initial wh-phrases were judged grammatical more often than object-initial
declaratives. Furthermore, as opposed to the robust on-line subject-object
preferences reported for declaratives in German (Hemforth, 1993), the subject-
object preference for wh-questions is more controversial, at least, when case
information is used to disambiguate the structure (Farke, 1994; Meng, 1995;
Schlesewsky et al., to appear, see the overview in Section 3.1).
This suggests that not only abstract structural preferences play a role in
ambiguity resolution but also factors tied to the nature of the first NP. This
hypothesis will be tested in Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) using an on-line reading
task.
5.3 The nature of the second NP
In the previous section, the potential effect of the type of the first NP were
discussed. In addition, the nature of the second NP may have an effect on order
preferences. In previous studies on word order ambiguities in Dutch and German,
the first ambiguous NP was often followed by a non-pronominal definite NP. In
this section it will be shown that pronouns, non-pronominal definite NPs and
indefinite NPs differ with respect to the discourse properties of the elements they
refer to. This has consequences for how these NPs are preferably syntactically
encoded. Pronouns refer to salient entities that are already present in the discourse
and are often encoded as subjects. This preference for a subject position is less
strong for definite NPs and indefinite NPs, which need not, or may not, refer to
given information. When the second NP of an ambiguous clause is a pronoun,
there will be a bias towards an object-subject reading for the entire clause.
Definite and indefinite second NPs, in contrast, do not introduce such a strong
9 A weaker subject-object preference for wh-clauses relative to declaratives may
also be expected on the basis of frequency information. Nieuwborg (1968) reports 16
subject-initial versus 17 object-initial main clauses wh-questions, whereas the same corpus
contained 1014 subject-initial and 38 object-initial main clauses starting with a non-
pronominal definite NP.49 Subject-object ambiguities 49
object-subject bias. Therefore, a weaker subject-object preference or even a
preference for the reverse order is expected when the second NP is a pronoun
compared to clauses in which the second NP is a non-pronominal definite or
indefinite NP.
5.3.1 NPs differ in their discourse properties
Pronouns, non-pronominal definite NPs and indefinite NPs differ with respect to
the implied discourse status of the entities they refer to, even no preceding
discourse is provided. Consider for instance the sentences in (61):
(61) a. He was composing a song.
b. The poet was composing a song.
c. A poet was composing a song.
The use of the pronoun he in (a) implies that there is a contextually salient entity
to which this pronoun can refer. This entity is salient (or: in the focus of the
reader/hearer’s attention, cf. Garrod and Sanford, 1982) either because it has just
been mentioned in the preceding discourse, or because it is present in the
extralinguistic context (textually or situationally evoked; Prince, 1981). The
definite NP the poet in (b), in contrast, does not imply the presence of a
contextually salient entity. Instead, it can introduce a new entity into the discourse
context. The use of a definite NP, however, does imply that its referent is in some
sense familiar: the addressee of (61b) is assumed to know which particular poet is
meant, or to be able to infer this from given information. Finally, the indefinite
NP a poet in (c) does not refer to a given entity, but rather introduces a
completely new entity into the discourse. In contrast to the definite the poet, a
poet does not specify a unique poet. It is therefore not assumed that the referent is
familiar to the reader.
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The difference between pronouns, full definite NPs and indefinite NPs
with respect to givenness is made clearer in (62). Here, a potential referent of the
NPs has already been introduced in the discourse:
(62) William was happy.
a. He was composing a song.
b. The poet was composing a song.
c. A poet was composing a song.
The pronoun in (a) can refer to the entity introduced in the first sentence. In fact,
this reading is highly preferred. Although the pronoun in (a) may refer to an
entity that has not been explicitly mentioned, such a reading is not initially
10 I will not discuss generic uses of indefinite NPs.50 50 Chapter 2
pursued. This again shows that a pronoun preferably refers to an entity that has
been already been introduced.
11 The definite NP the poet in (b) may refer the
person mentioned in the first sentence, but can also introduce a new (though not
unfamiliar) entity into the discourse.
12 The indefinite NP a poet in (c), finally,
cannot refer to William. Instead, the NP must be interpreted as introducing a new
entity into the discourse.
Briefly put, the difference between the three types of NP is that
pronouns must, definite NPs may, and indefinite NPs generally may not refer to
already introduced entities. Pronouns and definite NPs further differ with respect
to the saliency of their referents in the context. The referent of a pronoun must be
salient in the discourse, whereas the referent of an non-pronominal NP need not
be. This is illustrated by an example from Sanford, Garrod, Lucas and Henderson
(1983), given in (63):
(63) John drove to London
a. The car kept breaking down.
b. #It kept breaking down.
In (63a) the definite NP refers to an entity that has not been explicitly mentioned
in the preceding sentence, but can be inferred from the use of the verb drove.
Pronouns cannot refer to such implicitly presented entities. As indicated by the
hash, (b) is pragmatically odd: the dominant interpretation is the one in which the
pronoun refers to London. This shows that a pronoun is preferably related to
explicitly given information.
Additional evidence comes from a study by Purkiss (1978), cited in
Sanford and Garrod (1981). In this experiment, subjects were presented with short
discourses such as the one below.
(64) The mother picked up the baby.
She had been ironing all afternoon.
+ She would not be finished for some time.
+ She was very tired.
a. The baby had been crying nearly all day.
b. It had been crying nearly all day.
The target sentences are given in (a) and (b). The definite NP (a) or pronoun (b)
referred to an antecedent in the first sentence, the baby in (64). Either one or
three sentences (including the ones preceded by the plus signs) could intervene
between the first and the target sentence. The target antecedent was not referred to
11 This tendency is so strong that a pronoun is related to an antecent even when
gender features do not allow this, cf. Osterhout and Mobley (1995).
12 I will only consider referential uses of NPs.51 Subject-object ambiguities 51
in these intervening sentences. Instead, another entity, the mother in (64), was
highlighted. This rendered the target antecedent less salient. When only one
sentence intervened, target sentences containing a pronoun (it) were read
marginally faster than ones containing a definite NP (the baby). However, when
three sentences separated the target sentence from the antecedent, the pronoun
conditions were read more slowly (at least, when the antecedent was introduced as
the object of the first sentence as in (64)). This example shows first, that
pronouns can only felicitously refer to salient entities; and second, that definite
NPs can be used to refer to given elements even if they are not or no longer
salient.
In sum, pronouns are used to refer to entities that have already given and
are highly salient in the discourse. Non-pronominal definite NPs either introduce
new entities, or refer to given entities. Indefinite NPs, finally, are generally used
to introduce new entities into the discourse. These observations have been
confirmed by several investigators (among others, for production: Karmiloff-
Smith, 1980; Marslen-Wilson, Levy and Tyler, 1982; corpus studies: Prince, 1981;
Ariel, 1990; comprehension: Van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983: ch.5; Fletcher, 1984;
Garrod and Sanford, 1982, 1985; Givón, 1983 (ed), 1984; Sanford and Garrod,
1985).
5.3.2 Givenness and subjecthood
These differences with respect to givenness and discourse saliency have
consequences for the way pronouns, full definite and indefinite NPs are preferably
syntactically encoded.
In natural texts, NPs that refer to given information are relatively more
often encoded as subjects than NPs that do not. For instance, in the 56-clause text
investigated in Prince (1982), 24 out of 39 NPs (62%) denoting entities that were
given in the discourse were subjects. NPs that introduced new entities into the
discourse only occupied the subject position in 8 out of 49 cases (16%). In
addition to givenness, discourse saliency played a role. Prince (1982) made a
distinction between pronominal and non-pronominal forms within the group of
elements referring to discourse-old entities. As has been discussed in the previous
section, pronominal forms always refer to entities that are salient in the discourse.
In 13 out of the 16 cases (81%) in which a pronoun was used to refer to a given
entity in the discourse, the pronominal form was the subject; in contrast, only 11
of the 23 (48%) non-pronominal forms that referred to given entities occupied the
subject position. The subject to object ratio was even smaller (16 out of 41, 39%)
when this class included NPs whose referents could be inferred on the basis of the
preceding discourse (as e.g. in (63)). In natural texts, then, information that is
given in the discourse is preferably encoded as a subject. This is especially so
when this information is highly salient and referred to by a pronoun.
Why should NPs that refer to given information often be encoded as
subjects? One reason is that sentences usually express statements about given52 52 Chapter 2
entities. Across languages, who or what the sentence is a statement about (the
topic), is usually encoded in the subject position (cf. e.g. Keenan, 1976; Reinhart,
1982). This has also been shown in production studies. For instance, Bates and
Devescovi (1989) presented subjects with a short scene in which, for example, a
bear licked a tiger. Next, the experimenter uttered the request in (65), identifying
either the bear or the tiger as the topic. In the subjects’ reply, the topic was more
often encoded as the subject than as the object of the sentence: when the bear
was probed, subjects always responded with sentences as in (66a); when the tiger
was identified as the topic, subjects generally responded with passive sentences as
in (66b).
(65) Tell me about the bear / tiger.
(66) a. The bear licked the tiger.
b. The tiger was licked by the bear.
This shows that entities which the sentence is a statement about are generally
encoded as the subject. In running text, sentences often are statements about
entities that have already been introduced into the discourse: something new is
said about something old. NPs that refer to given entities will thus end up in the
subject position more often than NPs that introduce new entities (cf. also
Yekovich, Walker and Blackman, 1979, for comprehension data).
The Prince (1982) study shows that not only givenness, but also saliency
plays a role: elements that refer to salient entities in the discourse (pronouns)
were even more frequently encoded as the subject. This can be accounted for
along the same lines. Elements that are currently salient in the discourse will most
likely be who or what the local discourse is about. Currently salient entities
(referred to by a pronoun) will therefore often be the subject of one or more
subsequent sentences, as e.g. in (64) (cf. Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom, 1993;
Gordon and Chan, 1995).
As we have seen in the previous section, different formal types of NPs
are used depending on the discourse status of their referent. The formal type of
the NP may therefore have consequences for the likelihood with which the NP is
encoded as the subject of the clause. Pronouns are likely to appear as the subject
of the clause. Indefinite NPs generally introduce new entities and may frequently
appear in a non-subject position. Non-pronominal definite NPs can either refer to
given entities or introduce new, though not completely unfamiliar entities into the
discourse. The frequency with which a definite NP appears as the subject will
therefore be in between the subject frequency for pronouns and indefinite NPs.
The numbers provided by Prince (1982) suggest that this is indeed the case.
Independently of discourse status, non-pronominal definite NPs occupy the subject
position in 15 out of 57 cases (26%); indefinite NPs only in 3 out of 31 cases
(10%). As has been mentioned before, pronominal elements are the subject in 1353 Subject-object ambiguities 53
out of 16 (81%) cases.
13 Pronouns, full definite NPs and indefinite NPs therefore
form a hierarchy with relation to subjecthood: pronouns are the most likely to be
encoded as subjects, and indefinites the least likely (cf. Givón’s scale of topic
accessibility, Givón (1983)).
Data from Nieuwborg (1968) suggest that this hierarchy is also valid for
Dutch. In Table 2.1 the number of main clause subject and direct object
occurrences are given for various types of NP in the Nieuwborg corpus. The
numbers are pooled over all types of predicates (intransitive, transitive, etc.).
TABLE 2.1
Frequency of occurence in subject and object position for pronouns,
full definite NPs and full indefinite NPs (data from Nieuwborg, 1968).
type of NP absolute number
subject object
percentage
subject
Pronoun: total 3,396 896 79%
personal 3,082 451 87%
demonstratives 132 104 56%
indefinites
a 182 128 59%
reflexives - 213 -
Definite NP 1,466 684 68%
Indefinite NP 353
b 530 40%
a This class also includes the pronoun men ‘one’.
b Including 117 indefinite subjects in presentational er ‘there’-clauses.
As one can see, pronouns more frequently occupy the subject than the object
position of a main clause. The relative frequency of subject use is especially
striking for personal pronouns. The difference between the number of subject and
object occurrences is much smaller for the definite NPs, although these, too, occur
more frequently as the subject than as the object of the clauses. Indefinite NPs
occur more often as the object than as the subject of main clauses. One should
bear in mind that the Nieuwborg data only concern subjects and direct objects;
12 Prince does not regard the three types of NP as varying along one
dimension, however, but distinguishes NPs either in terms of their (formal) definiteness
(thus collapsing pronominal and non-pronominal definite NPs), or in terms of the discourse
status of their referents in the text (i.e. new, old, old-plus-salient). Subjecthood was best
explained by the latter factor.54 54 Chapter 2
other non-subject functions (indirect object, object of preposition) have not been
taken into account. The relative frequency of the subject occurrences may thus be
somewhat overstated.
In sum, due to their givenness properties and discourse saliency,
pronouns are often encoded as the subject. This preference is less strong for
definite NPs. Indefinite NPs, finally, often appear in a non-subject position.
5.3.3 Predictions
Now let us return to word order ambiguities and how the type of NP in second
position may influence the resolution of this ambiguity. First, consider pronouns.
If a pronoun occupies the second NP position of a temporarily ambiguous clause,
the discourse-related properties bias towards a subject reading of the pronoun
itself, and hence, towards an object-subject interpretation of the clause. This bias
runs counter to the syntactic bias for a subject-object order already discussed.
Such a bias is expected even when a preceding context is lacking. When the
referent of the pronoun is not explicitly provided, as in the example in (61a), the
presence of such an entity is inferred. Hence, even if the preference for the
subject position is not tied to the formal properties of the NP, but is instead
related to the properties of the NP referent, a subject preference will still be
expected for pronominal NPs.
When the second NP is a definite NP, on the other hand, the subject bias
for this NP is somewhat weaker. It may even be absent if the sentences are not
presented as part of a running text: in this case, the definite NP cannot refer to a
given entity, and is interpreted as introducing a new (though not unfamiliar) entity
into the discourse. Although this entity is assumed to be in some sense familiar, it
is not assumed that this entity is already present in the discourse (as is the case
with pronominal NPs). The syntactic subject-object bias will thus receive little or
no competition in the case of non-pronominal definite NPs.
Finally, when the second NP is indefinite, an object-subject interpretation
is not favored at all. Instead, an indefinite second NP may even favor an object
interpretation for itself and support the syntactic bias for the subject-object order.
Therefore, if the nature of the second NP indeed affects ambiguity resolution,
word order preferences will differ depending on which kind of NP follows the
first ambiguous phrase: clauses with an indefinite second NP will show the
strongest subject-object preference; clauses with a pronoun will show the weakest
preference for this order, or even a preference for the reverse order.
Whether the subject-object preference can be overridden also depends on
the properties of the first NP, however. For instance, if the first and the second
NP both are pronouns, both NPs favor a subject reading on the basis of their
discourse-related properties. The first pronoun biases a subject-object reading, the
second an object-subject reading. The two competing pronominal biases are then
canceled out. In this case, order preferences will appear to be determined by
syntactic and other biases only.55 Subject-object ambiguities 55
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 5.2, if the first NP is a non-deictic
definite NP, an object-subject reading may be very hard to obtain. The discourse-
related properties of a definite first NP may so strongly favor a subject-object
interpretation that the discourse-related properties of the second NP can hardly
influence the order preference. Data from the Lamers (1996) experiment suggest
that this is indeed the case. Lamers tested main clause subject-object and object-
subject declaratives, using a case-marked pronoun as second NP to disambiguate
the clause. Yet, the ERP data suggested that object-subject clauses (in which the
pronoun was the subject) were still more difficult to process than subject-object
clauses (in which the pronoun was the object).
The effects of the first and second NP may therefore interact. In the
present work, the impact of the second NP will be investigated only for one type
of first NP, namely a wh-phrase. As has been discussed in Section 5.2, subject-
object and object-subject wh-clauses do not differ with regard to the discourse-
related properties of the first NP. Wh-clauses are therefore more suitable than
declaratives to study the effect of the second NP on order preferences.
5.3.4 Evidence
There is some evidence that the nature of the second NP indeed affects order
preferences in wh-clauses. De Vincenzi (1991b) reports an effect of a definite
versus indefinite second NP on the interpretation of wh-questions in Italian.
Similarly to German and Dutch, wh-questions in Italian can be ambiguous
between a subject-object and an object-subject reading. For instance, in (67a)
either the quale (‘which’) NP or the second NP il ragazzo can be the subject of
the clause.
(67) a. Quale amico ha chiamato il ragazzo?
which friend has called the boy
b. Quale amico ha chiamato un ragazzo?
which friend has called a boy
De Vincenzi investigated the interpretation of ambiguous wh-questions in Italian
in an off-line questionnaire. The second NP could either be definite (66a) or
indefinite (b). A general preference for a subject-object reading was found.
However, the type of second NP had an effect: in which-N questions the wh-
phrase was taken as the subject in 65% of the cases when the second NP was
definite, against 89% when it was indefinite. This difference was significant. For
who (chi) questions, the numbers were 89% versus 97% for definite and indefinite
NPs, a non-significant difference. These data show that the nature of the second
NP can indeed affect the order preference in the expected direction: the subject-
object preference was weaker when the second NP was definite than when it was
indefinite. However, the strength of the effect depended on the nature of the first
NP.56 56 Chapter 2
Indirect evidence that the discourse status of the NPs plays a role in
determining word order preferences is the effect of intonation reported by Read et
al. (1980). Read et al. found that the subject-object preference for ambiguous
who-questions in Dutch was strongest when the second (non-pronominal definite)
NP was stressed (cf. Section 3.1.3). In general, a constituent (re)introducing new
information (the focus of the sentence) is stressed (Cinque, 1995; Reinhart, 1995).
The Read et al. data thus support the view that an NP introducing new
information is preferably interpreted as the object of the sentence, and that this
may affect the interpretation of ambiguous wh-questions.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the effect of a pronoun versus a definite second NP
on the resolution of word order ambiguities in Dutch will be investigated. The
pronoun condition is particularly interesting as it allows us to investigate the
relative strength of the syntactic and discourse bias: if the discourse-related
properties of the second NP have a stronger effect on ambiguity resolution than
the syntactic bias for the subject-object order, a preference for an object-subject
order is expected for clauses containing a pronoun as second NP. If the syntactic
bias is strongest, however, the subject-object order will dominate.
The effects of using an indefinite NP in second position will not be
further addressed in this thesis. For a comparison between clauses containing
definite and indefinite NPs, see Kaan (to appear).
5.4 Summary
Although there is a general preference for a subject-object resolution of word
ambiguities in Dutch, there are reasons to expect that this order preference may be
influenced by the discourse-related properties of the NPs involved.
First, if the first NP is a definite NP, more restrictions are imposed on
the preceding discourse when it is the object than when it is the subject of the
clause. If the first NP is a wh-phrase, on the other hand, the subject- and object-
initial reading are equally parsimonious in terms of discourse inferences. These
discourse-related differences may also be reflected in the syntactic structure of
main clause declaratives and wh-questions: object-subject declaratives may involve
a more complex structure than their subject-object equivalents. This structural
difference is lacking for subject-object and object-subject wh-questions. Hence,
the syntactic subject-object bias will be additionally supported if the first NP is a
definite NP, but not if it is a wh-phrase.
Second, word order preferences may be affected by the type of second
NP. Due to their discourse-related properties, pronouns have a heavy bias towards
occupying the subject position. This bias is less strong for definite NPs. The use
of a pronoun as a second NP will therefore bias an object-subject reading of the
clause. This may compete with the subject-object order favored on structural
grounds. A smaller preference for a subject-object order, or even a preference for
the reverse order is thus expected if a pronoun rather than a full definite NP is
used as a second NP.57 Subject-object ambiguities 57
6 Hypotheses and predictions
Whether the nature of the NPs affects order preferences in Dutch, and if so, how,
depends on the way the sentence processing mechanism makes use of syntactic
and discourse-related information. For ease of exposition two hypotheses will be
formulated, representing two rather extreme positions with respect to this issue: (i)
the Syntactic Hypothesis, according to which precedence is given to syntactic
biases; and (ii) the Discourse Hypothesis according to which discourse-related
information mediated by the properties of the NPs is immediately made use of
and competes with the syntactic bias.
6.1 The Syntactic Hypothesis
The Syntactic Hypothesis states that in ambiguity resolution precedence is given
to syntactic biases, that is, the initial analysis takes place in abstraction from the
specific properties of the NPs and Vs. I will take the Syntactic Hypothesis to
represent an extreme view of syntax-first processing, according to which the
sentence processor is initially insensitive semantic or discourse-related properties
of the lexical items, even if these properties have consequences for the structural
representation of the sentence. Examples of such properties are subcategorization
properties of the verb (cf. Forster, 1979; Frazier, 1987a; Frazier, 1989), and, as I
will assume in the following, the difference between a wh-phrase and a definite
NP in Dutch. According to the extreme Syntactic Hypothesis assumed here, such
lexically specific information may affect the parsing process only later.
(68) Syntactic Hypothesis
Syntactic information takes precedence; other (lexically specific,
semantic, discourse, etc.) information may only have a relatively late
effect on ambiguity resolution.
This predicts that across-the-board, a subject-object order is preferred for Dutch,
as it is the syntactically simplest and/or most frequent reading. More specifically,
this means that:
• Initially, a subject-object order should be preferred to an object-subject
order.
• The strength of this preference is independent of whether the first NP is
a definite NP or a wh-phrase: main clause declaratives and wh-questions
will show an equally strong subject-object preference.58 58 Chapter 2
• The strength of this preference is independent of whether the second NP
is a non-pronominal definite NP or a pronoun: wh-clauses containing a
pronoun as second NP and wh-clauses containing a definite NP will both
show a preference for a subject-object interpretation.
• If the discourse-related properties of the NPs have an effect at all, this
effect will become apparent only relatively late.
6.2 The Discourse Hypothesis
According to the Discourse Hypothesis, no priority is given to syntactic biases.
Rather, discourse-related information takes precedence if available.
(69) Discourse Hypothesis
If available, discourse-related information takes precedence over syntactic
preferences in ambiguity resolution and does so immediately.
According to this hypothesis, word order preferences are not only syntactically
driven, but are also, and even to a larger extent, determined by the nature of the
NPs involved and the restrictions imposed by the discourse context.
Below only lexically mediated discourse-related information will be
investigated using sentences presented in isolation. The impact of an explicitly
given, preceding context on the order preferences will not be studied in the
present work.
The predictions of this second hypothesis with respect to the
constructions investigated here, are the following:
• There is a general subject-object preference, but
• the strength of this preference depends on the nature of the first NP:
main clauses headed by a non-deictic definite NP are expected to show a
stronger subject-object preference than main clauses headed by a wh-
phrase.
• The direction of the order preference depends on the nature of the second
NP: wh-questions containing a pronoun are predicted to show a
preference for an object-subject order; whereas no such preference should
be seen if a definite NP follows the wh-phrase.
• The discourse-related properties of an NP have an effect on the order
preferences as soon as the NP is encountered.59 Subject-object ambiguities 59
6.3 Remarks
The reader should bear in mind that although the first hypothesis represents a
syntax-first approach, and the second a more interactive, they do not correspond
to the predictions made by current theories of sentence processing. The Syntactic
Hypothesis represents the view that priority is assigned to syntactic information.
This can either be formulated in terms of temporal priority (garden-path models)
or in terms of weight of the constraints (constraint-based models). Similarly, the
predictions of the Discourse Hypothesis can be captured either by interactive
theories in which a larger weight is assigned to non-syntactic than to syntactic
information, or by syntax-first theories that assume that the ease of syntactic
reanalysis depends on the availability of non-syntactic information.
The two hypotheses are formulated for expository purposes only. The
aim of the present research is to see which bias is initially strongest: the
syntactically based subject-object bias (the view represented by the first
hypothesis), or the lexically-mediated discourse bias (the view represented by the
second). These hypotheses will be tested in the next chapters.
7 Summary
Most transitive main clauses, relative and embedded wh-clauses in Dutch are at
least temporarily ambiguous. The subject can either precede or follow the object
NP. With only a few exceptions, the experimental evidence to date shows a
general preference for a subject-object order. This preference is seen even in the
presence of plausibility or contextually information favoring an object-subject
reading. This suggests that this bias is syntactic in nature, that is, due to
generalizations or principles that abstract away from the context and the details of
the lexical items used.
Accounts for this preference have mainly come from rule-based, syntax-
first approaches to processing. All proposals share the assumption that the base
order of Dutch is subject-object. The processing preference is then derived either
by economy constraints on relating an NP to its functional or thematic base
position (gap-filling approaches) or by economy constraints on structure building
(structure building approaches). In addition to, or instead of, such processing
strategies, the frequency of the subject-object order may play a role in the
resolution of word order ambiguities.
Although the subject-object preference appears to be primarily syntactic
in nature, other factors may enhance or oppose this preference. This work will
investigate the potential influence of discourse-related properties of the NPs used.
First, the nature of the first NP may have an effect on the order preference. A
definite NP object can appear sentence-initially only in specific discourse
contexts; subject-object declaratives are less restricted in their occurrence. This
difference between the two orders may also be reflected in the syntactic
representation of these sentences. On the other hand, subject-object and object-60 60 Chapter 2
subject clauses starting with a wh-phrase, do not differ with respect to the
restrictions they impose on the discourse context. The syntactic subject-object
preference may therefore be enhanced when the first NP is a (non-deictic) definite
NP than when it is a wh-phrase.
Furthermore, the nature of the second NP may play a role in the
resolution of word order ambiguities. There is a tendency to encode given, salient
entities as the subject of the clause. Pronouns generally refer to such entities. If
the sentence is presented in isolation, the presence of such a salient entity may be
inferred. The use of a pronoun as the second NP in an ambiguous clause may
therefore bias an object-subject interpretation. This may compete with the
syntactic subject-object preference. Definite NPs, on the other hand, do not bias
towards a subject reading to such a strong extent, especially not if the sentence is
presented in isolation and the NP is interpreted as introducing a new (though not
unfamiliar) entity into the discourse. The syntactically based subject-object order
is therefore expected to be more prominent when the second NP is a definite NP
than when the second NP is a pronoun.
Two hypotheses were formulated for expository reasons, representing two
opposite views on the relation between syntactic biases and the discourse- related
properties of the NPs. According to the Syntactic Hypothesis, the properties of the
NPs will hardly have an effect on order preferences. If they do, this effect will
only appear rather late in the process. According to the Discourse Hypothesis, the
specific properties of the NPs may affect the order preferences right away. In
Chapter 3, the contribution of the first NP is investigated using Dutch main
clauses; in Chapter 4, the effect of the second NP is tested in embedded wh-
questions. Chapter 5 is a corpus study providing additional data on order
preferences in wh-questions and the type of the second NP.Chapter 3
The effect of the first NP:
Processing Dutch main clauses
____________________________________________________________________
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
In this chapter, the on-line processing of main clauses declaratives and wh-
questions is investigated using a self-paced reading paradigm. The aim of the
experiment is to see whether the discourse-related information introduced by the
first NP (definite NP or wh-phrase) affects order preferences. I will first briefly
discuss how the type of the first NP may affect order preferences in main clauses.
Next, the Syntactic and the Discourse Hypothesis, introduced in Chapter 2, are
discussed and their predictions specified. In Section 2, the experimental
procedures and results are described. The results are summarized and discussed in
Section 3.
1.2 Dutch main clauses
In Chapter 2 it was shown that main clause declaratives and wh-questions in
Dutch are temporarily ambiguous between a subject-object and an object-subject
reading. Consider for instance the declaratives in (1) and wh-questions in (2). The
sentence-initial NP can either be the subject or the object of the clause,
exemplified by the (a) and (b) versions, respectively.
(1) a. De assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen. [SO]
the assistants had-PL the professor not helped
‘The assistants didn’t help the professor.’
b. De assistenten had de professor niet geholpen. [OS]
the assistants had-SG the professor not helped
‘The assistants, the professor didn’t help.’
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(2) a. Welke assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen? [SO]
which assistants had-PL the professor not helped
‘Which assistants didn’t help the professor?’
b. Welke assistenten had de professor niet geholpen? [OS]
which assistants had-SG the professor not helped
‘Which assistants didn’t the professor help?’
The sentences above are disambiguated by number information: in the object-
initial sentences (1b, 2b) the first NP is plural, but the subsequent auxiliary is
singular, indicating that this first NP cannot be the subject of the clause. In the
subject-object clauses (1a, 2a), the auxiliary agrees in number with the first NP,
but not with the second. Strictly speaking, the subject-initial sentences (1a, 2a) are
disambiguated not at the auxiliary, but at the noun of the second NP: an object-
subject reading is only excluded by the number features of the second NP.
Previous research, discussed in Chapter 2, has shown that Dutch speakers
have a strong preference to assign a subject-object interpretation to a (temporarily)
ambiguous clause. This subject-object preference is syntactic in nature, that is,
based on generalizations and parsing principles that abstract away from the
context and lexical content of the NPs. It is thus likely that the sentence-initial
NPs in both (1) and (2) are assigned the role of subject even before the clause is
syntactically disambiguated.
The aim of Experiment 1 is to investigate to what extent the nature of
the first NP may affect the strength of this subject-object preference. Object-initial
declaratives differ from subject-initial declaratives in more respects than just the
order of subject and object (cf. Chapter 2, Section 5.2). A sentence-initial object
refers to an entity that either has just been mentioned, or is contrasted with
another entity in the context. Object-initial declaratives can thus be licitly used
only in restricted contexts. Subject-initial declaratives do not impose such
restrictions on the discourse. In this sense object-initial declaratives are more
complex than subject-initial declaratives from a discourse point of view.
Additionally, this discourse difference may be reflected in the syntactic
representation of the clauses. If the first NP of a main clause is a non-deictic
definite NP, the syntactic bias for a subject-initial order may therefore be
enhanced by a discourse-related bias for this order.
If the first NP is a wh-phrase, on the other hand, subject-object and
object-subject clauses are equal in terms of discourse requirements: in both cases,
a set of N-referents, assistants in the example in (2), is presupposed. One can thus
assume that the only difference between subject-object and object-subject wh-
questions is a syntactic difference in word order. In contrast to the declaratives,
then, the syntactically non-preferred object-subject reading may be easier to obtain
when the first NP is a wh-phrase than when it is a definite NP.63 The effect of the first NP 63
1.3 The two hypotheses
In Chapter 2 two hypotheses were formulated for expositiry purposes: the
Syntactic Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis. According to the Syntactic
Hypothesis, syntactic biases based on abstract categories alone take precedence
over biases mediated by other information. The Discourse Hypothesis represents
the view that (non-syntactic) biases triggered by more detailed lexical information
are stronger than purely structural biases. The two hypotheses are repeated below:
(3) Syntactic Hypothesis
Syntactic information takes precedence; other information may only have
a relatively late effect on ambiguity resolution.
(4) Discourse Hypothesis
If available, discourse-related information takes precedence over syntactic
preferences in ambiguity resolution and does so immediately.
What do the two hypotheses predict concerning processing of main clauses like
the ones given in (1) and (2)?
The Syntactic Hypothesis predicts that a temporarily ambiguous main
clause will initially be assigned a subject-object reading on the basis of the
syntactic bias. Other information is too weak to affect this preference. This means
that at the point of disambiguation, the object-subject sentences are harder to
process than the subject-object ones, irrespective of whether the first NP is a wh-
phrase or a definite NP.
According to the Discourse Hypothesis, the strength of the subject-object
preference is immediately modulated depending on the type of NP. If this first NP
is definite, as in (1), a strong subject-object preference is expected on both
syntactic and discourse grounds. If the first NP is a wh-phrase as in (2), no
subject-object preference is expected on discourse grounds: both subject-object
and object-subject conditions impose the same restrictions on the context. Hence,
for the wh-questions only the syntactic bias for the subject-object reading should
affect ambiguity resolution, yielding a weaker subject-object preference than in
the declarative cases.
1.4 Self-paced reading
Results from previous experiments support the view that the type of NP has an
effect. In the end-of-sentence grammaticality judgment task reported by Frazier
and Flores d’Arcais (1989), performance was more accurate for the object-subject
wh-questions than for the object-subject declaratives. Furthermore, the subject-
object advantage for German wh-questions has up to now been somewhat
controversial (cf. Chapter 2, Section 3), whereas a fairly robust subject-object
preference has been found for declarative main clauses in this language. However,64 64 Chapter 3
declaratives and wh-questions have not yet been compared on-line within one
experiment.
In the present experiment, the on-line processing of wh-questions and
declarative main clauses is directly compared. The experimental technique used is
a word-by-word self-paced reading paradigm (Just, Carpenter and Woolley, 1982;
Kennedy and Murray, 1984). In this task, subjects read a sentence word-by-word
at their own pace: after they have read a word, they press a response key and the
next word is displayed. Reading times for each word are recorded. Reading time
is defined as the time interval between the presentation of the word and the button
press. Differences in reading times are assumed to reflect differences in
processing difficulty: reading times will be longer for words that cannot be easily
integrated into the preceding context than for words that can.
Both the Syntactic and the Discourse Hypothesis predict that people
assign a subject interpretation to the first NP. Reaction times will therefore be
longer when number information at the verb is incompatible with this
interpretation. An increase in reading times is expected starting at the
disambiguating auxiliary (had) for the object-initial clauses in (1b) and (2b)
relative to the subject-initial equivalents in (1a) and (2a). The Syntactic
Hypothesis predicts that the increase in reading times is the same for both
declaratives (1) and wh-questions (2). The Discourse Hypothesis, on the other
hand, predicts that the increase in reading times for object-subject clauses is
immediately modulated by the type of the first NP. At the point where the reading
times for the object-subject condition get longer relative to the subject-object
condition, the difference is predicted to be larger for the declaratives (1b versus
1a) than for the wh-questions (2b versus 2a).
2 Experiment 1: Dutch main clauses
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Materials
2.1.1.1 The structure of the experimental items
Thirty-two sentence sets were created of the form NP1-auxiliary-NP2-niet-past
participle-PP. Examples of the experimental stimuli are given in Table 3.1. Each
sentence set contained four versions of the sentence, corresponding to the four
conditions: a subject-object declarative, an object-subject declarative, a subject-
object wh-question and an object-subject wh-question. In the subject-object
versions, the auxiliary agreed in number with NP1; in the object-subject versions
the auxiliary agreed with NP2. The auxiliary was either had or hadden, the
singular and plural past tense forms of hebben ‘to have’. I chose to use the past
tense forms rather than the present tense forms heeft and hebben to exclude a
potentially confounding infinitival reading of the plural verb (cf. Frazier and
Flores d’Arcais, 1989). Wh-questions were derived from declaratives by replacing65 The effect of the first NP 65
the first word, the determiner de (‘the’), by welke (‘which’). To balance the
number features of the disambiguating auxiliary across conditions, sixteen
sentence sets contained a singular NP1 and a plural NP2; in the remaining sixteen
sets, NP1 was plural and NP2 singular.
Recall from the discussion in Chapter 2, Section 5.2, that object-initial
declaratives are pragmatically odd when presented in isolation and the first NP is
not contrastively stressed or repeated by a die-word. In order to render the object-
subject declaratives pragmatically somewhat more acceptable, the experimental
sentences always included the negation niet, which allowed a contrastive
interpretation of the first NP. Since the negation only comes after the second NP,
it was not expected to have much effect on the order preference at the
disambiguating auxiliary and two following positions.
2.1.1.2 Comprehension questions
To encourage the subjects in the experiment to keep reading attentively, and to
test whether the sentences were understood correctly, each sentence was followed
by a comprehension question of the form: Wie werd(en) niet V? NP1 NP2 (’Who
was/were not V? NP1 NP2’) with V corresponding to the participle of the
preceding sentence, and the answers NP1 and NP2 corresponding to NP1 and NP2
in the experimental sentence. The order of the alternative answers always was the
same as the order of the NPs in the experimental sentence. Thus, the correct
answer was NP1 in half of the conditions and NP2 in the other half. Examples of
comprehension questions are given in Table 3.1.
2.1.1.3 Plausibility and reversibility
Care was taken that the predicates used were reversible: a sentence with NP1 as
the subject and NP2 as the object was semantically as plausible as a sentence with
NP1 as object and NP2 as the subject.
Reversibility was tested by means of two paper-and-pencil rating tasks.
In the first rating 40 potential experimental items were tested. Items were
presented in two versions. One corresponding to the declarative subject-object
version in Table 3.1 and another version in which the order of the two NPs was
reversed and the number of the auxiliary changed to match the sentence-initial
NP. In the first half of the test, half of the materials was presented in the original
format, half in the reversed format. In the second half of the test, the same items
were repeated but with the order of the two NPs reversed and verb agreement
changed accordingly. Experimental items were pseudorandomly interspersed
among twice as many fillers. Half of the fillers, too, were repeated in a reversed
format in the second half of the test. Fillers were all more or less plausible
sentences in at least one version. For instance De jagers kwamen terug met een
grote buit. ‘The hunters returned with a large catch’ is plausible, but becomes
anomalous when the two NPs are reversed. Two subject lists were created by
varying the order between the test halves.66 66 Chapter 3
TABLE 3.1
Experimental conditions used in Experiment 1.
1. First NP = singular
Declarative
a. s-o: De filmster had de fotografen niet verwacht op het feest.
the movie star had-SG the photographers not expected at the party
b. o-s: De filmster hadden de fotografen niet verwacht op het feest.
the movie star had-PL the photographers not expected at the party
Wh-question
c. s-o: Welke filmster had de fotografen niet verwacht op het feest?
which movie star had-SG the photographers not expected at the party
d. o-s: Welke filmster hadden de fotografen niet verwacht op het feest?
which movie star had-PL the photographers not expected at the party.
Comprehension question: Wie werd(en) niet verwacht?
who was (were) not expected
FILMSTER FOTOGRAFEN
movie star photographers
2. First NP = plural
Declarative
a. s-o: De assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen met het rapport.
the assistants had-PL the professor not helped with the report
b. o-s: De assistenten had de professor niet geholpen met het rapport.
the assistants had-SG the professor not helped with the report
Wh-question
c. s-o: Welke assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen met het rapport?
which assistants had-PL the professor not helped with the report
d. o-s: Welke assistenten had de professor niet geholpen met het rapport?
which assistants had-SG the professor not helped with the report
Comprehension question: Wie werd(en) niet geholpen?
who was (were) not helped
ASSISTENTEN PROFESSOR
assistants professor
s-o: subject-object order; o-s: object-subject order.67 The effect of the first NP 67
Sentences were rated on plausibility by twenty subjects, ten for each list.
Subjects were all students at the University of Groningen and native speakers of
Dutch. Subjects were asked to rate the sentences for pragmatic plausibility on a
scale from 1 to 5, with "most plausible" corresponding to "5". The score for
reversibility was defined as the mean difference in rating scores between the
reversed and the non-reversed version of a sentence. On the basis of the results of
the rating task some experimental sentences were revised, and additional items
were created. These new and revised sentences were again tested in the same way
with a different group of 20 subjects. On the basis of these ratings, the 32 most
reversible and plausible sentence sets were chosen to be used in the reading
experiment. The versions corresponding to the subject-object version to be used in
the reading experiment had a mean plausibility rating of 4.5 (standard deviation:
.28). Mean plausibility score for the reversed versions was 4.4 (SD .32). The
differences between the two versions is not significant [t(31) = 1.09, p = .285].
The complete set of experimental materials is given in Appendix 1.
2.1.1.4 Assignment to groups and lists
The 32 sentence sets were divided into four item groups of eight sets each. Each
item group contained four sets in which the first NP was singular, and four in
which the first NP was plural. On the basis of these four item groups, four subject
lists were created, using a Latin Square design. Sentences in item group 1
appeared in the declarative subject-object version in list 1, in the declarative
object-subject version in list 2, in the wh-subject-object version in list 3 and in the
wh-object-subject version in list 4. Sentences in group 2 appeared in the
declarative object-subject version by in list 1, in the wh-subject-object version in
list 2, and so on. In this way, each list contained an equal number of sentences in
each condition, and no list contained more than one version of each sentence.
To avoid the possibility that all relatively implausible sentences or ones
containing relatively long and infrequent words would cluster in the same
condition on the subject lists, the item groups were matched on (i) mean
plausibility and reversibility scores, and (ii) length (in number of characters) of
the past participle and first, second and sentence-final noun; and (iii) raw and
logarithmic (form) frequency of these open class words (source: CELEX,
Nijmegen).
2.1.1.5 Fillers
In addition to the experimental items each list contained 64 fillers, yielding a total
of 96 stimulus items. Fillers were the same for each list, and included a number
of constructions: sentences with relative clauses containing object or subject gaps,
sentences starting with a temporal clause and main clauses with a locative or
temporal expression preceding the finite verb. Each of the filler sentences was
followed by a comprehension question with two alternative answers corresponding
to two NPs used in the sentence. In half of the cases, this question was posed in
the active form (e.g. ‘Who had V?’), in half of the cases the question was in the68 68 Chapter 3
passive mode (e.g. ‘Who was/were V?’). Care was taken that the correct answer
was on the right hand side in half of the questions, and on the left in the
remaining questions.
2.1.1.6 Order of presentation
The order of the experimental items and fillers was pseudorandomized in the
following way. The stimulus sentences on a list were divided into eight blocks of
12 sentences: four experimental items (one of each condition) and eight fillers of
various types. The order of the blocks and the order of items within the blocks
was scrambled automatically and separately for each subject. For each subject the
presentation of the actual materials was preceded by the dummy trial Let op: de
eerste zin begint nu. (‘Attention: the first sentence starts now.’).
2.1.2 Subjects
Forty-eight subjects (8 left-handed, 11 male) participated. All were students at the
University of Groningen, native speakers of Dutch and had normal or corrected to
normal vision. None of them had taken part in the plausibility ratings described
above. Subjects were pseudorandomly assigned to the subject lists such that each
list was read by an equal number of subjects, and the number of males and left-
handers was more or less balanced across the experimental lists. Subjects were
paid ƒ 7,50 for participation.
2.1.3 Procedure
The task was a self-paced reading paradigm with a word-by-word moving window
display (Just, Carpenter and Woolley, 1982; Kennedy and Murray, 1984).
Stimulus presentation and data-acquisition in this and following experiments was
controlled by the DMASTR software developed by K.I. and J.C. Forster.
Subjects were individually tested. They were seated in a sound-
attenuating room. In front of them was a computer screen and a button box with a
bar and a left and right response key. One of these keys was the "Go"-key. For
half of the right-handed and half of the left-handed subjects the "Go"-key was the
right hand key; for the remaining subjects, the "Go"-key was the left hand key.
A trial was initiated by pressing the bar on the button box. A sentence
was preceded by five hashes presented on the middle line, close to the left edge
of the screen. When the subject pressed the "Go"-key on the button box, the first
word appeared at the position where the hashes had been. When the subject again
pressed the "Go"-key, the first word disappeared and the second word was
presented immediately to the right of where the first word had been, and so on.
Sentences were short enough to fit on one line. The use of capital letters and
punctuation was normal. When the last word of a sentence had been read, the
comprehension question was presented entirely, together with the two alternative
answers. The answers appeared on the next line; one on the left hand side of the69 The effect of the first NP 69
screen and one on the right, corresponding to the position of the response keys on
the button box. After the subject had answered the question, the screen turned
blank. The next trial could then be initiated by pressing the bar.
Subjects were told that the experiment was about language processing,
and were instructed to read for comprehension. They were asked to read at their
normal speed, or even faster, so long as it did not affect their comprehension.
Before the actual experiment, a practice session with 16 trials was run. This
session also included a few sentences with an object-verb-subject structure.
Feedback and explanation was given by the experimenter if the subject responded
incorrectly. When it was clear that the subject understood all sentences and could
properly operate the button box, the actual experiment was started. During the
experimental session, subjects were given no feedback concerning the correctness
of their responses. Most subjects completed the task within 20 minutes.
2.2 Analysis and results
Analysis and results will be discussed separately for sentence reading times and
comprehension data.
2.2.1 Reading times
2.2.1.1 Analysis
Response times faster than 90 ms or slower than 3000 ms were treated as missing
data. Analysis was done on raw data and residual reading times. Generally, raw
reading times show some amount of variability due to the overall differences in
reading rate among subjects. Furthermore, differences in word length within
conditions may introduce some noise. For instance, in the present experiment, the
disambiguating auxiliary could either be singular had or plural hadden. Although
verb number was balanced across the subject-object and object-subject conditions,
the differences in length between the singular and plural auxiliary may have
increased the variance. Differences in individual reading rate and word length may
thus obscure factual differences between conditions. A better understanding of the
data is therefore gained if differences in overall reading rate and word length are
corrected for. One way to do so is to calculate residual reading times (cf. Ferreira
and Clifton, 1986; Trueswell, Tanenhaus and Garnsey, 1994).
For the present data, residual reading times were obtained in the
following way. First, on the basis of the reading times of all except final words of
the experimental sentences, a linear regression was estimated for each subject with
reading time as the dependent variable and length in number of characters as the
explanatory variable. A single-group t-test on the coefficients for all subjects
showed that both the intercept and the linear component were significantly
different from zero (cf. Lorch and Myers, 1990). For each subject residual reading
times were calculated by subtracting the reading times predicted by the individual
linear regression from the actual reading times. A positive number therefore70 70 Chapter 3
indicates that the reading time is slower than predicted on the basis of the length
of the word; a negative number indicates that the reading time is faster than
expected. Next, for each word position and condition, data exceeding the mean
plus or minus 2.5 times standard deviation over all subjects for that position and
condition were trimmed to the mean plus or minus 2.5 times standard deviation.
This affected 2.7% of the data.
For analysis on the raw reading times, reading times were trimmed for
each subject individually. Reading times exceeding the subject mean plus (minus)
2.5 times the standard deviation for all conditions taken together were reduced to
the mean value plus (minus) 2.5 times the standard deviation. This procedure was
carried out jointly for word positions 1 through 9 but separately for the sentence-
final word. This procedure affected around 3.0 % of the data.
On both residual reading times and raw data, an SPSS/PC+ MANOVA
for repeated measurements were conducted for each word position separately. In
the analysis by subjects (F1), order (subject-object, object-subject), type
(declarative, wh-question) and number of the wh-phrase (singular, plural) were
within subject factors; subject list (4 levels) was the between subject factor. In the
analysis by items (F2), order and type were the within item factors; between item
factors were item group (4 levels) and number of the wh-phrase.
1 In this
experiment and the experiments reported in the next chapters, results were
regarded as significant if the p-value was less than .05, although effects with a p-
value of less than .1 are reported when they are of particular theoretical interest.
The analysis presented below includes all responses, that is, irrespective
of the performance on the comprehension questions. An additional analysis was
carried out, excluding trials in which the comprehension questions were responded
to incorrectly. Since errors were not distributed equally across conditions, the
exclusion of erroneous trials violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance,
thus increasing the likelihood of a type I error, that is, rejecting the null
hypothesis when in fact it is true. Results did not differ much from the analysis of
the full data set, however, cf. Table 3.3. In the main text below, I will report F-
and p-values for the analysis on the complete data set for residual reading times
only.
2.2.1.2 Results
Raw and residual means for each word position in each of the four main
conditions (declarative subject-object, declarative object-subject, wh-question
subject-object and wh-question object-subject) are given in Table 3.2. Figure 3.1
depicts the residual reading times for each word position and condition, collapsed
over number of the first NP. An overview of the significant effects is given in
Table 3.3.
1 The factors subject list and items group were included to control for variability
due to differences between lists and groups (cf. Pollatsek and Well, 1995).71 The effect of the first NP 71
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No significant effects were found at word positions preceding the disambiguating
TABLE 3.3
Significant effects for residual and raw reading times
in the subjects (F1) and items analysis (F2) in Experiment 1.
word
position
effect residual RTs
F1 F2
raw RTs
F1 F2
AUX order <.1 ** <.1 +
order x
number
** **
DET2 order *** *** *** ***
order x type *** ** ** *
order x
number
*** *** *** ***
N2 order * * <.1 <.1
order x type
a ** * ** *
order x
number
** * ** *
V type
a ** ** * *
P order
a + + <.1 <.1
order x type ** + +
N 3order ** ** * +
type
a *** *** ** **
order x type
a <.1 ** <.1
The symbols in the word position column correspond to the ones in Table 3.2. Order:
subject-object vs object-subject order; type: declarative vs wh-question; number: singular vs
plural NP1. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .025; + p < .05.
a These effects were not significant when the data set was restricted to those trials for
which the comprehension question was answered correctly.
auxiliary. At the auxiliary, subject-object sentences were read faster than object-
subject sentences. The effect of order just failed to reach significance in the
subjects analysis [ F1(1,44) = 4.00, p = .052; F2(1,24) = 8.35, p < .01]. No
interaction between order and type was found [ all F’s < 1], although order did73 The effect of the first NP 73
interact with number at the auxiliary for the raw reading times. This effect is
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FIGURE 3.1 Residual reading times in ms for all word positions (Experiment 1).
For abbreviations, cf. Table 3.2.
presumably related to the length of the word forms used. We will return to this
effect later.
At the word following the disambiguating auxiliary (the determiner of the
second NP), subject-object sentences were read faster than object-subject
sentences for both declaratives and wh-questions [ F1(1,44) = 23.95, p < .001;
F2(1,24) = 72.34, p < .001 ]. This effect remained significant at the next word
position (the second noun) [ F1(1,44) = 5.67, p < .025; F2(1,24) = 6.66,
p < .025 ]. This confirms the data reported in Chapter 2 showing a general
preference for a subject-object interpretation. The difference between the two
orders was larger for the declaratives than for the wh-questions: 55 and 24 ms,
respectively, in the raw reading times. This resulted in an interaction of order and
type at the word following the disambiguating auxiliary [ F1(1,44) = 13.27,
p < .001; F2(1,24) = 11.61, p < .01 ]. This is what would be expected if the
processor is sensitive to the properties of the first NP. Pairwise comparisons for
declaratives and wh-questions separately show a significant effect of order within
each sentence type [declaratives: F1(1,44) = 24.47, p < .001; F2(1,24) = 41.05,
p < .001; wh-questions: F1(1,44) = 8.91, p < .05; F2(1,24) = 17.07, p < .001 ].74 74 Chapter 3
This interaction of order and type remained significant at the next word position,
the N of the second NP [ F1(1,44) = 7.95, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 6.34, p < .025 ].
Pairwise comparisons showed that the effect was significant for declaratives only
[declaratives: F1(1,44) = 11.22, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 14.34, p < .001. wh-
questions: F1, F2 < 1, N.S.].
Starting at the participle, wh-questions were read more slowly than
declaratives, resulting in a main effect of type at the participle and sentence-final
word [Participle: F1(1,44) = 10.86, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 9.70, p < .01. Final noun:
F1(1,44) = 14.81, p < .001; F2(1,24) = 15.87, p < .001 ]. At the preposition
following the participle, reading times for the declarative object-subject condition
became as long as for the wh-conditions. The subject-object declaratives were still
read fastest. This resulted in a significant interaction of order and type
[ F1(1,44) = 6.90, p < .025; F2(1,24) = 6.21, p < .025 ]. Pairwise comparisons
showed that the difference between object-subject and subject-object order was
significant for the declaratives only [declaratives: F1(1,44) = 8.28, p < .01;
F2(1,24) = 8.97, p < .01. wh-questions: F’s < 1, N.S.]. In addition, a main effect
of order was seen at this word position: subject-object clauses were read faster
than object-subject clauses [ F1(1,44) = 4.43, p < .05; F2(1,24) = 5.21, p < .05 ].
At the sentence-final noun the effect was reversed: the object-subject sentences
were read faster than the subject-object sentences [ F1(1,44) = 11.51, p < .01;
F2(1,24) = 8.61, p < .01 ]. Inspection of the data suggests that this is mainly due
to the long reading times in the subject-object wh-conditions, though the
interaction of order and type just failed to reach significance by subjects
[ F1(1,44) = 3.91, p = .054; F2(1,24) = 5.69, p < .025 ].
Let us now turn to the effects of number of the first NP. As has already
been mentioned, raw reading times showed a significant interaction of order and
number of the first NP at the disambiguating auxiliary. At the two word positions
following the disambiguating auxiliary, the interaction was significant also for
residual times: subject-object sentences were read faster when the first NP was
singular than when it was plural; the reverse held for object-subject sentences
[Aux+1: F1(1,44) = 16.06, p < .001; F2(1,24) = 20.95, p < .001. Aux+2:
F1(1,44) = 9.20, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 6.62, p < .025 ]. Probably, this effect is due
to the number of the auxiliary: conditions were read faster when the auxiliary was
the singular had than when it was the plural hadden. Table 3.4 gives the mean
residual and raw reading times for the auxiliary and two following positions as a
function of the number of the first NP. The conditions in which the auxiliary is
plural are underscored.
The effect of auxiliary number was not significantly different for the two
order conditions: an analysis with number of the auxiliary instead of number of
the first NP as a within subjects factor showed no interaction of this factor with
the factor order at the auxiliary and following positions [all ps>. 2] .
The effect of number in the raw reading times at the auxiliary itself is
probably due to the difference in length between singular had and plural hadden.
However the effects of number found for residual reading times at the following75 The effect of the first NP 75
two word positions are unlikely to be caused by the physical differences between
TABLE 3.4
Mean residual and raw reading times in ms for the auxiliary and two following positions
as a function of the number of the first NP, collapsed over clause type (Experiment 1).
AUX DET2 N2
NP1=SG NP1=PL NP1=SG NP1=PL NP1=SG NP1=PL
Res.
RTs
subject-
object
-22 -21 -38 -21 -51 -38
object-
subject
-6 -5 30 -1 -16 -38
Raw
RTs
subject-
object
362 382 338 356 365 377
object-
subject
395 377 402 371 400 374
Symbols for word positions correspond to those in Table 3.2. The conditions in which the
auxiliary is plural are underscored. sg: singular; pl: plural.
the two verb forms. In general, factors such as length only affect reading times at
the word itself (Just, Carpenter and Woolley, 1982). It is therefore more likely
that the effect of number at these later positions is due to higher level differences
between singular and plural forms. I will come back to this in Section 3.4.
The analysis also included the factors subject list and item group. At the
auxiliary, the participle and the three following word positions, these factors
interacted with one or more of the factors order, type, and number. These effects
are generally due to one item group being read more slowly than the other groups,
or to subjects in one list reacting more slowly than subjects in the remaining lists.
The factors subject list and item group were mainly included to control for the
variance due to group and list differences. I will therefore not further discuss
these effects.
2.2.2 Comprehension questions
Comprehension questions were included in the materials to make subjects read
more attentively and to check whether the sentences were understood correctly.
Performance on the comprehension questions may provide additional data
concerning processing difficulty: when a sentence is hard to process, it is
generally also hard to understand. Responses will therefore be slower and less
accurate on comprehension questions probing difficult sentences than on those
probing easy sentences.76 76 Chapter 3
Analyses were done on both reaction times and accuracy rates. Some
questions showed very short response times. Subjects often reported that they
automatically pressed the response key at the end of the sentence and noticed too
late that a comprehension question was displayed. Inspection of the response
times showed that response times higher than 600 ms formed a continuum, with
little difference in latency among the individual responses, whereas responses
faster than 600 were rather scattered. For this reason responses faster than 600 ms
were treated as missing data. This affected 0.8% of the data. Answers slower than
9000 ms (0.3%) were treated as errors in the analysis below.
2
2.2.2.1 Reaction times
In the response time analysis, only correct responses were taken into
consideration. Four subjects were dropped because their responses were all either
missing or false in one condition.
3 An SPSS/PC+ MANOVA was carried out on
the raw response times; the factorial design was the same as for the sentence
reading times.
Mean reaction times for correct responses in each condition are given in
Table 3.5. Average response times were 175 ms longer for the wh-questions
compared to the declaratives [ F1(1,40) = 4.79, p < .05; F2(1,24) = 5.44,
p < .05 ]. Furthermore, response times in the wh-questions were longer for the
TABLE 3.5
Mean (raw) response times in ms for correct answers on
the comprehension questions, collapsed over number of first NP (Experiment 1).
order
clause type
declaratives wh-questions
subject-object 2092 2547
object-subject 2382 2276
2 The mean number of missing responses (out of eight responses) for each of the
four main conditions were the following: declaratives: subject-object .02; object-subject: .1;
wh-questions: subject-object .06; object-subject: .08. As can be seen from Table 3.6 the
absolute number of errors patterns with the percentage of errors relative to the number of
non-missing responses. Treating the short responses as missing therefore should not have
substantially affected the results of the error analysis.
3 These empty cells concerned object-subject declaratives with a singular first NP
(one subject) or object-subject declaratives with a plural first NP (three subjects).77 The effect of the first NP 77
subject-object than for the object-subject conditions; the reverse pattern was seen
in the declaratives. This led to a significant interaction of order and type
[ F1(1,40) = 8.54, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 6.96, p < .025 ]. A comparison between
the subject-object and object-subject order, conducted separately for declaratives
and wh-questions showed significant effects for both clause types in the subject
analyses only [declaratives: F1(1,40) = 5.29, p < .05; F2(1,24) = 3.41, p = .077;
wh-questions: F1(1,44) = 6.46, p < .025; F2(1,24) = 2.74, p = .111 ].
The long response times for the subject-object wh-condition are rather
surprising given the short reading times for this condition immediately following
the point of disambiguation. I will argue below that this effect is probably due to
the use of negation, which rendered the comprehension questions pragmatically
awkward in the subject-object wh-condition.
As in the sentence reading times, the factors subject list and items group
were included in the factorial design for the analysis by subject and items,
respectively. The factor item group showed significant interactions with type and
with type and order. No effects of subject list were found.
2.2.2.2 Error rates
Mean absolute number of errors and percentage of errors for non-missing
responses in the four conditions are given in Table 3.6.
Analyses were performed on the absolute number of errors in each condition for
TABLE 3.6
Mean absolute number (percentage) of errors on the
comprehension questions for the four main conditions (Experiment 1).
clause type
order declaratives wh-questions
subject-object .9 (11 %) 2.1 (26 %)
object-subject 2.9 (37 %) 1.8 (23 %)
Note: Responses faster than 600 ms are excluded; responses longer than 9000 ms are
treated as errors.
subjects (subjects analysis) and items (items analysis). Since the number of errors
was relatively small and the data consisted of positive, discrete numbers, analysis
was done using the Poisson-distribution (Van Duijn, 1992; 1993). First, a model
was fitted on the data including all factors: three subject lists (three item groups
in the analysis by items), number of the wh-phrase, type, order and the inter-
actions among these factors. In order to estimate the effect of a factor, a model
was fitted in which this factor was dropped. Next, the difference in fit to the data78 78 Chapter 3
(i.e. deviance) was calculated relative to a model in which the factor was still
present. P-values were obtained by testing this difference in deviance using a c
2
test with the degrees of freedom corresponding to difference in the number of
factors between the two models. The factors number and subject lists (item
groups) had no significant effects. The effects of type, order and the interaction of
order and type were therefore evaluated relative to a model excluding the factors
corresponding to number and lists (groups).
In the declaratives, performance was worse for the object-subject order;
in the wh-questions, on the other hand, most errors were made in the subject-
object condition. This resulted in a significant contribution of the interaction of
order and type [difference in deviance = 36.1, df. = 1, p < .0001, for both
subjects and items]. Overall, more errors were made in the object-subject than in
the subject-object conditions. This led to a significant difference in deviance when
both the factor order and the order by type interaction were dropped from the
reference model [diff. dev. = 55.5, df. = 2, p < .0001, for both subjects and
items]. The factor type hardly had any effect in addition to the order by type
interaction. Dropping both type and order by type factors from the model yielded
a significant difference in deviance [diff. dev. = 36.9, df. = 2, p < .0001, for both
subjects and items]. However, the magnitude of the difference in deviance (36.9)
was comparable to the effect of dropping the interaction alone (36.1).
To sum up, more errors were made in the object-subject than in the
subject-object condition. This again confirms the general subject-object preference
which was also found in the on-line reading data: compared to subject-object
sentences, object-subject sentences showed larger effects of processing effort after
the point of disambiguation. However, this general pattern was seen only in the
declaratives; in the wh-questions, more errors were made in the subject-object
than in the object-subject condition. This result patterns with the response time
data: recall that question answering latencies were longer for object-subject than
for subject-object declaratives, but were shorter for object-subject than for subject-
object wh-questions. The larger number of errors in the object-subject declarative
and object-subject wh-conditions therefore cannot be due to a speed accuracy
trade-off: if this were the case, conditions with the highest number of errors
would also show the fastest response times.
3 Discussion
3.1 Summary of the results
Briefly put, the following effects were found:
• Subject-object main clauses were read faster than object-subject main
clauses. This effect was present at the disambiguating auxiliary (although
only weakly significant by subjects), and the two following word
positions. The preference for a subject-object order was also reflected in79 The effect of the first NP 79
the overall performance accuracy on the comprehension questions: overall
fewer errors were made in the subject-object conditions.
• Reading time differences for object-subject and subject-object sentences
were smaller for the wh-questions than for the declaratives. This effect
only started at the word position following the disambiguating auxiliary.
• At the lexical verb and at the sentence-final word, reading times were
longer for wh-questions than for declaratives. This effect was also seen
for the comprehension questions: question answering times were slower
for the wh-conditions than for the declaratives.
• Furthermore, at the sentence-final position, response times were longer
for the subject-object wh-questions than for the remaining conditions,
though the type by order interaction just failed to reach significance.
This, too, corresponded to the question answering data. For the
declaratives, responses were slower and less accurate in the object-subject
conditions; for the wh-questions longer reaction times and more errors
were recorded in the subject-object condition. However, the interaction
was strongly significant only in the analysis of the comprehension
questions.
• Finally, the number of the auxiliary had an effect: at two word positions
following the disambiguating auxiliary, both subject-object and object-
subject sentences were read faster when the auxiliary was singular than
when it was plural.
3.2 The two hypotheses
The aim of the present experiment was to investigate to what extent and when the
type of the first NP affects order preferences. Two hypotheses were formulated.
According to the Syntactic Hypothesis, the syntactic bias for subject-object order
takes precedence in ambiguity resolution. Other information does not affect
ambiguity resolution, or at least, not immediately. The Discourse Hypothesis, on
the other hand, predicts that the discourse-related properties of the NPs have a
large and immediate effect on ambiguity resolution.
In accordance with both hypotheses, subject-object conditions were faster
than object-subject conditions. This effect started at the disambiguating auxiliary.
This result confirms the general finding that subject-object clauses are easier to
process than object-subject ordered clauses (Frazier and Flores d’Arcais, 1989;
Lamers, 1996; Hemforth, 1993; Bayer and Marslen-Wilson, 1992; and the number
disambiguation conditions reported in Meng, 1995 and Schlesewsky et al.,t o80 80 Chapter 3
appear).
4 Furthermore, the type of the first NP has an effect on the strength of
the subject-object preference. The difference between the object-subject and
subject-object order was smaller when the first NP was a which-N phrase (wh-
questions) than when it was a definite NP (declarative conditions). This confirms
the pattern of grammaticality judgment errors reported by Frazier and Flores
d’Arcais (1989), and the observation that the subject-object preference is less
robust for German wh-questions than it is for declaratives. This effect, too, is
compatible with both hypotheses. However, in accordance with the Syntactic
Hypothesis and in contrast to the predictions of the Discourse Hypothesis, the
effect of first NP on the order preference was somewhat delayed. Object-subject
clauses took longer to read than subject-object clauses at the disambiguating
auxiliary itself; however the interaction of type and order only started one word
position later. Although these findings need to be replicated using experimental
techniques with a better temporal resolution (eyetracking, ERPs) before any firm
conclusions can be drawn, the present results do suggest that the information
introduced by the properties of the first NP does not have an immediate effect on
ambiguity resolution. The Syntactic Hypothesis is therefore supported by the data,
the Discourse Hypothesis is not.
Note however, that the Syntactic and Discourse Hypotheses were
formulated for expository reasons only, and represent rather extreme views of
syntax-first and interactive approaches to processing, respectively. The results are
therefore not incompatible with more sophisticated interactive approaches. In the
general discussion, Chapter 6, I will sketch how several current sentence
processing theories, including syntax-first and interactive models, may account for
the results.
Turning now to the other effects mentioned in the summary, we see a
rather unexpected result. At later word positions in the sentence and for the
comprehension questions, the wh-questions appear to be rather difficult to process,
especially the subject-object wh-questions. Below I will argue that the increase in
reading times and the bad performance on subject-initial wh-questions may be
caused by the use of a negation in the sentence. These results therefore do not
affect the major findings of the experiment discussed above.
Another unexpected result was the interaction of order and the number of
the first NP. Although it is not immediately relevant to the purpose of the present
experiment, the effect is of methodological importance. I will discuss this effect in
Section 3.4.
4 There is some evidence in the literature that the subject-object preference for
which-N questions is somewhat weaker and delayed relative to who-questions (cf. De
Vincenzi, 1991a). The effects found immediately after the which-phrase in Experiment 1
suggests that the subject-object analysis is not delayed for such clauses in Dutch. However,
since who-phrases were not tested, a processing difference between which-N and who-
questions in Dutch may still not be excluded.81 The effect of the first NP 81
3.3 The effect of negation
The long response times and high error rates in the subject-object wh-questions
may be due to an unforeseen effect of the negation used in the experimental
sentences and the comprehension questions. The negation may have triggered
some discourse inferences that may have rendered the comprehension question in
the subject-object wh-conditions pragmatically odd. Consider for instance the
comprehension question in (5).
(5) Wie werd(en) niet geholpen? Assistenten Professor
Who was/were not helped assistants professor
This question is pragmatically licit only if either the professor or the assistants
were not helped. This condition is met if the question follows the subject-object
declarative in (6a), the object-subject declarative in (b) and the object-subject wh-
question in (c), but not if the question probes the subject-object wh-question in
(d).
(6) a. De assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen. [SO]
‘The assistants didn’t help the professor.’
b. De assistenten had de professor niet geholpen. [OS]
‘The assistants, the professor didn’t help.’
c. Welke assistenten had de professor niet geholpen? [OS]
‘Which assistants didn’t the professor help?’
d. Welke assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen? [SO]
‘Which assistants didn’t help the professor?
The sentences in (6a-c) imply that either the assistants or the professor was not
helped, or at least do not contradict this presupposition. First, consider the subject-
object declarative in (a). This sentence states that the professor has not been
helped by the assistants. It does not, or at least, does not strongly imply that the
professor has been helped by people other than assistants. The comprehension
question in (5) thus is pragmatically licit, as it is reasonable to assume that the
one who is not helped is the professor. The object-subject declarative in (b) and
wh-question in (c) imply that at least some assistants were not helped. A potential
interpretation of the object-subject declarative in (b) is that the set of assistants is
contrasted with a non-identified set of other people: whereas these other people
were helped by the professor, the assistants were not. In (c), the negation will
trigger a division of the set of assistants in those that were not helped by the82 82 Chapter 3
professor and those that were.
5 Thus, in (6a-c), the presupposition of the
comprehension question in (5) is met: all sentences imply that either the professor
or some assistants were not helped.
Now consider the subject-object wh-question in (6d). This question may
trigger the inference that there is a set of assistants who did not help the professor
and a set of ones who did. The wh-question may thus imply that the professor had
been helped by at least some assistants. The presupposition of the comprehension
question in (5) is therefore not necessarily met. This may have caused the
increase in response times and the higher error rates for the comprehension
questions following subject-object wh-questions.
The difficulty for the subject-object wh-questions may therefore be due to
the comprehension question rather than to the properties of the sentence itself.
Response time and accuracy data for the comprehension questions therefore must
be interpreted with caution: they may tell more about the discourse properties of
the comprehension question than about the processing difficulty of the probed
sentence.
3.4 The effect of verb number
Another rather unexpected result was that order interacted significantly with the
number of the first NP. In Section 2.2.1.2, I have shown that this interaction is
probably due to an advantage for the singular auxiliary over the plural. It was also
discussed that this effect is probably due to higher level processes rather than
physical differences between singular had and plural hadden. Physical differences
between words generally affect reading times only at the relevant word position
itself (cf. Just, et al., 1982). However, in the present data the effect did not appear
until one word position later and was still visible at the second word position after
the auxiliary. Furthermore, the effect remained present even when length was
corrected for using a linear regression. Hence, the effect of number is most likely
due to other factors. However, which factors is as of yet unclear.
Frazier and Flores d’Arcais (1989) also report an effect of number. In
their end-of-sentence grammaticality judgment task, reaction times were longer to
conditions with a plural finite verb. However, in their data this effect was present
in object-subject conditions only. Frazier and Flores d’Arcais suggest that this is
due to the fact that Dutch allows sentences to start with an infinitival complement,
as in (7)
5 Somewhat speculatively, the increase in reading times after the negation for both
subject-object and object-subject wh-questions may reflect the inference and subdivision of
a presupposed set.83 The effect of the first NP 83
(7) De patient bezoeken is noodzakelijk.
the patient visit is necessary
‘It is necessary to visit the patient.’
In the Frazier and Flores d’Arcais materials, the plural verb following the first NP
was always ambiguous between a plural past form and an infinitival form. Frazier
and Flores d’Arcais’ explanation for the effect of number runs as follows. When
the preferred syntactic structure (subject-object) is contradicted by the input, an
infinitival analysis is proposed, if the verb form allows this. This competing
analysis leads to an additional increase in processing effort in object-subject
conditions with plural verb forms relative to singular ones.
The Frazier and Flores d’Arcais explanation does not capture the present
facts, however. First, as opposed to the Frazier and Flores d’Arcais data, the
effect of number of the auxiliary did not differ significantly for the preferred
subject-object order and non-preferred object-subject order. And, more
importantly: the plural verb form used, hadden, is not homonymous with an
infinitival verb. An infinitival explanation for the number differences is therefore
not tenable.
As we will see in the next chapter, verb number has a rather complex
effect on response times. In embedded clauses, plural auxiliaries are responded to
faster than singular auxiliaries. This is in contrast to the pattern in main clauses
(cf. also Van Gompel (1995) for different effects of verb number). It is as yet
unclear what could account for these data. The difference between singular and
plural conditions may in some way be related to the saliency of plural features
which has been attested in production studies (cf. Bock and Miller, 1991; Bock
and Cutting, 1993). The data are rather complex, however, as the direction of the
effects seems to depend on the position of the verb in the sentence. I will
therefore not discuss this issue any further and leave it open for future research.
The effect of number does have some methodological consequences.
Since non-pronominal NPs are not case-marked in Dutch, word order preferences
are commonly investigated using clauses that are disambiguated by number
information at the verb. However, since the effects of verb number may confound
the effect of order, the number of the verb should always be balanced across
conditions. This however may introduce a substantial amount of noise, which may
obscure other effects. If verb number cannot be varied across conditions for some
reason, as is the case in Experiments 6 and 7 in Chapter 4, a main effect of order
should be interpreted with caution.
4 Summary
Experiment 1 was aimed at investigating to what extent discourse-related
properties of the first NP could affect word order preferences. Dutch subject-
object and object-subject main clauses were compared in a self-paced reading
task. The first NP either was a definite NP (de ‘the’-N) or a welke-N (‘which’-N)84 84 Chapter 3
phrase. Sentences were disambiguated immediately after the first NP by number
information at the verb. Starting at the point of disambiguation, object-subject
clauses were read slower than subject-object clauses. This confirms the findings
discussed in Chapter 2.
The strength of the subject-object preference was affected by the type of
the first NP: the increase in reading times for the object-subject relative to the
subject-object clauses was smaller for wh-questions than for declaratives.
However, this effect was only visible at the two words following the point of
disambiguation. This suggests that in addition to the syntactic bias for the subject-
object order, biases triggered by the properties of the first NP play a role in
determining order preferences. However, these effects appear to be somewhat
delayed relative to the syntax-driven subject-object preference. This is in
accordance with the predictions of the Syntactic Hypothesis and somewhat
problematic for the Discourse Hypothesis as formulated in Chapter 2.Chapter 4
The effect of the second NP:
Processing embedded wh-clauses
___________________________________________________________________
1 Introduction
The general aim of this study is to investigate to what extent word order
preferences can be influenced by the discourse-related properties of the NPs in the
clause. In the previous chapter we have seen that the strength of the subject-object
preference is influenced by the nature of the first NP. In this chapter, the relative
contribution of the second NP is dealt with. The discourse-related properties of
the second NP may be such that a subject reading for this NP, and hence, an
object-subject reading for the entire clause is favored. This bias thus competes
with the syntactic bias for the subject-object order.
In a majority of the experiments reported in the literature, the second NP
has been a definite NP. In the experiments to be presented below, order
preferences are investigated for embedded wh-clauses containing a pronoun.
Pronouns and definite NPs differ in their discourse-related properties and may
therefore have a different effect on word order preferences.
In this introductory section, first, some reasons will be given why
embedded wh-clauses are the most suitable for the present purposes. Next, the
different properties of definite NPs and pronouns, and their potential effects on
order ambiguities will be discussed briefly. The Syntactic and the Discourse
Hypotheses are repeated and their predictions specified. Finally, an overview of
the experiments is given.
1.1 Embedded wh-clauses in Dutch
In the previous chapter we have seen that the subject-object preference is fairly
strong when the first NP is a definite NP. The preference for this order may be so
strong that the discourse-related properties of the second NP hardly have any
effect (cf. the Lamers (1996) data). To avoid such ceiling effects, the effect of the
second NP will be investigated using wh-clauses only.
Furthermore, only embedded wh-clauses will be used. An example is
given in (1). Just like main clause questions, embedded wh-clauses can be
ambiguous between a subject-object and object-subject reading: the wh-phrase
welke dichter in (1) can either be the subject or the object of the clause, as
paraphrased in (2a) and (b), respectively.
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(1) Ik vroeg me af welke dichter de boer had gegroet.
I wondered which poet the farmer had greeted
(2) a. I wondered which poet had greeted the farmer.
b. I wondered which poet the farmer had greeted.
Embedded clauses are more suitable than main clauses to investigate the effect of
the second NP on order preferences. First, in contrast to main clauses, embedded
clauses can be syntactically disambiguated after the second NP. In embedded
clauses in Dutch, the finite verb appears after the second NP, that is, in the clause
final or penultimate position. Hence, if the clause is disambiguated by number
information at the verb, the properties of the second NP may influence word order
preferences before the point of disambiguation. In main clauses, on the other
hand, the finite verb always precedes the second NP. At best, main clauses can be
disambiguated at the second NP by case information. This, however, limits the
choice of second NPs to pronouns, the only NPs that are case-marked in Dutch.
The second reason for using embedded clauses is that the length of the
ambiguous region can easily be manipulated. This allows investigation of how
word order preferences develop over time. Embedded clauses can be
disambiguated at the second NP by case information, or later at the finite verb by
number information. The ambiguous region can be arbitrarily lengthened by
inserting adverbial expressions or other material between the second NP and the
disambiguating verb. Main clauses lack this variability: as mentioned before they
are either disambiguated before or at the second NP. Embedded clauses are thus
more suitable than main clauses to investigate the impact of the second NP on
order preferences.
1.2 The nature of the second NP
Let us now consider how order preferences in embedded wh-clauses may be
affected by the nature of the second NP. As has been shown in Chapter 2, Section
4.1.2, embedded wh-clauses are structurally similar to main clause questions and
relative clauses under certain linguistic assumptions. This means that for
embedded wh-clauses, too, a subject-object order is favored on structural grounds.
This syntactic bias for a subject-object order may be influenced by the properties
of the NP following the wh-phrase. The properties of this second NP may be such
that a subject reading for this second NP, and hence, an object-subject reading for
the clause as a whole is favored. This may be the case when the second NP is a
pronoun. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 5.3, pronouns refer to highly salient
entities in the discourse. Elements referring to salient, given entities are often
encoded as the subject of the clause. This has been shown by some corpus studies
(Nieuwborg, 1968; Prince, 1981, 1982): pronouns more frequently occur as a
subject than as a non-subject. A pronoun thus has a strong bias for being encoded
as the subject of the clause. When a pronoun follows the wh-phrase, it may favor87 The effect of the second NP 87
an object-subject reading of the clause. This may weaken or even override the
general bias for a subject-object interpretation.
The syntactic bias will not be counteracted, at least not to a large extent,
if the second NP is a full definite NP. As discussed in Chapter 2, definite NPs
differ from pronouns in that they need not refer to given, salient elements, but can
be used to (re)introduce other elements into the discourse. Especially when they
are used in isolated contexts, they will be interpreted as introducing new
information into the discourse. Compared to pronouns, then, there is no strong
tendency to encode these elements as the subject of the clause. As a consequence,
the syntactic subject-object bias will not be counteracted when the second NP is a
definite NP.
Ambiguity resolution of structurally ambiguous clauses may therefore be
influenced by the nature of the second NP. If the second NP is a pronoun, the
discourse-related subject bias for this pronoun competes with the structural bias
for the subject-object. The net effect may be a relatively weak subject-object
preference for the entire clause, or even a preference for the reverse order if the
pronoun bias is strong enough. If, on the other hand, the second NP is a definite
NP, the syntactic bias is not opposed and the subject-object order may still be
preferred.
1.3 Predictions
Whether the nature of the second NP actually affects order preferences, and if so,
when, depends on which type of information is given precedence to in ambiguity
resolution. The two hypotheses formulated in Chapter 2 represent two extreme
views on this issue. According to the Syntactic Hypothesis, ambiguity resolution
is mainly driven by structural information. Discourse-related information such as
the object-subject bias introduced by a pronoun in second position hardly has any
effect. If it does, it will only become apparent at a later stage. Embedded wh-
clauses are therefore expected to show a subject-object preference. The nature of
the second NP will not affect this preference, at least not immediately.
The Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts an immediate
influence of the type of the second NP. According to the Discourse Hypothesis,
discourse-related biases are stronger than syntactic biases. If the second NP is a
pronoun, an object-subject reading is immediately preferred; if, in contrast, the
second NP is a full definite NP, the syntactic bias is not opposed and a subject-
object reading is preferred.
The two hypotheses thus differ concerning which order is initially
preferred when the second NP is a pronoun: a subject-object order (Syntactic
Hypothesis) or an object-subject order (Discourse Hypothesis).88 88 Chapter 4
1.4 An overview of the experiments
In the following sections, two off-line and four on-line experiments are reported
investigating order preferences in Dutch embedded wh-clauses.
The first experiment in this Chapter, Experiment 2, is an off-line
completion study. The aim of this experiment is to confirm that embedded
questions indeed show a structural bias for a subject interpretation of the wh-
phrase when no information concerning a second NP is provided.
Next, order preferences are investigated in wh-clauses containing a case-
marked pronoun as the second NP. First, off-line preferences are investigated
using a forced decision and completion task (Experiment 3). The results show that
the object-subject bias introduced by the pronoun can indeed override the
syntactic bias for a subject-object interpretation. Next, two on-line studies are
conducted to see whether and when the discourse-related object-subject bias
introduced by the pronoun affects order preferences when the clauses are
processed word-by-word, and the clause is syntactically disambiguated by case
marking at the pronoun. The first experiment, Experiment 4, is an explanatory
study using a self-paced grammaticality judgment task. The second, Experiment 5,
is a self-paced reading study serving as a replication of the judgment experiment.
In both experiments, an object-subject preference is indeed attested on-line.
The aim of Experiment 6 (self-paced reading) is to see whether the same
results can be obtained when the wh-clauses are disambiguated by number
information at the verb rather than by a case-marked pronoun. In addition, the
length of the ambiguous region is manipulated to obtain a better view of how the
order preferences develop over time.
Finally, Experiment 7 explicitly tests order preferences as a function of
the type of the second NP. In this self-paced reading study wh-clauses containing
a pronoun are contrasted with ones containing a non-pronominal definite NP as
second NP.
2 A subject preference for embedded wh-phrases
2.1 Introduction
Before the impact of a second NP on order preferences can really be investigated,
it must first be shown that there really is a structural preference for a subject-first
order in embedded wh-constructions. Dutch embedded wh-clauses have never been
tested in an experimental paradigm. Although previous research has shown a
subject-object preference for main and relative clauses, it cannot be assumed a
priori that also embedded wh-clauses in Dutch show this preference. Therefore
first a small completion study was carried out to see whether there indeed is a
preference to interpret the wh-phrase as the subject of the embedded clause when
no second NP has been provided yet.89 The effect of the second NP 89
2.2 Experiment 2
2.2.1 Subjects and materials
A completion study was carried out among 100 native speakers of Dutch, mainly
students at the University of Groningen. They were given seven sentence
fragments and asked to complete them with the first thing that came to their
minds. The crucial fragments were Ik vroeg me af welke student...‘I wondered
which student...’ and Ik vroeg me af wie...‘ I wondered who...’. The remaining
five fragments also introduced embedded clauses, either declaratives, or questions,
starting with a wh-phrase other than wie or welke. Ten different orders of
presentation were used. Care was taken that the welke fragment preceded the wie
fragment in half of the versions; that the two experimental fragments were always
separated by at least two fillers; and that a critical fragment was never presented
as the first item on the list.
2.2.2 Analysis and results
The number of subject, object and ambiguous completions for the welke student
and wie fragments are given below. First, Table 4.1 displays the number of
subject completions when all types of completion were taken into consideration.
TABLE 4.1
Absolute number of subject, object or ambiguous completions for the
welke student and wie fragments. All predicates are taken into consideration.
function of the wh-phrase
fragment subject object ambiguous total
welke student 96 3 1 100
wie 98 1 1 100
total 194 (97%) 4 (2%) 2 (1%) 20090 90 Chapter 4
In an overwhelming majority of the cases (97% on average), the wh-phrase was
taken as the subject of the clause.
1 The type of wh-phrase, wie or welke student
did not make a difference.
About half of the completions did not contain an object NP, however. In
the experiments below, the wh-clauses always involve an object NP. It may
therefore be informative to also consider the number of subject completions for
transitive and ditransitive completions only. These numbers are given in Table
4.2. Excluded are intransitives such as ‘to leave’, copula constructions such as ‘is
the tallest’, and expressions like zin hebben in (‘to feel like’) or ’t in zijn hoofd
halen om.. (‘to get it in one’s head to..’).
TABLE 4.2
Absolute (relative) number of subject, object or ambiguous completions
for the welke student and wie fragments; (di)transitive completions only.
function of the wh-phrase
fragment subject object ambiguous total
welke student 62 (94%) 3 (5%) 1 (2%) 66
wie 35 (95%) 1 (3%) 1 (3%) 37
total 97 (94%) 4 (4%) 2 (2%) 103
Note: due to rounding, percentages may sum up to more than 100%
The presence of a second NP did not affect the relative number of subject
completions very much: the wh-phrase was the subject of the clause in 94% of the
cases. Although the number of transitive and ditransitives completions was smaller
for the wie fragment (37) than for the welke student fragment (66), this did not
affect the order preference, either: in the (di)transitive completions, the wie phrase
was the subject in 94% of the cases; the welke student phrase in 95%.
2.3 Discussion
The completion data suggest that people have a clear preference to take a wh-
phrase as the subject of the clause when no information concerning other NPs or
1 One case in the welke student condition, and 27 in the wie involved a copula
construction containing a second NP, such as welke student / wie dat is ‘which student /
who that is’. These are treated as subject-initial completions in Table 4.1 and omitted in
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the verb is available. This is in accordance with the general subject-object
preference reported for other clause types in Dutch (cf. Experiment 1, and the
literature cited in Chapter 2). Furthermore, the data pattern with the subject-object
preference for embedded wh-clauses in German reported by Meng (in prep.).
Additional evidence for a general subject preference for both main clause and
embedded wh-phrases comes from frequency data reported in Chapter 5.
The data thus confirm the view that there is a structural bias for a
subject-initial interpretation of embedded wh-clauses. Some reservations are in
order, though, as only two wh-phrases were tested. However, the wh-phrases are
comparable to the ones used in the experiments below (all denote persons). It is
therefore reasonable to assume that the structural preference for a subject-initial
reading extends to the embedded wh-clauses used in the following experiments.
3 Order preferences with case-marked pronouns
3.1 Introduction
Experiment 2 showed a preference to interpret a wh-phrase as the subject of the
clause in absence of any other information. But what happens if the wh-phrase is
followed by a pronoun, as in (3)?
(3) a. Ik vroeg me af welke mannen hem hebben gezien. [SO]
I wondered which men him-ACC have seen
b. Ik vroeg me af welke mannen hij heeft gezien. [OS]
I wondered which men he-NOM has seen
In these sentences, the function of the wh-phrase welke mannen is disambiguated
by case information at the pronoun. In (a), the pronoun is accusative. The wh-
phrase therefore is the subject of the clause; in (b), the pronoun is nominative,
and hence, the subject.
On the basis of the structural bias, subject-object clauses (3a) should be
preferred to object-subject ones (3b). On the other hand, given its discourse
properties, a pronoun is preferably encoded as the subject of the clause. From a
discourse point of view, clauses such as (3b) in which the pronoun is the subject
should be favored over clauses like (3a) in which it is the object.
Which bias, the syntactic or the discourse, is strongest? According to the
Syntactic Hypothesis the syntactic bias is the strongest. This predicts that in a
forced choice task, subject-object clauses such as (3a) are preferred to object-
subject clauses such as (b). In on-line tasks, subject-object clauses will elicit
shorter response times compared to object-subject clauses. According to the
Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, the pronoun bias is the strongest.
Object-subject wh-clauses in which the pronoun is the subject, such as (3b) will
be preferred to clauses in which it is the object, such as (3a), and will be
responded to faster.92 92 Chapter 4
These predictions were tested in the following three experiments.
Experiment 3 is an off-line experiment; Experiments 4 and 5 investigated on-line
preferences.
3.2 Experiment 3
3.2.1 Introduction
Experiment 3 investigated which interpretation of an embedded wh-question,
subject-object or object-subject, is preferred when the second NP is a pronoun.
This was done by using a forced-choice completion task. Subjects saw sentence
fragments like the ones in (4):
(4) Zij vroeg wie hem / hij in het café...
She asked who him-ACC / he-NOM in the café
Subjects were requested to choose between the accusative or nominative pronoun
and complete the sentence. The rationale of the task is that when people are
presented with two possible structures, they will favor the one that is easiest to
process. A choice for the accusative hem (‘him’) indicates a preference for the
subject-object interpretation of the clause; a choice for the nominative hij (‘he’) a
preference for the object-subject interpretation.
If discourse information affects word order preferences more strongly
than syntactic information, the object-subject order is easier to process than the
subject-object order. The nominative form of the pronoun will then be chosen
more often than the accusative form. If, on the other hand, ambiguity resolution is
mainly determined by syntactic strategies, the wh-phrase is preferably interpreted
as the subject of the clause. As a consequence, the accusative form of the pronoun
will be chosen more often than the nominative.
Order preferences were investigated for embedded wh-clauses starting
with wie ‘who’ or welke-N ‘which N’. In addition, the experiment served as a
pilot study to test the influence of the verb introducing the wh-questions. Two
matrix verbs were compared: vragen ‘to ask’, and zich afvragen, ‘to wonder’. The
verb vragen allows an implicit direct object (‘to ask someone something’, where
‘someone’ is not expressed); zich afvragen ‘to wonder’ does not. So, with vragen,
the pronoun in the embedded clause can refer to the implicit direct object of the
matrix clause. The pronoun referent may thus be more ‘given’ than in the zich
afvragen conditions. As there is a correlation between givenness and subjecthood
(cf. Chapter 2), this may affect word order preferences of the embedded wh-
clause.93 The effect of the second NP 93
3.2.2 Methods
3.2.2.1 Materials
The format of the experimental items
Thirty-two sets of sentence frames were constructed of the format given in Table
4.3.
The full set of experimental items is given in Appendix 2. The four experimental
TABLE 4.3
Experimental conditions in Experiment 3.
wh-phrase matrix verb example
wie vroeg a. Zij vroeg wie HEM / HIJ in het café...
she asked who him/he in the café
vroeg z. af b. Zij vroeg zich af wie HEM / HIJ in het café...
she wondered who him/he in the café
welke-N vroeg c. Zij vroeg welke man HEM / HIJ in het café...
she asked which man him/he in the café
vroeg z. af d. Zij vroeg zich af welke man HEM / HIJ in het café...
she wondered which man him /he in the café
conditions were derived in the following way. In conditions (a) and (b), the
embedded question started with wie (‘who’). In conditions (c) and (d), the wh-
phrase consisted of welke (‘which’) followed by a noun denoting a gender neutral
or masculine entity. Sixteen different nouns were used, eight singular, eight plural.
In conditions (a) and (c), the main verb was vroeg or vroegen (simple
past singular and plural forms of ‘to ask’) depending on the number of the main
clause subject. In conditions (b) and (d), the matrix verb was the appropriate form
of the reflexive verb zich afvragen (‘to wonder’).
The choice was always between hij (‘he’) and hem (‘him’), the
nominative and accusative forms of the masculine singular pronoun. To prevent
that the subject’s choice would be influenced by biases induced by the materials,
the following precautions were taken. First, the embedded clause pronoun could
never refer to the subject of the main clause: the main clause subject was either ik
‘I’, singular zij (‘she’), plural zij (‘they’) or wij (‘we’). This was to exclude any
potential biases of such a coreference relation on the order preference. Second, the
embedded clause fragments never contained a verb. In this way, word order
would not be biased by the semantics of a particular verb. Third, sentence frames
ended either in a locative or a temporal expression. This was to avoid94 94 Chapter 4
repetitiveness of the same frames in the wie conditions (a) and (b). Finally, the
order of the choice item (hij / hem versus hem / hij) was counterbalanced as
described below. A preference for one particular form could therefore not be due
to its linear position in the materials.
Item groups and subject lists
A total of eight subject lists were created in the following way. First, the 32
sentence sets were divided into four item groups of eight sentence sets each. In
each item group, the order of the choice item was hij / hem in half of the cases,
and hem / hij in the other half. Next, four subject lists were derived from these
item groups using a Latin Square design. Sentences from one item group always
appeared in the same condition on a list. Each list contained an equal number of
sentences in each condition; no list included more than one member from each
set; and no list included more than one occurrence of each of the 16 welke nouns.
Finally, from the four lists thus constructed, four additional lists were derived by
reversing the presentation order of choice items: hij / hem was replaced by
hem / hij and vice versa. In this way a total of eight subject lists was obtained.
Fillers
In addition to the experimental sentence frames, 48 fillers were constructed to
yield a total of 80 fragments per list. Also in these filler items, the choice
concerned two different pronouns within an embedded clause. Fillers were of
various types. In sixteen filler sentences, the choice was between a nominative
and an accusative pronoun (other than hij or hem) but only one form was
grammatical. These fillers were included in order to check whether subjects were
attentively completing the task. In all cases, the accusative was the grammatical
option. It was not possible to construct comparable items in which only the
nominative was grammatical. In order to balance the number of (correct)
accusative and nominative answers, 16 additional fillers were included in which
the choice was between two, equally grammatical, nominative pronouns. In the 16
remaining fillers, the choice was between the equally grammatical zij (‘she’) and
hij (‘he’) or hem (‘him’) and haar (‘her’) to refer to noun phrases denoting
professions such as dentist, doctor or plumber.
The order of presentation
Fillers and experimental items were presented in a pseudorandom order (see the
blocking procedure in Experiment 1; Chapter 3, Section 2.1.1.6). The order was
different for each subject.
3.2.2.2 Subjects
Sixty-four students of the University of Groningen participated. All were native
speakers of Dutch. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the eight subject
lists such that each list was completed by eight subjects.95 The effect of the second NP 95
3.2.2.3 Procedure
Subjects received a booklet containing the instructions and the 80 sentence
frames, with eight frames on one page. Subjects were requested to encircle the
form of the pronoun which they thought was the most appropriate, and to
complete the sentence. They were asked not to look back to or revise already
completed items. Repetition of words used to complete the sentence was allowed.
Subjects took around 25 minutes to complete the test.
3.2.2.4 Analysis
For each subject and each item, the number of hij responses was counted. In one
case, no choice was indicated, but number agreement of the completed sentence
unambiguously implied the choice of one alternative. This alternative was scored
as the subject’s answer. In one other case, the number of the completed finite
verb form was incompatible with the choice indicated. This item was scored as a
missing datum. In three other cases (each in a different subject) no choice was
indicated and verb agreement did not provide disambiguating information. These
cases were treated as missing, as well.
Since the data are binary and measurements are repeated within subjects,
a multilevel logistic regression was carried out using the VARCL program
(Longford, 1993). The number of hij-responses (i.e. object-subject completions)
was taken as the dependent variable; type of wh-phrase (wie or welke-noun), type
of verb (vroeg or vroeg zich af) and the interaction of wh-phrase type by type of
verb were explanatory factors at the level of the responses. P-values of the effects
were obtained by dividing the estimates of the coefficients by the standard error
for each effect, yielding values with a standardized normal distribution. To see
whether there was a preference for either hij or hem, a model was fitted including
the constant (general mean) and individual deviance only. Individual deviance was
modeled by estimating the deviation of the grand mean for each subject (item).
When reporting the probability of a response below, I will only report the normal
probabilities derived from the logit values.
3.2.3 Results
Subjects were attentively completing their forms. This is shown by the small
number of errors made on those filler trials in which only one of the two
alternatives, namely the accusative form, was grammatical: in total, 0.4% errors
were made on these trials.
The mean percentage of occurrence of hij is displayed in Table 4.4.
Across the board, hij is preferred to hem in 61% of the cases, with a 95%
confidence interval (means plus or minus twice the Standard Error) of 57%-65%.
As the chance level of 50% falls well outside this interval, hij is chosen
significantly more often than hem.96 96 Chapter 4
The nature of the wh-phrase (wie v. welke-noun) did not affect the choice
TABLE 4.4
Mean percentage (standard deviation) of hij responses
as a function of matrix verb and type of wh-phrase (Experiment 3).
type of
wh-phrase
matrix verb
vroeg vroeg zich af means
wie 58% (24%) 63% (24%) 61% (20%)
welke-N 63% (20%) 60% (22%) 61% (18%)
means 61% (19%) 61% (19%) 61% (16%)
preference: mean percentages of hij were 61% in both wie and welke-noun
conditions [two-tailed tests: z = -1.53, p > .1 by subjects; z = -1.52, p >. 1b y
items]. The main clause verb (vroeg v. vroeg zich af) did not affect the responses
either [ z = -1.12, p > .2 by subjects; z = -1.11, p > .2 by items].
The preference for the nominative hij was slightly stronger in embedded
questions introduced by welke-noun than by wie if the matrix verb was vroeg.
This pattern was reversed if the embedding verb was vroeg zich af. The
interaction of type of verb and type of wh-phrase failed to reach significance
[ z = 1.87; p = .06 by subjects; z = 1.86; p = .06 by items].
3.2.4 Discussion
In sum, off-line completions show the following results:
• Nominative pronouns are chosen significantly more often than accusative
pronouns. This means that the embedded wh-clause is preferably assigned
an object-subject reading;
• The type of wh-phrase (‘who’ or ‘which-N’) did not affect the choice;
• The matrix verb (‘to ask’ or ‘to wonder’) did not show any reliable
effect.
The object-subject preference runs counter to what is predicted on the basis of
syntactic information only. According to the Syntactic Hypothesis, the wh-phrase
should have been favored as the subject of the clause. However, the pronoun is
preferred as the subject, instead. This suggests that the discourse information
introduced by the pronoun is strong enough to override the syntactic bias. These
results are in accordance with the Discourse Hypothesis.97 The effect of the second NP 97
The off-line results thus suggest that wh-clauses containing pronoun are
preferably assigned an object-subject order. This, however, does not mean that the
object-subject interpretation is favored immediately when the wh-clause is
processed word-by-word. Results from off-line studies only reflect the ultimate
outcomes of on-line processes. The following experiments were therefore aimed at
investigating whether the object-subject preference could also be seen on-line;
and, if so, when this preference would become apparent.
3.3 Experiment 4
3.3.1 Introduction
In order to obtain a first approximation of the time course of on-line processing
preferences, a continuous grammaticality judgment task was conducted. In this
task, sentences are presented word-by-word. The subject decides at each word
position whether the sentence can still be continued in a grammatical way. The
rationale is that response times will be longer and more judgment errors will be
made when the current word cannot readily be combined with the preceding
context. Word-by-word decision times and accuracy data thus reflect where
processing difficulties occur, and to what extent.
In general, judgment tasks yield more robust results than tasks in which
only reading is required. Since subjects have to make a judgment at each word,
they are forced to really pay attention to each word they are reading. This means
that effects of processing difficulties tend to appear on the first word that can
cause them (cf. Holmes, Stowe and Cupples, 1989). A continuous grammaticality
judgment task was considered most appropriate as a first on-line experiment, as it
was not obvious whether the present experimental manipulation would be strong
enough to elicit any processing difficulties. If this task failed to show any effects
of processing difficulty, it is unlikely that more subtle reading tasks would.
Decision times and judgment accuracy were compared for subject-object
and object-subject wh-clauses containing an accusative and nominative pronoun,
respectively. Predictions were the following.
First, if syntactic information takes precedence, as the Syntactic
Hypothesis predicts, a subject-object reading will initially be preferred. This
means that people have more difficulty integrating the nominative than the
accusative pronoun: the wh-phrase is initially assigned a subject interpretation; a
subsequent nominative pronoun contradicts this analysis. Response times will
therefore be longer and more errors will be made on the nominative pronoun
(object-subject condition) than on the accusative pronoun (subject-object
condition).
According to the Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, the object-
subject bias introduced by the pronoun takes precedence over the syntactic bias
for a subject-object reading. People have more difficulties in integrating the
accusative than the nominative pronoun. This means that responses times will be98 98 Chapter 4
longer and more errors will be made on clauses containing an accusative pronoun
(subject-object conditions) than on clauses with a nominative pronoun (object-
subject conditions). The Discourse Hypothesis predicts that this effect starts
immediately at the disambiguating pronoun. In contrast to the predictions of the
Syntactic Hypothesis, no difficulties with object-subject clauses are expected at
all.
3.3.2 Methods
3.3.2.1 Materials
The experimental conditions
The experimental conditions and the format of the experimental sentences are
illustrated in Table 4.5.
Thirty-two experimental sentence sets were created. Sixteen sets
contained a plural wh-phrase, and a singular pronoun; in the sixteen remaining
sets, the wh-phrase was singular, and the pronoun plural.
Sentences were disambiguated by a case-marked pronoun. In the subject-
object conditions cf. (1a,b) and (2a,b), the embedded clause pronoun is the
accusative hen ‘them’ or hem ‘him’. In the object-subject conditions (1c,d) and
(2c,d), the embedded pronoun is nominative (wij ‘we’ or hij ‘he’).
2 As in
Experiment 3, coreference of the pronoun with the matrix clause subject was
excluded: wij (‘we’) or ik (‘I’) served as the matrix clause subject in the plural
wh-conditions, and jullie (plural ‘you’) or jij (singular ‘you’) as subject in the
singular wh-conditions. The matrix clause verb was either a (simple past) form of
weten ‘to know’ or vragen ‘to ask’.
To check whether subjects successfully parsed the sentences on the basis
of case information, the grammaticality of the embedded clauses was manipulated
at the auxiliary. In the grammatical conditions (1a,c) and (2a,c), the auxiliary had
(singular) or hadden (plural), agrees in number with the subject. In the ungram-
matical conditions (1b,d) and (2b,d), the auxiliary and the embedded clause
subject do not agree in number. Whether the sentence is still grammatical at the
auxiliary can therefore only be decided upon correctly if the object and subject
roles of the embedded clause have been assigned properly. A preference for a
subject or object interpretation of the wh-phrase may therefore be reflected in the
reaction times at the auxiliary and the error patterns at this word position. If a
subject-object reading of the wh-clause is very strongly preferred, the
disambiguating case information at the pronoun may either be neglected, or it may
2 It was not possible to use two plural pronouns with the same person features. Wij
and hen are the only plural pronominal forms in Dutch that are unambiguous with respect
to case and number.99 The effect of the second NP 99
TABLE 4.5
Experimental conditions in Experiment 4.
1. Singular wh-phrase
subject-object
a. grammatical
Jij vroeg welke man hen bij het schuurtje achter het huis had gezien.
you asked which man them near the shed behind the house had-SG seen
b. ungrammatical
*
Jij vroeg welke man hen bij het schuurtje achter het huis hadden
you asked which man them near the shed behind the house had-PL
object-subject
c. grammatical
Jij vroeg welke man wij bij het schuurtje achter het huis hadden gezien.
you asked which man we near the shed behind the house had-PL seen
d. ungrammatical
*
Jij vroeg welke man wij bij het schuurtje achter het huis had
you asked which man we near the shed behind the house had-SG
2. Plural wh-phrase
subject-object
a. grammatical
Ik vroeg welke vrienden hem in het dorp aan de kust hadden opgezocht.
I asked which friends him in the village near the beach had-PL visited
b. ungrammatical
*
Ik vroeg welke vrienden hem in het dorp aan de kust had
I asked which friends him in the village near the beach had-SG
object-subject
c. grammatical
Ik vroeg welke vrienden hij in het dorp aan de kust had opgezocht.
I asked which friends he in the village near the beach had-SG visited
d. ungrammatical
*
Ik vroeg welke vrienden hij in het dorp aan de kust hadden
I asked which friends he in the village near the beach had-PL
* Ungrammatical sentences were not completed beyond the point of ungrammaticality.100 100 Chapter 4
take a while before the initial subject-object analysis is revised into an object-
subject structure in the object-subject conditions. Decision times will then be
longer and more errors will be made at the auxiliary in the object-subject
conditions compared to the subject-object conditions. Because of this
grammaticality manipulation, only welke-N phrases were used as the first NP of
the embedded clause. The other type of wh-phrase used in Experiments 2 and 3,
wie (‘who’), is ambiguous with respect to number. The grammaticality
manipulation is therefore not possible with this sort of wh-phrase.
Finally, in order to obtain a better view of the time course of the word
order preference, the disambiguating pronoun was separated from the auxiliary by
a complex prepositional phrase of six words in length. The prepositional phrases
were expressions of time and place, and were not selected as arguments by the
sentence final verb. To avoid interference effects of number (Bock and Miller,
1991; Bock and Cutting, 1993), the two nouns inside this phrase were always
singular and denoted non-animate entities.
Plausibility rating
A paper-and-pencil rating task was carried out to determine the degree of
plausibility and reversibility of the embedded proposition of 40 potential
experimental sentence sets. Only grammatical, single clause, declarative versions
of the experimental sentences were used. This was to avoid possibly confounding
effects due to the temporal ambiguity of the wh-phrase, among other things.
To remain as close to (in)definiteness of the wh-N as possible, the wh-
phrase was replaced by the NP één van de N (‘one of the N’) if the wh-phrase
was singular and by een paar N (‘some N’) if it was plural. For instance, the
subject-object version of set (1) in Table 4.5 became: Eén van de mannen had hen
bij het schuurtje achter het huis gezien. (‘One of the men had seen them near the
shed behind the house.’). The reversed version, in which the pronoun was the
subject, became: Wij hadden één van de mannen bij het schuurtje achter het huis
gezien. (‘We had seen one of the men near the shed behind the house’).
Two experimental lists were created using a Latin Square design, such
that each list contained an twenty sentences in which the pronoun was the object,
and twenty in which the pronoun was the subject; and no list contained more than
one version of each sentence. Thirty fillers were pseudorandomly interspersed
among the experimental items yielding a total of 70 sentences. In 16 fillers, the
phrase een paar N or één van de N was used. All fillers expressed more or less
implausible situations (e.g. De toerist had één van de reisleiders de Martinitoren
laten zien ‘The tourist showed the Martini Tower to one of the tourist guides’;
Eén van de baby’s had mij een schone luier omgedaan. ‘One of the babies had
changed my nappy’). Twelve different orders of presentation were used. Forty
subjects, all students at the University of Groningen and native speakers of Dutch,
were requested to rate each sentence on general plausibility on a scale from 1
(‘very strange’) to 7 (‘excellent’). The plausibility score of a sentence version was
determined by computing the mean score for this sentence version.101 The effect of the second NP 101
On the basis of the scores obtained, the 32 most reversible and plausible
sentence sets were selected to be used in the on-line experiment. The complete set
of experimental materials is provided in Appendix 3. Sentences containing a
singular full NP and a plural pronoun (corresponding to the singular wh-phrase
conditions in the on-line experiment) had a mean plausibility score of 6.18 (SD
.32) for the version in which the pronoun was the object and 6.01 (SD .41) for the
reversed version; sentences containing a plural full NP and a singular pronoun
scored 6.03 (SD .43) for the version in which the pronoun was the object, and
6.17 (SD .26) for the reversed version. There was no significant difference
between the object pronoun and the reversed versions, or between the singular and
plural full NP conditions [F’s < 1; n.s.]. Note that the plural full NP sentences
were somewhat more plausible in the version in which the pronoun was the
subject (corresponding to the object-subject condition in the on-line experiment)
than in the version in which the pronoun was the object (corresponding to the
subject-object condition), whereas the reverse was true for the sentences
containing a singular full NP. This interaction almost reached significance
[F(1,30) = 3.93; p = .057].
3 I will return to the implications of this difference in
the results section.
Assignment to groups and lists
Sentence sets were divided into four item groups of eight sentence sets each. Four
sets in each item group contained a singular wh-phrase; four a plural one. Four
subject lists were created using a Latin Square design. Within a list, items from
one item group appeared in the same condition. Thus each list contained an equal
number of sentences in each condition, and no list contained more than one
member from each sentence set.
To avoid having all somewhat implausible sentences or all sentences with
less frequent words in one condition, care was taken that the four item groups
differed neither in plausibility and reversibility of the predicates, nor in the
number of characters and logarithmic (word form) frequency of the open class
words used (source: CELEX, Nijmegen). Furthermore, each type of matrix subject
and matrix verb occurred equally often within and between item groups.
Fillers
The 32 experimental items in each list were pseudorandomly interspersed among
76 filler items, yielding a total of 108 trials. Thirty-four fillers were grammatical,
3 In addition, conditions were matched for the mean z-scores of the ratings. In this
way, inter-subject variability in the use of the rating scale was controlled for. First, for
each subject, the plausibility z-scores for each item were calculated on the basis of that
subject’s rating of all 40 potential experimental items. Next, mean z-scores were obtained
for each item and condition by averaging the z-scores across subjects. Conditions remained
as closely matched as when raw plausibility ratings were used.102 102 Chapter 4
42 were ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality was caused either by a lack of
subject-verb agreement, lack of gender agreement between a determiner and a
noun, or incorrect word order. In 18 fillers, the ungrammaticality became apparent
at the sentence end; in the remaining fillers, the point of ungrammaticality was
varied.
Order of presentation
The order of experimental and filler items was pseudorandomized by creating
blocks of experimental sentences and fillers (cf. Experiment 1). The order of the
blocks, and the order of the materials within each block was automatically
scrambled for each subject. The first four sentences on each list (two grammatical
and two ungrammatical fillers) were the same for each subject, however.
3.3.2.2 Subjects
Forty-eight students of the University of Groningen participated (age 18-28; 14
male; 5 left-handed). All subjects were native speakers of Dutch and had normal
or corrected to normal vision. None of them had participated in Experiment 3 or
in the materials rating discussed above. Subjects were paid ƒ12,50 for participati-
on in this experiment and a memory test conducted at least one day before the on-
line task.
4 A bonus of ƒ2,50 was given if the subject made less than ten errors on
the continuous grammaticality judgment task. This was mainly to encourage
subjects to avoid false positives by automatically pressing the ‘Grammatical’-
button.
Subjects were assigned to one of the four lists, such that each list was
seen by twelve subjects, and the number of males and left-handers was reasonably
balanced across the four lists.
3.3.2.3 Procedure
Subjects were tested individually. They were seated in front of a computer screen
and a button box. Sentences were displayed one word at a time in the center of
the screen. Subjects initiated the presentation of the sentence by pressing a bar on
the button box. Each sentence started with four hashes presented at the center of
the screen. The first word of the sentence was obtained by pressing one of two
response buttons on the box. Subjects were requested to indicate at each word
whether the sentence continued to be grammatically correct by pressing one of
4 Results from this memory span task allowed investigation of the effect of
working memory on word order preferences. Data from Kaan and Stowe (1995),
Mecklinger et al. (1995) and Friederici et al. (1996) suggest that word order ambiguities
are processed differently depending on memory capacity. However, no differences were
attested between low and high span subjects in this and the following two experiments.
The factor span was therefore dropped from the analyses.103 The effect of the second NP 103
two buttons on the button box: the right button for ‘grammatical’, the left button
for ‘ungrammatical’. As soon as the response was given, either the word was
replaced by the next word, or a feedback message was given. Ungrammatical
sentences were only displayed up to and including the point of ungrammaticality.
At the end of each grammatical sentence or ungrammatical sentence fragment,
subjects received a message indicating whether their last response had been cor-
rect (prima! ‘excellent!’) or not (fout antwoord ‘wrong answer’). If at other word
positions the subject erroneously indicated that the sentence was incorrect, no
feedback message was given, but the sentence continued with the next word,
providing implicit feedback. Punctuation and use of lower and upper case letters
was normal.
Subjects first read a block of ten practice trials to familiarize with the
procedure and the type of errors that occurred in the sentences. Six of the practice
trials were ungrammatical (agreement errors, gender errors). Only if the subject
really understood the task and could properly operate the button box was the
actual experiment started.
Subjects were instructed to read and respond carefully and make as few
errors as possible. As already stated, this was encouraged by putting up a bonus.
Subjects took about 25 minutes to complete the task.
3.3.3 Analysis and results
Decision times and error rates were separately analyzed. One experimental item
was excluded from further analyses. In this sentence the noun portiek (‘doorway’)
followed the masculine/feminine determiner de. However, some of the subjects
reported that according to their intuitions, portiek is neuter and hence requires het
as a determiner. This item thus showed a fair number of errors and long decision
times on portiek and following words.
3.3.3.1 Decision times
For word positions 1 (first determiner) through 11 (the noun before the auxiliary),
reaction times slower than 3 seconds or faster than 90 ms were regarded as
missing data. For word positions 12 and 13 (the auxiliary and the sentence final
word), where decision times were fairly long, the upper cutoff was set to 9
seconds. For the reaction time analyses, false alarms (that is, erroneous negative
responses) were treated as missing as well. Responses to all word positions
following outliers or false alarms were excluded from the analysis as well. Next,
for each subject, mean and standard deviation for non-missing responses were
computed for each word position. Reading times longer (shorter) than the sub-
ject’s mean plus (minus) 2.5 times the standard deviation for that word position
were replaced by the mean plus (minus) 2.5 times the standard deviation for that
word position. These trimming and cutoff procedures affected 6% of the data.
Two analyses were conducted: one on all non-missing responses; a
second excluding those sentences which were responded to incorrectly at the104 104 Chapter 4
auxiliary or, if available, at the sentence final verb. The results of the second
analysis should be interpreted with caution: the errors on the auxiliary and verb
were not distributed evenly across the conditions. This means that the variance is
not equal across conditions, which increases the chance of a Type I error. In the
main text below, p and F-values will be reported for the analysis on the complete
data set only. I will indicate the differences with the analysis on the correct trials
only.
5
Analysis was done on the subject (F1) as well as item means (F2).
SPSS/PC+ MANOVAs were carried out separately for each word position. In the
analysis by subjects the within-subject factors were: order (subject-object, object-
subject), grammaticality (grammatical, ungrammatical) and number of the wh-
phrase (singular, plural). Subject list (4 levels) was included as a between-subjects
factor. In the analysis by items, order and grammaticality were the within-item
factors, and number of the wh-phrase and item group (4 levels) the between-item
factors. For the sentence final word, only data for the grammatical conditions
were available, as in the ungrammatical cases this word was not displayed. The
factor grammaticality was therefore omitted in the analyses for this word position.
In Table 4.6 and Figure 4.1, mean decision times for word position 3
(welke) through 11 (the noun immediately preceding the auxiliary) are displayed.
For clarity of presentation, the factors number and grammaticality are collapsed.
Table 4.7 is an overview of the significant effects for all word positions. Means
for the penultimate and sentence-final position are given in Table 4.8.
Conditions did not differ until the disambiguating pronoun. At the
pronoun, the object-subject sentences were reacted to 77 ms faster than the
subject-object sentences, resulting in a significant effect of order
[F1(1,44) = 16.68, p < .001; F2(1,23) = 35.63, p < .001]. This suggests that
sentences with a nominative pronoun and, hence, an object reading of the wh-
phrase, are preferred to sentences with an accusative pronoun, that is, a subject
reading of the wh-phrase.
Although the difference between the object-subject order and subject-
object order was largest at the pronoun, a significant difference could also be seen
at several following word positions [Word position 7: F1(1,44) = 5.74, p < .025;
F2(1,23) = 7.65, p < .025. Word position 8: F1(1,44) = 9.45, p < .01; F2(1,23) =
5.26, p < .05. Word position 9: F1(1,44) = 11.01, p < .01; F2(1,23) = 7.14,
p < .025].
5 For one subject all data at the auxiliary were either missing or incorrect in one of the
ungrammatical conditions. Hence, in the analysis of the restricited set, this subject was
dropped.105 The effect of the second NP 105
At the auxiliary, number information indicated whether the sentence was correct.
TABLE 4.6
Mean decision times in ms (corrected percentage of errors) as a function of order
for word positions 3 through 11 in Experiment 4; number and grammaticality collapsed.
word position
Order
subject-
object
object-
subject
3 welke ‘which’ 749 (0.1) 757 (0.0)
4 man ‘man’ 827 (0.0) 820 (0.0)
5 pronoun 869 (0.3) 792 (0.3)
6 bij ‘near’ 742 (0.0) 719 (0.0)
7 het ‘the’ 679 (0.0) 656 (0.1)
8 schuurtje ‘shed’ 766 (0.1) 734 (0.1)
9 achter ‘behind’ 705 (0.0) 675 (0.0)
10 het ‘the’ 628 (0.0) 627 (0.0)
11 huis ‘house’ 735 (0.0) 723 (0.0)
Mean decision times and error rates for the (un)grammatical auxiliary and the
following word are displayed in Table 4.8. Again, number is collapsed for reasons
of exposition. Ungrammatical sentences were reacted to 570 ms more slowly than
grammatical sentences [F1(1,42) = 51.72, p < .001; F2(1,23) = 53.20, p < .001].
This confirms the well-known fact that negative responses take longer than
positive responses. Furthermore, when all word positions are taken into
consideration, ungrammatical continuations were less frequent than grammatical
ones. This difference in frequency might also have contributed to the longer
decision times on the ungrammatical auxiliary.
The auxiliary and the sentence final verb showed no main effect of order:
subject-object and object-subject clauses were responded to equally fast. This
suggests that before the auxiliary, the correct order of subject and object has been
established on the basis of case information provided by the pronoun. However,
grammaticality decision times for this position cannot be considered separate from
the error rates to be dealt with below.
At the auxiliary and verb, no interaction of order and number of the wh-
phrase was found, either. Recall that the wh-singular and the wh-plural conditions
differed with respect to reversibility (cf. plausibility ratings, Section 3.3.2.1).
Apparently, this difference did not affect the decision times.106 106 Chapter 4
The analysis also included the factors subject list and item group. At
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FIGURE 4.1 Mean decision times in ms for word positions 3 through 11, Experiment 4.
several word positions, these factors interacted with one or more of the factors
order, number and grammaticality. The effects of subject list can be attributed to
differences in the length, frequency or plausibility of the item groups, especially
of the function words, which were not deliberately matched across the items
groups. Item group by condition interactions were mostly due to subjects in a
particular list reacting more slowly than subjects in other lists.
3.3.3.2 Error data
The corrected percentage of errors for each word position is shown in parenthesis
in Tables 4.6 and 4.8. For each word position, the number of errors was divided
by the number of non-missing data for that word position and condition. For
example, if a subject made one error at the first word position in a particular
condition, his or her error rate for that position and condition is 1 out of 8 (the
number of errors that could possibly have been made in that condition) yielding
an error rate of 12.5%. If on the next position this subject made another error in
the same condition, the error rate becomes 1 out of 7 (14.3%) for that position
and condition.107 The effect of the second NP 107
As one can see, very few errors (all less than 1%) are made before the auxiliary.
TABLE 4.7
Significant effects for decision times by subjects (F1) and items (F2) (Experiment 4).
effect word position significance
F1 F2
order 5 pronoun *** ***
6 bij ‘near’
a <.1
7 het ‘the’ **
8 schuurtje ‘shed’
b ** +
9 achter ‘behind’ ** *
grammaticality 12 had(den) ‘had’ *** ***
Order: subject-object vs object-subject order; grammaticality: grammatical versus
ungrammatical. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .025; + p < .05.
a This effect was
somewhat stronger when the analysis was restricted to correct trials only [F1: p <.1; F2:
p < .025].
b This effect was weaker for correct trials only [F1: p < .01; F2: p = .230].
TABLE 4.8
Mean decision times (corrected percentage of errors) for the (un)grammatical auxiliary
and sentence final verb, as a function of order and grammaticality (Experiment 4).
word
position
subject-object object-subject
gramm. ungramm. gramm. ungramm.
12 auxiliary
had(den)
1093
(4.5)
1698
(19.6)
1117
(5.5)
1652
(11.5)
13 verb
gezien
1034
(0.6)
- 1048
(0.9)
-
gramm.: grammatical; ungramm. ungrammatical.
Most errors were made at the auxiliary, where number information determined
whether the sentence was grammatical or not. In Table 4.9 the mean absolute
number and corrected percentage of errors for this word position is shown for all
conditions.
As the number of errors on other word positions was negligible, errors
were statistically analyzed for the auxiliary only. Analysis was done on the
absolute numbers of errors in each condition. As can be seen from Table 4.9 the108 108 Chapter 4
absolute number of errors patterns with the percentage of errors relative to the
TABLE 4.9
Mean absolute number (corrected percentage) of errors on the auxiliary in Experiment 4.
Conditions with a plural auxiliary are underscored.
number of
wh-phrase
subject-object object-subject
gramm. ungramm. gramm. ungramm.
singular .25
(6.3)
.85
(23.8)
.08
(2.1)
.31
(8.5)
plural .08
(2.3)
.58
(15.6)
.33
(9.2)
.56
(14.4)
number of non-missing responses. Analyzing the absolute rather than the relative
numbers of errors should not have substantially affected the results.
Since the error data consisted of relatively small, positive discrete
numbers, a model was fitted assuming a Poisson distribution (Van Duijn, 1992,
1993, cf. Experiment 1). First a saturated model was fitted including as factors:
three subject lists (or: three item groups in the analysis by items), number of the
wh-phrase, order, grammaticality and interactions among these factors. To
estimate the contribution of each of the factors number, order, grammaticality and
of the interactions among these factors, several models were fitted, each time
excluding one of the relevant factors. For each such model the difference in
deviance was calculated relative to the saturated model. This difference in
deviance was then tested using a c
2 test with the degrees of freedom
corresponding to the number of factors dropped. In the analysis by items, the
four-way interactions of number, order, grammaticality and each of the item
groups were not significant. These effects were then dropped from the model. The
deviance of models excluding the factors number, order, grammaticality or an
interaction of these three factors was evaluated relative to this reduced model.
Errors at the auxiliary show a main effect of order [difference in
deviance: by subjects: 5.6, p < .025; by items: 8.6, p < .01]. More errors were
made in the subject-object than in the object-subject conditions. Furthermore, the
factor order interacted with number [difference in deviance by subjects: 3.9,
p < .05; by items: 12.9, p < .001]. In the conditions in which the wh-phrase was
singular, more errors were made in the subject-object conditions than in the
object-subject condition. In the plural wh-conditions, the pattern was reversed. In
addition, there was a three-way interaction of order by number and grammaticality
[difference in deviance by subjects: 4.8, p < .05; by items: 13.6, p < .001]. This
interaction appears to be related to the presence of plural number marking on the
auxiliary. In Table 4.9, the conditions containing a plural auxiliary are
underscored. In the ungrammatical conditions, more errors were made when the
auxiliary was plural than when it was singular. In the grammatical conditions, in109 The effect of the second NP 109
contrast, less errors were made with plural than with singular auxiliaries. It seems
that plural inflection on the verb facilitates the detection of a licit subject-verb
agreement, whereas it detracts from the recognition of an illicit agreement
relation. This finding is in contrast with the difficulty found for plural auxiliaries
in grammatical subject-object and object-subject main clauses (reading times,
Experiment 1).
In order to take a closer look at the possible effects of order on the
errors, a separate analysis was done for the grammatical conditions only. The
analysis by items showed significant effects of order [difference in deviance 10.7;
p < .001] and an interaction of order by number [difference in deviance 25.4;
p < .001]. No significant effects were seen in the analysis by subjects [all
p’s > .1], probably due to two- and three-way interactions with subject lists.
3.3.4 Summary of the findings
The self-paced grammaticality judgment task showed the following results.
• At the disambiguating pronoun and a few positions downstream, response
times were shorter for object-subject wh-clauses (nominative pronoun)
than for subject-object wh-clauses (accusative pronoun).
• At the auxiliary, response times were longer to ungrammatical than to
grammatical clauses.
• A substantial number of errors was made at the auxiliary, the point at
which grammaticality was manipulated. On average more errors were
made in the subject-object than in the object-subject conditions. However,
order interacted heavily with grammaticality and number. This is
probably related to the number of the auxiliary: fewest errors were made
in grammatical conditions with a plural wh-phrase (and a plural
auxiliary); and most errors in the ungrammatical conditions with a
singular wh-phrase (and a plural auxiliary).
3.3.5 Discussion
The results of the continuous judgment task thus confirm the off-line data of
Experiment 3: decision times and, to some extent, the error data show an
advantage for the object-subject wh-clauses relative to the subject-object clauses.
In the decision times, this effect was seen already at the disambiguating pronoun.
This is what is predicted by the Discourse Hypothesis: the pronoun bias for an
object-subject order has a stronger effect than the syntactic bias for the subject-
object order. Furthermore, the information induced by the pronoun is made use of
immediately: the advantage for the object-subject order appears as soon as the
pronoun is encountered in the input.110 110 Chapter 4
However, the Syntactic Hypothesis cannot be rejected on the basis of the
present data. Grammaticality judgments are a fairly coarse measure: due to the
long decision times, responses at a particular word position may reflect both early
and later stages of sentence processing. It is therefore not excluded that at the
disambiguating pronoun, initially the subject-object was preferred, but that this
effect was obscured by other processes occurring somewhat later. This is exactly
what the Syntactic Hypothesis would predict.
Furthermore, the task itself may have introduced some confounding
effects. Judging each word for grammaticality is a rather artificial way of
processing sentences. In addition, the grammaticality manipulation at the auxiliary
may have induced specific processing strategies. This may have influenced the
results obtained.
3.4 Experiment 5
3.4.1 Introduction
Experiment 5 was conducted to see whether the immediate advantage for the
object-subject clauses in Experiment 4 could be replicated using a self-paced
reading task. Self-paced reading is somewhat more natural as a task than a
grammaticality judgment task. Furthermore, reading times may give a better view
of how order preferences develop over time. Reaction times are generally
somewhat shorter than decision times, and may thus be a more genuine reflection
of early stages of processing. The early stages of processing is where the two
hypotheses vary: the Syntactic Hypothesis predicts an initial preference for the
subject-object order; the Discourse Hypothesis predicts an immediate advantage
for the object-subject clauses. A self-paced reading study may therefore help
decide between the two.
3.4.2 Methods
3.4.2.1 Materials
The experimental conditions
Twenty-four sentence sets used in Experiment 4 were selected (cf. Appendix 3).
6
Twelve sets contained a singular pronoun and a plural wh-phrase and matrix
clause subject; the twelve remaining sets contained a plural pronoun and a
6 The reason for not including all 32 sentence sets of Experiment 4 was that one
set had appeared to be somewhat problematic (cf. Section 3.3.3), and therefore had to be
excluded. To balance the number of sets with a singular or a plural wh-phrase, seven other
sets were also dropped. The only selection criteria was that on the basis of the remaining
sets two item groups could be formed that were matched as closely as possible.111 The effect of the second NP 111
singular wh-phrase and matrix clause subject. The mean plausibility scores, as
obtained by the materials rating in Experiment 4, were the following. Clauses
with singular wh-phrases: subject-object: 6.13 (SD .33); object-subject: 5.95 (SD
.42); clauses with plural wh-phrases: subject-object: 6.17 (SD .27); object-subject:
6.17 (SD .30). The plausibility scores did not differ between the two number
conditions [F(1,22) = 1.31, p = .264], or the two order conditions [F(1,22) = 1.34,
p = .260], and neither showed an interaction of number and order [F(1,22) = 1.29,
p = .269].
7
As only grammatical sentences were used in this experiment, each
sentence set contained only two versions of the sentence: one in which the
pronoun was accusative (subject-object order), and one in which the pronoun was
nominative (object-subject order). These versions correspond to the (a) and (c)
versions in Table 4.5.
Item groups and subject lists
Two item groups of twelve sets each were created such that the number of the
wh-phrase, the type of matrix clause subject and the matrix clause verb were
balanced across the groups. Furthermore, the two groups were matched as closely
as possible on plausibility and reversibility of the predicate, and on length and
logarithmic frequency of the lexical items involved. On the basis of the two item
groups, two subjects lists were created according to a Latin Square design, such
that no member of one set appeared more than once in each list, and each list
contained an equal number of sentences in each of the two experimental
conditions.
Fillers
In addition, 56 grammatical filler sentences were created to yield a total of 80
sentences. Fillers were of various types: simple main clauses declaratives, main
clause questions starting with either waar (‘where’), waarom (‘why’) or wat
(‘what’), sentences containing embedded declaratives, and sentences containing
subject or object relative clauses. In the majority of fillers, one or more
pronominal forms were used.
Comprehension questions
In order to have the subjects perform the tasks attentively and read the sentences
carefully, one half of the sentences was followed by a comprehension question
with two alternative answers displayed at the left and the right of the screen (cor-
responding to the position of the two response buttons). Twelve experimental
sentences and 28 filler sentences were probed, yielding a total of 40 questions.
Half of these questions (six in the experimental items and 20 in the fillers)
7 In addition, conditions were matched in the mean z-scores of the ratings, cf.
footnote 3).112 112 Chapter 4
concerned the interpretation of the thematic relations in the preceding sentence.
For instance, the experimental sentence Ik vroeg welke architecten hem door het
centrum van de stad hadden rondgeleid (‘I asked which architects guided him
through the city center’) was followed by the question: Wie werd(en) rondgeleid?
Architecten / hij (‘Who was (were) guided? Architects / he’). In the other half of
the questions lexical items were probed. For instance, the filler sentence De
opzichters lieten ons de jonge panda’s in het hok zien (‘The supervisors showed
us the young pandas in the cage’) was followed by the question: Wat lieten ze
zien? Panters / beren (‘What did they show? Panthers / bears’). The questions in
the experimental items are provided in Appendix 3. The number of questions,
type of question, and position (left/right) of the correct answer was balanced
across the experimental conditions and the various types of fillers.
The order of presentation
Fillers were pseudorandomly interspersed among the experimental items in the
manner described for Experiment 1. The order of presentation was automatically
scrambled for each subject, except that each subject first saw the dummy trial Let
op: de eerste zin begint nu (‘Attention: the first sentence is starting now.’), and
two filler sentences, one of which was followed by a question. These two fillers
were the same for all subjects.
3.4.2.2 Subjects
Forty-six students of the University of Groningen took part (14 male, age 17-27,
4 left-handed). All were native speakers of Dutch, and all had normal or corrected
to normal vision. None of them had participated in either of the experiments or
ratings reported above. Subjects were paid ƒ10,- for participation in this test and a
memory task conducted at least one day before the reading experiment, cf.
footnote 4.
Subjects were pseudorandomly assigned to the two subject lists such that
each list was read by an equal number of subjects, and the number of males and
left-handers was the same for both lists.
3.4.2.3 Procedure
The task was a self-paced word-by-word reading task using a moving window
display. The experimental procedure was largely the same as described for
Experiment 1. Differences were the following. First, subjects always used their
dominant hand to operate the "Go"-key. Second, not every sentence was followed
by a comprehension question. Third, if it was, the question was preceded by an
arrow at the left hand side of the screen; the question itself only appeared at the
next button press. This was to reduce the chance that subjects would miss a
question by automatically pressing the response button. Fourth, feedback
concerning the correctness of the response to the comprehension questions was
provided by the stimulus presentation program. After an answer was given, the
question disappeared and a feedback message was displayed: Ok if the answer113 The effect of the second NP 113
was correct; fout! (‘wrong!’) if the answer was false. The next sentence could
then be initiated by pressing the bar on the response box.
Before the experiment began, subjects were given a practice block of ten
sentences. Six of these sentences were followed by a comprehension question. In
three cases, the correct answer was on the left hand side; in three other cases, the
correct answer was on the right. The actual experiment was started only when it
was clear that the subject understood the task and could operate the button box
appropriately.
Subjects were instructed to read for comprehension and answer the
questions as accurately as possible. Subjects took about 20 minutes to complete
the task.
3.4.2.4 Analysis
Analysis was done on both residual reading times and raw data. The procedure
was the same as described for Experiment 1, except that the linear regression
equation for each subject was estimated on the basis of that subject’s reading
times on all word positions of all experimental and filler sentences in the
experiment.
8 Absolute and relative cutoff-procedures were the same as described
for Experiment 1. Cutoff procedures affected about 2.6% of the residual and raw
data.
On both residual and raw data, MANOVAs were conducted for each
word position separately, starting at word position 3 (welke). In the analysis by
subjects (F1), order (subject-object, object-subject) and number of the wh-phrase
(singular, plural) were the within subject factors; subject list (2 levels) was the
between subject factor. In the analysis by items (F2), order was the within item
factor; the between item factors were item group (2 levels) and number of the wh-
phrase. Below I will report the F- and p-values for the analyses on residual
reading times only.
3.4.3 Results
3.4.3.1 Comprehension questions
The main purpose of including comprehension questions in the materials was to
force subjects to pay attention to what they were reading. Since the number of
questions is too small to test statistically, I will only report the mean numbers of
errors.
8 A quadratic regression y = b0 +b 1x+b 2x
2was fitted as well. Single group t-tests
on the coefficients showed that b0 and the quadratic component b2 were significantly
different from zero; the linear component b1 was not. Hence, analysis was also done using
a quadratic regression to compute the residuals. Results however did not differ from the
results reported in the main text.114 114 Chapter 4
The results on the questions show that subjects were reading attentively:
on average, only 8% of all comprehension questions (questions concerning experi-
mental as well as filler sentences) were responded to incorrectly. Taking only
questions following experimental sentences into consideration, 13% errors (1.5 out
of 12) were made. Of these experimental questions, 22% (that is, 1.3 out of 6) of
the questions that probed thematic relations were responded to incorrectly. Order
(subject-object, object-subject) appeared to have effect as well: on average 35%
(1.04 out of 3) of the thematic questions following a sentence in the subject-object
condition was answered incorrectly, versus 9% (.26 out of 3) in the object-subject
condition. This suggests that subjects have more difficulty with the subject-object
clauses, although of course no reliable conclusions can be drawn on the basis of
such a small number of responses.
3.4.3.2 Reading times
Mean residual and raw reading times are given in Table 4.10. Figure 4.2 depicts
the residual reading times for the subject-object and object-subject conditions.
Table 4.11 is an overview of the effects found significant for the residual and raw
data.
For word positions up to and including the disambiguating pronoun,
reading times showed no differences between the conditions. At the word
following the pronoun (word position 6), object-subject ordered sentences were
read slightly faster (17 ms in the raw reading times) than subject-object ordered
sentences. This effect of order was marginally significant [F1(1,44) = 3.96,
p = .053; F2(1,20) = 4.86, p < .05].
Also at the second preposition (word position 9) and following
determiner (word position 10), the object-subject clauses were read faster than the
subject-object clauses: [Word position 9: F1(1,44) = 6.51, p < .025;
F2(1,20) = 6.75, p < .025; word position 10: F1(1,44) = 4.53, p < .05;
F2(1,20) = 8.91, p < .01 ]. For the noun in the second prepositional phrase (word
position 11), the effect of order was significant only in the analysis by subjects
[F1(1,44) = 4.77, p < .05; F2(1,20) = 2.60, p = .123].
At the auxiliary, the interaction of order and number of the wh-phrase
was significant [F1(1,44) = 26.99, p < .001; F2(1,20) = 38.71, p < .001]. This is
probably due to the different form of the auxiliaries used. In Table 4.12, raw and
residual reading times at the auxiliary and sentence final word are displayed as a
function of the number of the wh-phrase. The conditions in which the plural form
of the auxiliary was used are underscored.
In the raw reading times, the subject-object condition was read more
slowly when the auxiliary was plural than when it was singular. The same was
true for the object-subject condition. However, when length is corrected for, the
pattern reverses: in the residual reading times, conditions containing plural
auxiliaries were responded to faster than conditions containing singular auxiliaries.
This facilitating effect for plural auxiliaries was also shown at the sentence final
position: here, for both residual and raw reading times, conditions containing a115 The effect of the second NP 115
plural auxiliary were read faster. However, this effect only reached significance in
TABLE 4.10
Mean residual and raw reading times in ms as a function of order
for word positions 3 through 13, collapsed over number (Experiment 5).
residual
RTs
raw RTs
word position subject-
object
object-
subject
subject-
object
object-
subject
3 welke ‘which’ -22.8 -16.3 465 470
4 man ‘man’ -7.0 -14.4 523 517
5 pronoun 51.5 44.4 510 503
6 bij ‘near’ 27.4 8.9 492 475
7 het ‘the’ -8.0 -14.0 443 438
8 schuurtje ‘shed’ -41.5 -45.6 468 465
9 achter ‘behind’ 0.2 -19.1 462 442
10 het ‘the’ -14.2 -29.6 437 422
11 huis ‘house’ -41.9 -56.0 463 451
12 had(den) ‘had’ -44.5 -45.6 436 435
13 gezien ‘seen’ 124.9 112.9 684 675
the analysis by subjects [ F1(1,44) = 5.23, p < .05; F2(1,20) = 3.59, p = .073].
No other significant effects of order and number were found at the auxiliary or
sentence final verb.
Note, first, that the effect of number patterns with the error data at the
auxiliary in Experiment 4 (cf. Table 4.9): in the grammatical conditions in
Experiment 4, less judgment errors were made when the auxiliary was plural than
when it was singular. Furthermore, the present effect of verb number is the
opposite of what was found for main clauses: in Experiment 1, conditions with
plural auxiliaries were reacted to more slowly than conditions with singular
auxiliaries. It is as of yet unclear what causes this difference between singular and
plural forms, and the direction of this difference.
As in Experiment 3, several word positions showed a significant
interaction of order and/or number with the factor subject list or item group. Since
the main reason to include the factors list and group was to control for the
variance due to list and group differences, I will not further discuss these effects
here.116 116 Chapter 4
TABLE 4.11
Significant effects for residual and raw reading times
by subjects (F1) and items (F2) (Experiment 5).
residual RTs raw RTs
effect word position F1 F2 F1 F2
order 6 bij ‘near’ <.1 + + <.1
9 achter ‘behind’ * **+
10 het ‘the’ + ** <.1 +
11 huis ‘house’ + <.1
order x number 12 had(den) ‘had’ *** *** ** **
13 gezien ‘seen’ + <.1 + <.1
The word positions correspond to the ones in Table 4.10. Order: subject-object vs object-
subject order; number: singular vs plural wh-phrase. *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .025;
+ p < .05.
TABLE 4.12
Mean raw and residual reading times at the auxiliary and
the sentence final verb as a function of number and order in Experiment 5.
singular wh-phrase plural wh-phrase
word
position
subject-
object
object-
subject
subject-
object
object-
subject
residual
RTs
auxiliary -30.1 -58.3 -58.9 -33.0
verb 142.8 99.0 107.0 126.9
raw
RTs
auxiliary 429 442 443 428
verb 687 645 681 705117 The effect of the second NP 117
3.4.4 Summary and discussion
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FIGURE 4.2 Residual reading times for word position 3 through 13 as a function of order
(Experiment 5).
The self-paced reading study on embedded wh-clauses showed the following
results:
• Object-subject wh-clauses were read faster than subject-object clauses.
This effect was weakly significant at the word position following the
disambiguating pronoun, was absent at the next two word positions, and
became significant again at the fourth and fifth word after the point of
disambiguation.
• The factor number had an effect at the auxiliary: reading times were
faster for plural auxiliaries than for singular ones. This pattern resembles
the error data of Experiment 4.
The aim of Experiment 5 was to see whether the results from the judgment task
in Experiment 4 could be replicated in a task in which only reading was required.
The judgment and the reading studies showed roughly the same effects: an object-118 118 Chapter 4
subject preference was seen around the point of disambiguation and at several
word positions later in the sentence. A preference for the subject-object order was
not attested in either experiment. The advantage for the object-subject order found
in the grammaticality judgment task, and the early onset of this preference can
therefore not entirely be attributed to task specific strategies.
The judgment and the reading data differ in some respects. First,
compared to the judgment task, the object-subject preference appears to be
somewhat delayed in the reading task: in the judgment task, the effect of order
was seen immediately at the disambiguating pronoun; whereas in the reading
times, it appears one position later. This delay can be attributed to the effects of
spill-over that are commonly attested in self-paced reading studies (cf. Holmes et
al., 1989). A second difference is that in the reading experiment the object-subject
preference showed a more pronounced bi-phasic pattern: it disappeared at the
second word after disambiguation and reappeared again later. It is not clear
whether this two-phase effect is an artefact or really reflects two processing
stages. I will therefore not further discuss this effect.
Turning now to the two hypotheses, we see that the predictions of the
Syntactic Hypothesis are still not borne out. According to this hypothesis, initially
an advantage should be seen for a subject-object interpretation. However, as in the
judgment data, no signs of an initial subject-object preference were attested; rather
a preference for an object-subject order was seen directly following the point of
disambiguation. The data are therefore somewhat problematic for the Syntactic
Hypothesis. The Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, is once again
confirmed. According to this hypothesis the object-subject bias introduced by the
pronoun should immediately affect the order preferences. This is indeed what the
present data suggest, although the object-subject preference immediately after the
point of disambiguation is weaker than expected.
3.5 Discussion: order preferences with case-marked pronouns
Experiments 3 through 5 show comparable results: wh-clauses containing a case-
marked pronoun have an off- and on-line preference for the object-subject order.
The on-line studies show that this preference becomes apparent at or immediately
after the disambiguating pronoun. No hint of a subject-object preference is
attested in any of the studies.
This pattern of results is not expected if the syntactic bias dominates, as
stated by the Syntactic Hypothesis. The results from Experiment 2 suggest that
there indeed is a preference for a subject-initial order for embedded wh-phrases
before the second NP is encountered. However a preference for this order was not
attested in any of the experiments in which the wh-phrase was followed by a
pronoun. The data thus support the Discourse Hypothesis: the discourse-related
bias for a pronoun in subject position, and hence, an object-subject order for the
wh-clause, is apparently stronger than the syntactic preference for a subject-object
order.119 The effect of the second NP 119
The Syntactic Hypothesis cannot be rejected on the basis of the present
data, however. The absence of a subject-object preference and the advantage for
the object-subject clauses could have been enhanced by the properties of the
materials. First, the early object-subject preference may have been partially due to
the lexical differences between the two conditions. The nominative form of the
pronoun may have been easier to access than the accusative form, independently
of word order or discourse biases. Such low-level processes are usually seen at
the word itself (Just, Carpenter and Woolley, 1982); however it cannot be
excluded that the object-subject preference found right after the point of
disambiguation in Experiment 5 is nevertheless due to formal differences between
the disambiguating pronouns.
Second, the type of disambiguating information may have had an effect.
In the experiments above, clauses were disambiguated by case information at the
second NP. Studies from German show a less robust subject-object preference
when clauses are disambiguated by case rather than by number information. For
instance, Meng (1995) reports a strong subject-object preference for main clause
wh-clauses with number disambiguation, but no preference for either order when
clauses are disambiguated by case marking on the second NP. Since the case-
marked NPs were full, definite NPs, a discourse explanation is not available for
these results. Differences between case and number disambiguation have also been
reported by Friederici et al. (1996); see Chapter 2, Section 3.2.2 for an overview
of their results. The German data suggest that an object-subject reading is harder
to obtain when number rather than case information is used to disambiguate the
clause. Although the reason for this difference between case and number
disambiguation is not clear (but cf. Chapter 6 for some speculations), the use of
case information in the present experiments may have reduced the difficulty for
the syntactically less preferred object-subject order. This may account for the
absence of a subject-object preference in Experiments 4 and 5.
Third, the position of the disambiguating information may have affected
the order preference. The wh-clauses were disambiguated immediately after the
wh-phrase. The disambiguating information may have come in before a subject-
interpretation was actually assigned to the wh-phrase (cf. Frazier and Clifton,
1989). The disambiguating information in the object-subject conditions, then,
would not have caused any processing difficulties: a subject-initial reading was
not yet been established, and hence was not contradicted by the input. Note,
however, that this cannot be the full explanation of the present data. Recall that
the main clause questions in Experiment 1 were also disambiguated immediately
after the wh-phrase. Yet, some processing difficulty was attested for the object-
subject order relative to the subject-object in this experiment. This is not expected
if the subject preference for the wh-phrase is not established yet before the point
of disambiguation. So, although the early disambiguation may have had an effect
in Experiments 4 and 5, it cannot be the only explanation for the results obtained.
Yet another potential reason for the lack of a subject-object preference at
the disambiguating second NP is the use of matrix verbs such as vragen and120 120 Chapter 4
weten. These verbs may also take an (non-wh) NP as their direct object, instead of
a sentential complement. If the processor is not immediately sensitive to the
nature of the NP, the welke-N phrase might have initially been incorrectly
analyzed as the direct object of the matrix verb. This analysis may have been
revised only later when the properties of the first NP become available to the
syntactic parser, or when the presence of a second NP signals that the initial
analysis is not correct. Hence, it might be the case that at the moment the second
NP is read, the wh-phrase has not yet been interpreted either as the subject or as
the object of the embedded clause. Under these assumptions, no increase in
reading times is expected for object-subject clauses compared to subject-object
clauses at the disambiguating second NP.
The effect of the matrix verb may be tested, for example, by comparing
wh-clauses introduced by vroeg ‘asked’ and ones introduced by wilde vragen
‘wanted to ask’. The latter construction does not allow the wh-phrase to be
analyzed as the direct object of the matrix verb, as a direct object NP would
always precede the infinitive. Although it remains an interesting issue for future
research, the influence of the matrix verb will not be further investigated in the
present work.
In sum, the absence of a subject-object preference in Experiments 4 and
5 may be due to the properties of the materials used. The Syntactic Hypothesis
can therefore still not be rejected: a preference for a subject-object interpretation
may be seen when a different manner or point of disambiguation is used. This is
tested in the next experiment.
4 Order preferences using number disambiguation
4.1 Experiment 6
In Experiment 6, the wh-clauses were disambiguated by number information at the
verb in penultimate position, rather than by case information immediately
following the wh-phrase. If the quick disambiguation and the use of case
disambiguation indeed obscured the syntactic bias for the subject-object order in
Experiments 4 and 5, a preference for this order should be attested in the present
experiment.
In addition, the potential effects of the length of the ambiguous region
were investigated. Two different length conditions were used: a "short" condition
in which the wh-phrase was separated from the disambiguating finite verb by two
words; and a "long" condition in which seven words intervened. Comparing
subject-object and object-subject clauses in these two length conditions may give
a better view of how the syntactic and discourse bias develop over time. The two
hypotheses make different predictions. According to the Syntactic Hypothesis, the
syntactic subject-object bias dominates, at least initially. It is only later that
discourse-related information gains strength and may override the syntactic bias
(cf. Mitchell, Corley and Garnham, 1992; Rayner, Garrod and Perfetti, 1992).121 The effect of the second NP 121
According to this view, an interaction is expected between order and length of the
ambiguous region. In the "short" conditions, a preference for a subject-object
interpretation is expected; if the ambiguous region is fairly long, the reverse order
is favored.
According to the Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, the discourse
properties of the pronoun should dominate immediately. This hypothesis therefore
predicts an object-subject preference for both length conditions.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Materials
4.2.1.1 The experimental conditions
Twenty-eight sentence sets were created of the format illustrated in Table 4.13.
In all sets and conditions, the wh-phrase was singular, and jullie (plural ‘you’)
TABLE 4.13
Experimental conditions in Experiment 6.
short ambiguous region
a. subject-object Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie gisteren heeft gezien.
I wondered which man you-PL yesterday has-SG seen
b. object-subject Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie gisteren hebben gezien.
I wondered which man you-PL yesterday have-PL seen
long ambiguous region
c. subject-object Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie bij de schuur achter de boerderij
I wondered which man you-PL near the shed behind the farm
heeft gezien.
has-SG seen
d. object-subject Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie bij de schuur achter de boerderij
I wondered which man you-PL near the shed behind the farm
hebben gezien.
have-PL seen
was used as the second NP in the embedded clause. Jullie is the only pronoun in
Dutch that has the same form for the nominative and accusative case and is
unambiguous with respect to number. The indirect question was introduced either
by Ik vroeg me af (‘I wondered’) or by Wij vroegen ons af (‘we wondered’).122 122 Chapter 4
For each set, four versions were created. First, the order of subject and
object was manipulated by the number of the auxiliary: the auxiliary was either
the singular heeft (‘has’) yielding a subject-object order, or the plural hebben
(‘have’) yielding an object-subject order. Second, the length of the ambiguous
region was manipulated. In the short conditions, an adverb intervened between the
pronoun jullie and the auxiliary. In the long conditions, the pronoun and the
auxiliary were separated by a prepositional phrase of six words in length. These
prepositional phrases were of the same kind as the ones used in the previous two
experiments.
Note that the short condition could have been even shorter by having the
auxiliary immediately follow the pronoun. However, an adverb was inserted for
two reasons. First, the pronominal form jullie can also be used as a possessive
pronoun (e.g. jullie huis ‘your house’). The adverb following the pronoun
rendered this reading less likely (though not impossible, cf. Section 4.4.3). The
second reason for inserting the adverb was to avoid potentially confounding
syntactic differences between the two length conditions. According to some
syntactic accounts (e.g. Bennis and Hoekstra 1984), object NPs that immediately
precede the verb are in their functional base position; objects that are separated
from the lexical verb by adverbial material are not, but instead have been
syntactically moved from their base position to a position to the left of the
adverbial material. This syntactic movement may potentially affect word order
preferences, as will be discussed in Section 5.4.4. Since the experiment was aimed
at testing the effects of linear rather than structural distance between the NPs and
the point of disambiguation, the two length conditions were made as syntactically
equal as possible by having adverbial material follow the second NP in both
cases.
4.2.1.2 Plausibility rating
The plausibility and reversibility of the embedded proposition of the 28
experimental and twelve additional sentence sets was checked in the same way as
described in Experiment 4, except that embedded instead of main clauses were
used. For instance, object-subject short version of the sentence set in Table 4.13
was pretested as Ik weet dat jullie gisteren één van de mannen hebben gezien (‘I
know that you saw one of the men yesterday.’). Sentences were pseudorandomly
intermixed with 40 semantically more or less implausible filler items. Four
subjects lists were created such that each list contained an equal number of items
in each condition and no list contained more than one version of each set. Three
different orders of presentation were used. Sixty subjects, 15 per list, were asked
to rate the items with respect to plausibility.
On the basis of the scores thus obtained, 28 sentence sets were selected
to be used in the self-paced reading task. The complete set of experimental
materials is provided in Appendix 4. Versions in which jullie was the object,
corresponding to the eventual subject-object conditions, had a mean plausibility
score of 6.5 (SD .29) in the short conditions and 6.4 (SD .32) in the long;123 The effect of the second NP 123
Versions in which the pronoun was the subject (corresponding to the eventual
object-subject conditions) scored 6.4 (SD .34) in the short conditions and 6.3 (SD
.27) in the long. The versions corresponding to the eventual subject-object
versions were rated somewhat more plausible than the ones corresponding to the
object-subject versions [F(1,27) = 4.51, p < .05], and there was a tendency for
short ambiguous conditions to be somewhat more plausible than long ambiguous
conditions [F(1,27) = 2.96, p = .097]. There was no interaction of length and
order, however [F(1,27) < 1, n.s.].
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4.2.1.3 Items groups and subject lists
The sentence sets were divided into four item groups of seven sentences sets each
such that the four groups did not differ in length, (word form) frequency and
logarithmic frequency of the sentence final verb and the word preceding the
disambiguating auxiliary. On the basis of these four item groups, four subject lists
were created according to a Latin Square design, such that no list contained more
than one member from each sentence set, and each list contained an equal number
of sentences in each condition. Care was taken that the conditions were matched
in plausibility of the sentence versions within and across lists.
4.2.1.4 Fillers
Fifty-seven filler items were created to yield a total of 85 items per list. Fillers
included main clause questions, declaratives containing a relative clause,
embedded declaratives introduced by forms of zeggen (‘to say’) vertellen (‘to
tell’) or weten (‘to know’), and embedded yes/no questions introduced by zich
afvragen (‘to wonder’).
4.2.1.5 Comprehension questions
To ensure that the subjects would attentively read the sentence, about one half of
the sentences (16 experimental items, 26 fillers) was followed by a comprehension
question and two alternative answers displayed at the left and the right of the
screen (cf. Experiment 5). Half of these questions (8 in the experimental sets and
13 in the fillers) concerned the thematic relations expressed by the sentence; the
other half of the questions probed a lexical item. Questions to the experimental
sentences are provided in Appendix 4. The number and type of questions, and
position (left/right) of the correct answer was balanced across the various types of
experimental sentences and fillers.
4.2.1.6 Order of presentation
The experimental sentences and fillers were presented in a pseudorandom order.
To this aim blocks were created consisting of four experimental items and eight
9 In addition, conditions were matched in the mean z-scores of the ratings, cf.
footnote 3.124 124 Chapter 4
fillers (cf. Experiment 1). The order of the blocks and of the items within each
block was automatically scrambled for each subject, except that each subject first
saw an introductory trial (‘Attention: the first sentence starts now’), followed by a
filler sentence which was the same for all subjects.
4.2.2 Subjects
Forty-eight subjects participated (13 male, 6 left handed, age 18-28). All were
native speakers of Dutch and all had normal or corrected to normal vision. Most
of them were students at the University of Groningen; a few attended a school for
higher education (HBO). None of them had participated in any of the previous
experiments or materials ratings. Subjects were paid ƒ10,- for participation in this
test and a memory task conducted at least one day before the reading experiment
(cf. footnote 4).
4.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was the same as described for Experiment 5.
4.2.4 Analysis
Analysis was done on the reading times for three word positions: (1) the word
preceding the auxiliary; (2) the disambiguating auxiliary itself; and (3) the
sentence final lexical verb.
Analysis was done on residual as well as raw reading times. Residual
reading times were computed as described for Experiment 5. Again, a linear
regression was used. Trimming procedures were the same as described for Experi-
ment 1 and affected less than 3% of the residual reading time data, and 3.5% of
the raw data.
10
For both the residual reading times and the raw data, MANOVAs were
conducted for each word position separately, starting at the word position
preceding the point of disambiguation. Order (subject-object, object-subject) and
length of the ambiguous region (short, long ambiguous region) were within
subject (item) factors; subject list (4 levels) was the between subject factor in the
subjects analysis; item group (4 levels) was the between items factor in the items
analysis. In the main text below F- and p-values will be reported for residual
reading times only.
10 For the same reasons as in Experiment 5 (cf. footnote 8), an analysis was also
carried out using a quadratic regression. The results did not differ substantially from those
reported in the main text.125 The effect of the second NP 125
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Comprehension questions
Results of the comprehension questions show that subjects were reading
attentively: on average only three out of the 42 comprehension questions (7%)
were responded to incorrectly. Most of the errors were made on comprehension
questions following experimental items: on average, 9% errors were made (1.5 of
the 16 questions). Considering only experimental questions regarding thematic
relations, 1.2 out of 8 questions (15%) were responded to incorrectly. Errors were
equally distributed across the four conditions: on average, 15% errors (.29 out of
2) were made in the short subject-object condition; 16% (.31 out of 2) in the short
object-subject condition; 16% (.31 out of 2) in the long subject-object condition;
and 13% (.25 out of 2) in the long object-subject condition.
4.3.2 Reading times
Mean raw and residual reading times for the disambiguating auxiliary, and the
words immediately preceding and following it are given in Table 4.14. Residual
reading times are plotted in Figure 4.3. Table 4.15 gives an overview of the
significant effects.
At the word preceding the disambiguating auxiliary, and the auxiliary
itself, only a main effect of length was found: the nouns and auxiliaries in the
long condition were responded to faster than the adverbs and auxiliaries in the
short condition [Aux-1: F1(1,44) = 12.06, p < .001; F2(1,24) = 9.91, p <.01. Aux:
F1(1,44) = 5.48, p < .025; F2(1,24) = 6.48, p < .025]. This main effect of length
cannot be due to differences in frequency of the words being compared, or
differences in plausibility between the conditions. The adverbs in the short
condition were even slightly more frequent than the nouns in the long condition
(mean logarithmic frequency: 1.68 and 1.47 for adverbs and nouns, respectively.
Source: CELEX, Nijmegen). Furthermore, the short conditions were rated
somewhat more plausible than the long conditions (cf. Section 4.2.1.2). On the
basis of frequency and plausibility information one would rather expect the short
conditions to be responded to faster.
One potential explanation for the main effect of length is the difference
in linear position of the words compared. It is a well-known fact that reading
times decrease as a function of the linear position of the words in the sentence
(cf. Ferreira and Henderson, 1993; Trueswell, Tanenhaus and Garnsey, 1994). In
the short conditions, the auxiliary and the preceding word occupied the ninth and
eighth position in the sentence; in the long condition, the auxiliary and the
preceding word were in the 14th and 13th position, respectively. Reading times126 126 Chapter 4
may therefore have been shorter for the long than for the short conditions because
TABLE 4.14
Mean raw and residual reading times for the disambiguating auxiliary, the preceding
and following word positions, as a function of order and length (Experiment 6).
short ambiguous region long ambiguous region
word
position
subject-
object
object-
subject
subject-
object
object-
subject
residual
reading
times
adv/noun
gisteren/
boerderij
-12.3 -11.5 -29.7 -42.8
auxiliary
heeft/hebben
13.5 8.9 -4.0 -9.0
verb
gezien.
89.2 116.3 153.5 113.2
raw
reading
times
adv/noun 421 422 394 382
auxiliary 419 425 403 409
verb 585 612 648 606
adv: adverb (short condition).
TABLE 4.15
Significant effects for subjects (F1) and items (F2) in Experiment 6.
word
position
effect
residual reading times raw reading times
F1 F2 F1 F2
adv/noun length *** ** *** ***
auxiliary length * * <.1 +
verb order x
length
* * + +
adv.: adverb (short conditions); length : short v. long ambiguous region; order: subject-
object v. object-subject; *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .025; + p < .05.
of this difference in linear position.
Let us now turn to the effects of order and the interaction of order and
length which are more interesting for our purposes. At the auxiliary, the order of
the subject and object in the embedded clause was disambiguated. However,127 The effect of the second NP 127
neither the factor order, nor the interaction of order with length was significant
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FIGURE 4.3 Mean residual reading times for the disambiguating auxiliary and
surrounding words, as a function of length (short/long) and order
(so = subject-object; os = object-subject) (Experiment 6).
[all Fs < 1]. At the sentence final verb, a main effect of order was not seen, either
[all Fs < 1]. The interaction of order and length was significant, however
[F1(1,44) = 6.47, p < .025; F2(1,24) = 5.87, p < .025]. The means show that in
the long conditions, the subject-object sentences are responded to more slowly
than the object-subject sentences. In the short conditions, the subject-object
sentences were faster. Separate tests for the long and the short condition showed
that the effect of order for the long condition was significant [F1(1,44) = 4.33,
p < .05; F2(1,24) = 4.76, p < .05]. In the short condition, the difference between
the two orders was not significant [F1(1,44) = 2.45, p = .125; F2(1,24) = 1.81,
p = .191]. This suggests that there is a preference for an object-subject
interpretation for the long conditions only.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Summary of the results
Experiment 6 showed the following results.128 128 Chapter 4
• Before the sentence final position, clauses with a short ambiguous region
were read more slowly than clauses with a long ambiguous region. This
may be due to a difference in linear position in the sentence of the words
compared.
• At the sentence final verb, which immediately followed the
disambiguating auxiliary, an interaction of order and length was seen: in
the long condition, reading times were significantly longer for the
subject-object than for the object-subject condition; in the short condition,
reading times were longer, although not significantly so, for the object-
subject clauses.
Experiment 6 differed from Experiments 4 and 5 concerning the manner and point
of disambiguation. In contrast to the previous experiment, sentences were
disambiguated by number information at the finite verb instead of by a case-
marked pronoun. In addition, the disambiguating information did not immediately
follow the ambiguous wh-phrase, but was separated from the first NP by either
two or seven words. The results from the previous experiments were at least
partly replicated: a preference for the object-subject order was attested, at least if
the ambiguous region was fairly long. This suggests that the object-subject bias
introduced by the pronoun ultimately is stronger than the syntactic bias for the
subject-object order, irrespective of the type of disambiguating information.
4.4.2 The two hypotheses
Now let us turn to the two hypotheses and the effect of the length of the
ambiguous region. The Syntactic Hypothesis predicts an initial preference for the
subject-object order. As opposed to Experiments 4 and 5, the subject-object
preference could not have been obscured by the immediate disambiguation and the
use of case marking. A subject-object preference was therefore expected at least
in the short conditions. The Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts a
preference for the object-subject order, irrespective of the length of the ambiguous
region. According to this hypothesis, the object-subject bias introduced by the
pronoun immediately overrides the syntactic bias.
The results are problematic for both hypotheses. The Syntactic
Hypothesis is only weakly supported. In the short condition, the subject-object
clauses were responded to faster, but the effect of order was not statistically
significant. So, again, no strong evidence is found in favor of the Syntactic
Hypothesis.
The Discourse Hypothesis is not fully supported, either. In contrast to
Experiments 4 and 5, the object-subject preference was not immediately present,
but only if the ambiguous region was fairly long. The absence of an object-subject
preference in the short condition is not expected if discourse-related information is
made use of when available. The Discourse Hypothesis cannot be rejected129 The effect of the second NP 129
however. As will be discussed below, this apparent delay may be due to the
categorial ambiguity of the pronominal form used.
4.4.3 The categorial ambiguity of jullie
The delayed influence of discourse-related information may be attributed to the
categorial ambiguity of the pronominal form jullie. This form is ambiguous
between a personal pronoun and a possessive pronoun (‘your’). The form jullie
can therefore also introduce a full definite NP such as jullie huis (‘your house’).
Let us see how this may have influenced the word order preference.
In contrast to pronouns, full definite NPs do not have a strong bias to be
interpreted as the subject of the clause (cf. Chapter 2, Section 5.3). The possessive
reading therefore does not counteract the syntactic bias for the subject-object
order. This means that as long as the possessive reading of jullie is available, the
syntactic subject-object bias does not meet full opposition.
The availability of the possessive reading, and hence the relative strength
of the order biases changes depending on the length of the ambiguous region. In
the short conditions, jullie was followed by an adverb. One of the reasons for
inserting the adverb was to render the possessive reading less plausible; however,
the adverb does not exclude this reading of jullie, as shown in (5):
(5) jullie gisteren geschreven brief
your yesterday written letter
‘the letter you wrote yesterday’
However, when the adverbial expression is rather long, for instance if it is a six-
word PP as used in the long conditions, the NP becomes fairly difficult to
process:
(6) jullie bij het schuurtje achter de boerderij geparkeerde auto
your near the shed behind the farm parked car
‘your car parked near the shed behind the farm’
Hence, in the short conditions, the possessive reading of jullie may still have been
activated in addition to the personal pronoun reading; in the long conditions the
possessive reading may have been almost completely inhibited. In the short
conditions, the syntactic subject-object bias would therefore meet less opposition
from the pronoun bias than in the long conditions. The net effect is an object-
subject preference for the long conditions but not for the short. In Experiments 4
and 5, the pronominal forms were not ambiguous between a personal pronoun and
a possessive reading. The object-subject bias introduced by the personal pronoun
may therefore have been strong enough to immediately effect reading times in
these experiments. Of course, more research is needed to test this potential
explanation for the delayed object-subject preference.130 130 Chapter 4
4.4.4 Summarizing remarks
Briefly put, the Discourse Hypothesis cannot be rejected on the basis of the
present data. The apparent delay of the pronoun bias in the present experiment
may be attributed to categorial ambiguity of the pronominal form used (jullie). On
the other hand, the data only weakly support the Syntactic Hypothesis. Whether
the pronoun bias has an immediate effect on the order preferences (as is claimed
by the Discourse Hypothesis) or is only applied somewhat later (Syntactic
Hypothesis) therefore remains unclear. However, the data do show that eventually,
the discourse bias is stronger than the syntactic bias.
5 Pronouns and definite NPs compared
5.1 Experiment 7
The overall goal of the experiments, as has already been made clear, is to test
whether word order preferences can be influenced by the properties of the second
NP. Experiments 3 through 6 tested clauses in which the second NP is a pronoun.
The object-subject preference obtained suggests that the resolution of word order
ambiguities is indeed affected by the presence of a pronoun. The discourse-related
information induced by the pronoun presumably is strong enough to ultimately
override the syntactic bias for the subject-object order.
However, the hypothesis that the resolution of word order ambiguities
depends on the type of second NP as stated by the Discourse Hypothesis has not
explicitly been tested. The object-subject preference obtained in the previous
experiment may therefore just as well have been due to factors other than the use
of a pronoun. The use of an adverbial expression, for instance, may have had
consequences for the structure of the clause and the order preference, cf. Section
5.4.4. In Experiment 7 embedded questions containing an ambiguous pronoun
were therefore contrasted with ones containing a definite NP as a second NP. As
shown in Chapter 2, Section 5.3.3, full definite NPs are not as strongly biased
towards a subject interpretation as pronouns are. If the nature of the second NP
has an effect on the resolution of word order ambiguities, the preferred order or
strength of the order preference should differ depending on the type of the second
NP: wh-clauses containing a pronoun will show an object-subject preference; wh-
clauses with a definite NP in second position will show a subject-object
preference, as the syntactic bias for a subject-object order is not counteracted, at
least not as much as in the pronoun conditions.131 The effect of the second NP 131
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Materials
5.2.1.1 The structure of the experimental items
Twenty-eight sentences were constructed of the form given in Table 4.16.
TABLE 4.16
Experimental conditions in Experiment 7.
Second NP = definite NP
subject-object Zij vroeg welke trainer de atleten ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
She asked which trainer the athletes in the evening after the game
heeft getrakteerd.
has-SG treated
object-subject Zij vroeg welke trainer de atleten ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
She asked which trainer the athletes in the evening after the game
hebben getrakteerd.
have-PL treated
Second NP = pronoun
subject-object Zij vroeg welke trainer jullie ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
She asked which trainer you-PL in the evening after the game
heeft getrakteerd.
has-SG treated
object-subject Zij vroeg welke trainer jullie ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
She asked which trainer you-PL in the evening after the game
hebben getrakteerd.
have-PL treated
The second NP could be either a plural noun preceded by the definite determiner
de ‘the’ (definite NP condition), or the plural pronoun jullie ‘you’-PL (pronoun
condition). The wh-phrase was always singular. The wh-clauses were
disambiguated by number information at the auxiliary. In the subject-object
conditions the auxiliary was the singular heeft (‘has’), agreeing in number with
the wh-phrase; in the object-subject conditions, the auxiliary was the plural
hebben ‘have’, which agreed in number with the second NP.
As in previous experiments, the subject of the matrix clause introducing
the wh-clause was such that coreference with the embedded clause pronoun was132 132 Chapter 4
excluded. Main clause verbs were the appropriate simple past forms of vragen ‘to
ask’, zich afvragen ‘to wonder’ and weten ‘to know’.
The second NP was separated from the finite verb by four words in order
to inhibit the inappropriate possessive reading of jullie. Recall from the discussion
in Section 4.4.3 that the form jullie is categorially ambiguous between a personal
pronoun and a possessive. The longer the adverbial expression following jullie,
the less plausible a possessive interpretation becomes. A six-word adverbial region
as used in the long conditions in Experiment 6 was excluded for practical reasons,
however. Up to and including the second NP, the experimental items were already
longer than the ones used in Experiment 6. Inserting more than four words
between the second NP and the auxiliary would have violated the requirement that
each sentence fit on one line, which could have consequences for the way
sentences are processed.
The four-word region consisted of an adverb of time, and a PP consisting
of a preposition, a definite determiner and a singular noun denoting an inanimate
entity. The PP could either be an argument of the sentence-final verb or a
temporal or locative expression. The reason for including the adverb was to
prevent an incorrect interpretation of the PP in the definite NP conditions. A PP
following a non-pronominal NP in an embedded clause can either be interpreted
as a modifier of this NP or as a modifier of the VP. This ambiguity is avoided by
inserting an adverb between the NP and the PP: the PP can then only be
interpreted as a VP-modifier.
5.2.1.2 Materials pretest
To ensure that the four experimental versions did not differ in plausibility, a
paper-and-pencil rating task was carried out on 44 potential experimental sets. To
avoid potentially confounding effects due to the temporal ambiguity of the wh-
clause, the items appeared in their unambiguous declarative embedded equivalents.
The matrix clause was omitted. For instance, the definite NP conditions in Table
4.16 were tested as ..dat de trainer de atleten ’s avonds na de wedstrijd heeft
getrakteerd ‘..that the trainer treated the athletes in the evening after the game’ in
the "subject-object" version, and as ..dat de atleten de trainer ’s avonds na de
wedstrijd hebben getrakteerd ‘..that the athletes treated the trainer in the evening
after the game’ in the version corresponding to the eventual object-subject
conditions. The "subject-object" and "object-subject" versions for the pronoun
conditions were derived in a similar way, except that the pronoun jullie replaced
de plural full NP (de atleten).
Four subject lists were created such that each list contained an equal
number of sentences in each of the four conditions, and no list contained more
than one member of each sentence set. Experimental items were pseudorandomly
intermixed with 45 fillers of the same structure as the experimental items. Twelve
fillers contained a singular definite NP subject and a plural definite NP object;
eleven a plural definite NP subject and a singular definite NP object; eleven
contained a singular definite NP as the subject and jullie as the object; and eleven133 The effect of the second NP 133
had jullie as the object and a singular definite NP as the subject. Fillers differed
in plausibility. An example of a rather implausible filler is ‘..that the cow milked
the farmers with the machine yesterday’. A moderately plausible filler is e.g.
‘..that you sadly sawed the branch off the tree’. Four different orders of
presentation were used, except that the first sentence was the same filler sentence
for each subject. This filler was preceded by the preamble Ze zeggen... ‘They
say’.
Eighty subjects, twenty in each list, received a booklet containing the 89
sentence fragments. Subjects were all native speakers of Dutch and students at the
University of Groningen. They were asked to indicate how common the situation
expressed by each fragment was, using a scale from 1 (= very uncommon) to 7
(=very normal).
From the 44 sets thus tested, 28 sentence sets were selected to be used in
the self-paced reading experiment. The complete set of materials is given in
Appendix 7. Criteria for inclusion were that all four versions of the set had a
mean plausibility rating of 5 or higher, and that the difference between the four
versions was as small as possible. Mean plausibility rates for the 28 sets chosen
were the following: Definite NP conditions: "subject-object": 6.15 (SD .40);
"object-subject": 6.26 (SD .35). Jullie conditions: "subject-object": 6.24 (SD .42);
"object-subject": 6.31 (SD 32). A two-way ANOVA showed no main effects of
order [F(1,27) = 1.66, p = .208], or type of plural NP (definite NP vs. jullie)
[F(1,27) = 1.99, p = .170], or an interaction of these two factors [Fs < 1].
11
5.2.1.3 Item groups and subject lists
Subjects lists and item groups were constructed in the same way as in
Experiment 6.
5.2.1.4 Fillers
Fifty-seven filler items were created to yield a total of 85 sentences on each list.
All filler items consisted of a matrix clause and an embedded clause. The
embedded clause could either be a declarative, yes/no question or a ‘when’, ‘why’
or ‘where’-question.
5.2.1.5 Comprehension questions
As in the previous two experiments, about half of the stimuli (16 experimental
items, 26 fillers) were followed by a comprehension question with two alternative
answers. Half of the questions (8 following experimental items, 13 following
fillers) concerned thematic relations. The comprehension questions for the
experimental items are given in Appendix 7.
11 In addition, conditions were matched in the mean z-scores of the ratings, cf.
footnote 3.134 134 Chapter 4
5.2.1.6 The order of presentation
The order of fillers and experimental items was pseudorandomized in the way as
described for Experiment 6.
5.2.2 Subjects
Sixty subjects were tested (14 male; age 18-30; 8 left-handed). All had normal or
corrected to normal vision and were native speakers of Dutch. Most of the
subjects were students at the University of Groningen. Two of the subjects
attended a school for higher education (HBO). None of the subjects had
participated in any of the last three experiments or in the material ratings.
5.2.3 Procedure
Procedure was the same as for Experiment 5.
5.2.4 Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed on raw and residual reading times on the noun
preceding the disambiguating auxiliary, the auxiliary itself, and the sentence-final
participle following the auxiliary. Residual reading times were computed as
described for Experiment 5. Cutoff and trimming procedures were the same as
described for Experiment 1 and affected 1% of the data to be analyzed for both
residual and raw reading times.
For each of the three word positions, MANOVAs were conducted
separately for the subjects and item means. Within-subject (item) factors were
order (subject-object versus object-subject) and type of second NP (definite NP
versus pronoun). In the analysis by subject, subject list (4 levels) was a between
subject factor; in the analysis by items, item group (4 levels) was a between item
factor. In the main text below, I will report F and p-values for residual reading
times only.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Comprehension questions
As the number of comprehension questions was too small to conduct a statistical
analysis, only the mean number of errors will be reported. On average, 4.8 out of
42 (12%) of all comprehension questions were responded to incorrectly. For
questions following experimental sentences, the average number of errors was 3.1
out of 16 (19%). Most errors were made on experimental questions that concerned
thematic relations: 2.6 out of 8 (32%). Performance on these questions was worst
for the object-subject condition containing a definite NP: 1.13 out of 2 (57%).
Error rates for the remaining conditions are the following: NP subject-object .48135 The effect of the second NP 135
out of 2 (24%); jullie subject-object .38 out of 2 (19%) and jullie object-subject
.57 out of 2 (28%).
These data suggest that subjects have more difficulties with object-subject
ordered clauses, especially when the clause contained a full definite NP in second
position.
5.3.2 Reading times
Mean residual and raw reading times are given in Table 4.17. Figure 4.4 is a
graph of the residual reading times. An overview of the significant effects for
residual and raw reading times is given in Table 4.18.
TABLE 4.17
Mean residual and raw reading times for the disambiguating auxiliary, the preceding and
the following word as a function of order and type of second NP (Experiment 7).
NP2= definite NP NP2= pronoun
word
position
subject-
object
object-
subject
subject-
object
object-
subject
residual
reading
times
noun
wedstrijd
-45.3 -48.1 -58.2 -67.2
auxiliary
heeft/hebben
-3.3 -18.9 -29.5 -37.5
verb
getrakteerd.
185.4 235.8 165.7 163.1
raw
reading
times
noun 427 425 414 402
auxiliary 438 439 411 421
verb 704 745 684 682
NP2= second NP
At all three word positions clauses with a full definite NP as the second NP were
read significantly slower than clauses containing the pronoun jullie [Aux-1:
F1(1,56) = 8.62, p < .01; F2(1,24) = 7.26, p < .025. Aux: F1(1,56) = 16.74,
p < .001; F2(1,24) = 15.81, p < .001. Aux+1: F1(1,56) = 9.35, p < .01;
F2(1,24) = 5.29, p < .05 ]. This may be due to the fact that the full NP
conditions always contained an extra content word (the noun of the second NP)
compared to the pronoun conditions. Recall that half of the comprehension
questions probed lexical items (cf. Section 5.2.1.5). Subjects might have tried to136 136 Chapter 4
memorize the content words while reading the sentence. The additional content
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FIGURE 4.4 Residual reading times for the disambiguating auxiliary and preceding and
following word, as a function of order and type of second NP
(Experiment 7).
word in the full NP conditions may thus have introduced more processing load
compared to the pronoun conditions. This conjecture remains to be tested,
however.
At the noun preceding the auxiliary, no effects were significant except
for the one just discussed. At the disambiguating auxiliary itself, residual reading
times for object-subject clauses were shorter than for subject-object clauses
[ F1(1,56) = 5.16, p < .05; F2(1,24) = 4.57, p < .05 ]. One should be cautious in
relating this effect to the difficulty of the subject-object order, however. Recall
that the auxiliary always was plural (hebben) in the object-subject conditions and
singular (heeft) in the subject-object ones. Experiment 5 had shown shorter
reading times for plural compared to singular auxiliaries, irrespective of the order
of subject and object. The present advantage for the object-subject condition at the
auxiliary may therefore be due to the different verb forms used.
Turning now to the sentence-final verb, mean reading times were longer
for the subject-object than for the object-subject conditions when the second NP is137 The effect of the second NP 137
a definite NP (41 ms in the raw reading times). When the second NP is a
TABLE 4.18
Significant effects by subjects (F1) and items (F2) in Experiment 7.
word
position
effect
residual reading times raw reading times
F1 F2 F1 F2
noun type NP2 ** * ** *
auxiliary type NP2 *** *** ** **
order ++
verb type NP2 ** + *
type NP2 : definite NP v. pronoun; order : subject-object v. object-subject
*** : p < .001; ** : p <. 0 1 ;*:p< .025; + : p < .05.
pronoun, the mean reading times for the two orders do not differ. The interaction
of order and type was not significant [F1(1,56) = 2.45, p = .123; F2(1,24) = 1.99,
p = .171 ]. When analysis was restricted to the definite NP conditions, the effect
of order just failed to reach significance [F1(1,56) = 3.49, p = .067;
F2(1,24) = 3.55, p = .072 ].
As in previous experiments, the analysis also included the factors item
group and subject list. In the items analysis, significant interactions of item group
with the factors order, type of NP, or both were found. This was probably due to
the fact that the subjects on one list showed longer reading times overall than the
subjects on the three other lists.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Summary
In sum, Experiment 7 showed the following results:
• At the disambiguating auxiliary, the preceding, and the following word,
clauses with a definite NP were read more slowly than clauses containing
a pronoun as the second NP. This may be due to the additional content
word in the definite NP conditions.
• At the disambiguating auxiliary, reading times for the object-subject
conditions (plural auxiliary) were shorter than for the subject-object
conditions (singular auxiliary). This may be due to the number properties
of the auxiliaries used.138 138 Chapter 4
• At the sentence-final verb (the word following the point of
disambiguation), subject-object clauses were read faster than object-
subject clauses when the second NP was a definite NP, although this
effect failed to reach significance. No difference between the two order
conditions was seen when the clause contained a pronoun.
The aim of this experiment was to explicitly test the effect of the second NP on
order preferences. An interaction was predicted between the type of the second
NP and order: an object-subject preference was expected in the pronoun
conditions; a subject-object preference in the definite NP conditions. The
prediction was only partly borne out: at the sentence-final verb, a weak subject-
object preference was seen in the definite NP conditions, but order did not have
any effect at all when the second NP was a pronoun. Although the effects are
statistically weak, the different pattern found for the pronoun and the definite NP
conditions suggests that the nature of the second NP indeed has an effect on the
resolution of order ambiguities.
Furthermore, the results suggest that the object-subject preference found
in the previous experiments is unlikely to be due to the use of adverbial material
(cf. Section 5.4.4) or other properties of the experimental items. The clauses in
the present experiment were syntactically similar to the clauses in the previous
experiment; yet, a tendency for a subject-object preference was attested in the full
NP conditions. This suggest that the preference for the reverse order found in the
previous experiments is at least partly due to the nature of the second NP, and not
an artefact due to the structure of the experimental items.
The tendency for a subject-object preference in the definite NP conditions
is in accordance with the general subject-object preference previously found for
Dutch and German (cf. Chapter 2). However, the results of the present experiment
are much weaker than expected on the basis of the findings reported in the
literature. Furthermore, the object-subject preference found for clauses containing
pronouns in Experiments 3-6, was not replicated. Below, I will first deal with the
absence of any order preference in the pronoun conditions. Next I will give some
speculations as to why the subject-object preference is so weak in the definite NP
conditions.
5.4.2 No preference in the pronoun conditions
The absence of any effect of order in the pronoun conditions is in apparent
contrast with the object-subject preference found for jullie clauses in the long
condition in Experiment 6. What could explain this difference? Note that the jullie
conditions in the present experiment differ from the long conditions in Experiment
6 with respect to the length of the ambiguous region: in the present experiment,
four words separated jullie from the disambiguating auxiliary; in Experiment 6,
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could therefore be due to the categorial ambiguity of the pronominal form jullie
and the length of the ambiguous region.
As discussed in Section 4.4.3, jullie is ambiguous between a personal
pronoun and a possessive reading. The form jullie can therefore also introduce a
definite NP. The discourse properties of a definite NP do not strongly compete
with the syntactic bias for a subject-object order, as is suggested by the weak
subject-object preference for the definite NP conditions in the present experiment.
As long as the possessive reading of the pronoun remains activated, the pronoun
bias for an object-subject order may be too weak to completely override the
syntactic bias for the subject-object order. The four-word region in the present
experiment may have been too short to deactivate the possessive reading. The
pronoun and the syntactic biases may have counteracted each other, yielding a
null-preference as net effect. In Experiment 6, the six-word region presumably
was long enough for the pronoun bias to override the syntactic bias, yielding an
object-subject preference after the disambiguating auxiliary. Further research is
however needed to test this potential explanation.
5.4.3 The weak effect in the definite NP conditions
Let us now turn to the definite NP conditions. As predicted, wh-clauses containing
a definite NP showed a (non-significant) advantage for the subject-object order.
The subject-object preference for this condition is consistent with the findings of
Experiments 1 and 2, and the subject-object preference generally reported for
other structurally ambiguous clause types (cf. Chapter 2). However, the subject-
object preference in the current experiment is weaker than expected on the basis
of the previous findings. There are three factors that may have reduced the
difference between the subject-object and object-subject definite NP conditions
and introduced some noise in these conditions.
First, the order preferences at the sentence-final position may have been
somewhat obscured by sentence wrap-up effects. Reading times at the sentence-
final position are generally longer than at other positions in the sentence. This
wrap-up effect (Just and Carpenter, 1980) may have introduced some noise in the
data, and reduced the chance of obtaining a significant effect of order in the
present experiment.
Second, the advantage for the subject-object order may have been
negatively affected by spill-over from the previous word position, the auxiliary.
At this position, object-subject clauses (plural auxiliaries) were read faster than
subject-object clauses (singular auxiliaries). This effect may still have been
present at the next word position. This may have reduced the actual advantage of
the subject-object order in the definite NP condition recorded at the end of the
clause.
Third, the subject-object preference for the definite NP conditions may
have been weaker than expected due to the presence of adverbial material directly
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in the literature, the second NP was immediately followed by the verb. In the next
section I will show how the presence of adverbial material may have reduced the
processing advantage for the subject-object conditions in the present experiment.
5.4.4 Scrambling
5.4.4.1 The effect of an adverbial expression
Let us first consider the effect of the position of adverbial materials in declarative
subject-object clauses. The position of adverbial material may have consequences
for the syntactic structure of the clause and the discourse status of the object
referent. Consider for instance the embedded subject-object declaratives in (7)
(7) a. ..dat de man gisteren de vrouw zag.
..that the man yesterday the woman saw
‘that the man saw the woman yesterday’
b. ..dat de man de vrouw gisteren zag.
..that the man the woman yesterday saw
In (a), the adverb gisteren precedes the object de vrouw; in (b), the adverb
immediately follows the object NP. According to some syntactic accounts (e.g.
Bennis and Hoekstra, 1994; but see Vanden Wyngaerd, 1989; Neeleman, 1994),
the syntactic representation of (b) is more complex than (a). In (a), the object de
vrouw is assumed to be in its base position immediately to the left of the lexical
verb, cf. (8a). In (b), the object has been moved (‘scrambled’) from its base
position to a position left of the adverb, leaving a trace in its base position, cf.
(8b)
(8) a. dat de man gisteren de vrouw zag
b. dat de man de vrouwi gisteren ti zag
Subject-object clauses in which the object appears to the left of adverbial material
may thus be syntactically more complex than sentences in which the object
appears left adjacent to the lexical verb.
In addition, the position of the object NP relative to the adverbial
material, has consequences for the discourse status of the object referent: an
object NP to the left of an adverbial expression generally refers to an entity that is
already present in the discourse. When the clauses are uttered with a neutral
intonation, that is, with main stress on the element immediately preceding the
finite verb, the discourse status of the referent of the object NP de vrouw is
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NP referent has not been mentioned very recently.
12 In (b) on the other hand, the
NP referent is assumed to have been just mentioned. Hence, when the sentence in
(b) is presented in isolation, the presence of a woman in the immediate discourse
must be inferred. More discourse inferences have to be made when the object is
separated from the verb by adverbial material, than when the verb follows the
object immediately.
5.4.4.2 Implications for order preferences
Now let us see what this implies for the subject-object and object-subject welke-
clauses used in the experiment. In the experimental materials, the second NP was
always followed by an adverbial expression. Let us first consider subject-object
clauses, cf. (9a). In such clauses, a syntactic dependency relation must be created
between the second NP, de atleten and its functional base position near the verb,
denoted by ti in (9b). The wh-clause now contains two dependency relations: the
one just mentioned, and the dependency between the wh-phrase and the functional
subject position, denoted by tj:
(9) a. ...welke trainer de atleten ’s avonds [..] heeft getrakteerd.
...which trainer the athletes in the evening [..] has treated
b. welke trainerj tj de atleteni ’s avonds [..] ti V
In addition, the object de atleten is interpreted as referring to given information.
This implies that the existence of an NP-referent in the discourse context must be
inferred. Due to the adverbial material, subject-object clauses may thus have been
relatively hard to process.
Object-subject wh-clauses, in contrast, are hardly affected by the presence
of adverbial material. Consider for instance the following examples.
(10) a. ..welke trainer de atleten hebben getrakteerd.
..which trainer the athletes have treated
b. ..welke trainer de atleten ’s avonds [..] hebben getrakteerd.
..which trainer the athletes in the evening [..] have treated
In (10b) the second NP (the subject) is followed by an adverbial expression; (10a)
does not contain any adverb. The presence of the adverb does not force an
additional dependency relation between an NP and the verb. The examples in
(11a) and (b) represent the structures of (10a) and (b), respectively.
12 In the non-scrambled cases, the object is part of the focus of the utterance (cf.
Reinhart, 1995). For the consequences of scrambling on the interpretation of quantified
objects, cf. e.g. De Hoop (1992).142 142 Chapter 4
(11) a. welke traineri de atleten ti V
b. welke traineri de atleten ’s avonds ti V
In both (11a) and (b), the wh-phrase is related to the object position to the left of
the verb. This dependency relation is the same for (a) and (b). In both (a) and (b),
the second NP is in the functional subject position, which is the same position in
both cases. Furthermore, the (a) and (b) examples do not differ concerning the
givenness of either the wh-phrase or the definite NP. The adverbial material in
object-subject clauses therefore does not trigger inferences concerning the
presence of the NP-referents in the discourse model.
The presence of the adverbial material to the right of the object NP may
therefore have increased processing difficulty for subject-object clauses, whereas it
hardly affected the object-subject clauses. This may have reduced the structural
advantage of the subject-object order over the object-subject order in wh-clauses
containing a definite NP in the present experiment. The preference for the subject-
object order may therefore have been weaker compared to previous experiments
in which the second NP was not followed by an adverbial expression.
One could argue that the same mechanisms have played a role in the
processing of wh-clauses containing a pronoun (Experiments 3-7), leading to an
increased processing difficulty for the subject-object clauses in these experiments.
Object pronouns generally appear to the left of adverbial materials (perhaps due to
their inherent givenness). Consider for instance the subject-object clauses in (12).
(12) a. ..dat de dichters hem gisteren hebben opgezocht.
..that the poets him-ACC yesterday have visited
‘..that the poets visited him yesterday.’
b. #..dat de dichters gisteren hem hebben opgezocht.
..that the poets yesterday him-ACC have visited
The object pronoun precedes in adverb gisteren in (12a), and follows the adverb
in (b). The clause in (b) is quite marked, and requires heavy stress on the
pronoun. One could therefore assume that object pronouns always move from
their base positions, even if the clause does not contain any adverbial expressions
and the movement is not overtly visible. In the experimental subject-object
conditions, then, a dependency relation may have been initiated between the
object pronoun and its base position, even before the adverbial material was
encountered in the input. This may have increased the processing difficulty for the
subject-object clauses, starting already at the pronoun (Experiment 4).
Note, however that the advantage for the object-subject order attested for
the pronoun conditions in Experiments 3-6 cannot be entirely due to the structural
complexity of the subject-object clauses: the definite NP conditions in Experiment
7 are structurally similar to the pronoun conditions in the previous experiments.
However, the clauses containing a definite NP still showed a weak advantage for
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complexity of the subject-object clauses, the discourse properties of the second
NP per se are likely to affect the order preferences, as well.
5.4.4.3 Predictions
If scrambling indeed plays a role in determining word order, one can make the
following prediction: the subject-object order will be harder to process when the
second definite NP is followed by an adverbial expression than when it is not. As
a consequence, the subject-object preference should be less pronounced in clauses
in which the second NP is followed by an adverb than when it is not.
Data from Meng (in preparation) are suggestive in this respect. Meng
conducted an end-of-sentence grammaticality decision task on subject-object and
object-subject embedded wh-clauses in German. The second NP either was
immediately followed by the disambiguating verb, or was separated from the verb
by adverbial material. In both cases, more errors were made in the object-subject
than in the subject-object conditions. However, more errors were made in the
subject-object condition when the second NP was separated from the verb than
when it was not. The presence of the adverbial material did not affect accuracy in
the object-subject conditions. This confirms the prediction above that subject-
object, but not object-subject clauses are harder when the second NP is followed
by adverbial material. Note that the effect of the adverbial expression in the Meng
experiment may have been confounded by a difference in length between the
conditions. Future research should determine whether the prediction is also borne
out when differences in length are controlled for, and whether Dutch and German
behave alike in this respect.
6 Discussion: The effect of the second NP
The aim of the studies presented in this chapter was to investigate whether order
preferences in ambiguous clauses could be influenced by the discourse-related
properties of the second NP in the clause. In most of the studies on order
preferences reported in the literature, the second NP was a non-pronominal
definite NP. The present experiments tested the effect of using a pronoun in
second position. In Chapter 2 it was shown that pronouns generally refer to given,
salient entities in the discourse, which are frequently encoded as the subject of the
clause. The discourse-related properties of a pronoun therefore bias towards a
subject reading for this pronoun. When a pronoun is used in second position, it
favors an object-subject reading for the entire clause. A full definite NP, on the
other hand, does not bias, or to a lesser extent biases an object-subject reading
when used as second NP. Order preferences were therefore expected to differ
when the clause contained a pronoun rather than a full definite NP in the second
NP position. Below, I will first summarize the results obtained. After that, I will
turn to the two hypotheses.144 144 Chapter 4
6.1 Summary of the results
In the six experiments reported in this chapter, the effect of the second NP on
order preferences was investigated using embedded wh-clauses. Briefly put, the
results relevant to the present purposes were the following.
• When no information concerning a second NP was provided, embedded
wh-clauses showed an (off-line) preference for a subject-first order
(Experiment 2). This confirms the view that there is a general
syntactically driven bias for this order.
• When the wh-phrase was followed by a case-marked pronoun, the object-
subject order was preferred. First, in an off-line forced decision study
(Experiment 3), a nominative pronoun was chosen significantly more
often than an accusative pronoun. Two subsequent on-line studies showed
an increase in processing difficulty for the subject-object clauses relative
to the object-subject. In the continuous grammaticality judgment study
(Experiment 4), this effect was visible at the disambiguating pronoun and
a few later positions. In the self-paced reading study (Experiment 5), an
object-subject preference was found at the word immediately following
the disambiguating pronoun, although the effect was not strongly
significant. A significant object-subject preference was seen rather late in
the sentence.
• When the wh-phrase was followed by the case-ambiguous pronoun jullie
and the sentence was disambiguated by number information at the
auxiliary in penultimate position, an object-subject preference was seen
when the ambiguous region was seven words in length (Experiment 6).
When only one word separated the pronoun from the verb, however,
subject-object clauses were read (non-significantly) faster than object-
subject clauses (Experiment 6). When four words intervened between the
pronoun and the verb, no preference was attested for either order
(Experiment 7).
• Finally, when the wh-phrase was followed by a full definite NP, a weak
preference was attested for the subject-object order (Experiment 7).
6.2 The two hypotheses
In Chapter 2 two hypotheses, the Syntactic and the Discourse Hypotheses, were
formulated. These hypotheses represent two extreme, opposite views concerning
the impact of lexically mediated, discourse-related information on order
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syntactic biases only. A subject-object preference is therefore expected,
independently of the nature of the second NP. The Syntactic Hypothesis does not
exclude the influence of discourse-related information, however this kind of
information is predicted to affect the order preference only at later stages. The
Discourse Hypothesis, on the other hand, states that if available, discourse-related
biases dominate syntactic biases. In this view, discourse information may have an
immediate effect on order preferences.
The results are not conclusive between the two hypotheses. The data
suggest that order preferences are indeed affected by the discourse-related
properties of the second NP: the object-subject bias introduced by a pronoun in
second position is strong enough to even override the structural subject-object
bias. This immediately falls out from the Discourse Hypothesis; the Syntactic
Hypothesis does not clearly predict this effect, but is not incompatible with these
facts, either.
The time course of the object-subject preference is somewhat problematic
for both hypotheses, however. On the one hand, the absence of a significant
subject-object preference in the pronoun conditions and the immediate object-
subject preference in the case-marked pronoun conditions suggests that the
pronoun bias can immediately override the syntactic subject-object bias. This is in
accordance with the predictions of the Discourse Hypothesis. On the other hand,
when the pronoun was ambiguous and clauses were disambiguated by number
information at the verb, an object-subject preference was seen only if the
ambiguous region was quite long. This suggests that the pronoun bias does not
have an immediate effect, confirming the predictions of the Syntactic Hypothesis.
Neither of the two hypotheses can be rejected, either. On the one hand,
the Syntactic Hypothesis can be saved by claiming that the immediacy of the
discourse information in the case-marked conditions is only apparent: the use of
case marking, the almost immediate disambiguation and perhaps the nature of the
matrix verb used may have obscured the subject-object preference predicted by
the Syntactic Hypothesis. On the other hand, the Discourse Hypothesis may be
saved by claiming that the delay of the use of discourse information in the
number disambiguation conditions is due to the categorial ambiguity of the
pronominal form used.
A less confounded view of the time course of discourse and syntactic
information would be obtained by using pronouns that are ambiguous with respect
to case, unambiguous with respect to number, and do not allow a possessive
reading. Unfortunately, such pronouns are not available in Dutch. What the
present data do suggest is that the factual pattern of the word order preferences is
determined by a number of factors in addition to the syntactic and discourse
biases. I will return to this in the General Discussion (Chapter 6).Chapter 5
A corpus study
____________________________________________________________________
1 Introduction
The experimental results in the previous chapters showed that the resolution of
subject-object order ambiguities in Dutch is affected by the nature of the NPs
involved. In this chapter, word order preferences will be investigated using a
different method, namely by comparing the frequencies of occurrence of subject-
object and object-subject clauses in a sample of Dutch texts. The first aim of this
study is to see which order of subject and object is the most frequent in naturally
produced wh-questions, and whether the relative frequency of the two orders is
different depending on the type of the NPs. Frequency data may therefore provide
additional support for the view that order preferences are determined by various
factors in addition to the syntactic bias for a subject-object order.
The second aim of this study is to see to what extent frequency data
correspond to comprehension data. The relation between frequency and parsing
preferences is important in the light of current theories on sentence processing.
Some theorists claim that the sentence processing mechanism is mainly frequency-
driven: in the case of structural ambiguity, the parser opts for the analysis that is
the most frequent in the language. Frequency-based theories thus predict a close
correspondence between frequency and processing difficulty: structures that are
relatively infrequent are also the ones that cause an increase in processing
difficulty. For previous studies comparing corpus and experimental data, see
Cuetos, Mitchell and Corley (in press); Gibson and Pearlmutter (1994), Gibson,
Schütze and Salomon (1996), Hindle and Rooth (1993), Spivey-Knowlton and
Sedivy (1995), among others.
One problem in comparing experimental and frequency data is the
problem of grain-size (cf. Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley and Brysbaert, 1995): which
criteria are relevant in classifying utterances and their frequencies? For instance,
the frequency of the subject-object and object-subject order may be determined
separately for wh-questions and other clause types, e.g. declaratives. However, at
some level of generalization, wh-questions may be lumped together with other
clause types. The frequency of subject-object and object-subject clauses may then
not be available for wh-questions separately, but pooled over various clause types.
Alternatively, finer-grained distinctions are conceivable: separate subtypes of wh-
questions may be distinguished on the basis of e.g. the nature of the verbs and
NPs involved. For each of these subclasses the number of subject-object and
object-subject clauses then has a separate influence on processing. As we will see
below, the relative frequency of the alternative readings may differ depending on
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the grain-size. Whether or not experimental and frequency data converge may thus
rely on the grain-size assumed by the researcher.
Frequency-based theories differ with respect to which information the
sentence processor is assumed to be sensitive to in analyzing utterances and
storing frequency information (cf. Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley and Brysbaert, 1995).
According to the linguistic tuning hypothesis proposed by Mitchell (Mitchell,
1994; Mitchell et al., 1995), only coarse-grained generalizations play a role in on-
line processing. These are generalizations that abstract away from the properties
of the verbs and NPs involved. Other theories assume that fine-grained (lexical)
information plays a role in parsing (e.g. Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy, 1995), or
that generalizations at various levels of abstraction are relevant (e.g. MacDonald,
Pearlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994). The present study may provide some more
insight into this grain-size problem.
Below the frequency of occurrence of subject-object and object-subject
clauses in Dutch is investigated. For practical reasons, the counts are restricted to
welke ‘which’-questions. In Section 2, I will first give a description of the corpus,
and the coding and counting procedures. Results will be reported in Section 2.3.
In Section 3, the frequency data will be compared to the experimental data
reported in the previous chapters, and the grain-size problem will be discussed.
2 Order frequencies in welke-questions
2.1 Introduction
The relative frequencies of subject-object versus object-subject welke-questions in
Dutch were estimated on the basis of a representative sample of naturally
occurring written texts. From this text corpus, all welke-questions were extracted,
and the numbers of subject- (object) and object-subject welke-clauses were
counted. In order to compare the frequency data to the experimental data and to
investigate which grain-size would be the most appropriate, the subject-object to
object-subject ratio was computed as a function of several factors.
First, subject- and object-initial clauses were counted separately for main
and embedded clauses. Main and embedded clauses differ in the position of the
finite verb: the verb appears clause-initially or after the first constituent in main
clauses, but in final position in embedded clauses. This may have consequences
for the relative frequency of the alternative orders.
Second, the number of NPs in the clause was assumed to be relevant. In
the experiments to date, only clauses have been used that contained two argument
NPs: one functioning as the subject, one as the direct object. Frequency data for
clauses containing (at least) two argument NPs may therefore more closely
resemble the experimental data than when the number of NPs is not taken into
consideration. The number of subject-object and object-subject clauses was
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irrespective of the number of NPs in the clause; and once for only those clauses
that contained at least a subject and an object NP.
Third, in order to investigate the effect of the nature of the second NP,
the frequencies of the alternative orders were investigated separately for
(di)transitive clauses containing (i) a pronoun, (ii) a full definite NP, or (iii) an
indefinite NP in the second NP position. In Chapter 4 we have seen that the type
of the second NP plays a role in ambiguity resolution: when the second NP was a
pronoun, an object-subject preference was attested (Experiments 3-6), whereas a
tendency for a subject-object preference was seen for definite NPs (Experiment
7). If there is a close correspondence between comprehension and frequency, one
would expect the object-subject order to dominate in clauses containing a
pronoun; the subject-object order is expected to be the most frequent in clauses
containing a full definite NP as the second NP.
Finally, a distinction was made between NPs referring to animate entities
and NPs referring to inanimate entities. The frequency of the subject-object versus
object-subject readings is likely to depend on the animacy properties of the NPs
(cf. MacWhinney, Bates and Kliegl, 1984; McDonald, 1987). Furthermore, in the
experiments conducted in the previous chapters, both NPs always referred to
animate entities. Restricting the corpus to cases in which the NP referents do not
differ in their animacy properties, or to cases in which both NPs refer to animate
entities only, may thus be more informative in comparing frequency and
experimental data.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 The corpus
The search was carried out using one of the electronically accessible Dutch
corpora provided by the Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie, Leiden. The
corpus used in the present study covers 5 million words, and consists of passages
drawn from various sources of written materials: newspapers, magazines (on
environment, linguistics, politics and leisure), books (on environment, linguistics,
business and employment, and politics) and texts that were written to be spoken
(news broadcasts and political speeches).
2.2.2 Restricting the corpus
The corpus contained 1362 utterances in which the word welke or the neuter form
welk occurred.
1 To allow a comparison with the experimental data, the set was
narrowed down to those utterances in which the welke-phrase was the first phrase
of a finite question and was either subject or object. Such clauses are structurally
1 In the following I will use welke as a cover term for both welke and welk.150 150 Chapter 5
similar to the wh-clauses used in the experimental materials. The following
restrictions were therefore made to obtain the relevant subset.
First, clauses in which the welke-phrase was part of a PP were excluded
by extracting only those questions in which the welke-phrase was not preceded by
a preposition. This yielded a smaller set of 792 utterances. Unfortunately, this also
excluded welke-clauses introduced by e.g. discussiëren over (‘to discuss’), het
besluit over (‘the decision about’) which might have been relevant for our
purposes. Omission of these items would probably not have qualitatively affected
the pattern of results obtained, as there is no straightforward reason why welke-
questions introduced by such nouns and verbs should behave differently from
other welke-questions.
The set was further restricted by excluding the following cases: (i)
clauses in which welke introduced a relative clause (72 cases); (ii) clauses in
which welke was used in expressions such as welke dan ook ‘no matter which’
(30 cases); (iii) clauses in which welke was used as an exclamatory expression as
in welk groot musicus ons is ontvallen ‘what a great musician we lost’ (four
cases); (iv) clauses in which the welke phrase did not appear in clause-initial
position (six cases); (v) infinite clauses, e.g. welke te kiezen ‘which one to chose’
(two cases); (vi) clauses in which the welke phrase clearly was the predicate of a
copula construction, as indicated by verb agreement: zeg welk schip je bent, ‘say
which ship you are’ (one case); (iv) ellipsis and gapping constructions (51 cases).
In e.g. Een andere aanpak is dus nodig, maar welke? ‘A different approach is
therefore needed, but which one?’ the wh-phrase was not counted; in welke zaken
hij wel en welke zaken hij niet zelf zou willen behandelen ‘which affairs he did
and which affairs he did not like to deal with himself’ only one wh-phrase was
counted. Furthermore, (vii) a conjunction of two welke-phrases was treated as one
phrase (three cases). Finally, (vii), sixteen cases were dropped because they were
a literal repetition of a sentence already counted. For instance, in one of the
passages, the sentence Welke coalitie zou na de volgende verkiezingen jouw
voorkeur hebben? ‘Which coalition would you prefer after the next elections?’
was used over and over again for rhetorical reasons, but only counted once.
Thus a total of 607 clauses was obtained which started with welke or
welk functioning as the subject or object of the clause.
2.2.3 Coding
The welke-clauses thus obtained were coded to indicate (i) whether the wh-phrase
was subject, object or indirect object; (ii) whether the clause was main or
embedded; (iii) whether the predicate contained one or more than one argument
NP; (iv) whether the second NP, if available, was a pronoun, definite or indefinite
NP; and (v) whether the wh-phrase and the second NP, if available, referred to an
animate or inanimate entity. Utterances were parsed by hand and coded
independently by the author and a second judge. Cases each had initially coded
differently were decided upon by discussion.151 A corpus study 151
2.2.3.1 Subject / object-initiality
The welke-phrase was coded as the subject of the clause on the basis of number
information at the verb or case marking of the second NP. If the clause was not
syntactically disambiguated by these means, the grammatical function of the
welke-phrase was determined on the basis of semantic information.
Twenty-nine cases were somewhat problematic. These were copula
constructions containing a second NP, such as welke dat is ‘which one that is’.
Here, the wh-phrase can be interpreted either as the subject of the clause or as the
predicate of the copula construction. In the results section below, two figures will
be given, one in which the wh-phrase in such constructions is interpreted as the
subject, and one in which such copula constructions are left out.
2.2.3.2 Main and embedded clauses
Main and embedded welke-clauses were primarily distinguished on the basis of
the position of the finite verb: the finite verb appeared clause-finally in embedded
clauses, and directly followed the welke-phrase in main clauses. In a few cases,
the second and clause-final position coincided. The clause was then coded as an
embedded clause if it fulfilled a role in a hierarchically higher clause, for
instance, if it was the subject of a clause, the complement of a noun or a verb, or
part of a copula construction. In all remaining cases, the welke-clause was coded
as a main clause.
2.2.3.3 The number of argument NPs
A distinction was made between clauses containing only one argument NP
(intransitives), on the one hand, and clauses containing at least a subject and an
object NP ((di)transitives) on the other. The class of intransitive predicates
consisted of (i) real intransitive predicates, e.g. ‘to dream’ occurring without a
direct object; (ii) ergatives e.g. ‘to disappear’; (iii) passives, e.g. ‘to be chosen’;
(iv) copula constructions e.g. ‘to be necessary’; (v) cases in which the verb
selected a sentential complement; and (vi) reflexive predicates: most (five cases)
were inherent reflexives such as zich voordoen ‘to happen’; the remaining two
cases were zich melden ‘to report’ and zich NP noemen ‘to call oneself NP’;
A few cases deserve special mention. First, in five cases the verb vinden
or achten (‘to consider’) did not have a sentential complement as its object, but an
NP and a secondary predicate. An example is: Welke Nederlander vindt ook het
omgekeerde de normaalste zaak van de wereld ‘Which Dutchman also considers
the reverse the most common thing in the world’. These cases were treated as if
the second NP (het omgekeerde) was the direct object of the verb, and thus were
coded as transitive predicates.
Second, the corpus contained six instances of ditransitive predicates. In
all cases, the welke-phrase was either the subject or the direct object of the clause.
In only one case, the second NP was the indirect object (welke exploitant de PTT
concurrentie mag aandoen ‘which operator is allowed to offer competition to the
PTT.’) This case was coded as a transitive, subject-object clause.152 152 Chapter 5
Third, the corpus included ten standard expressions. Since these were not
fully idiomatic (for instance, question formation did not substantially change the
meaning) we chose to include them in the final sample. The clauses containing
the expressions kans maken op ‘to stand a chance of’ (two occurrences),
aanleiding geven tot ‘to provoke’ and recht doen aan ‘to do justice to’ (each
occurring once) were coded as transitives, with the indefinite NP as the object.
Furthermore, the one instance of het voor elkaar krijgen ‘to manage to do it’ was
coded a transitive with the pronoun as the object. Finally, the clause welke
gedeelten het hier betrof ‘which parts it concerned here’, and the four instances of
welke kant NP opgaat, ‘which way NP goes’ were counted as object-subject
transitives.
As the number of these special cases is fairly small, inclusion of these
cases does not substantially affect the pattern of results reported below.
2.2.3.4 The type of second NP
If available, the second NP was coded as one of the following classes: (i)
pronoun: personal or demonstrative pronouns (die, dat ‘that’, deze, dit ‘this’); (ii)
definite NP: proper names, and NPs starting with the definite article de/het ‘the’,
a demonstrative article die, dat ‘that’, deze, dit ‘this’ or zulk(e) ‘such a’, a
possessive pronoun, or the quantifiers beide ‘both’ and elke ‘every’; and (iii)
indefinite NP: bare plurals and singulars, and singular NPs starting with the
indefinite article een ‘a’.
2.2.3.5 Animacy
Welke-phrases and second NPs referring to people or animals were considered
animate. This class also included NPs denoting political parties, firms, institutions
and other groups of people. All other noun phrases were coded as inanimate.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Frequency of S(O) versus OS structures
The frequency of occurrence for subject-initial and object-initial welke questions
for all predicates, intransitives and (di)transitives, is given in Table 5.1. In a
significant majority of cases, 64%, the welke phrase was the subject of the clause
[ c
2 (1) = 48.2, p < .001]. The corpus contained fewer main than embedded
clause questions. However, main and embedded clauses did not differ in the
relative frequency of the two orders: 61% of the main and 65% of the embedded
clauses were subject-initial, a non-significant difference [ c
2 (1) = .519,153 A corpus study 153
p = .471].
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TABLE 5.1
Absolute numbers (percentages) of subject- and object-initial welke-questions
for main and embedded clauses (all types of predicates).
order
clause type subject-
initial
object-
initial
total
main
clauses
85 (61 %) 54 (39 %) 139
embedded
clauses
304 (65 %) 164 (35 %) 468
total 389 (64 %) 218 (36 %) 607
In Table 5.1, copula constructions with a second NP such as welke dat is
‘who that is’ were counted as subject-initial clauses (cf. Section 2.2.3.1). When
clauses containing such predicates were dropped, the proportion of object- and
subject-initial clauses did not change substantially: 78 out of 132 main clauses,
and 282 out of 446 embedded clauses were subject-initial, yielding a total of 360
(62%) subject-initial versus 218 (38%) object-initial clauses. This difference
remained significant [ c
2 (1) = 34.1, p < .001]. Again, main and embedded
clauses did not differ [ c
2 (1) = .577, p = .447].
In more than half (55%) of the cases considered in Table 5.1, the welke-
phrase was the only argument NP in the clause. In these cases, the wh-phrase was
the subject just because it was the only NP available. The numbers in Table 5.1
thus do not provide any information concerning the order of subject and object
when both are expressed. It is therefore more informative to investigate the
frequencies of the subject-object and object-subject orders for clauses containing
two or more NPs. A separate analysis was therefore carried out using a restricted
set containing (di)transitive predicates only. Results are given in Table 5.2.
When counts were restricted to clauses containing at least two NPs,
subject-initial clauses were less frequent than object-initial clauses. In total, only
21% of the (di)transitive welke-clauses were subject-initial, versus 79% object-
initial. This was significantly different from an equal distribution of subject and
object-initial clauses [ c
2 (1) = 94.3, p < .001]. Again, there was hardly any
2 Yates’ continuity correction is applied in this and following tests comparing two
groups (cf. Hays 1988).154 154 Chapter 5
difference between main and embedded clauses: 25% of the main and 19% of the
TABLE 5.2
Absolute numbers (percentages) of subject-object and object-subject welke-questions
for main and embedded clauses (transitive and ditransitive predicates only).
order
clause
type
subject-
object
object-
subject
total
main
clauses
18 (25 %) 54 (75 %) 72
embedded
clauses
39 (19 %) 164 (81 %) 203
total 57 (21 %) 218 (79 %) 275
embedded clauses are subject-object. This difference was not significant
[ c
2 (1) = .76, p = .383].
To sum up, no differences were attested between main and embedded
welke-questions. However, the number of NP arguments had a large effect on the
relative frequency of subject- versus object-initial order of the welke-clause.
Collapsing over all types of predicates, subject-initial clauses were more frequent
than object-initial ones; however, if only (di)transitive predicates are taken into
consideration, object-initial clauses were the most frequent.
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2.3.2 Order as a function of the second NP
Now let us see whether the nature of the second noun phrase makes a difference
with respect to the relative frequency of the subject-object and object-subject
orders. In Table 5.3, the order frequencies are split for clauses containing a
pronoun, a definite noun phrase, or indefinite NP as a second noun phrase. Due to
the small number of items in some cells, I will no longer distinguish main and
embedded clauses. From the results reported above there is little reason to expect
these structures to differ.
In all conditions subject-object clauses were less frequent than object-
subject clauses. The nature of the second NP had a significant effect on the
3 The omission of relative clauses starting with welke is unlikely to have
substantially affected the results: 58 out of the 72 relative clauses (81%) were subject-
initial. When the counts were restricted to (di)transitives, 8 out of 22 (36%) clauses were
subject-initial. These figures pattern with the question data.155 A corpus study 155
relative frequency of this reading [ c
2 (2) = 34.47, p < .0001]. When the second
TABLE 5.3
Absolute numbers (percentages) of subject-object and object-subject welke-clauses
as a function of the second NP. Main clauses and embedded clauses are collapsed.
order
type of
NP2
subject-
object
object-
subject
total
pronoun 7(6% ) 120 (94 %) 127
definite NP 33 (31 %) 72 (69 %) 105
indefinite NP 17 (40 %) 26 (60 %) 43
total 57 (21 %) 218 (79 %) 275
NP was a pronoun, the wh-phrase was the subject of the clause in only 6% of the
cases. The proportion of subject-object clauses became somewhat larger when the
second noun phrase was a definite NP (31%) and was largest when the second NP
was an indefinite NP (40%).
The difference between clauses containing a pronoun and clauses
containing a definite second NP was significant [ c
2 (1) = 25.27, p < .0001], as
was the difference between pronouns and indefinites [ c
2 (1) = 27.93, p < .0001].
Definite and indefinite NPs, however, did not differ [ c
2 (1) = .57, p = .450].
Within-class comparisons showed that the number of object-subject clauses and
the number of subject-object clauses was significantly different if the second NP
was a pronoun [ c
2 (1) = 100.54, p < .001] or a definite NP [ c
2 (1) = 14.49,
p < .001], but not if the second NP was indefinite [ c
2 (1) = 1.88, p = .170].
In sum, across-the-board, the object-subject reading for transitive
predicates is the most frequent one. The definiteness of the second NP has an
effect: object-subject clauses occur relatively more often if the second NP is a
pronoun than if it is a definite or indefinite NP.
2.3.3 Controlling for animacy differences
The figures above should be interpreted with caution, however. The large number
of object-subject clauses may be related to the semantic properties of the welke-
phrase and the second NP. In Table 5.4 the numbers of subject-object clauses are
displayed as a function of the animacy properties of the welke-phrase (NP1) and
the second NP (NP2). When the two NPs differed in their animacy properties, the
NP denoting the animate entity was the subject in most of the cases: when the
first NP was animate and the second was inanimate, the order was subject-object156 156 Chapter 5
in 95% of the cases; when the first NP was inanimate and the second NP animate,
TABLE 5.4
Absolute numbers (percentages) of subject-object welke-questions as a function
of the animacy properties of the first (NP1) and second NP (NP2).
animacy NP2
animacy NP1 animate inanimate
animate 4/11 (36%) 19/20 (95%)
inanimate 4/152 ( 3%) 30/92 (33%)
the order was subject-object only in 3% of the cases, which implies that in 97%,
the second, animate NP was the subject.
Note that the welke-phrase denoted an inanimate entity and the second
NP an animate one in more than half of the cases in the sample. This may have
affected the frequency of the object-subject order as given in Table 5.3. Recall
that the experimental materials only contained NPs that both referred to animate
entities. Since one of the goals is to see to what extent the frequency data
correspond to the experimental data, it may be more informative to look at the
effect of the second NP for only those clauses in which the two NPs do not differ
in their animacy properties. In Table 5.5 the numbers are given for clauses in
which the NPs both denote animate or both denote inanimate entities.
When animacy differences were controlled for, object-subject clauses
were still more frequent on average than subject-object clauses [ c
2 (1) = 11.89,
p < .001]. The type of the second NP still had a significant effect on the subject-
object to object-subject ratio [ c
2 (2) = 13.40, p < .001]. Only 8% of the clauses
containing a pronoun, and 35% of the clauses with a definite second NP was
subject-object. For clauses containing an indefinite NP as the second NP, the
subject-object order became the most frequent order (57%). Pairwise tests showed
that pronouns and definite NPs have a different effect on order [ c
2 (1) = 5.51, p
< .025], as do pronouns and indefinite NPs [ c
2 (1) = 11.50, p < .001]. The
difference between definite and indefinite NPs was still not significant
[ c
2 (1) = 2.21, p = .137]. For clauses containing a pronoun or a definite NP as a
second NP, but not for clauses containing an indefinite NP, the difference
between the two orders was significant [pronouns: c
2 (1) = 18.62, p < .001;
definite NPs: c
2 (1) = 4.74, p < .05; indefinite NPs: c
2 (1) = .39, p = .532].
Hence, even when animacy differences between the wh-phrase and the second NP
are controlled for, the object-subject order is the most frequent, and is relatively
more frequent when the second NP is a pronoun than when it is a definite or
indefinite NP.
Note, however, that in the experiments presented in previous chapters the
wh-phrase and the second NP both denoted animate entities. If one wishes to157 A corpus study 157
compare frequency and experimental data, it may be necessary to further restrict
TABLE 5.5
Absolute numbers (percentages) of subject-object and object-subject welke-clauses
as a function of the second NP. NP1 and NP2 do not differ with respect to animacy.
order
type of
NP2
subject-
object
object-
subject
total
pronoun 2(8% ) 24 (92 %) 26
definite NP 19 (35 %) 35 (65 %) 54
indefinite NP 13 (57 %) 10 (43 %) 23
total 34 (33 %) 69 (67 %) 103
the set of welke-questions to those containing animate NPs only. Unfortunately, in
the present corpus, only 11 utterances meet this criterion. An overview is given in
Table 5.6.
TABLE 5.6
Absolute numbers of subject-object and object-subject welke-clauses as a function of
the type of the second NP. NP1 and NP2 both denote animate entities.
order
type of
NP2
subject-
object
object-
subject
total
pronoun 2 6 8
definite NP 1
a 12
indefinite NP 1 0 1
total 4 (36 %) 7 (64 %) 11
a This is an instance of a ditransitive predicate. The second NP is the indirect object.
Numerically the set contained more object-subject than subject-object clauses. A
c
2 test revealed no significant differences between the two orders, however158 158 Chapter 5
[ c
2 (1) = .818, p = .366], which is not surprising given the small number of
cases. The small sample size does not allow a statistical test of the effect of the
second NP. The pattern roughly resembles the one in Table 5.5. There is therefore
no reason to suppose that the type of the second NP has a substantially different
effect when only animate NPs are taken into consideration.
To summarize, when the welke-phrase and the second NP differ in their
animacy properties, the NP referring to the animate entity is more frequently the
subject than the object of the clause. However, the relative frequency of the
object-subject order was not completely due to differences in animacy: the object-
subject order remained the most frequent when animacy differences were
controlled for. Furthermore, the effect of the type of the second NP was
comparable to the unrestricted set. A comparable pattern of frequencies was also
obtained when the set was even further restricted to clauses containing only
animate NPs. However, the number of cases in this set was too small to
statistically test the differences.
2.4 Summary of the findings
The corpus search on welke-questions yielded the following results:
• Collapsing over verb phrase types, the subject-initial welke ‘which’-
questions are more frequent than object-initial questions.
• When the sample was restricted to (di)transitive predicates, object-subject
welke clauses were more frequent than subject-object clauses;
• Main clauses did not differ from embedded clauses as to the relative
frequency of subject-object and object-subject clauses.
• The nature of the second NP matters. Although the object-subject reading
was the most frequent, the object-subject order was relatively more
frequent when the second NP was a pronoun than when it was a definite
or indefinite NP. This difference also holds when the wh-phrase and the
second NP both refer to animate or both refer to inanimate entities.
3 Discussion
The first aim of this study was to see which order of subject and object was the
most frequent for welke-questions in naturally produced texts, and whether the
relative frequency of the two orders would differ depending on the type of the
second NP. The results show that the subject-initial order is the most frequent if
the number of NPs is not taken into consideration. If the sample is restricted to
welke-clauses containing at least two NPs, the object-subject order is the most
frequent. The relative frequency of the two orders is indeed affected by the type159 A corpus study 159
of the second NP: the number of subject-object clauses was lowest when the
second NP was a pronoun, and highest when the second NP was an indefinite NP.
The relative frequencies of the two orders differed significantly between clauses
containing pronouns on the one hand and clauses containing a definite or
indefinite second NP on the other. Hence, also in naturally produced texts, word
order is related to the properties of the NPs involved.
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The second aim of this study was to investigate to what extent frequency
data correspond to parsing preferences. According to frequency-based approaches
4 Note that in language production, the choice is not only between a subject-object
or object-subject order of the wh-clause but also between an active or a passive mode:
roughly speaking, if the wh-phrase denotes the agent of the action, the wh-phrase can either
be encoded as the subject of an active subject-object clause (ia), or the object of a clause-
initial by-phrase in a passive clause (ib); if the wh-phrase is the theme, it either is the
object of an active object-subject wh-clause (iia), or the clause-initial subject of a passive
(iib).
(i) a. Welke dichter groet hem? [SO]
which poet greets him-ACC
b. Door welke dichter wordt hij gegroet?
By which poet is he-NOM greeted
(ii) a. Welke dichter groet hij? [OS]
which poet greets he-NOM
b. Welke dichter wordt (door hem) gegroet?
which poet is (by him-ACC) greeted
If the choice of the subject and object in production were determined solely by the type of
the second NP, a second NP pronoun should be more frequently used as the subject than as
the object. This means that passives such as (ib) should be more frequent than actives such
as (ia). On the other hand one would expect (iia) to be more frequent than (iib) with the
pronoun overtly expressed in the by-phrase. The preference for (ib) over (ia), and for (iia)
over (iib) should be smaller or reversed if the second NP is a full (in)definite NP. Unfor-
tunately, the corpus was too small to draw any reliable conclusions about these structures.
The corpus used contained only two door+wh passives like (ib): one in which the second
NP was a pronoun, one with a non-pronominal definite second NP. In contrast, the
numbers of active subject-object clauses (ia) were 7 (for second NP pronouns), and 33 (for
full definite NPs). These numbers suggest that the active mode is preferred even if the
second NP is a pronoun. The frequency data for clauses such as (ii) point into the same
direction. Irrespective of the type of second NP, the corpus contained 218 transitive and
ditransitive actives like (iia), and 134 passives like (iib). However, the by-phrase was
overtly expressed only in eight cases: seven containing a non-pronominal definite NP
(versus 72 actives like (iia)); one containing an indefinite NP (26 actives). No cases were
found in which the by-phrase contained a pronoun (126 actives). In sum, the sparse data
suggest that although the type of second NP may have an effect on the mode, the use of
passives and especially passives containing a by-phrase is constrained by additional factors.160 160 Chapter 5
to parsing, frequency should correspond to experimental data at least at some
level of abstraction. An important question is which grain-size is the most
appropriate. I will first compare the corpus and the experimental data for main
clauses. Next the effect of the second NP will be dealt with. We will see that the
frequency and the experimental data do not fully converge, resulting in an
apparent paradox with respect to grain-size. Several solutions will be proposed to
resolve the paradox.
3.1 Main clauses and the effects of transitivity
Consider first the order preferences seen in main clause welke-questions. An
example of the materials in Experiment 1 is given below:
(1) a. Welke assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen? [SO]
which assistants had-PL the professor not helped
‘Which assistants didn’t help the professor?’
b. Welke assistenten had de professor niet geholpen? [OS]
which assistants had-SG the professor not helped
‘Which assistants didn’t the professor help?’
These clauses showed a preference for the subject-object order (1a). This
corresponds to the frequency data for welke-questions pooled over transitive and
intransitive predicates (Table 5.1). However, the experimental data do not
correspond to the corpus data when only transitive predicates are taken into
consideration: for these cases the object-subject order was the most frequent
(Table 5.2). This may suggest that only coarse-grained generalizations are relevant
in comparing corpus and experimental data, favoring a subject-object
interpretation irrespective of the transitivity of the predicate.
However, the main clause data can be accounted for in a different way.
The subject-object preference attested in the experiment may be due to the
absence of transitivity information rather than to it being abstracted away from. In
the main clause experiment, sentences were disambiguated right after the first NP
by means of number information at the finite auxiliary (hadden / heeft in (1)). At
this point in the sentence no information was provided concerning the number of
NPs in the sentence. The clause could thus be continued with either an intransitive
or (di)transitive predicate. At the point of disambiguation then, the only relevant
grain-size was the coarser one, pooling intransitives and transitives. A frequency-
based processing mechanism would therefore initially favor a subject-initial
reading, even though it may be sensitive to more detailed properties of the
predicate.
The subject-object preference attested for transitive main clauses in
Experiment 1 therefore suggests either that only coarse-grained information plays
a role, or that the level of abstraction depends on the information provided by the
input: finer-grained transitivity information may be relevant if available.161 A corpus study 161
3.2 The influence of the second NP: an apparent paradox
The experimental data on embedded clauses are more suitable to investigate the
grain-size problem than the main clause data. In all but one of the experiments on
embedded clauses, disambiguation took place at or after the second NP, rendering
a transitive completion highly probable. The corpus data show that in all transitive
welke-clauses, the object-subject reading is the most frequent. Comparing this to
the experimental data on embedded clauses leads to an apparent paradox: different
grain-sizes seem to apply depending on the type of second NP.
First consider the experimental data on welke-questions containing a
pronoun as a second NP. When the pronoun was case-marked, a forced-choice
completion and on-line judgment and reading tasks showed a preference for an
object-subject order (Experiments 3-5). When the pronoun was not case-marked,
an object-subject preference was eventually attested, as well (Experiment 6). This
corresponds to the frequency data when counts are restricted to transitive welke-
clauses, or even to transitive welke-clauses containing a pronoun: object-subject
clauses are more frequent, especially when the second NP is a pronoun. This
suggests that frequency-based parser must at least distinguish transitive from
intransitive welke-questions in terms of frequency.
However, this level of abstraction does not seem to be the most
appropriate for welke-questions containing a definite NP. The experimental data
show that if any, a subject-object reading is preferred for these clauses. This is in
contrast with the frequency data for transitive welke-questions: object-subject
clauses are significantly more frequent, even if predicates containing a definite NP
were considered separately. Hence, if there is a correspondence between
frequency and processing, a coarser grain-size appears more appropriate.
The comparison between the experimental and the corpus data now leads
to an apparent paradox. On the one hand, the data for welke-questions containing
a pronoun suggest that transitive welke-questions are treated as a distinct clause
type in terms of frequency. On the other hand, the comparison of the frequency
and experimental data for welke-clauses containing a definite NP suggests that
they are not.
3.3 Resolving the paradox
Experimental and corpus data for the welke-questions thus do not correspond in a
straightforward way. This suggests that a grain-size according to which welke-
questions are treated as a separate clause type is not appropriate. The relevant
grain-size may either be coarser (more properties may be abstracted away from in
classifying utterances), or finer (more details may be relevant) than the ones
considered up to now. Alternatively, not one, but various levels of generalizations
may play a role. Finally, the grain-size may have been appropriate, but frequency
and comprehension may have failed to correspond for other reasons. I will discuss
these issues in turn below.162 162 Chapter 5
3.3.1 A coarser grain-size
First, the frequency and comprehension data may correspond at a higher level of
abstraction. In the present corpus study, only welke-questions were taken into
consideration. However, such clauses may be non-distinct from other wh-
questions, e.g. questions starting with wie (‘who’) or wat (‘what’). It may be that
the relative frequency of subject-object versus object-subject wh-clauses in general
corresponds exactly to the experimental data. This possibility cannot be tested at
present, since no frequency studies on wie- and wat- clauses have been conducted
yet.
Such an approach would not really solve the paradox, however. Note that
on the one hand, a distinction must still be made between clauses containing a
pronoun and ones containing a full definite NP as a second NP in order to
account for the comprehension data. On the other hand, the properties of the first
NP are abstracted away from: pronouns (wie) are considered equal to full NPs
(welke-N). The paradox therefore remains: on the one hand, frequencies are stored
separately depending on the type of NP involved; on the other hand, clauses are
collapsed in terms of frequency irrespective of the type of NP.
3.3.2 A finer grain-size
An alternative solution is to refine the grain-size. Several subtypes of welke-
questions may be distinguished on the basis of e.g. the animacy and number
properties of the NPs. In addition, a wider context may be relevant. The relative
frequencies of the subject-object and object-subject orders may differ depending
on the givenness of the NP referents. Prince (1981, 1982) shows that given
information is likely to be encoded as the subject of the clause (cf. Chapter 2).
Hence, when the definite NP refers to given information, the object-subject order
for welke-clauses may be most frequent; when the definite NP introduces new
information into the discourse, a subject-object order may dominate.
If this is true, the discrepancy between the corpus and the comprehension
data for the definite NP conditions may be accounted for in the following way. In
the texts on which the corpus is based, the welke-question is part of a connected
discourse. The definite NPs following the welke-phrase may have often referred to
information that had already been introduced in the discourse. The object-subject
order may therefore have been the most frequently attested in the corpus. In the
experimental settings, on the other hand, the sentences were presented in isolation.
The NPs thus always introduced new information. The subject-object order for
these welke-clauses containing a full definite NP may then have been preferred on
the basis of frequency. Whether frequency data indeed correspond to the
experimental data when the discourse status of the NP referents is taken into
consideration, and whether even more subclasses of welke-questions need to be
distinguished remains to be investigated.163 A corpus study 163
3.3.3 A mixed-grain approach
In the above I have discussed how the discrepancy between corpus and
experimental data could be accounted for by assuming a coarser or finer grain-
size. A different approach is to assume that not one, but several levels of
generalization are relevant: abstract structural generalizations may be kept track of
as well as frequency information tied to the specific properties of the NPs and the
verbs. During on-line processing, these sources of information combine to yield a
preference for one reading or the other (cf. MacDonald, Pearlmutter and
Seidenberg, 1994).
In this view, the processing of a particular ambiguous welke-clause is not
(or not only) influenced by the relative frequency of subject-object and object-
subject welke-clauses in the language. Rather, various sources of information may
play a role, such as the frequency of subject-object versus object-subject clauses
in general; how often a welke-phrase is the subject or object of a clause; how
often a pronoun, definite NP or other NP in general occurs as the subject or
object of a clause, perhaps contingent upon the animacy properties and discourse
status of the NP referent.
Some information may weigh more strongly than other. For instance, the
bias towards having a pronoun occupy the subject position may be so strong that
it overrides the general preference for a subject-object order. The subject bias for
definite NPs may be somewhat weaker, and not strong enough to reverse the
subject-object order favored by other sources of information.
A mixed-grain approach thus assumes that ambiguity resolution is
determined by various factors, and not only on the basis of the relative frequency
of the alternative readings of a particular structure. Experimental data concerning
a particular structure therefore need not correspond to frequency data for that
specific construction in a corpus. Of course, in order for such mixed-grain
approaches to work, the relevant sources of information and the relative strength
of their biases need to be specified and motivated. In Chapter 6, this approach
will be further discussed in the section on constraint-based models.
3.3.4 Other explanations
The discrepancy between frequency and experimental data may also have been
due to factors other than grain-size.
First, the size of the frequency difference between the subject-object and
object-subject order may play a role. For the definite NP cases, the difference in
frequency of the two alternatives may not have been large enough to have an
effect on on-line processing. Table 5.5 shows that for the definite NPs only 65%
of the clauses was object-subject. For the pronouns, which did show a object-
subject preference in the reading times, this percentage was 92%. However,
effects on reaction times have been found with even smaller differences between
the alternative readings (cf. Cuetos, Mitchell and Corley, in press). Furthermore,164 164 Chapter 5
the small frequency advantage for the object-subject reading cannot account for
the tendency for a subject-object reading in the definite NP conditions. The
discrepancy between the corpus and the experimental data for the definite NP
condition therefore cannot, or at least not fully, be attributed to the small
difference in frequency between the two orders.
Second, the divergence between the experimental and the frequency data
may be due to the nature of the corpus. The corpus used may not have been a
representative sample of Dutch as it does not cover spoken language. It may be
that in a corpus drawn from both spoken and written sources, welke-questions
containing a definite NP occur more frequently as subject-object than as object-
subject clauses, whereas the object-subject order is still the most frequent for
clauses containing a pronoun. Whether this is true must await future research.
Third, the differences between frequency and comprehension data may be
due to differences between perception and production strategies. The texts in the
corpus may to a larger extent reflect production rather than comprehension
processes. Production need not be driven by the same processes as comprehension
(cf. e.g. Gibson, Schütze and Salomon, 1996). The most frequent structure in a
corpus therefore need not correspond to the preferred structure attested in reading
experiments: what is easy to produce need not always be easy to comprehend.
The frequency and experimental data may thus diverge for several
reasons. The (apparent) discrepancy between frequency and reaction time data is
not unique for Dutch welke-questions. See, for instance Hindle and Rooth (1993),
Spivey-Knowlton and Sedivy (1995), Gibson, Schütze and Salomon (1996), and
Schlesewsky, Fanselow, Kliegl and Krems (to appear) for other cases in which
corpus and experimental data do not correspond in a straightforward way.
4 Summary
In this chapter the frequencies of occurrence of subject-object and object-subject
welke-questions were investigated and compared with the experimental data. The
frequency data confirm previous findings that subject-initial clauses are the most
frequent in Dutch, at least, at an abstract level of generalization. Collapsed over
all predicate types, a welke-phrase more frequently was the subject than the object
of the clause. However, when only transitive welke-clauses were taken into
consideration, the object-subject order was the most frequent. This corresponds to
the experimental data (Experiment 1): main clause welke questions showed a
robust preference for a subject-initial order when transitivity information was not
available at the point of disambiguation.
The frequency data also provide additional support for the view that the
nature of the second NP affects the order of subject and object. When the second
NP is a pronoun, object-subject welke-clauses are far more frequent than subject-
object questions. The frequency advantage for the object-subject order is
significantly smaller when the second NP is a full definite NP.165 A corpus study 165
Contrary to the prediction of at least some frequency-based parsing
models, the frequency and experimental data did not correspond in a
straightforward way, leading to an apparent paradox with respect to grain-size.
Several solutions to this paradox were discussed. Most plausibly, more detailed
(semantic, discourse) information has to be taken into consideration while
tabulating frequencies. This is irrespective of whether a fixed grain-size or various
levels of generalization are considered relevant. However, other explanations for
the discrepancy between the corpus and the experimental data can be conceived
of.Chapter 6
General discussion
____________________________________________________________________
1 Introduction
One of the goals of sentence processing research is to specify the sources of
information that play a role in ambiguity resolution and to determine to what
extent they can influence the resolution process. Previous research on word order
ambiguities in Dutch and similar constructions in German has shown a general
preference for a reading in which the subject precedes the object. This suggested
that resolution of word order ambiguities was primarily driven by syntactically
based strategies or generalizations independent of specific lexical information, that
favor a subject-object order. The present work was aimed at investigating whether
this syntactic bias could be enhanced or counteracted by the nature of the first and
second NP of the clause.
Below, first the results from the experiments reported in Chapters 3 and
4 and the corpus study in Chapter 5 will be summarized. Next, the Syntactic and
the Discourse Hypothesis will be discussed. It will be shown that neither accounts
for the present data in a straightforward way, rather several factors appear to
contribute to the resolution of word order ambiguities. Which order is ultimately
preferred is determined by the relative strength of these factors. In Section 3, four
current theories of sentence processing will be discussed in the light of the present
results. Finally, in Section 4, some suggestions will be given for future research.
2 The influence of the NPs on word order preferences
2.1 A summary of the findings
The central question of the present investigation has been whether the general
subject-object preference for Dutch could be influenced by the type of the first
and second NP used in the clause, and if so, to what extent. The type of the NPs
was expected to influence the order preference for the following reasons.
First, the nature of the first NP may trigger additional discourse or
syntactic processes. A sentence-initial definite NP requires special prosodic or
contextual cues if it is the object rather than the subject of the clause. In addition,
an object-subject declarative may be structurally more complex than a subject-
object declarative. In contrast, if the sentence-initial NP is a wh-phrase, subject-
object and object-subject main clauses do not differ in these respects. The subject-
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object preference was therefore expected to be stronger when the sentence-initial
NP was a definite NP than when it was a wh-phrase.
Second, the nature of the second NP was expected to have an effect on
order preferences. In natural discourse, pronouns generally appear as the subject
of a clause. The use of a pronoun rather than a non-pronominal definite NP as
second NP was therefore expected to counteract the syntactic bias for the subject-
object order.
In brief, the experiments and the corpus data showed the following
results. First, in accordance with the results reported in the literature (cf. Chapter
2), the present data show a general preference for a subject-object order:
• Both main clause wh-questions and declaratives showed a preference for
a subject-initial order (Experiment 1);
• Embedded wh-clauses showed a preference for a subject-initial order, at
least when no information was provided by a second NP (Experiment 2);
• Embedded wh-clauses containing an ambiguous pronoun showed a (non-
significant) tendency for a subject-object interpretation when the
ambiguous region was fairly short (Experiment 6).
• Embedded wh-clauses with a definite NP following the welke-N
(‘which’-N) phrase showed a weak subject-object preference when the
clause was disambiguated by number information at the finite verb
(Experiment 7);
• Subject-initial wh-clauses were shown to be more frequent than object-
initial questions, at least when transitive and intransitive predicates were
collapsed (Corpus data reported in Chapter 5).
Second, the strength of this subject-object order preference was affected by the
type of the first NP:
• The subject-object preference was less strong when the initial NP of the
main clause was a welke-N phrase than when it was a definite NP
(Experiment 1).
• The nature of the first NP apparently did not have an immediate effect
on the order preference, however: although the subject-object preference
was already (weakly) present at the point of disambiguation itself, the
interaction of the type of first NP and order only started at the word
following the disambiguating auxiliary.169 General discussion 169
Third, the subject-object bias could be overridden when a pronoun instead of a
non-pronominal definite NP was used as the second NP:
• Embedded wh-clauses with a case-marked pronoun following the welke-N
phrase showed an off- and on-line preference for the object-subject order
(Experiments 3-5). This object-subject preference was visible at or
immediately after the point of disambiguation, and at some later
positions. No sign of a subject-object preference was obtained.
• When the pronoun was ambiguous with respect to case (jullie), and the
clause was disambiguated by number information at the finite verb
downstream, an object-subject preference was obtained if the ambiguous
region was fairly long (Experiment 6).
• The nature of the second NP also affected the frequency of the order of
subject-object and object-subject welke-clauses in naturally produced texts
(corpus data): although the object-subject was the most frequent for
transitive welke-questions in general, this order was relatively more
frequent when the second NP was a pronoun than when it was a non-
pronominal definite or an indefinite NP.
2.2 The two hypotheses
What do these results tell us about the impact of the nature of the NPs on the
order preferences? In Chapter 2, two hypotheses were formulated representing two
extreme views on this issue. These hypotheses are repeated below:
(1) The Syntactic Hypothesis
Syntactic information takes precedence; other information (lexically
specific, semantic, discourse, etc.) may only have a relatively late effect
on ambiguity resolution.
(2) The Discourse Hypothesis
If available, discourse-related information takes precedence over syntactic
information in ambiguity resolution and does so immediately.
Neither of the two hypotheses receives full support from the data, but neither can
be rejected, either. First, consider the Syntactic Hypothesis. According to this
hypothesis, order preferences are hardly affected by the discourse-related
properties of the NPs. The syntax-based preference for the subject-object order
dominates. If specific properties of NPs (including discourse-related properties)
have any effect at all, they will only affect processing preferences at a later stage.170 170 Chapter 6
The Syntactic Hypothesis receives support from the apparently delayed
effect of the first NP in the main clause experiment. In addition, wh-clauses
containing a case-ambiguous pronoun only showed an object-subject preference
when the ambiguous region was fairly long. These facts suggest that the NP-
specific information is not made use of immediately, but is delayed. This is in
accordance with the predictions of the Syntactic Hypothesis. However, other data
seem to be somewhat problematic for this hypothesis: in embedded wh-clauses
containing a pronoun as the second NP, no significant subject-object preference
was found. If the pronoun was case-marked, an immediate object-subject
preference was seen, instead. This suggests that the discourse-related properties of
the second NP can very rapidly affect processing preferences, in contrast to the
predictions of the Syntactic Hypothesis.
The Syntactic Hypothesis, however, cannot be rejected on the basis of the
present data. The immediate preference for the object-subject order may have
been only apparent: an initial subject-object preference may have been obscured
by the use of case information to disambiguate the structure.
Now let us consider the Discourse Hypothesis. According to this
hypothesis, the nature of the NPs should have an immediate effect on the order
preference. Furthermore, this effect is expected to be stronger than the syntactic
bias for a subject-object interpretation. The data do not fully support this
hypothesis, either. The first NP did not immediately affect word order preferences
in main clauses. In addition, no immediate effect of a pronominal second NP was
seen in embedded wh-clauses when the pronoun was case-ambiguous and the
clause was disambiguated by number information: in these cases, an object-subject
preference was seen only if the ambiguous region was fairly long. But also here,
the results may have been somewhat confounded: the categorial ambiguity of the
pronominal form used may have rendered the object-subject order more difficult
to obtain in the case-ambiguous conditions.
The two hypotheses can therefore neither be supported nor rejected on
the basis of the present data. Note that the two hypotheses were formulated
mainly for reasons of exposition. This allowed me to formulate clear predictions
with respect to the outcomes of the experiments, assuming that either syntactic
biases or the discourse biases mediated by the properties of the NPs is more
important in processing. The experimental results reported here suggest that the
properties of the NPs indeed affect order preferences, and can sometimes even
override the subject-object preference. However, the differences among the
experiments suggest that the strength and time course of this effect is not fixed,
but depends on other factors. Below I will discuss two of these factors: type of
disambiguating information (case marking versus number agreement) and point of
disambiguation.171 General discussion 171
2.3 Manner of disambiguation
One of the factors that appear to affect the strength of the order preference and
the influence of the NP specific properties on the ambiguity resolution is the
manner in which the clause is disambiguated. Compare, for instance, the main
clause wh-questions disambiguated by number (Experiment 1) to the embedded
wh-clauses disambiguated by case (Experiments 4-5). In both cases, the
disambiguating information immediately followed the wh-phrase. However, a
subject-object preference was seen only in the main clauses disambiguated by
number. This suggests that it is harder to obtain the syntactically non-preferred
object-subject reading when number rather than case information is used to
disambiguate the clause. Furthermore, the nature of the (first) NP had a relatively
late effect in the main clauses disambiguated by number; in the embedded clauses
disambiguated by case, the discourse-related properties of the (second) NP had an
immediate effect. This suggests that the general subject-object preference is harder
to counteract with lexical discourse-related information when number rather than
case enforces an object-subject order.
Independent evidence that the manner of disambiguation affects order
preferences comes from experiments on German (cf. Chapter 2). In German not
only pronouns but also full NPs are case-marked; the difference between case and
number disambiguation found in these experiments can therefore not be related to
the presence of a pronominal element. Both Meng (1995) and Schlesewsky et al.
(to appear) report a strong subject-object preference for German main clause wh-
questions which are disambiguated by number information at the finite verb.
However, results are much less robust when clauses are disambiguated by case
information at the second NP: Meng (1995) reports no order preference at all;
Schlesewsky et al. (to appear) found a subject-object preference that appeared
only at the end of the sentence; and Farke (1994) reports an object-subject
preference for total reading times.
Differences between number and case disambiguation have also been
found for embedded clauses, although in these cases the difference also involves a
confounding difference with respect to the point of disambiguation. For instance,
Meng (in preparation) reports a strong subject-object preferences for embedded
wh-clauses disambiguated by number information at the clause-final verb;
however, no significant difference was obtained when the clauses were
disambiguated immediately by case marking at the wh-phrase. Also ERP data
reported in Friederici et al. (1996) suggest that late disambiguation by number is
probably more difficult than early disambiguation by case in embedded clauses
(cf. Chapter 2).
Apparently, the syntactically less-preferred object-subject order is easier
to obtain when the clause is disambiguated by nominative case at the second NP
rather than a number mismatch between the first NP and the finite verb. A
possible explanation for this difference is that case information, and especially
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structure than number information. This idea is based on Fodor and Inoue’s
(1994) Diagnosis model. Fodor and Inoue try to account for the observation that
obtaining the correct analysis of a sentence is easy or difficult depending (among
other things) on the information available to guide reanalysis. Fodor and Inoue
cite the following example from Gibson (in press).
(3) a. She put the candy in her mouth on the table
b. She put the candy in her mouth onto the table
In (3) the first PP in her mouth is initially taken to be the directional PP of the
verb put. But this interpretation is contradicted by presence of a second PP. It
takes more effort come up with the correct analysis in (a) than in (b). Fodor and
Inoue claim that this is because the parser can more easily diagnose the source of
the error and repair it in (b) than in (a). In (b) onto clearly signals that the PP in
question is a directional argument. It therefore cannot serve as a modifier of the
preceding NP, but rather must be the argument of the verb put. Once this
inference is made, there is no other possibility for the PP in her mouth but to
modify the NP the candy. In (a) on the other hand, there is no direct indication
that the final PP is a directional argument. Initially the PP may be analyzed as a
modifier of mouth. This leads to a pragmatically implausible interpretation, which
signals that this analysis is probably not the one intended. The parser does not
have any concrete cues how to correct the error, however.
I would like to propose that the difference between number and case
disambiguation of the object-subject order is similar to the difference between to
and onto. Nominatively marked NPs are (inherently) subjects. Just as the onto PP
denotes a direction irrespective of the verb, a nominatively marked NP does not
need verb agreement or other elements to be recognized as the subject. Hence, if
the parser initially prefers a subject-first analysis, but encounters a nominatively
marked NP, such as der Bauer in the German example in (4), it has direct,
positive evidence that this NP is the subject of the clause, even though the first
NP is initially preferred as the subject on the basis of syntactic principles.
1
(4) Welche Dichterin sah der Bauer? [OS]
which poetess saw the-NOM farmer
‘Which poetess did the farmer see?’
1 This assumes that the parser keeps track of whether the first NP was nominative
or ambiguously marked. If it did not, the parser would end up having two subjects in cases
where the second NP is nominative, and would have contradictory cues concerning the
correct analysis, cf. Gorrell (1996; to appear).173 General discussion 173
Now let us turn to disambiguation by number information. Number inflection does
not positively signal which NP is the subject; it only provides negative evidence
that a particular NP cannot be the subject. Let me illustrate this by giving a Dutch
example:
(5) Welke dichter heeft...
which poet-SG has-SG...
Although the first NP welke dichter has the same number and person features as
the finite verb, this is no guarantee that the first NP actually is the subject of the
clause. Consider, for instance (6):
(6) Welke dichter heeft de boer gezien?
which poet-SG has-SG the farmer-SG seen
Here, the verb is followed by another singular NP de boer, that may be the
subject instead of welke boer. Hence, if an NP bears the same number features as
the finite verb, it may be the subject of the clause, but it need not be. As opposed
to nominative case marking, number agreement does not provide positive evidence
that the NP in question is the subject. Number information can only provide
negative evidence. Consider for instance (7):
(7) Welke dichters heeft...
which poets-PL has-SG
Here, the sentence-initial NP does not agree with the verb. The general syntactic
bias favors a subject interpretation of this NP. The number mismatch indicates
that the first NP cannot licitly fulfill this function, however. No direct cues are
given concerning which NP is the subject instead. The parser will start looking for
another NP that is grammatically possible as a subject and might agree with the
verb. If another NP is not available yet as in (3), the processor may either infer
that such an NP may be coming up; or regard the sentence as an ungrammatical
utterance (cf. also Fodor and Inoue, 1994: fn. 6; Meng, 1995).
Hence, the syntactically non-preferred object-subject reading may be
easier to obtain when clauses are disambiguated by nominative case rather than by
number information. Nominative case directly identifies the NP as the subject of
the clause. Number information only provides negative information that the NP
that is currently favored as the subject cannot licitly fulfill this function. Which
NP is the correct subject is not directly indicated; this information must be
inferred, instead.
In sum, there is some evidence suggesting that the syntactically less
preferred reading is easier to obtain when case rather than number information is
used to disambiguate the clause. The use of case-marking in Experiments 3-5 may
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reduction in difficulty could affect the use of discourse-related information on the
second NP. When the clauses were disambiguated by number information (the
main clauses in Experiment 1; the jullie conditions in Experiments 6 and 7), the
syntactically preferred subject-object reading may have been harder to overcome.
This may have caused the apparent delay in use of the discourse-related properties
of the NPs in these conditions.
2.4 Point of disambiguation
Also the position in the sentence of the disambiguating information may have had
an effect on the strength of the order preferences. First, the subject-object
preference was more robust for main clause wh-questions (Experiment 1) than for
embedded clauses containing a definite NP (Experiment 7). In both cases number
agreement was used to disambiguate the clause. However, the length of the
ambiguous region was different: main clauses were disambiguated immediately
after the wh-phrase, whereas the embedded clauses were disambiguated much
later. Second, in embedded clauses which were disambiguated by number
information and contained a case-ambiguous pronoun, an object-subject preference
was seen only when a six-word PP separated the pronoun from the point of
disambiguation (Experiment 6). No preference for either reading was obtained
when the ambiguous region was four words in length (Experiment 7); when only
one word intervened even a (non-significant) tendency for a subject-object
preference was seen (Experiment 6). These results suggest that the subject-object
preference is weaker when the ambiguous region is longer, at least when the same
kind of disambiguation is used. This, too, suggests that the point of
disambiguation is important: the syntactically less preferred object-subject order
seems to be easier to obtain when the ambiguous region is longer, assuming the
manner of disambiguation to be the same in both cases.
Why should this be so? First, the syntactic subject-object preference may
decay and other factors biasing an object-subject order may become stronger
simply as a function of time. However, in addition to, or instead of, this purely
temporal factor, the words constituting the ambiguous region may provide
information that can either support or inhibit a particular reading. Below I will
illustrate how the nature of the ambiguous region may have affected the order
preferences in the present experiments.
2.4.1 The contents of the ambiguous region may resolve confounding ambiguities
In Experiments 6 and 7, the words in the ambiguous region may have influenced
the time course of the object-subject preference by resolving a potentially
confounding lexical ambiguity. The pronominal form used, jullie, is ambiguous
between a possessive and a personal form. The availability of the possessive
reading, and hence, the possibility of having a non-pronominal definite NP in
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reading (cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3). However, the longer the adverbial material
following jullie, the less likely the possessive reading becomes, and the stronger
the pronominal object-subject bias. The nature of the ambiguous region may thus
have contributed to the late object-subject preference in the jullie-cases.
2.4.2 The contents of the ambiguous region may facilitate
a non-preferred reading
Second, the ambiguous region may provide information that renders the
syntactically less preferred object-subject reading easier. A factor that is likely to
be relevant is the presence of a second NP before or at the point of
disambiguation. There are two reasons why an object-subject reading may be
easier when two NPs are available rather than one.
First, the presence of a second NP may facilitate reanalysis. As discussed
in Section 2.1, number information may signal that the first NP cannot be the
subject of the clause. In this case, another NP must be found that can
grammatically fulfill the function of subject. It is easier to find such an NP if it
has already appeared in the input than when it has not.
In addition, the presence of a second NP makes an object-subject reading
more likely in probabilistic terms. Most clauses in the language contain a subject;
the number of clauses with an object is smaller. For instance, the corpus used in
Chapter 5 contained 607 welke-clauses, of which only 275 contained an object. If
only one NP is encountered in the input, chances are therefore high that this first
NP is the subject. When it is clear that the clause contains two NPs, the chance
that the clause is object-initial increases somewhat as the clause contains both
potential subject and object NP. The presence of a second NP in the clause thus
renders an object-subject reading more probable. This has also been shown in the
corpus data in Chapter 5. The subject-initial order was the most frequent for wh-
questions, overall, but when counts were restricted to clauses containing at least
two argument NPs, the object-subject order was most frequent.
The difference between main and embedded clauses may therefore also
be due to the availability of the second NP before or at the point of
disambiguation: main clause wh-questions were disambiguated immediately after
the wh-phrase, whereas embedded wh-clauses were disambiguated after the second
NP.
Data from Friederici et al. (1996) support the suggestion that the
availability of a second NP affects the ease of obtaining an object-subject reading.
Friederici et al. tested relative clauses that were immediately disambiguated by
case marking on the relative pronoun. The ERPs showed a P600 for the object-
subject clauses at the disambiguating relative pronoun itself. When, on the other
hand, the clauses were disambiguated by case marking on the second NP, no
effects were seen at the disambiguating phrase itself, but only at the sentence-final
word. This effect was not a P600, but a P350. The P350 has been proposed to176 176 Chapter 6
reflect easy reanalysis whereas the P600 reflects a more effortful revision process
(cf. Friederici, 1995; Friederici and Mecklinger, 1996). If this is true, obtaining
the correct object-subject analysis is easier when clauses are disambiguated at the
second NP rather than at the first.
2.4.3 The contents of the ambiguous region may trigger additional processes
Third, the nature of the ambiguous region may introduce additional processes that
render a particular reading more difficult. As discussed in Chapter 4, Section
5.4.4, the presence of adverbial material after the second NP may cause some
additional processing difficulty in subject-object clauses. The syntactic
representation of a subject-object clause may be more complex when the object
NP is followed by adverbial material than when it is not. In addition, an object
NP that is followed by adverbial material often refers to given information. More
discourse inferences thus have to be made when the object is followed by
adverbial material than when it is not. In contrast, the presence of adverbial
material after the second NP does not affect the structural complexity or
interpretation of object-subject clauses. The presence of adverbial material in the
ambiguous region after the second NP may therefore reduce the difference in
processing difficulty between subject-object clauses and object-subject clauses,
even if the subject-object order is the most preferred.
This may have contributed to the difference found between main and
embedded wh-clauses containing a definite NP as second NP (Experiment 1 and
7, respectively): the embedded clauses were disambiguated only after the second
NP and following adverbial material; the main clause wh-questions, on the other
hand, were disambiguated immediately after the first NP. Adverbial material
following the second NP could therefore not have influenced the order preference
starting at the point of disambiguation in the main clause experiment
(Experiment 1).
2.4.4 Summary
In addition to the type of the NP and the manner of disambiguation, the length of
the ambiguous region may affect order preferences. The longer the ambiguous
region, the weaker the subject-object preference. It remains to be investigated to
what extent linear distance per se, or the availability of other information within
the region is crucial to this effect.
2.5 The relative strength of the sources of information
In sum, overall word order preferences in Dutch and German are determined by a
number of factors, namely
• the syntactic bias for a subject-initial order;177 General discussion 177
• the discourse-related properties of the first NP:
a definite first NP heavily favors a subject-initial reading; a wh-
phrase does not;
• the discourse-related properties of the second NP:
a pronominal second NP biases towards a subject reading for itself,
and, hence, an object-subject reading for the clause. This bias is
weaker for non-pronominal second NPs;
• the manner of disambiguation:
an object-subject reading is easier to obtain if the clause is
disambiguated by case rather than number information; and
• the length of the ambiguous region and/or the information provided in
this region (e.g. the presence of a second NP):
in general, the longer the region (the more information), the weaker
the subject-object bias.
These factors do not have an equally strong contribution to the resolution of word
order ambiguities. Some factors or combinations of factors, are stronger than
others. For instance, a pronoun in second position introduces an object-subject
bias that is strong enough to override the syntactic subject-object bias if the first
NP is a wh-phrase (Experiments 3-6). However, the discourse-related properties of
the pronoun are not strong enough to cause processing difficulties for subject-
object clauses if the first NP is a definite NP (cf. the Lamers (1996) data). This
suggests that a sentence-initial definite NP introduces a subject-object bias that,
combined with the general syntactic bias for this order, is stronger than the object-
subject bias introduced by a pronoun in second NP position.
Another example is the relative contribution of number and case
disambiguation. As discussed in Section 2.1, the syntactically less preferred
object-subject reading seems to be easier to construct when case rather than
number information is used to disambiguate the clause. Nominative case on the
second NP appears to be a stronger cue to trigger an object-subject reading than
number mismatch between the verb and the first NP. However, the relative impact
of the form of disambiguation also depends on other factors. Again, one of these
is the nature of the first NP: disambiguation by case seems to be easier than
disambiguation by number if the clause-initial NP is a wh-phrase, but not if it is a
definite NP. For wh-clauses, a robust subject-object preference has been reported
for clauses disambiguated by number (Experiment 1; Meng, 1995; Schlesewsky et
al., to appear); but the subject-object preference is much less evident for clauses
disambiguated by case information (Schlesewsky et al., to appear; Meng, 1995;
Farke, 1994). If the first NP is a definite NP, however, the manner of
disambiguation appears not to have much effect: a strong subject-object
preference has been found for main clauses starting with a definite NP, both when
case-marking (Hemforth, 1993; Lamers, 1996) or number information
(Experiment 1; Frazier and Flores d’Arcais, 1989) is used to disambiguate the178 178 Chapter 6
clause. The facts thus suggest that the nature of the disambiguating information
scarcely affects the strength of this preference.
Which order of subject and object is preferred, the strength of this
preference and how this preference develops over time, thus depends on the
interplay of various other factors which differ in their relative strengths.
3 Parsing models
The present data therefore suggest that the time course and strength of syntactic
and discourse-related information on processing preferences is not fixed. This is in
line with the apparently conflicting evidence provided by previous studies
investigating the effects on non-syntactic information on ambiguity resolution (cf.
Chapter 1, Section 3.3). Sentence processing theories must be able to account for
these effects. Previous research on ambiguity resolution has been mainly directed
at trying to distinguish syntax-first and interactive approaches to processing.
Syntax-first models assume an initial syntactic stage of analysis -- an extreme
version was represented by the Syntactic Hypothesis; interactive theories assume
that all sorts of information is made use of immediately when available (cf. the
Discourse Hypothesis). Strictly speaking, a syntax-first approach predicts the
effect of non-syntactic information to be delayed, whereas interactive theories do
not. However, there is no uncontroversial data supporting either approach. Rather
than trying to show that non-syntactic information is used immediately or is
delayed, research should be directed at specifying the factors that determine the
strength of the processing preferences, and how the preferences develop over
time. Theories should then be evaluated in terms of how the apparently conflicting
data available at present is accounted for, and to what extent predictions can be
generated and tested.
In this section, four current models on sentence processing will be
discussed in the light of the present data on Dutch order ambiguities, namely (i)
garden-path models (Frazier, 1979; 1987a; 1990a); (ii) referential theory (Crain
and Steedman, 1985; Altmann and Steedman, 1988); (iii) linguistic tuning models
(Mitchell, 1994; Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley and Brysbaert, 1995); (iv) constraint-
based models (MacDonald, Pearlmutter and Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell and
Tanenhaus, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton and Tanenhaus, 1994). The first three
approaches assume an initial syntax-based stage of processing, at least under some
versions of the models; the fourth approach represents a more interactive view of
sentence processing. Each of the four subsections below starts with a brief
description of a model. Next, it will be sketched how the model in question may
account for the general subject-object order preference in Dutch, the effect of the
nature of the first and second NP on this preference, and the time course of these
effects. Some problems for the models as initially formulated will be discussed, as
well as possible extensions to deal with these problems.
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Garden-path models (Frazier, 1979; 1987a; 1990a) are instances of syntax-first
models: they assume an initial stage of analysis in which only syntactic
information is used. In the case of structural ambiguity, an initial decision is made
on the basis of non-probabilistic strategies that are sensitive to syntactic
information only (e.g. Minimal Attachment, Chapter 1 Section 3.1; the Active
Filler Strategy, Chapter 2 Section 4.1). Garden-path models are serial models:
only one syntactic analysis is pursued at a time. Non-syntactic information
(thematic, discourse and other information) is processed in other modules in
parallel to, or following this initial syntactic stage. This non-syntactic information
cannot directly influence the syntactic processes, however (cf. Clifton and
Ferreira, 1989; Frazier, 1990a). The modules only have access to each other’s
outputs. If the outputs of the syntactic and non-syntactic modules are in conflict,
the syntactic analysis may be revised. The clash between the outputs of the
modules, and the subsequent revision process may cause an increase in processing
effort. Alternatively, post-syntactic modules evaluate the output of the syntactic
module. This will also lead to an increase in reading times if the syntactic
analysis is anomalous from a non-syntactic point of view. The extent of this
increase depends on how easily the error can be detected (Fodor and Inoue, 1994)
and/or the type of revisions that are required (e.g. Pritchett, 1991).
3.1.1 The general subject-object preference
Now let us see how the experimental results might be accounted for. In the initial
syntactic stage, clause-initial NPs in Dutch are interpreted as the subject of the
clause according to the strategies discussed in Chapter 2. Assuming a gap-filling
strategy, the clause-initial NP is immediately linked to the subject position, as this
is the quickest way to functionally integrate this NP (gap-filling strategies);
according to structure-building approaches a subject-first analysis is constructed as
this analysis involves the smallest number of phrasal nodes (Gorrell, 1996; to
appear).
When number, case or other information is not compatible with the
subject-initial analysis, the current structure has to be revised. These detection and
revision processes lead to an increase in reading times, or a positivity in ERPs.
The extent of processing difficulty depends on the ease of detection or revision.
For reasons discussed in Section 2.1 revision may be easier when case rather than
number information disambiguates the clause; and when the input contains two
NPs rather than one NP at the point of disambiguation.
3.1.2 Wh-phases versus definite first NPs
The initial subject-object preference is thus based on strategies that are sensitive
to structural configuration only. Recall that in Experiment 1, the subject-object
preference was stronger when the main clause started with a definite NP rather
than a wh-phrase. Furthermore, this effect was one word position delayed relative180 180 Chapter 6
to the general subject-object preference. How can these results be accounted for in
a garden-path model?
The delayed effect of the nature of the first NP may result from the
modular architecture of the system. Under the assumption that the first syntactic
stage of parsing cannot be influenced by the properties of the NPs, the effect of
the first NP must be attributed to processes following this initial syntactic stage.
The effect of the nature of the first NP is therefore delayed relative to the general
subject-object preference.
The fact that the subject-object preference is stronger for declaratives
than for wh-questions may be attributed to three kinds of processes: error
recognition, reanalysis, and/or pragmatic evaluation procedures.
First, recognition of the intended object-subject reading may be easier
when the first NP is a wh-phrase than when it is a definite NP. Wh-phrases may
provide more morphological cues for the correct analysis: the presence of a wh-
word (or its abstract wh-features) may identify the wh-phrase as a filler (in the
gap-filling approaches), or as an NP that can easily occupy a position that is
different from the functional subject position (in structure building approaches).
Such cues are lacking when the first NP is a non-deictic definite NP. In this case,
it is hard or even impossible to figure out that the object-initial analysis is the one
intended. Repair of the error may therefore take longer in the object-subject
declaratives than in the object-subject wh-questions -- if the error can be
diagnosed and repaired at all.
Second, object-subject declaratives may be more difficult, not or not only
because it is harder to recognize the structure intended, but because the revision
of the initial subject-object structure requires more effort. Under certain syntactic
assumptions, object-subject declaratives involve more phrasal nodes than object-
subject wh-questions (cf. Chapter 2, Section 5.2.3). Hence, when the initial
subject-object analysis needs to be revised into an object-subject structure, more
structure has to be created in declaratives than in wh-questions. Under the
assumption that structure building is effortful, reanalysis is more difficult when
the first NP is a definite NP than when the first NP is a wh-phrase.
Third, the processing difficulty for object-subject declaratives may be
attributed to a discourse evaluation procedure. The object-subject declaratives used
in the experimental materials are pragmatically odd, since the appropriate
discourse cues and context are lacking. The additional increase in reading times
for this condition may thus be due to the detection of a pragmatic anomaly in a
post-syntactic stage of processing, and subsequent processes to overcome this
anomaly.
These three potential explanations are not mutually exclusive, however.
In fact repair, reanalysis and discourse evaluation processes may all contribute to
the increase in processing difficulty for object-initial declaratives.
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In the garden-path model as sketched above it is predicted that a case-marked
subject pronoun in second position, or number mismatch between the verb and the
first NP should lead to reanalysis of the initially proposed subject-object structure,
causing an increase in processing times. However, when the second NP was a
pronoun, however (Experiments 4 through 7), an increase in processing difficulty
for the subject-object clauses relative to the object-subject clauses was seen. In a
garden-path model, this result must be attributed to the operation of post-syntactic
processes that evaluate the NPs in terms of their discourse properties.
Let us see how this works for clauses containing a case-ambiguous
pronoun. Recall that in the jullie cases (Experiments 6 and 7) a non-significant
subject-object preference was seen when the ambiguous region was fairly short,
but an object-subject preference when the ambiguous region was rather long. This
delayed effect falls out rather straightforwardly from the modular architecture of
the processor. Initially, the syntactic module will assign a subject-interpretation to
the wh-clause and an object interpretation to the pronoun jullie. This analysis
leads to a pragmatic anomaly in the post-syntactic stage of processing, as
pronouns are more likely to be topics and hence, expressed as subjects. This, in
turn, triggers a syntactic revision process to change the subject-object analysis into
an object-subject one. These feedback and reanalysis procedures require some
time. If the ambiguous region is fairly short, a subject-object order will still be the
preferred analysis when the disambiguating information comes in. However, if the
ambiguous region is long enough, the initial syntactic analysis will have been
changed into an object-subject representation before disambiguating information is
encountered, leading to an increase in processing difficulty for subject-object
clauses at the point of disambiguation. This is exactly the pattern obtained in the
jullie conditions.
A potential problem for the account sketched above is that the object-
subject preference was obtained immediately at or just after the point of
disambiguation when the clause contained a case-marked pronoun in second
position (Experiments 4 and 5). This quick object-subject preference is hard to
explain if non-syntactic processes are inherently delayed as assumed above.
Garden-path theories must therefore be extended with an account of the relative
time course of non-syntactic influences. The rapid object-subject preference in the
case-marked condition may be explained, for instance, by assuming that a
nominative pronoun triggers a quick, effortless reanalysis of the initial subject-
object structure (cf. Section 2.1), such that discourse-related information can have
an apparently immediate influence on the order preference. This suggestion
remains to be further specified and tested, however.
3.1.4 Remarks
Garden-path theories thus provide an explicit account of why a particular reading
is preferred, why non-syntactic information is delayed, and why reanalysis is
easier in one case than in the other. However, hardly any models of the garden-182 182 Chapter 6
path variety give a quantitative specification of the relative strengths of the
various factors that influence ambiguity resolution. For instance, it is not clear to
what extent disambiguation by case is easier than disambiguation by number; to
what extent discourse-related information is delayed and how this depends on
other factors; and to what extent specific discourse-related information (e.g. the
object-subject preference triggered by a pronoun) is stronger or weaker than other
sorts of information (e.g. the subject-object preference triggered by a main clause-
initial definite NP, cf. Section 2.5). The lack of quantitative specifications makes
it hard to infer predictions concerning the extent of the processing difficulty, and
thus to empirically distinguish garden-path theories from other models.
3.2 Referential theory
Crain and Steedman (1985) and Altmann and Steedman (1988) propose the
framework of a referential theory. Models of this kind share with the garden-path
models their modular and rule-based nature. There is a separate stage of syntactic
processing which is not affected by non-syntactic information. However, as
opposed to garden-path models, referential theory models do not assume that
syntactic analysis is serial; instead, several analyses compatible with the input are
pursued in parallel. A choice among the alternative structures is made in a second,
discourse stage of processing. Decision is based on discourse simplicity, as
determined by principles such as the Principle of Parsimony (first proposed in
Crain and Steedman, 1985). This principle states that the reading should be
preferred which requires the least number of discourse inferences. This is another
difference with garden-path models, which assume that ambiguity resolution is
mainly driven by syntax-based economy principles such as Minimal Attachment
or the Active Filler Strategy. In contrast to garden-path theories, discourse-related
properties of the NPs may therefore play an important role in ambiguity
resolution.
3.2.1 Wh-phrases versus definite first NPs
Let us now see how the processing of ambiguous sentences in Dutch may proceed
according to a referential theory. First, the syntactic processor will assign both a
subject-object and an object-subject analysis to the incoming clause. In the
subsequent discourse stage, the analysis is chosen that is the most parsimonious
from a discourse point of view. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 5.2, object-
initial declaratives impose more restrictions on the discourse than subject-initial
declaratives. When the sentence is presented in isolation, a subject-object analysis
is the most parsimonious in terms of discourse inferences. Referential theory thus
provides a straightforward explanation for why object-initial declaratives are so
hard.
A potential problem for a referential theory is that the subject-object
preference for wh-questions cannot so readily be accounted for. Subject-initial and183 General discussion 183
object-initial wh-questions do not differ in terms of discourse inferences (cf.
Chapter 2, Section 5.2.2). Hence, referential theory predicts no preference for
either reading. This is in contrast with the preference for the subject-initial order
found immediately after the wh-phrase in Experiment 1. Furthermore, in
Experiment 1, the effect of the first NP became apparent one word position later
than the subject-object preference. A solution to this problem is to rank the
outputs of the syntactic stage such that the subject-object analysis is preferred.
However, unless this ranking is based on discourse principles, this solution is in
inconsistent with the original motivation of referential theory.
3.2.2 Pronouns versus full definite second NPs
Now let us turn to how a referential theory could account for the influence of the
second NP. Again, the syntactic stage will assign both a subject-object and an
object-subject analysis to the incoming clause at the wh-phrase. When the second
NP is a pronoun, the object-subject analysis will be preferred for discourse
reasons: a pronoun refers to highly salient, given information, which is generally
encoded as the subject of the clause. If a non-pronominal NP in the clause is the
subject instead of the pronoun, this may signal a shift of discourse focus (e.g.
Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein, 1995; Brennan, 1995; Walker and Prince, 1996). An
analysis in which the pronoun is the object of the clause thus involves more
discourse inferences. An object-subject analysis therefore is the most parsimonious
and, hence, preferred for wh-clauses containing a pronoun. This will lead to an
increase in processing difficulty if a subject reading for a pronoun is not possible.
However, no account is given of the difference in time course of the effects,
depending on whether the pronoun is case-marked or not, and on the length of the
ambiguous region. Hence, just like garden-path theories, referential theory must be
extended with an account of the various factors that affect the amount and onset
of processing difficulty.
Another potential problem for referential theory is the subject-object
preference found for at least some instances of wh-clauses containing a definite
second NP (Experiment 7; Meng, in preparation). This problem has already been
discussed for main clause wh-questions in the previous section.
3.2.3 Summarizing remarks
As opposed to garden-path models, referential theory attributes ambiguity
resolution primarily to a discourse stage of parsing rather than to a syntactic stage.
In such a framework, the impact of the nature of the NPs on word order
preferences can be accounted for in a straightforward way. However, referential
theory cannot readily account for all the data. First, additional assumptions must
be made in order to account for the general subject-object preference in Dutch.
One possibility is to assume that the alternative analyses proposed by the syntactic
stage are ranked, with the subject-object analysis being the most preferred.184 184 Chapter 6
However, the inclusion of a syntactic decision criterion is at odds with the
original motivation of referential theory. Second, the theory must be extended to
account for the variation in the onset and strength of the order preference
resulting from the manner and point of disambiguation.
3.3 Tuning
The linguistic tuning model (Mitchell, 1994; Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley and
Brysbaert, 1995) is based on the assumption that in cases of ambiguity, the
sentence processor prefers the analysis that is the most frequent in the language.
If subsequent information in the input is incompatible with this analysis, either a
more infrequent analysis is activated, or reanalysis takes place as described for
garden-path models (Section 3.1.). Thus, in tuning models, ambiguity resolution is
frequency-based rather than driven by non-probabilistic strategies as was the case
in garden-path models.
One important question in tuning approaches concerns the "grain-size",
that is, which information is initially abstracted away from when frequencies are
tallied (cf. the discussion in Chapter 5; Mitchell et al., 1995). In some varieties of
tuning (e.g. Mitchell, 1994) only coarse-grained distinctions are taken into
account. In such models only phrasal categories such as NP and PP are relevant
while calculating, for instance, the frequency of various modifier attachment
possibilities. In other varieties of tuning, finer distinctions may be taken into
consideration. For instance, frequencies may be stored separately for indefinite
and definite NPs; or even separately for each individual noun.
Grain-size is related to the issue of whether non-syntactic information
(thematic, discourse, etc) is used immediately or only later. Mitchell’s coarse-
grained variety of tuning resembles garden-path theories in this respect: an initial
structural stage of parsing is distinguished. In this stage, ambiguity is resolved
without reference to the specific properties of the lexical items. Lexically specific
and discourse information may influence the parsing process only at a later stage.
If, on the other hand, tuning is more fine-grained and frequencies are tied to the
separate lexical items, lexical properties such as subcategorization preferences of
the verb and discourse-related properties of the NPs can be taken into account
immediately.
Below I will discuss how both the coarse-grained model of Mitchell and
finer grained models may account for the Dutch data.
3.3.1 Wh-phrases versus definite first NPs
Coarse-grained tuning models must be able to explain the subject-object
preference found for Dutch main clauses by referring to the frequency of this
order. Collapsing over clause types, the subject-object order is indeed the most
frequent in Dutch (Chapter 2, Section 4.3). In cases of word order ambiguity,
then, the parser will commit itself to a subject-object analysis. When185 General discussion 185
morphological or other information is incompatible with this solution, an increase
in processing effort is expected. Since coarse-grained tuning models are not
immediately sensitive to the distinction between wh-phrases and definite NPs, the
difference between wh-questions and declaratives must be attributed to processes
at later stages, as has been discussed for garden-path models (cf. Section 3.2).
Tuning models that assume a finer grain-size may take the nature of the
NPs into consideration immediately. In such models, wh-questions and
declaratives can be considered distinct clause types in terms of frequency.
2 The
experimental results may then be accounted for in the following way. For both
declaratives and wh-questions the subject-initial order is the most frequent -- at
least, when collapsing over all predicate types. For both clause types, then, the
processor will analyze the first NP as the subject. This preference for a subject-
initial interpretation is expected to be stronger for declaratives than for wh-
questions: the subject-initial order is relatively more frequent in declaratives
compared to wh-questions (cf. Nieuwborg, 1968; Chapter 2, Section 4.3). This is
in accordance with the data. However, fine-grained tuning models do not readily
account for the time course of the effect. The nature of the first NP did not
immediately affect the order preference, but only one word position after the
disambiguating verb. This is not expected if the processor is immediately sensitive
to the nature of the NPs and the difference between declaratives and wh-questions.
Fine-grained tuning models must therefore be extended with an account of how
the preferences develop over time.
One possible solution is to assume a serial processor. A serial, frequency-
based processor will initially assign a subject interpretation to both definite NPs
and wh-phrases, since the subject-initial reading is the most frequent for both
welke-questions and declaratives. When the number features of the verb are not
compatible with this analysis, detection of the error will lead to a comparable
increase in reaction times for both wh-questions and declaratives. The difference
between wh-questions and declaratives only becomes apparent in a subsequent
stage of repair when frequency information can be made use of to obtain the
correct analysis. This may account for the delayed effect of the type of the first
NP.
2 Data from English suggest that the parser must at least be sensitive to the + wh
distinction: Merlo (1994) argues that a distinction must be made between +wh and -wh
complementizers to explain the magnitude of the surprise effect when a verb that usually
subcategorizes for a sentential complement, is immediately followed by an NP (Trueswell,
Tanenhaus and Kello, 1993; Juliano and Tanenhaus, 1994).186 186 Chapter 6
3.3.2 Pronouns versus full definite second NPs
Now let us turn to the effect of the second NP. In a coarse-grained tuning model,
the object-subject preference found for embedded wh-clauses containing a
pronoun must be due to a second, post-syntactic stage of processing. Initially, a
subject-object analysis is preferred on the basis of the general frequency of this
order (that is, collapsed over clause types). This analysis may be changed into an
object-subject order in the same way as in the garden-path models described
above. Just like the garden-path models, coarse-grained tuning models must be
provided with an account of how the object-subject preference develops over time.
Now consider finer-grained models that are sensitive to the properties of
the NPs. The order preferences for wh-clauses containing a definite NP appears to
be somewhat problematic for such models. As has been shown in Chapter 5, the
object-subject order is the most frequent for transitive welke-clauses, both for
clauses containing a pronoun and for clauses containing a full definite NP as the
second NP. According to a fine-grained model, the preferred analysis for such
clauses should therefore be the one in which the object precedes the subject. This
indeed corresponds to the experimental data for wh-clauses containing a pronoun.
However, we have seen that the experimental and frequency data do not converge
for welke-clauses containing a definite NP as second NP: the experimental data
show a tendency for a subject-object preference, in spite of the fact that the
object-subject order is more frequent for such clauses.
Possible solutions have already been discussed in Chapter 5. First, the
relevant grain-size may be somewhat coarser, collapsing over several sorts of wh-
phrases. Second, tuning may be even finer-grained such that the animacy and
even the surrounding discourse is taken into consideration in storing and retrieving
frequency information. It still remains an open question whether a single, fixed
grain-size can be found such that frequencies match the experimental data. A third
solution is to assume that the grain-size is not fixed, but that generalizations at
various levels of abstraction play a role. Constraint-based models, to be
considered below, are instances of such models.
3.3.3 Remarks
Coarse-grained tuning models of the Mitchell variety do not differ much from
garden-path models with respect to the explanation of the present data. Both
approaches attribute the subject-object preference to an initial, syntactic stage of
processing; the nature of the NPs may affect the order preference only at a later
stage. The difference between the two models concerns the explanation of the
subject-object preference: garden-path models attribute this to the syntax of the
language and the workings of syntax-based strategies; tuning models ascribe the
subject-object preference to the frequency of this order in the language. However,
just like garden-path models, coarse-grained tuning models must be extended with
an account of the differences in onset and extent of processing difficulties.187 General discussion 187
According to some finer-grained tuning models, on the other hand, the
parser may be immediately sensitive to the properties of the NPs. An advantage of
fine-grained models is that differences in strength of the order preferences may
potentially be accounted for, namely by taking frequency data into consideration.
However, exactly which properties the processor is sensitive to in tallying and
retrieving frequency information still has to be determined. Furthermore, an
account is needed of how preferences develop over time (e.g. by assuming a serial
processor as described above).
3.4 Constraint-based models
Constraint-based models (MacDonald, et al., 1994; Trueswell and Tanenhaus,
1994; Spivey-Knowlton and Tanenhaus, 1994) differ from the models discussed
above in that no priority is in principle assigned to any particular type of
information. Constraint-based models are interactive: all kinds of information,
lexical, syntactic, discourse and other, can influence ambiguity resolution as soon
as it is activated by the input. The possible solutions to the ambiguity are
considered in parallel. Incoming words activate certain probabilistic constraints
that bias one reading or the other. For instance, the resolution of the main
clause/reduced relative ambiguity in English (e.g. the horse raced... ) can be
considered to result from the competition among several constraints. One is
related to the frequency in which the verb form is used in a particular reading.
The form raced, for example, is ambiguous between a simple past form or a
passive participle. The simple past reading is only compatible with a main clause
verb interpretation, the participle reading is only compatible with a reduced
relative interpretation of the ambiguity. However, the verb form raced occurs
more frequently as a simple past form than as a passive participle. The verb form
is thus biased towards a main clause interpretation. This verbal bias may be
counteracted by other constraints. For example if there are two horses in the
context, or if the focus operator only is used (as in only horses raced...), discourse
constraints may bias a reduced relative interpretation (cf. Chapter 2, Section 5.1).
When a sentence is processed, the incoming words activate the
constraints they are associated with. The activated constraints are combined and
compete until a particular reading is preferred (or another decision criterion is
reached). The various constraints need not contribute equally to the resolution of
the ambiguity: some constraints may be more important and weigh more strongly
than others. The strength of the bias provided by each constraint and the relative
importance of the constraints may be determined by frequency of use.
When an incoming word strongly supports a reading that is different
from the one that has been highly preferred up to that point, an increase in
processing difficulty may result. This can have two potential causes. First, there
might be a strong competition between constraints. Two biases are in strong
competition when they are almost equally strong and each supports a different
reading. It then takes some time before the difference in activation of the two188 188 Chapter 6
readings is large enough for a particular outcome to be favored. This is reflected
in an increase in reading time starting at the point at which the competing
information comes in.
Second, an increase in processing difficulty may be caused by the
inability to activate the correct reading. A particular reading may be so strongly
preferred that incoming information cannot change this preference. In this case,
the new input may be incompatible with the currently dominant analysis, but is
too weak to activate the correct alternative reading. This, too, may lead to an
increase in processing difficulty, as the constraints activated by the new input
cannot be met (cf. Spivey-Knowlton, Hanna and Tanenhaus, 1996).
Constraint-based models are thus interactive, parallel, frequency-based
models. In contrast to garden-path theories, processing difficulty is not due to
reanalysis and repair processes, but to competition or the inability to activate the
appropriate reading.
Now let us turn to the Dutch data. In a constraint-based approach, the
Dutch word order preferences may be considered the result of the interplay of
various constraints, among others, a syntactic bias for a subject-object
interpretation, constraints tied to the nature of the NPs, constraints related to case-
marking and number inflection (the manner of disambiguation), and information
activated by the words in the ambiguous region. Each of these constraints biases a
subject- or object-initial reading of the clause to a certain extent. Below, I will
sketch how such a model could accomodate the present data.
3.4.1 The subject-object preference
In a constraint-based approach, the general subject-object preference in Dutch may
be accounted for by a syntactic constraint favoring a subject interpretation of a
clause-initial NP. The bias for the subject-initial order can be attributed to the
frequency of this order: collapsed over all clause types, subject-initial clauses are
far more frequent in Dutch than object-initial clauses (cf. Chapter 4.3).
On the basis of this syntactic constraint a subject-initial order is strongly
favored, especially when only one NP has been encountered in the input. When
case or number information forces an object-subject reading, an increase in
processing effort is the result. This is probably due to the competition between the
syntactic bias and morphological constraints, although it is also possible that the
increase in processing difficulty results from the inability of the morphological
constraints to inhibit the dominant subject-object order and activate the object-
subject reading.
Note that the syntactic bias for a subject-initial order cannot be tied to a
specific noun or to the thematic or other properties of the lexical verb. As has
been illustrated in Chapter 2, the general subject-object preference for Dutch and
German must be due to generalizations that abstract away from the specific
properties of the NPs. Furthermore, the preference cannot be driven by the lexical
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order constraint must therefore be represented independently of the specific lexical
items. This means that there is a syntactic clausal representation that is either
prestored and activated, or constructed during processing. A clause-initial NP
activates the constraint just mentioned, and is linked (with a certain probability) to
the subject position in this clausal representation.
The inclusion of a clausal representation may seem at odds with the
underlying motivation of constraint-based modeling. Advocates of the constraint-
based approach generally stress the lexical nature of ambiguity resolution in
English. However, they do not deny the influence of syntactic constraints and
biases, and the need of syntactic representations (MacDonald, Pearlmutter and
Seidenberg, 1994). The inclusion of a syntactic constraint on the order of subject
and object is therefore not incompatible with constraint-based approaches.
However, how such syntactic representations are activated or constructed remains
unspecified in most constraint-based models (cf. Frazier, 1995).
3.4.2 Wh-phases versus definite first NPs
Now let us see how constraint-based models may account for the difference
between main clauses starting with a definite NP and main clauses starting with a
wh-phrase. The influence of the first NP can be accounted for by independent
constraints on sentence-initial definite NPs and wh-phrases. Sentence-initial
definite NPs more frequently occur as subject than as object of the clause,
whereas this difference is much smaller for the wh-clauses (cf. the Nieuwborg
data cited in Chapter 2, footnote 9; and the frequency data in Chapter 5). A non-
deictic, definite NP thus heavily supports a subject-object reading, whereas a wh-
phrase does not. When the main clause is disambiguated towards an object-subject
reading by case or number information, one would therefore expect less
processing difficulty for the wh-clauses compared to the declaratives: either
because there is less competition between the syntactic and the morphological
constraints in the wh-questions than in the declaratives; or because the subject-
object bias for declaratives is so strong that the correct object-subject reading
cannot be activated, whereas it can in wh-questions.
In an interactive model, all information is made use of immediately when
available. However, the data of Experiment 1 suggested that the nature of the first
NP did not have an immediate effect on processing difficulty: although a subject-
object preference was seen at the disambiguating auxiliary, the difference between
wh-questions and declaratives only showed up at the next word position, the
determiner of the second NP. How can this apparent delay be accounted for while
maintaining the assumption that all information is immediately made use of in
ambiguity resolution?
A possible explanation is the following. At the disambiguating auxiliary,
the syntactic bias for a subject-initial order may be so strong that the nature of the
first NP has hardly any effect. The overall subject-object bias will then be almost
equally strong for wh-questions and declaratives at this point. However, the190 190 Chapter 6
information provided by the determiner following the disambiguating verb may
weaken the syntactic bias for the subject-object order. The presence of a
determiner is likely to signal the presence of a second NP. As has been discussed
in the above (Section 2.4.2), an object-subject order is more likely when two NPs
are available than when only one NP has been encountered. At the determiner of
the second NP, the syntactic bias may therefore be weak enough for the nature of
the first NP to exert more influence on the resolution process.
3
3.4.3 Pronouns versus full definite second NPs
Let us now turn to the effect of the second NP. Constraint-based models might
account for the influence of the type of the second NP by means of discourse-
related constraints on the use of pronouns and definite NPs. Pronouns are heavily
biased toward a subject interpretation on the basis of frequency. In the Nieuwborg
(1968) study discussed in Chapter 2, Section 5.3.2, 89% of the personal pronouns
appeared as the subject of the clause. If a pronoun is encountered as the second
NP of an ambiguous clause it thus introduces a strong bias for an object-subject
reading of the clause. This bias competes with the syntactic bias for the subject-
object reading. Note that this pronominal object-subject bias must be based on a
generalization that supercedes the specific lexical form of the pronoun: accusative
pronouns such as hem (‘him’) never occur as the subject of the clause;
nevertheless, it is assumed in this account of the data that they may activate the
information that pronouns often occur as the subject of the clause.
For non-pronominal definite NPs, the percentage of subject uses is
smaller (68% in the Nieuwborg study). This bias may have been too weak for a
second definite NP to override the syntactically based subject-object preference.
Additionally, a subject-object reading for sentences containing a definite second
NP may have been supported by a constraint related to the discourse status of the
NP referents. Recall that the experimental items always were presented in
isolation. The definite NP in second position therefore always introduced a new
entity into the discourse. Frequency data provided by Prince (1982) suggest that
NPs that refer to entities that have already been mentioned in the discourse are
more likely to be encoded as the subject than elements that introduce new entities.
If constraint-based models also incorporate constraints related to the given/new
status of the NP referents, the subject-object preference for clauses containing
definite NPs in second position may even be enhanced.
Constraint-based models may thus account for the different order
preferences for clauses containing pronominal and non-pronominal second NPs.
3 The determiner of the second NP may thus have a comparable effect on
ambiguity resolution as the presence of a by-phrase on the reduced relative/main verb
ambiguity in English, cf. Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1993); Tabossi,
Spivey-Knowlton, McRae and Tanenhaus (1994).191 General discussion 191
But how can the differences between the various pronominal conditions be
accounted for? The discourse-related information is available as soon as the
pronoun is encountered in the input. The immediate object-subject preference
found for wh-clauses containing a case-marked pronoun can thus be easily
accounted for, at least, under the assumption that if the second NP accusative, the
general pronominal object-subject bias strongly competes with the syntactic and
morphological bias for the subject-object order, causing an immediate increase in
processing difficulty for the subject-object condition.
Under the same assumptions, an immediate object-subject preference is
expected for clauses containing non-case marked pronouns. This however is not
clear: an object-subject preference for wh-clauses containing the pronoun jullie
was only obtained when the ambiguous was fairly long (Experiment 6). In a
constraint-based model, this delayed object-subject preference may be attributed to
the categorial ambiguity of the pronominal form used. In addition to the personal
pronoun interpretation (biasing the object-subject order), the possessive reading,
and hence a definite NP reading of the second NP (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3) may
be activated as well. A subject reading for the second NP is not strongly biased as
long as the possessive reading remains active. The longer the ambiguous region,
the less likely the possessive reading becomes, and the stronger the bias for the
object-subject reading. This may account for the (non-significant) tendency for a
subject-object preference in the short conditions and the object-subject preference
in the long conditions. More research and computational modeling is needed to
see whether this explanation is tenable.
3.4.4 Remarks
In a constraint-based approach, the Dutch order preferences might be accounted
for in terms of a competition between various constraints. As opposed to garden-
path models, referential theory and coarse-grained tuning models, no separate,
modular stages of processing are distinguished. Rather, processing is highly
interactive: all kinds of information can influence order preferences when
available. Which reading is preferred, the ease with which a certain reading is
obtained, and how the preferences change over the course of the sentence is
determined by the relative contribution of the various sources of information
activated by the input.
Constraint-based approaches provide an inherently quantitative account of
various sources of information on the resolution of word order ambiguities. The
strengths and weights of the constraints can be estimated on the basis of
frequency information and off-line completion data (for computational models, see
e.g. Spivey-Knowlton, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton, Hanna and Tanenhaus, 1996).
Unfortunately, data from frequency and completion studies are too sparse to
construct a fully constrained computational model for the Dutch order preferences.
Whether the current data can indeed be fully captured by a constraint-based model
such as the one sketched above therefore remains a question for future research.192 192 Chapter 6
It should be noted, however, that although constraint-based models
capture the fact that some sorts of information are more important than others,
and that certain constraints bias a certain reading, they do not give an explicit
account of why this should be so. Referring to frequency information only takes
the explanation back one step: what one also wishes to know is whether there is a
reason why certain options are more frequent than others. Constraint-based
models, and frequency-based models in general, should therefore be provided with
a (qualitative) theory about the constraints themselves.
3.5 Summary
In this section I have shown how several current theories of sentence processing
might account for word order preferences in Dutch, the effects of the first and
second NP, and the development of the preferences over time. Roughly put, the
main differences among the models concern, first, whether the information
introduced by the NPs is made use of immediately, or only somewhat later in the
parsing process; and, second, whether preferences are based mainly on frequency
information or on non-probabilistic strategies.
According to garden-path theories a subject-object analysis is initially
opted for on the basis of non-probabilistic syntactic strategies. Discourse-related
properties of the NPs may influence the parsing process only at a later stage: they
may facilitate reanalysis forced by number or case information, or trigger
reanalysis before the point of syntactic disambiguation. Although some models of
the garden-path variety provide a theory of why reanalysis is easier in some cases
than in others (e.g. Pritchett, 1991; Fodor and Inoue, 1994), they do not give a
quantitative specification of the way in which various factors influence processing
difficulty.
According to the referential theory, order preferences are mainly driven
by discourse related information. However, we have seen that without additional
assumptions, the preference for a subject-initial order in wh-questions cannot be
accounted for in such models. Furthermore, these models do not specify the
interaction among syntactic, morphological and other information and their impact
on processing difficulty.
Coarse-grained tuning models of the Mitchell variety differ from garden-
path models in that the initial subject-object analysis is based on the frequency of
this structure, rather than on rule-based strategies. In all other respects, coarse-
grained tuning models resemble garden-path models: the specific properties of the
NPs are made use of only at a later processing stage.
Finer-grained tuning models can be conceived of in which the nature of
the NPs is taken into account immediately. However, it remains to be seen
whether an appropriate grain-size can be found, such that the frequencies of the
clause types correspond to on-line parsing preferences.
Finally, constraint-based models might account for word order
preferences in Dutch in terms of the interplay of various probabilistic constraints,193 General discussion 193
syntactic and non-syntactic. In such models, the nature of the NPs is made use of
as soon as it is available. To what extent the NPs can actually influence the order
preferences depends on the availability of other information and the strength of
the various constraints. The strength of the biases and the relative weights of the
various constraints is mainly based on frequency of use.
The aim of the present discussion was to show how some current
sentence processing theories may accommodate the various factors that influence
the strength of order preferences and their change over time. Of the models
discussed here, garden-path (or coarse-grain tuning) models and constraint-based
models most readily account for the present results. Garden-path theories provide
an explicit account of why some readings are easier to obtain than others and why
non-syntactic information appears to be delayed in some cases. However such
models must be extended with a quantitative theory of the various factors that
influence the ease of obtaining a certain reading and the extent of the delay.
Constraint-based theories, on the other hand, potentially provide exactly such a
quantitative theory, but do not account for why some sources of information are
more important than others -- unless frequency is an explanation in and of itself.
On the basis of the current data, no distinction can be made between
syntax-first and interactive models. Future research should be aimed at
constructing and testing quantitative models of processing, specifying which
factors influence the strength and onset of processing difficulty. Only then can it
be decided whether parsing preferences result from interactive frequency-based
constraints as claimed by constraint-based theorists, or whether an initial, modular,
non-probabilistic stage of syntactic parsing is still needed, as proponents of
garden-path theories claim.
4 Conclusion
A number of clause types in Dutch and German are at least temporarily
ambiguous between a subject-object and object-subject interpretation. Previous
research has shown that speakers of either language have a preference to interpret
such clauses as subject-initial. This preference has been shown to be fairly robust:
a subject-object preference has been attested even when plausibility or contextual
information biases an object-subject reading (Van Gompel, 1995; Schriefers et al.,
1995; Mecklinger et al., 1995; Bayer and Marslen-Wilson, 1992).
The major finding of the present study is that the subject-object
preference is not as strong as has previously been claimed. Various factors other
than the syntactic bias appear to play a role in determining which order of subject
and object is ultimately preferred and the ease with which a certain reading can
be obtained. In particular, the results of the present experiments show that order
preferences are influenced by the discourse-related properties of the NPs involved,
even if sentences are presented in isolation. These properties can even override
the syntactic bias and favor an object-subject reading of the clause. In addition,194 194 Chapter 6
the manner and point of disambiguation appear to play a role in the ease of
resolving the ambiguity.
The present findings suggest various modifications for sentence
processing theories. All models of sentences processing must ultimately give an
account of the various factors that determine order preferences. Only by providing
a quantitative theory can strong predictions be made and the various sentence
processing models be experimentally tested.
Future research should thus be aimed at further specifying the factors that
influence word order preferences and their relative contributions over time. In the
present work the effect of the type of the NP was studied using isolated sentences
only. To further single out the effects of discourse-related biases, experiments
should be conducted investigating the effect of the presence of an explicit NP
referent in the preceding discourse. Other factors that may influence word order
preferences and hence deserve extensive investigation, are for instance: animacy
information and thematic fit (cf. Brouw, 1995); the distance between the wh-
phrase and the clause it belongs to (‘Long distance extraction’: Frazier, 1990b;
Jordens, 1991; Farke, 1994; Farke and Felix, 1994; Schlesewsky et al., to appear;
De Vincenzi, 1996); prosodic information (Read et al., 1980) and individual
differences in working memory capacity (Kaan and Stowe, 1995; Mecklinger et
al., 1995; Friederici et al., 1996). Each of these factors has been shown to be
relevant to the processing of other sorts of ambiguity (cf. e.g. Trueswell,
Tanenhaus and Garnsey, 1994, for thematic fit; Clifton and Frazier, 1988, for long
distance dependencies; Nagel, Shapiro, Tuller and Nawy, 1996, for prosody; and
Just and Carpenter, 1992, for working memory). Results from on-line experiments
should be combined with data from corpus studies and off-line completions to
obtain a proper estimate of the relative strength of the various factors that play a
role in the resolution of Dutch word order and other ambiguities. Only then can
explicit predictions be made and the various sentence processing models tested.
Thus investigating the factors that play a role in ambiguity resolution and
determining their relative contribution may ultimately lead to a better
understanding of sentence processing and the cognitive mechanisms involved.Chapter 7
Summary
____________________________________________________________________
Various clause types in Dutch and German are at least temporarily ambiguous
with respect to the order of subject and object. A number of previous studies
regarding the processing of such subject-object ambiguities have reported a
preference for a subject-object interpretation. This order preference has generally
been attributed to a syntactic generalization, that is, a generalization which
abstracts away from specific properties of the NPs and the verb in the clause. The
results of the present experiments suggest, however, that the syntactic subject-
object preference is not as strong as has previously been assumed: the discourse-
related properties of the NPs also play a role in determining order preferences.
First, the subject-object preference for main clauses is much weaker when the first
NP is a wh-phrase than when it is a non-deictic definite NP; second, embedded
wh-questions may even show an object-subject preference when the second NP is
a pronoun. However, whether this non-structural information has an effect, and to
what extent, depends on other factors, such as the manner of disambiguation
(case, number information), and the point of disambiguation.
In Chapter 2 an overview was given of the current literature on subject-
object ambiguities in Dutch and German. With only a few exceptions, a
preference for the subject-object order has been found, even in cases where
plausibility or contextual information favored an object-subject interpretation.
Several syntactic accounts of this order preference were discussed. Next, it was
argued that information which is not purely structural in nature may also affect
the order preference. Several predictions were formulated that were experimentally
investigated in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3 the processing of subject-object and object-subject main
clauses was investigated. Declarative clauses in which the first NP was a non-
deictic definite NP were compared with wh-questions in which the first NP was a
which-N (welke-N) phrase. Object-subject declaratives impose more restrictions on
the discourse context than subject-object declaratives do. Subject- and object-
initial wh-questions do not differ in this respect. In addition, subject- and object-
initial declaratives have been claimed to differ in terms of phrase structure in a
way subject- and object-initial wh-phrases do not. A weaker subject-object
preference was therefore expected for the wh-clauses compared to the
declaratives. Self-paced reading times (Experiment 1) showed a subject-object
preference starting immediately at the disambiguating auxiliary. The difference
between wh-clauses and declaratives with respect to the order preference became
apparent one word later, suggesting that the nature of the first NP affects
ambiguity resolution somewhat later than the overall syntactic subject-object bias.
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In Chapter 4 the impact of the discourse-related properties of the second
NP was investigated using temporarily ambiguous embedded wh-questions.
Pronouns differ from non-pronominal definite NPs in the frequency with which
they are used in the subject position. This is related to the discourse-status of the
elements they refer to. Non-pronominal definite NPs can either refer to given
information or introduce new entities into the discourse. In contrast, pronouns are
generally used to refer to given entities in the discourse which are salient. Given,
salient entities are generally also the topic of discussion. The prototypical position
for a topic is the subject position. Pronouns therefore bias towards a subject
interpretation. This bias is much weaker for definite NPs, especially if sentences
are presented in absence of a discourse context and the definite NP is taken to
introduce new entities. A pronoun in second position thus introduces a bias for the
object-subject order. This bias is in competition with the syntactic bias for the
subject-object order. If the discourse-related properties of the NPs are taken into
account during the processing of order ambiguities, a weak subject-object
preference, or even a preference for an object-subject order is expected if the
second NP is a pronoun.
First, an off-line completion study (Experiment 2) was conducted,
showing that the syntactic preference for the subject-object order also holds for
embedded wh-clauses. Next, three experiments were carried out on wh-clauses in
which the second NP was a case-marked pronoun. An off-line questionnaire study
(Experiment 3) showed that people choose the nominative form (object-subject
interpretation) more often than the accusative form (subject-object order). The
preference for an object-subject order was replicated in two on-line studies. Self-
paced grammaticality decision times (Experiment 4) and self-paced reading times
(Experiment 5) showed an increase for the subject-object order relative to the
object-subject order starting at or immediately after the disambiguating pronoun.
No preference for the subject-object order was seen.
The object-subject preference was partially replicated in Experiment 6. In
this experiment, the wh-clauses were disambiguated by number information at the
finite auxiliary in penultimate position. The pronoun itself was ambiguous. In
addition, the length of the ambiguous region was manipulated: either one or six
words separated the second NP pronoun from the disambiguating auxiliary. Again,
an object-subject preference was found, but only in the conditions with a long
ambiguous region. In the short conditions, subject-object clauses were responded
to faster than object-subject clauses, but this difference was not significant.
Finally, in Experiment 7, wh-clauses containing a case-ambiguous
pronoun were compared with clauses containing a non-pronominal definite NP in
second position. This time, four words separated the second NP from the
disambiguating auxiliary. The clauses with a definite NP showed a tendency for a
subject-object preference. No preference for either order was found for clauses
containing the ambiguous pronoun, in contrast to the object-subject preference
found in conditions with a case-marked pronoun (Experiments 3-5) or in
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6). These results suggest that the discourse-related properties of the NPs can
indeed have an effect on order preference. However, the time course and strength
of this effect depends on other factors such as the manner and point of
disambiguation.
In Chapter 5 the frequencies of occurrence of subject and object-initial
wh-clauses were investigated in a sample of written Dutch texts. Collapsing across
the various types of predicates, the subject-initial order is the most frequent.
However, when counts are restricted to transitive and ditransitive predicates only,
the object-subject order is the most frequent. The nature of the second NP appears
to be of influence: the object-subject order is significantly more frequent in
clauses containing a pronoun than in clauses containing a definite NP or an
indefinite NP.
These frequency data are interesting in the light of frequency-based
theories of sentence processing. These theories predict a correspondence between
processing difficulty and frequency: the most frequent solution to the ambiguity
should elicit the least processing difficulties. An important issue in this respect is
the grain-size problem: which categories can be distinguished in terms of
frequency, and on the basis of which information? The present data suggest that a
grain-size according to which transitive welke-questions are treated as one,
separate class cannot be correct for the following reason. For transitive welke-
questions in general, the object-subject order is the most frequent. Transitive
welke-clauses containing a definite NP, however, showed a reading time
advantage for the subject-object order (Experiment 6). Tabulating frequencies
separately for welke-questions containing a definite NP will not solve this
problem: the object-subject order for such clauses is still more frequent than the
subject-object order, in spite of the reversed parsing preference. A possible
solution is to assume either that grain-size is yet even finer, or that grain-size is
not fixed, but that several levels of abstraction are taken into consideration during
processing.
The results of the experiments and the corpus study were summarized in
Chapter 6. The data suggest that not only syntactic and discourse-related
preferences play a role in determining the order preference, but that also the
manner and point of disambiguation are of importance. Which order is ultimately
preferred, the strength of this preference and the development of the preference
over time are determined by the interplay of these and other factors. It was shown
that these factors do not have an equally strong contribution; rather some factors
or combinations of factors are stronger than others. Finally, four current theories
of sentence processing were discussed. Garden-path theories and constraint-based
theories account for the Dutch data most readily. These two approaches differ
with respect to the modularity of syntactic processing: according to garden-path
theories an initial, informationally encapsulated syntactic stage of processing can
be distinguished; non-syntactic information may affect processing only somewhat
later. According to constraint-based theories, all kinds of information are made
use of immediately when available. Future research should be directed at198 198 Chapter 7
constructing quantitative models which capture the relative impact of various
sources of information. Only then can precise predictions be made which can be
used to decide between garden-path and constraint-based approaches to sentence
processing.Appendix 1
Experimental materials in Experiment 1
____________________________________________________________________
01 a. De dame had de zwervers niet aangekeken in het park.
b. De dame hadden de zwervers niet aangekeken in het park.
c. Welke dame had de zwervers niet aangekeken in het park?
d. Welke dame hadden de zwervers niet aangekeken in het park?
--> Wie werd(en) niet aangekeken?
DAME ZWERVERS
02a. De tante had de kinderen niet gekust bij het afscheid.
03a. De slager had de bakkers niet betaald voor de reclame.
04a. De sponsor had de architecten niet genoemd in het interview.
05a. De overvaller had de agenten niet verwond in het gevecht.
06a. De minister had de prinsen niet uitgenodigd voor het diner.
07a. De priester had de nonnen niet bedankt voor de gift.
08a. De inspecteur had de artsen niet geroepen na het ongeval.
09a. De filmster had de fotografen niet verwacht op het feest.
10a. De notaris had de advocaten niet geïnformeerd over de zaak.
11a. De koning had de generaals niet vertrouwd in de oorlog.
12a. De president had de sjeiks niet verstaan tijdens de lunch.
13a. De politicus had de bejaarden niet gesteund in het plan.
14a. De dokter had de patiënten niet gegroet op het terras.
15a. De Italiaan had de Spanjaarden niet geprezen met het resultaat.
16a. De bediende had de jongens niet beloond voor het werk.
17a. De wandelaars hadden de fietser niet opgemerkt in het donker.
18a. De atleten hadden de trainer niet getrakteerd na de wedstrijd.
19a. De gasten hadden de manager niet verdacht van het misdrijf.
20a. De fabrikanten hadden de ontwerper niet vermeld op het affiche.
21a. De matrozen hadden de kapitein niet herkend in het café.
22a. De zangers hadden de pianist niet benijd tijdens het concert.
23a. De Fransen hadden de Griek niet verraden tijdens het verhoor.
24a. De wethouders hadden de burgemeester niet geraadpleegd over het
ontwerp.
25a. De kleuters hadden de juffrouw niet gemist in de vakantie.
26a. De leerlingen hadden de docent niet aangesproken in de pauze.
27a. De klanten hadden de verkoper niet gehoord in het magazijn.
28a. De werknemers hadden de directeur niet bekritiseerd tijdens het overleg.
29a. De vrouwen hadden de bruid niet gezoend op de receptie.
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30a. De roeiers hadden de zeiler niet gewaarschuwd voor het noodweer.
31a. De assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen met het rapport.
32a. De indianen hadden de missionaris niet bezocht in het kamp.Appendix 2
Experimental materials in Experiment 3
____________________________________________________________________
01 a. Ik vroeg wie HIJ / HEM in de vakantie...
b. Ik vroeg me af wie HIJ / HEM in de vakantie...
c. Ik vroeg welke broer HIJ / HEM in de vakantie...
d. Ik vroeg me af welke broer HIJ / HEM in de vakantie...
02c. Wij vroegen welke collega hem/hij in de sportzaal
03c. Zij vroeg welke jongen hij/hem de hele dag
04c. Zij vroegen welke jaargenoot hem/hij op het feestje
05c. Ik vroeg welke mensen hij/hem ’s ochtends vroeg
06c. Wij vroegen welke kennissen hem/hij op de kermis
07c. Zij vroeg welke scholieren hij/hem gisteren
08c. Zij vroegen welke wandelaars hem/hij op het strand
09c. Wij vroegen welke man hem/hij ’s avonds laat
10c. Ik vroeg welke vriend hij/hem bij de uitgang
11c. Zij vroegen welke neef hem/hij in het weekend
12c. Zij vroeg welk familielid hij/hem op het station
13c. Wij vroegen welke studenten hem/hij in de pauze
14c. Ik vroeg welke fietsers hij/hem op de hoek van de straat
15c. Zij vroegen welke kinderen hem/hij vanmiddag
16c. Zij vroeg welke medewerkers hij/hem in de kantine
17c. Zij vroegen welke broer hij/hem op het vliegveld
18c. Zij vroeg welke collega hem/hij na vijf uur
19c. Wij vroegen welke jongen hij/hem in het bos
20c. Ik vroeg welke jaargenoot hem/hij midden in de nacht
21c. Zij vroegen welke mensen hij/hem bij de vijver
22c. Zij vroeg welke kennissen hem/hij afgelopen dinsdag
23c. Wij vroegen welke scholieren hij/hem in de bioscoop
24c. Ik vroeg welke wandelaars hem/hij na zonsondergang
25c. Zij vroeg welke man hem/hij in het café
26c. Zij vroegen welke vriend hij/hem na de wedstrijd
27c. Ik vroeg welke neef hem/hij in de stad
28c. Wij vroegen welk familielid hij/hem na tien jaar
29c. Zij vroeg welke studenten hem/hij in de UB
30c. Zij vroegen welke fietsers hij/hem in het donker
31c. Ik vroeg welke kinderen hem/hij op het plein
32c. Wij vroegen welke medewerkers hij/hem tijdens de vergadering
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Experimental materials in Experiments 4 and 5
____________________________________________________________________
The sentences (versions) marked with a ‘+’ were only used in Experiment 4. The
comprehension questions, indicated by the arrow, were only used in Experiment 5.
01+ a. Jij vroeg welk bestuurslid hen aan het slot van het evenement had
bedankt.
b.+ Jij vroeg welk bestuurslid hen aan het slot van het evenement
hadden
c. Jij vroeg welk bestuurslid wij aan het slot van het evenement
hadden bedankt.
d.+ Jij vroeg welk bestuurslid wij aan het slot van het evenement had
02c.+ Jullie wisten welke jaargenoot wij in het holst van de nacht hadden toe-
gezongen.
03c. Jullie vroegen welke Italiaan wij na de uitvoering van de opera hadden
geprezen.
---> Wanneer werd er geprezen? VOOR DE OPERA; NA DE
VOORSTELLING.
04c. Jij wist welke medewerker wij voor de deur van het instituut hadden
afgezet.
05c. Wij wisten welke vrienden hij in het dorp aan de kust had opgezocht.
06c.+ Ik wist welke junks hij in de portiek van het gebouw had neergestoken.
07c.+ Wij vroegen welke tegenstanders hij in de kwis op de tv had verslagen.
08c. Ik vroeg welke actievoerders hij tijdens de discussie over het beleid had
onderbroken.
09c. Jij vroeg welke man wij bij het schuurtje achter het huis hadden gezien.
---> Wie zag(en) iemand? MAN; WIJ
*.
10c. Jij wist welke leraar wij tijdens de speurtocht door het bos hadden mis-
leid.
11c. Jullie wisten welke minister wij op de vergadering van de partij hadden
beledigd.
---> Wie werd(en) beledigd? MINISTER; WIJ
*.
12c. Jullie vroegen welke acteur wij in de gang naar de kleedkamer hadden
gehoord.
13c. Ik vroeg welke reisgenoten hij voor de ingang van de tempel had
gefotografeerd.
14c. Wij wisten welke vijanden hij vanuit het raam van de woning had be-
schoten.
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---> Van waaruit werd er geschoten? DAK; VENSTER.
15c. Wij vroegen welke atleten hij tijdens de training op het sportveld had
aangemoedigd.
16c. Ik wist welke ridders hij in de toren van het kasteel had opgesloten.
---> Wie sloot/sloten iemand op? HIJ; RIDDERS.
17c.+ Jij vroeg welke ober wij in de eetzaal van het hotel hadden gegroet.
18c. Jullie vroegen welke vrouw wij bij de uitgang van de supermarkt hadden
aangesproken.
19c. Jullie wisten welk buurmeisje wij in de zandbak op de speelplaats hadden
gepest.
---> Waar werd iemand gepest? SPEELPLEIN; STOEP.
20c. Jij wist welke secretaresse wij vanuit het bureau van de dienst hadden
gebeld.
21c. Wij wisten welke gasten hij om twee uur in de ochtend had gewekt.
---> Wie werd(en) gewekt? GASTEN; HIJ.
22c. Ik wist welke werknemers hij tijdens het overleg over de CAO had bekri-
tiseerd.
23c.+ Wij vroegen welke dames hij na het overhandigen van het kado had
gekust.
24c. Ik vroeg welke architecten hij door het centrum van de stad had rond-
geleid.
---> Wie leidde(n) rond? ARCHITECTEN; HIJ.
25c. Jij wist welke journalist wij op de party na de première hadden verwacht.
---> Waar werd iemand verwacht? FEEST; DINER.
26c. Jullie vroegen welke zeiler wij bij de steiger in de haven hadden gehol-
pen.
---> Wie hielp(en)? WIJ
*; ZEILER.
27c. Jij vroeg welke student wij na het vertonen van de video hadden onder-
vraagd.
---> Wanneer werd er iemand ondervraagd? VOOR DE VIDEO; NA DE
VIDEO.
28c.+ Jullie wisten welke broer wij via een oproep in de krant hadden opge-
spoord.
29c. Ik vroeg welke fietsers hij bij het oversteken van de weg had gehinderd.
30c.+ Ik wist welke jongens hij op de stoep voor de garage had natgespoten.
31c. Wij vroegen welke familieleden hij in de hal van het vliegveld had
omhelsd.
---> Waar vond de omhelzing plaats? LUCHTHAVEN; STATION.
32c. Wij wisten welke klasgenootjes hij op het plein voor de school had
uitgescholden.
* wij is replaced by zij in condition a.Appendix 4
Experimental materials in Experiment 6
____________________________________________________________________
01 a. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie gisteren heeft gezien.
b. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie gisteren hebben gezien.
c. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie bij de schuur achter de boerderij
heeft gezien.
d. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie bij de schuur achter de boerderij
hebben gezien.
02a/c. We vroegen ons af welke jaargenoot jullie vannacht / in het holst van de
nacht heeft toegezongen.
---> Wie zong(en)? JAARGENOOT; JULLIE.
03a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke trainer jullie zomaar / na de wedstrijd in het
stadion heeft getrakteerd.
---> Wie trakteerde(n)? JULLIE; TRAINER.
04a/c. We vroegen ons af welke professor jullie hartelijk / aan het eind van het
congres heeft bedankt.
---> Wie bedankte (b/d: werd bedankt)? HOOGLERAAR; PROCUREUR.
05a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke neef jullie gratis / door het centrum van de stad
heeft rondgeleid.
06a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke gast jullie vanmorgen / om twee uur in de ochtend
heeft gewekt.
---> Wanneer werd er iemand gewekt? ’S OCHTENDS; ’S AVONDS.
07a/c. We vroegen ons af welke leerling jullie vaak / in de pauze van de les
heeft uitgelachen.
08a/c. We vroegen ons af welke begeleider jullie openhartig / tijdens de lunch
in de kantine) heeft toegesproken.
09a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke broer jullie vanmiddag / na een scheiding van tien
jaar heeft opgezocht.
10a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke knecht jullie daarnet / bij het paard in de stal heeft
geroepen.
---> Wie riep(en)? JULLIE; KNECHT.
11a/c. We vroegen ons af welke leraar jullie meteen / op de dansvloer in de
disco heeft herkend.
---> Wie herkende iemand (b/d: werd herkend)? DOCENT; LERARES.
12a/c. We vroegen ons af welke vriend jullie toen / in het dorp aan de kust
heeft bezocht.
---> Wie kwam(en) op bezoek? VRIEND; JULLIE.
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13a/c. We vroegen ons af welk familielid jullie innig / in de hal van het
vliegveld heeft omhelsd.
14a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke voorzitter jullie openlijk / na het overleg over de
regeling heeft bekritiseerd.
---> a: Hoe werd kritiek geleverd? PUBLIEKELIJK; BESLOTEN
(c: Wanneer werd er kritiek geleverd? TIJDENS DE BESPREKING; NA
HET OVERLEG.)
15a/c. We vroegen ons af welke handlanger jullie buiten / op de hoek van de
straat heeft opgewacht.
---> Waar werd iemand opgewacht? BINNEN; BUITEN.
16a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke huisgenoot jullie dikwijls / door een gat in de muur
heeft afgeluisterd.
---> Wie luisterde(n) af? JULLIE; HUISGENOOT.
17a/c. We vroegen ons af welke tante jullie gisteren / bij het vertrek van de
boot heeft uitgezwaaid.
18a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke jongen jullie vanmorgen / in de stalling in de
kelder heeft gehoord.
19a/c. We vroegen ons af welke oma jullie zomaar / na het journaal van acht
uur heeft gebeld.
---> Wat deed oma (b/d: deden jullie)? TELEFONEREN;
AANKLOPPEN.
20a/c. We vroegen ons af welke student jullie vandaag / na het vertonen van de
video heeft ondervraagd.
21a/c. Ik vroeg me af welk klasgenootje jullie vaak / in de zandbak op de
speelplaats heeft gepest.
---> Wie pestte(n)? KLASGENOOTJE; JULLIE.
22a/c. We vroegen ons af welke zeiler jullie vanmiddag / bij de steiger in de
haven heeft geholpen.
---> Wie hielp(en)? ZEILER; JULLIE.
23a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke historicus jullie urenlang / over de details van het
voorval heeft geïnterviewd.
---> Wie interviewde (b/d: werd geïnterviewd)? GESCHIEDKUNDIGE;
GENEESKUNDIGE.
24a/c. We vroegen ons af welke journalist jullie ernstig / in het programma op
de televisie heeft beledigd.
25a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke buurman jullie altijd / na de opmerking over de
oorlog heeft gemeden.
26a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke politicus jullie erg / in de uitzending op de radio
heeft gekwetst.
27a/c. We vroegen ons af welke ober jullie daarnet / bij de ingang van het
restaurant heeft gegroet.
---> Wat deed de ober (b/d: deden jullie)? GROETEN; WENKEN.207 Appendix 4 207
28a/c. Ik vroeg me af welke Italiaan jullie luid / na de uitvoering van het
concert heeft geprezen.
---> Wie prees/prezen? JULLIE; ITALIAAN.Appendix 5
Experimental materials in Experiment 7
____________________________________________________________________
01 a. Wij vroegen ons af welke docent de leerlingen ’s–ochtends over de
uitslag heeft gesproken.
b. Wij vroegen ons af welke docent de leerlingen ’s–ochtends over de
uitslag hebben gesproken.
c. Wij vroegen ons af welke docent jullie ’s-ochtends over de uitslag
heeft gesproken.
d. Wij vroegen ons af welke docent jullie ’s-ochtends over de uitslag
hebben gesproken.
02a. Hij weet welke buurjongen de meisjes opzettelijk in het water heeft
geduwd.
---> Wie duwde(n)? MEISJES
*; BUURJONGEN.
03a. Zij vroeg welke grootmoeder de kinderen vanochtend bij het afscheid
heeft gekust.
---> Wanneer vond het afscheid plaats? GISTEREN; VANDAAG.
04a. Zij vroeg welk klasgenootje de jongens gisteren op het schoolplein heeft
nageroepen.
05a. Zij vroegen welke Fransman de Italianen toen voor het produkt heeft
geïnteresseerd.
---> Wie raakte(n) geïnteresseerd? ITALIANEN
*; FRANSMAN.
06a. Hij vroeg zich af welke vriend de heren vanmorgen van de trein heeft
gehaald.
07a. Ik weet welke leraar de jongeren gisteren in de disco heeft herkend.
---> Waar heeft hij ze
* (b/d: hebben ze
* hem) herkend? DANCING;
BAR.
08a. Hij vroeg welke broer de zussen vanmiddag op het perron heeft
opgewacht.
---> Waar werd iemand opgewacht? VLIEGVELD; STATION.
09a. Zij vroeg welke zeiler de vissers vanmorgen voor het noodweer heeft ge-
waarschuwd.
---> Wie waarschuwde(n)? VISSERS
*; ZEILER.
10a. Wij vroegen ons af welke oom de neefjes onlangs in het buitenland heeft
opgezocht.
11a. Hij weet welke portier de schoonmakers toen met de opmerking heeft
gekwetst.
---> Wie kwetste(n)? PORTIER; SCHOONMAKERS
*.
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12a. Zij weet welke knecht de dienstmeisjes ’s-nachts in de keuken heeft
betrapt.
13a. Zij vroeg welke tante de nichtjes vanmiddag met een taart heeft verrast.
---> Waarmee hebben ze
* iemand verrast? GEBAK; KOEK.
14a. Ik vroeg me af welke medewerker de stagiaires gisteren voor een etentje
heeft uitgenodigd.
15a. Wij vroegen ons af welke winkelier de klanten herhaaldelijk over de
bestelling heeft gebeld.
16a. Zij weet welke kunstenaar de toeristen gisteren in het museum heeft
gefotografeerd.
---> Waar werd iemand gefotografeerd? MUSEUM; MUZIEKTENT.
17a. Ik weet welke filosoof de schrijvers voortdurend over de kwestie heeft
aangevallen.
---> Wie viel(en) aan? FILOSOOF; SCHRIJVERS
*.
18a. Hij vroeg welke Spanjaard de architecten ’s-zondags door de stad heeft
rondgeleid.
19a. Zij vroegen zich af welke buurvrouw de dames hartelijk voor het ge-
schenk heeft bedankt.
---> Waarvoor werd(en) ze
* bedankt? PRESENTIE; CADEAU.
20a. Zij vroeg welke onderwijzer de scholieren uitgebreid over het uitstapje
heeft verteld.
21a. Hij vroeg welke opzichter de bouwvakkers toen op het probleem heeft
gewezen.
---> Wie wees (wezen) op het probleem? BOUWVAKKERS
*;
OPZICHTER.
22a. Zij vroegen welke manager de werknemers vandaag tijdens het overleg
heeft bekritiseerd.
---> Wie had kritiek? MANAGER; WERKNEMERS
*.
23a. Wij weten welke vrouw de nonnen vanmorgen bij de bushalte heeft
gezien.
24a. Ik vroeg me af welke ober de gasten gisteren tijdens de lunch heeft
beledigd.
---> Wanneer werd iemand beledigd? TIJDENS HET MIDDAGMAAL;
NA HET DINER.
25a. Zij vroeg welke trainer de atleten ’s-avonds na de wedstrijd heeft getrak-
teerd.
---> Wanneer werd er getrakteerd? VOOR DE WEDSTRIJD; NA DE
MATCH.
26a. Hij weet welke baron de jonkvrouwen ’s-ochtends tijdens de wandeling
heeft vergezeld.
27a. Hij vroeg welke inspecteur de agenten daarnet bij de ingang heeft ge-
groet.
---> Wie groette(n)? AGENTEN
*; INSPECTEUR.211 Appendix 5 211
28a. Zij vroeg zich af welke voorzitter de arbeiders volledig in het plan heeft
gesteund.
* replaced by jullie in conditions c and d.References
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Zinnen leest of hoort men slechts woord voor woord. Deze woorden moeten
gecombineerd worden tot een betekenisvolle zin. Dit is geen eenvoudige taak. Een
zin als (1), bijvoorbeeld, kan op twee manieren geïnterpreteerd worden.
(1) Welke man heeft de vrouw gezien?
In deze zin kan welke man subject (onderwerp) of object (lijdend voorwerp) zijn.
Onderzoek naar zinsverwerking, met name naar het begrijpen van zinnen, is erop
gericht te weten te komen hoe dergelijke ambiguïteiten verwerkt worden: op
grond van wat voor informatie wordt er een keuze gemaakt? En wanneer in het
verwerkingsproces wordt deze informatie gebruikt? Antwoorden op deze vragen
zouden iets kunnen zeggen over wat voor soort processen een rol spelen bij het
verwerken van zinnen en hoe deze processen zich tot elkaar verhouden.
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift beperkt zich tot de verwerking van
subject-object ambiguïteiten in het Nederlands zoals in (1), en de invloed hierop
van de aard van de zelfstandignaamwoordsgroepen (NPs). Eerder onderzoek naar
de verwerking van woordvolgorde-ambiguïteiten heeft uitgewezen dat sprekers
van het Nederlands over het algemeen een subject-object interpretatie toekennen
aan (tijdelijk) ambigue zinnen. Deze voorkeur is gebaseerd op syntactische
informatie, dat wil zeggen, generalisaties waarbij de specifieke aard van de NPs
en werkwoorden geen rol speelt. Echter, de experimentele resultaten in dit boek
wijzen erop dat deze subject-object voorkeur niet zo robuust is als op grond van
eerdere resultaten werd gedacht: ook de aard van de NPs kan invloed uitoefenen
op de volgordevoorkeur. Ten eerste is de subject-object volgorde voor
hoofdzinnen minder sterk wanneer de zin begint met een vraagwoordgroep
(bijvoorbeeld welke man) dan met een definiete NP (bijvoorbeeld de man); ten
tweede laten vragende bijzinnen zelfs een voorkeur voor een object-subject
volgorde zien wanneer de NP nà de welke-groep een voornaamwoord is. Wanneer
precies deze niet-structurele informatie een effect heeft, is afhankelijk van andere
factoren, onder andere de informatie die gebruikt wordt om de zin te
disambigueren (naamvals- of getalsinformatie) en waar in de zin gedisambigueerd
wordt.
Hoofdstuk 1 is een beknopte inleiding in het onderzoek naar
zinsverwerking. Vervolgens wordt in Hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht gegeven van de
experimentele resultaten die tot nu toe bekend zijn over de verwerking van
volgorde-ambiguïteiten in het Nederlands en het Duits. Met slechts een paar
uitzonderingen wordt een subject-initiële volgorde verkozen boven een objects-
initiële. De bestaande data wijzen erop dat de volgordevoorkeur gebaseerd is op
syntactische generalisaties.
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Er zijn echter redenen om aan te nemen dat ook specifieke,
contextgerelateerde eigenschappen van de NPs een rol spelen. In Hoofdstuk 3
wordt de invloed onderzocht van de aard van de eerste NP op de verwerking van
hoofdzinnen. De eerste NP is ofwel een definiete NP (cf. 2), ofwel een welke-
groep (3).
(2) a. De assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen met het rapport.
b. De assistenten had de professor niet geholpen met het rapport.
(3) a. Welke assistenten hadden de professor niet geholpen met het
rapport?
b. Welke assistenten had de professor niet geholpen met het rapport?
In beide gevallen is de syntactische functie van eerste NP tijdelijk ambigu: de NP
kan het subject (2a,3a) of het object zijn (2b,3b). Pas als het verbogen werkwoord
(had) gelezen wordt, is de object-subject volgorde gedisambigueerd. Object-
initiële declaratieve hoofdzinnen als (2b) vereisen echter een speciale context of
intonatie. In dit opzicht verschillen ze van hun subject-object equivalenten (2a).
Verder is, althans onder bepaalde syntactische aannamen, (2b) structureel
complexer dan (2a). Object-subject en subject-object welke-vragen (3a,b)
verschillen in deze opzichten echter niet van elkaar. Als het
zinsverwerkingsmechanisme dus gevoelig zou zijn voor de aard van de eerste NP
zou de subject-object voorkeur dus wat minder sterk zijn voor welke-vragen dan
voor declaratieven. Dit is onderzocht met behulp van een woord-voor-woord self-
paced reading taak (Experiment 1). Dit is een taak waarbij de proefpersoon
zinnen woord voor woord te lezen krijgt, en zelf de aanbiedingstijd van elk woord
kan bepalen. Resultaten wijzen erop dat de voorkeur voor een subject-object
volgorde inderdaad zwakker is bij welke-vragen dan bij declaratieve zinnen.
Echter dit is pas te zien ná het disambiguerende hulpwerkwoord (had(den)),
terwijl op het hulpwerkwoord zelf al een subject-object voorkeur te zien is. De
resultaten duiden er dus op dat informatie over de aard van de eerste NP een wat
later effect heeft dan de syntactisch gebaseerde voorkeur voor een subject-object
volgorde.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het effect van de tweede NP onderzocht. In eerdere
experimenten naar subject-object voorkeuren werd de eerste NP van de ambigue
zin altijd gevolgd door een niet-voornaamwoordelijke definiete NP, zoals de
vrouw in (1). Echter, andere typen NPs zouden de volgordevoorkeur anders
kunnen beïnvloeden. Een voornaamwoord zoals hij, hem of jullie verwijst altijd
naar iets dat saillant aanwezig is in de (extra)linguïstische context.
Frequentiestudies wijzen erop dat voornaamwoorden vaker als subject dan als
niet-subject gebruikt worden. Dit is niet erg vreemd gezien het feit dat saillante
elementen vaak het onderwerp van discussie zijn, en het onderwerp van discussie
vaak in de subjectspositie van de zin wordt uitgedrukt. In ambigue zinnen zal een
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voornaamwoord het onderwerp is, dat wil zeggen een object-subject lezing voor
zinnen waarin het voornaamwoord in de tweede positie verschijnt. Niet-
voornaamwoordelijke NPs hoeven daarentegen niet te verwijzen naar iets dat al
saillant aanwezig is in de context, maar kunnen ook nieuwe informatie
introduceren. Vooral wanneer een zin niet als deel van een lopende tekst
gepresenteerd wordt zullen dergelijke definiete NPs deze functie hebben. Definiete
NPs brengen dus geen uitgesproken voorkeur voor de object-subject volgorde met
zich mee wanneer ze als tweede NP verschijnen.
Zes experimenten worden beschreven naar het effect van een
voornaamwoord op de volgordevoorkeuren in vragende bijzinnen. Allereerst wordt
een schriftelijke invultaak afgenomen om er zeker van te zijn dat er inderdaad een
syntactisch-gebaseerde voorkeur voor een subject-initiële volgorde bestaat in dit
soort zinnen (Experiment 2). Daarna wordt een drietal experimenten beschreven
waarin de tweede NP een voornaamwoord is dat een naamval draagt, zoals in (4).
(4) Zij vroeg zich af welke man hem / hij in het café...
Experiment 3 is een schriftelijke test waarin mensen moeten kiezen tussen een
nominatief (hij) en een accusatief (hem) voornaamwoord in fragmenten zoals (4).
De resultaten laten zien dat mensen vaker de nominatief kiezen dan de accusatief,
en dus een object-subject volgorde prefereren boven een subject-object volgorde.
Vervolgens wordt er gekeken of, en zo ja, wanneer deze voorkeur zich
laat zien tijdens de verwerking van de zin. Self-paced grammaticaliteits-
beoordelingstijden (Experiment 4) en leestijden (Experiment 5) zijn langzamer
voor de accusatief (subject-object) dan voor de nominatief (object-subject)
condities. Dit effect is zichtbaar óp of direct ná het disambiguerende
voornaamwoord. Deze resultaten wijzen er op dat mensen problemen hebben met
de subject-object volgorde wanneer de tweede NP een voornaamwoord is; dit
ondanks het feit dat de subject-object volgorde op structurele gronden
geprefereerd is.
Het doel van Experiment 6 is om te zien of deze voorkeur voor een
object-subject volgorde gerepliceerd kan worden wanneer het voornaamwoord niet
gemarkeerd is voor naamval, en het punt van disambiguatie later in de zin komt,
namelijk op het hulpwerkwoord in de op één na laatste positie van de zin. Tevens
wordt gekeken naar het effect van de lengte van de ambigue regio. Een voorbeeld
van het materiaal is gegeven in (5):
(5) a. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie gisteren heeft / hebben gezien.
b. Ik vroeg me af welke man jullie bij de schuur achter de boerderij
heeft / hebben gezien.
Wederom wordt een voorkeur gezien voor de object-subject volgorde (hebben-
versies). Echter, dit effect is alleen te zien wanneer de ambigue regio zeer lang is,
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subject-object volgorde geprefereerd te worden, maar dit effect is niet significant.
Om te zien of de volgordevoorkeur daadwerkelijk verschilt naar gelang de aard
van de tweede NP worden tenslotte in Experiment 7 zinnen met jullie vergeleken
met zinnen met een niet-voornaamwoordelijke, definiete NP:
(6) a. Zij vroeg welke trainer jullie ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
heeft / hebben getrakteerd.
b. Zij vroeg welke trainer de atleten ’s avonds na de wedstrijd
heeft / hebben getrakteerd.
Aan het zinseinde laten de zinnen met een niet-voornaamwoordelijke NP een
zwakke subject-object (heeft-versie) voorkeur zien. Tussen de subject-object en
object-subject zinnen met jullie is geen verschil.
Samengevat wijzen de resultaten erop dat volgordevoorkeuren inderdaad
beïnvloed kunnen worden door de context-gerelateerde eigenschappen van de
tweede NP. Echter, wanneer deze niet-structurele informatie invloed kan hebben
en hoe sterk deze van invloed is, is afhankelijk van tal van andere factoren,
waaronder het punt van disambiguatie, de manier waarop gedisambigueerd wordt
(naamval, overeenkomst in getal), en waarschijnlijk ook het feit dat jullie zowel
een persoonlijk als een bezittelijk voornaamwoord kan zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt gekeken naar de frequentie van voorkomen van
subject-object en object-subject welke-zinnen in geschreven Nederlands. Doel is te
onderzoeken of de mate waarin de subject-object en object-subject volgorde
voorkomen verschilt naar gelang het soort NP dat na de welke-groep komt.
Tevens wordt gekeken in hoeverre de experimentele gegevens corresponderen met
frequentiedata. De tellingen laten het volgende zien. De meest frequente volgorde
is de subjectsinitiële, althans, als er geen onderscheid wordt gemaakt naar het
soort predikaat. Beperkt men echter de steekproef tot twee- en drieplaatsige
predikaten, dan is de object-subject volgorde de meeste frequente. De aard van de
tweede NP maakt inderdaad verschil uit: voor zinnen met een voornaamwoord als
tweede NP is de object-subject volgorde significant frequenter dan voor zinnen
met een niet-voornaamwoordelijke definiete of indefiniete NP als tweede NP.
Deze gegevens zijn interessant in het licht van huidige, frequentie-
gebaseerde theorieën van zinsverwerking. Volgens deze theorieën zouden
reactietijddata corresponderen met frequentiegegevens: de niet-geprefereerde,
moeilijker te verwerken structuur zal minder frequent zijn dan de geprefereerde,
makkelijker te verwerken structuur. Een belangrijke kwestie met betrekking tot de
relatie tussen frequentie en verwerking is de korrelgrootte (grain-size): wat voor
categorieën worden onderscheiden als de frequentie berekend wordt, en op grond
van welke informatie? De huidige gegevens laten zien dat een vaste korrelgrootte
waarbij transitieve welke-zinnen als één categorie worden gezien, niet houdbaar is:
voor dergelijke zinnen is de object-subject volgorde de meest frequente; echter, de
reactietijden voor welke-zinnen met een definiete tweede NP laten een (zwakke)
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experimentele en corpusdata blijft bestaan als de frequentietellingen beperkt
worden tot welke-zinnen met een definiete tweede NP: ook dan is de object-
subject volgorde de meest frequente. Dit wijst erop ofwel dat de juiste
korrelgrootte mogelijk nog fijner is, ofwel dat niet één, maar verscheidene
abstractieniveaus relevant zijn.
In Hoofdstuk 6, tenslotte, worden de resultaten uit de experimenten en de
corpusstudie op een rij gezet. Verschillende factoren worden besproken die
mogelijk van invloed zijn op woordvolgordevoorkeuren in het Nederlands en het
Duits. Deze factoren hebben niet allemaal een even sterke invloed op de
volgordevoorkeuren; of een bepaalde factor een effect kan hebben is afhankelijk
van de aanwezigheid van andere informatie. Tenslotte wordt besproken hoe vier
gangbare theorieën de huidige gegevens zouden kunnen verklaren. Het meest
complete beeld geven garden-path en constraint-based theorieën. Het
belangrijkste verschil tussen de beide benaderingen is dat in een garden-path
model een primaire, syntactische fase van verwerking wordt onderscheiden; in een
constraint-based model, daarentegen, worden alle soorten informatie meteen
gebruikt wanneer deze beschikbaar komen. Echter, beide modellen moeten een
verklaring kunnen geven van de sterkte van de voorkeur en de factoren die hierop
van invloed zijn. Met name kwantitatief onderzoek is nodig om goede
voorspellingen te kunnen doen en tussen de diverse benaderingen te kunnen
beslissen.